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Introduction

Each night some 150,000 children go to bed in approximately

2,500 residential institutions in the United States (Papenfort

et al. 1969). Despite the trend away from large institutions

isolated from the communities and families of the children, there

is and will continue to be a need for residential programs for

those children who have no one to live with or who are unsuited for

community living. It is a widely held opinion that institutionali-

zation, particularly of children, should be avoided at all costs.

Given the nature of children's institutions in. thi country,

this is probably a realistic opinion which has b an corroborated

by the research of Goffman (1961) and others. That group care

for the "raising' and "treating" of children is necssarilv nel

tive has been questioned by Wollins (1974) who argues that power-

ful influences inherent in residential institutions make possible

positive group care of children. He cites institutions such as

the Israeli Kibbutz, the Austrian Kinderdorf, and Soviet boarding

schoolvas-instances of positive group care.

Given the continued need for residential facilities for

children d the reluctance of communities to accept these

children, it is important that the residential ctrt!e of children

in this country be upgraded. Evaluative research will necessarily



play a significant role in the upgrading of residential facilities.

Given the logical and methodological dilemmas inherent in evalua-

tive research, it is essential that new instruments, methodologies

and evaluative strategies be developed in order to providd data

about the quality of institutions and their impact on residents.

Since 1966 the Sage Hill Program has been providing .a residen-

tial and community based follow -up program for poverty and disturbed

teenage boys. The Program is unique in its use of a brief summer

camp interlude away from the distracting and diluting influences

f the city, in combination with a year round follow-up program.

It is no accident that a summer- camp model was used for the residen-

tial portion of the program, because a summer camp is one of the

few truly child oriented, rather than adult oriented, total insti-

tutions. It is free fram the stigma attached to residential treat-

ment programs, training schools and other total institutions for

children. Specifically, the summer camp was used to develop

salient relationships in order to make possible a more meaningful

year round community based program. In this way, the program

sought to maximize the advantages of both residential and community

based programs while minimizing their disadvantages. The follow-

up program provided recreation, paying jobs for campers as tutors

of younger children and weekend CaCMping trips. During the ye

the staff advocated for children with regard to their numerous

legal, medicali_psychiatric drug, family and welfare problems, etc.

7



An important goal of the camp program was to break down the

barriers between children and staff and make the staff more in-

fluential'-in terms of changing poverty relevant attitudes, motiva-

tions and interpersonal behavior. To encourage the development of

salient relationships, the staff and campers worked together to

build the entire facilities of two summer camps. Everyone parti-

cipated most vi-i-ly in the nightly meetings, in a one-man, one-

vote democratic governing of the program. Staff were recruited

in a "new careers" -type training program, by bringing campers up

through the ranks as junior counselors; this prOgram provided a

4t_

way to maintain the involvement of older adolescents while providing

the camp with staff.

The research reported here seeks to make a contribution to

the instrum ents, methodologies, and evaluative strategies, in

general and to'evaluate the Sage Hill Camp and Year Round Follow-

Up Program in particular.

In addition to replicating previous evaluative studies of the

program, the research developed some new instruments and stratagias

for program evaluation. Specifically, the researchiaddressed

itself to the following issues:

1. It sought to identify and measure the'domains of attitudes

which were both relevant to the goals of the program and sensitive

to change. Using factor-analytic procedures change scores at the



item level of the Teenagers' Opinion Survey (TOS) were factor

analyzed and scales constructed which were intended to be-- re

sensitive to change. Process measures or daily behavior ratings

were developed which could be used to plot changes over time and

could be related to,a variety of pre- and postmeasures of attitudes

and personality traits, etc.

For the sake of continuity, the subsequent replications of

the camp experiments _re included in this discussion of the develop-

ment and utilization of the change scores. While the data from

these experiments is presented here, its salience as an experiment

via a via the theory of social influence is discussed-subsequently

in Section III. Thus Section I includes the factor analysis of

change scores and replications of the camp experiment in which the

camp had been found to reduce alienation and to increase self-

control in the camp group in comparison to a randomly assigned

group.

1
*A detailed description and analysis, i.e. evaluation of the

summer camp and year round follow-up program, is presented in

Appendix A. The program is described and analyzed in the format
of the model that was developed in the course of this research.
It utilizes an open systems perspective, and seeksto provide a
generalizable model,for describing'and analyzing residential treat-
ment programs for children. Specifically, this model calls for
the delineation of the program's assumptions, goals and the particu

larized means for achievini !em. The roles of all staff are
examined. A systems analysi is used to delineate the various
components of the program such as the work program, junior counselor

program, evening meetings, the community follaw-up programs, etc.,

as well as their interrelationships. This paper then is both an
example of the generalizable model developed in' the course of this

research for describing residential programs and a detailed description

and analysis of the Sage Hill Camp and Follow-Up Program. An

even more detailed history and analysis of the program will be

provided in a forthcoming book.

9
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2. A process evaluation of the program sought to determine

the psychological and, attitudinal characteristics of those indi-

viduals who participated in varying degrees in the program through

a process of self-selection.

Regression studies and data relevant to the social anchoring

of alienation relevant behavior are discussed here. The attempt

to pre= and postdict those campers who were rated as having benefited

from the camp, and through a process of self - selection, selectively

participated over the years, is examined. 'Whereas the previous

section dealt with the evaluation of the camp, this section deals

with what children camp to camp and how this might have been

predicted. The research. reported here looks at the process measures

throughout the camp and attempts to test some hypotheses about how

alienated children behave over time.

3. Relevant to the theory of "Personality and Milieu: A

Theory of Social Influence" (Durkin, 1972), a variety of hypotheses

were tested regarding social influence and the social anchoring

of personality and attitudinal characteristics. Specifically,

hypotheses were tested regarding the similarity of personality

characteristics and attitudes of family members and of campers

brought together throu-- self_seiectILbn. Included in this section

are discussion of the camp as a social nfluence experiment, the
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similarity of parents and their child's attitudes: the similarity'

of the attitudes of campers' friends in the community and of socio-

metric choices among campers Snd staff; And finally, alienation

and its correlates.

4. The literature on the evaluation of residential treatment

programs for disturbed children was renewed with regard to its

methodological issues and its substantive findings. It was concluded

that even if can do a methodologically sound outcome or goal

attainment type study, there are severe limitations to the useful-

ness of such a study. A generalizable model utilizing an open
rY

systems pe spective is presented to describe and analyze,

evaluate residential treatment programs for children. While this

model does not preclude outcome or goal attainment type studies,

it focuses on delineating a program's goals and the way it is

organized to achieve them And to provide ongoing feedback about the

functioning of the program. The review of the literature and the

generalizable model have been published elsewhere (Durkin & Durkin

1975); a copy of this chapter is presented in Appendix B.

In summary, the four focal-points of the research reported

here have dealt with the instruments, methodologies and strategies'

for evaluating residential treatment programs in general and for

evaluating the Sage Hill Summer Camp and Follow-Up Program in

particular. Some hypotheses relevant to the theory of social

influence were:tested. The following sections report on these,

foUr areas of research.



THE DEVELOPMENT D UTILIZATION OF ATTITUDINAL AND BEII,VIORAL

MEASURES SENSITIVE TO CHANGE

Logically there is an inherent dilemma in the utilization of

highly reliable measures, as measured by pretest post test reliability,

for evaluative studies. Presudably programs to be evaluated are

likely to seek to change attitudes, personalities, characteristics

and behavior, and it is thus important that instruments be developed

which are sensitive to meaningful change. Clearly, attitudes,

personality characteristics and behavior can be arranged. on a con-

'tinuum from- thosethat are unlikely to change, such as "an oral

personality type", to those which are easily and perhaps capriciously

change( such as by getting up on the wrong side of the bed. If

evaluative studies seek to assess changes in the unchangeable

domains of attitudes and traits, they're doomed to conclude that

the program did not affect change. If, on the other hand, evalua-

tors assess the more ephemeral aspects of personality and behavior,

their work may be of little relevance for the program being evaluated.

Presumably scales should be developed and utilized which measure

a medium range of reliability; that is, instruments which are

designed to determine changes in characteristics which are both

changeable and meaningful via via the goals of a-particular

program.

Two exploratory studies presented here sought to develop

measures of changeable, poverty relevant attitudes and behaviors

12
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,

using factor analytic procedures. These instruments were then

used evaluate the impact of the summer camp experience. The

development and utilization of these measureg in a variety of

experimental -design_ including both matched T tests and repeated

measures, trend analysis of variance are presented.

In eeffort to develop scales sensitive to change, daily

behavidr ratings on 75 items of behavior were made each day on

each camper in the Vermont steer camp of 1969 and '70. Scales

ere constructed using factor analytic procedures and their,psycho-

,

metric characteristics were determined. The daily behavior ratings

were used to detect trends in behavior for the entire group and

for specific subgroups over time. Using' the data collected in

1970, trends in daily behavior ratings for those high in alienation

arid. low in alienation were compared in order to test hypotheses

regarding the social anchors of alienation relevant behavior.

In brief, the research reported in this section sought to

-develoP, attitudinal and behavioral measures which were sensitive

to change.. These measures were subsequently used to assess:

1. Changes in attitudes as a result of the camp experience and,

2. Changes in behavior in the camp group and sub groups over

time relevant to the testing of hypotheses regarding the

social anchoring of alienation,

These studies, particularly the one to develop measures of changeable

attitudes s 'be considered exploratory, as they are based-on the



reanalysis of data which was collected in another context and which

was not specifically intended for this purpose.

The hypotheses concerning_the reduction of alienation and the

increase in self control as a result of the camp experience, which

is a replication of previous/research (Durkin, 1969), are included

in this section. One test of the success of developing change

sensitive scales is their usefulness in studies of change compared

to non-change scores, derived from the TOS which were not based

on a factor analysis of change scores at the item level. These non-

change scores (hereafter referred to as raw scores-) will be compared.

to the change scores (that is those deriyed from the factor analysis

of change scores at the item level), to see if there are differences

in terms of sensitivity to change between the change scores and the

raw scores when utilized in a matched T test and repeated measure

or trend analysis of variance experimental design. As in the

testing of hypotheses using the change oriented attitude scales,

the usefulness of change sensitive measures is determined in part

by their use in the testing of hypotheses. These hypotheses are

thus included in the section of the development of change sensitive

measures.

1. The_ Factor_ Analysis of Cha e Scores at the Item Level of he

Between June 1967 and June 1971 the Teenager's,Opinion Survey
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(TOS) was administered, and 947 usable protocols were obtained.

The details of the administration of the questionnaire and its

factor analysis and scale construction are described in "Bieaking

the ?overty Cycle: A Strategy and Its Evaluation" (Durkin,. 1969).."

Briefly, however, about 607. of the questionnaires were administered

by the researcher and the usual precautions _ere taken regarding

the administration of the questionnaire. In addition, all subjects

felt that they were taking the questionnaire anonymously. They

were instructed to fill out the front page and then to tear it off

and hand it in separately. Through a system of unnoticeable pin-

pricks the face sheets were then matched with the questionnaires

for each subject which made it possible to match subsequent tests-

to the respondent and in turn made possible the computation of

change scores at the item level. An earlier version of the Teenager's

Opinion Survey (TOS) included 106 items. This was used only with

Colorado youngsters in 1967. After that a 117 item version of the

questionnaire was used. The additional 11 items were added at the

end of the questionnaire and included items about the importance

of various aspects of work. In general, the items were drawn from

a pool of items that were regarded as relevant to poverty. The

domains tapped included self-esteem, adult's view of the subject,

alienation, attitudes about work, locus of accountability and the

effectiveness of group action.

15
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To minimize the problems in the administration of paper and

pencil tests to youngsters with poor reading skills, several

techniques were used. The Likert scale items and items on a

continuum had geometric representations. In the case of the Likert

scale, the agree-disagree continuum was represented with boxes

and circles of increasing size. The ite were represented on a

continuum with circles of decreasing size indicating decreased

personal responsibility or group effectiveness, etc. The items

were worded so-as to be comprehensible to youngsters with an

elent ry school reading ability. In addition, some youngsters

who encountered difficulty were read the questionnaire or it was

played on a tape for them.

In order to build scales which were sensitive to change, factor

analysis was: conducted of change scores at the item level for the

106 or 117 item versions of the TOS. Compu,ted were 405 change

scores that cover periods of time ranging from 5 weeks to 1 year.

The subjects used in the computation of change scores included

youngster_ incarcerated in Denver's Juvenile Hall, a detention

,facility; students participating in a summer retrieval program

at Harlem Intermediate School 201; and 305 campers who attended

the various Sage Hill summer camps only. 150 different individ

were included in the computation'of these 405 sets of change

scores. Campers returning to the camp for different periods of

time were included in the study. In other words, one camper might

16
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be represented by more than one set of change scores if he returned

for subsequent years. This violation of the assumption of indepen

dent measures and its implications for the factor analysis is

discussed later.

The 405 sets of change scores were intercorrelated at the item

level in a 117 by 117 matrix (except for those for whom the last 11

items were deleted, namely the 1967 Colorado group). From 5'to 10

principal components were extracted and were then rotated to a

varimax or orthogonal solution.

The factor analysis was relegated to a procedure for the

initial item selection. The final selection of- items was determined'

on the basis of the psychometric characteris-ics of the individual

items as they related to the derived scales. For want of a suffi-'

ciently large sample of change scores, an important assumption of

factor analysis was violated ;' namely, the assumption of independence

of the units. The 405 sets of change scores were based ,on only

150 different individuals; repeated measures of change on

the same camper for different periods of time were considered

independent when in fact they were not. Of these 405 change scores,

305 were based on youngsters who had attended the camp. Even with

violation of the assumption of independence in order to increase

the sample size, a sample size of 405 sets of change scores remains

relatively small for the factor analysiA of a correlation matrix

of 117 x 117 variables.
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In order to determine the importance of the violation of the

assumption of independence of units, separate factor analyses were

conducted on 150 first administrations only and on campers only.

These were compared with the factor analysis of the total 405

sets of change scores. Even. when smaller samples were factor

analyzed, lessening the reliability Of the factor structure, upon

inspection the different factor analyses seemed to represent rela-.

tively invariant solutions. 6iven-that the factor analysis:was

used only for the selection of items, and that.the items wer

examined-in terms of psychometric cha ActeristiCs, the violation

of,the assumptions of factpr analysis and the utilization,of such

a small sample appears to have had,a relatively small effect on

the scale construction.

More important than'the factor analysis and scale construction

were the psychometric characteristics of the items and the scales..

Using A Likert scaling program (Cohler, Thomas, and Durkin, 1973),

scales were scored and the psychometric characteristics of

the items and scales determined.

Missing data for scales where 80 of the data-were present

were prorated, constants were used to.reverse items.- The program

provides the means and standard deviations of the scales. It

also presents both the interitem correlation matrix for each scale

and the interscale correlation matrix. The item to scale score

correlation is-computed with the -item included in the scale score .

and with that item deleted from the

18
scale score. This procedure
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gives an indication of the relevant contribution of each item to

the scale score. Finally .alpha is computed for each scale providing

a measure of its internal consistency.

In some instances, the factor loadings derived from the 10

principal component or factor solution would not suggist that they

belong to the scales. Those items with low factor loading nay have

been the result of a compromise scale or derived from another fact

analysis in which fewer principal components were extracted, etc.

Such-earlier factor analyses are not presented,here. Insome.case

these items would not .appear to scale on the basis of the 10 factor

solution. However, a better indication of their appropriateness

for imclusiam is given by their item to scale correlation with the

item Included and'with the item deleted. In some instances scales'

were arbitrarily selected for reasons which are discussed.

Finally, it should be noted that the 11 change. factors were

computed on each and every one of.. the 947 TOS protocols; except,

of course where there was too much missing data to meet the 807. c

teria for prorating. In other rds the scales derived from the

factor analysis of,change scores were computed- for each separate

administration of the TOS and not for the 405 sets of change SCOres,

based on pre and post administrations used in the factor analysis.

This was done in order to increase the sample size. Logically,

it would make little difference if the items defining the scale

were-computed on the basis of change scores that is, pre from

post test scores), or'from the one time administration of the TOS.

19
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With all the limitations imposed by violation of the assumptions

of independence of units in the:factor analysis and the relatively

small sample size, the following results from the factor analysis

d the Likert scoring program are presented for each of the 11

factors derived from the change scores. For each scale a brief

description of the underlying dimension of the scale is presented.

The items defining the scales and tieir variable numbers

presented. - sign preceding the variable number indicates that

it is reversed. The factor loadings from thefactor analysis of

the 305 campers .change scores is presented because the- factor

analysis of these subjects' scores is most relevant to the evalua-

tion of the impact of the camp. In addition, the item to scale

score correlation with the item included and deleted 4re presented.
2

Finally, the alpha for the entire, scale is presented.

To anticipate a question that mill.be raised later: 'did. the

factor analysis of change scores'. yield scales which measured

different domains and/or did they measure similar, domains but use

different.items to define these dimensions? To answer this question

it will be necessary to .compare scales constructed from the factor

analysis of change scores with scales constructed from the factor

The data from the various facto analyses of different samples
and extracting different numbers of principal components and their

respective psychametric characteristics are available upon request

from the principal investigator. For reasons of succinctness and
clarity they are not included here for they are indeed mind boggling.



analysis of one time, adminiatratian or non change scores, again
3

for want of a better word, referred to as raw scores. Briefly,

separate factor analyses extracting principle components and rotating

to a varimax solution, were done on the:Colorado and Vermont data.

A testi: for invariance was conducted and it was determined that

essentially, similar factors structures occurred in the two different

samples. Compromise scales were then constructed. These scales

in order, are:, Attitudes-towards work (R2); Personal,. responsibility

(R3) Adults think (R1A) Group p-Effectiveness (R4);'Anomia

(R5); Self-esteem (R1B). These six scales have numbers in the

parentheses R2, R3, etc.; the R indicates that:it is a raw sco e

the number following it indicates the domain where the number

the same; the A and B after that designates different facets of

the domain. The numbers indicate the domain and correspond with

change scale scores measuring a similar domain. For instance, R

and RIB are both dimensions of evaluation of the self, one by an

-adult, one by aneself.. These correspond to change scores 1, 2 and

3; namely, evaluation right, left' and Combined which are designated

ClA C1B, cic. It is hoped that having scales described in

parenthesis will identify the similar domain and will make the

eventual comparison between change and raw score more understandable.

Therefore, next to the change scores numbers 1 to 11 will be the

designation using CIA etc. Such a Aesignation, will be helpful in

The:factor analysis
in the U.S. Department of
Cycle;, A Strategy and'Its

and scoring of the raw scores is described
Labor Report, "Breaking the Poverty
Evaluation," Durkin, 1969). zt
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the presentation of data in the analysiS of variance of five

separate camps on'the 17 scales presented. Finally, the items

defining the raw scales, the item to scale correlation With the

item included and deleted, and alpha are presented in Appendix C.

The following are the descriptions and psychometric-characteristics

of the change scales.

The first three factors evaluation right change 1 (CiA);

evaluation left change 2 (C1B); evaluation combined change 3 (C1C)

must,be considered together despite the fact that they comprise

separate scales. These factors' are all in the semantic differential

forMat with adjectives presented on a bi-polar dimension being

checked as "I Am or "Adults Think I Am. -.This raises the possibility

that the factors are a response to the format _f the-items rather

than the content of-the item. However, it should be recalled,

that the factor analysis was on change scores and the variables

being factor analyzed are changes between pre and post tests which.

were administered anywhere from 5 weeks to one year apart in time.

:These factors are puzzling because evaluation right includes

those items whose positive side ii keyed to the right side of the'

dimension and those items on evaluation left'were based on items

where the positive side is scored to the lift. The positioning

of the positive side was randomly distributed in the presenting

of the original scales of the TOS,.

22
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.
Change 1-C C-1-A)

Scale Evaluation Right
Alpha .881

Var. Item

Factor
Load-

kRi___

Car-
rest
R

Un
Cor-
rect
R

77 I am: stupid-smart .525 .56 .62

79 I am: unfriendly-friendly .338 .48 .55

80 I am: selfish-unselfish .344 .43 .51

82 I am: weak-strong .622 .54 .61

83 I am: slow -fast .501 .53 - .60

85 I aM: inferior-superior .365 .43 .50

86 I am: square-cool .464 .48 .55

87 I am: mean-kind .- .492 .50 .58'

Adults think I am:

89 a stupid-Smart .546 .61 .68

91. unfriendly-friendly .583 .61 .68

92 .selfish-unselfish .436 .50 .59

94 - weak-strong .590 .58 .65

95' - 'sloW-fast' .555 .57 .64

97 - inferior-superior .336 .48 .56

98 - square-cool .598 .56 .63

99 mean-kind .581 .57 -.65

23



Change 2 (C-1-E)
Scale Evaluation Left

_Alpha .805

,.7 5 1 am: god-bad

-81 1 am: important-dni portant

Adults think 1 am:

-88 good-bad

-90 useful-useless

-93 important-unimportant

-96 hardworking-lazy

24
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Un-.

Factor® Cor- Cor-
Load- rect rect

1E2--

.081 .47 .60

.093 .48 A .64

.367 64

.146 .62 .76

.132 .62 .76

.383 .56 .73



Var.

-76 I good-bad

77

Change 3 (C-1-C)
Scale Evaluation All*

Alpha .903

I.am: stupid-smart

\.79 I am: unfriendly-friendly

Item

-81

I am: selfish-unselfish

I am: important-unimportant

82 weak-strong

83 I a.m. low -fast

,85- I am: inferior-superior

86 I am: square-cool,

87 I am: mean-kind

Adults think r"am:

88 good-bad

89 stupid-smart

90 useful-useless

91 unfriendly-friendly

92 selfish-unselfish

93 important-unimportant

94 a weak-strong

95 slow-fast

96 hard-working-lazy.

97 inferior-,superior,

98 square-cool'.

99 mean-kind

-20-

This Compromise Scale has no factor loadings.

25

Correct Uncorrect
R R

.46

.53

. 45

.39

.45

.49

. 39

. 42

. 48

.55

.67

.55

.63

.51

.57

.60

. 58

.51

. 51

.54

.60

. 51
t,

. 58

.49

.46

. 53.

.57

.54

.45

.47

.54

. 61

.72

.60

. 68

. 57

.63

. 65

. 63

.57

.57

.58

. 64
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Probably some sort of response bias accounts for the factors being

derived front changes in items keyed left and right. However, a simple

response position bias is questionable in that it must be remembered

that these are factor analyses of change scores. That is, the scores

being factor analyzed are not pre-test or post-test but shifts between

the two. In other words, items that change together comprise the

scale. Similarly, explanations thatpe factors' are clustering those

items which were subjected to a regression towards the mean phenomena

is questionable; the items regressed to the mean independently of one

another and the Changes occurred over a considerable time.

Factor 3 was not derived from.a factor analysis and thus no factor

loadings are presented, these items, comprising the combined evaluation

scale, (C1C) were simply ,;(,:pined in a general evaluative factor in

order to determine how the items intercorrelated in their scale

characteristics. In summary, the dimensions defined in these factors

are preception of self by Adults and by self. The items were

presented in a semantic differential format. -Factors .1 and 2 differ fro

the original factor' analysis, (that is, score 3 (R1A) and raw score 6

(R1B) , which was not based on the positioninc the positive side of

the dimension.

Change scores 4,5 nd 6 all have to do with various aspects of work

and therefore are given designation of C2A, C2B and C2C, all of which

are comparable in terms of the domain to the raw factor designated R2.

The change scale score number 4, "Important in Work" (C2A1, is comprised'

of items asking what is important to you about work. The responses

were on a five point scale ranging frOm very important to not very

mportant. in this format', people described the importance of enjoying

their work ,of the people you work with, and of a sense of satisfaction

26
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from work. Another facet to the dimension is the importance of being

told exactly what should be done, to be paid for your work, and trying

to complete it as quickly as possible. Having a boss ap a frierd is

also evaluated.- The factor then describes various attributes of the job,

and their relative importance in work.

The following are the items and psychometric characteristics of

the importance of work (C-2-A).

Change 4 (C-2-A)
Scale Important in Wo k

Alpha .878
Un-

Factor Cor- Cor-
Load- rect rect

Var. Item ins

People have different ideas about what is important
te) them when working on a job. We would like to
know what you think is important about a job.
Below are some of the things people think are
important about working on a job.

110 Enjoying the work you do. .281 .62 .71

ill Having a strict boss. .511 .53 .64

112 Being told exactly what needs to be done. .365 .70 .79

113 Seeing how much you,can get done. .384 .72 .79

114 Enjoying the people you work with. .376 .69, .77

115 The pay you get for the work. .452 .66 .76

116 Being able to get the work over with
quickly so you can do what you want .242 .55 .67

117 Having a boss who is also a good'friend. ,539 .67 .76
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Change factor 5, "Like Work" (C2B ) , described the various thine

one likes about work. It differs from what is important in work in

that it focuses more on enjoying the work. Items suggest that work can be

as enjoyable as play and that it can also be exciting, fun, good, impor an

and satisfying. The items are presented in both a Likert format and

a semantic differential format.

Change 5 (C-2-B)
Scale Like Work

Al ha.743

Var. Item

Factor
Load-
ing

Cor-
rect

Ft

Un-
Cor-
rect
R

-28 I always do my fair share of the work. .332 .28 .43

-30 I enjoy work as much as play. .029 .44 .60

-33 I enjoy doing hard jobs. .264 .48 .64

Most work is

101 unexciting - exciting :417 .46 .64

-102 fun-boring .078 .54 .70

103 bad-godd .299 .42 .58

-105 important-unimportant .049 .39 .54

106 satisfying-unsatisfying- .267 .46 .63

Change, scale number 6, "Company Man" (C2CI is defined by items

presented. in both a semantic differential format and in a Likert scale

format. The item espousma rather pollyannic-view of work. It suggests

that work is important in terms of achieving .succets, that it is easy

to get along 14.4th_people, and that you should. even if you can't stand

them. It states that most successful people are honest and good. It

rejects the , -what haVing pull is more important than hard work and

claims that a person is responsible for doing one's job well. In summary,

t suggests that it is easy to work with others,and that work is

28



important and satisfying. It represents a company man's view

of work. It should be noted that items 31 and 44 were included in

the alienation measure in the raw scale (R5).

Change 6 (C-2-C)
Scale Company Man

Alpha 721

Factor
Load =.

Var. Item

1. It is easy to get along with most people. .387

- 7 Hard work is the key to success'. -339

9 If a man Will work hard and study today, he
can be pretty assured that a job will be open
for him later. .152

-26 Ordinarily, any man willing to work can get
a job. .142

-31 Even if you can't stand someone you should
still be nice to them. .528

-41. Successful people are mostly honest and
good. .290

-43 You should be honest, no matter what. .295

-47 You can always find something ahear- 3f you
which makes life worth living. .201

It is smart to be nice to important people
even if you really don't like them. .340

-67 How responsible do you think a person is
for not doing his job well? .257

-84 I am: hardworking - lazy .266

Most work is:

101 unexciting-exciting .417

103 bad-good .299

-13 Having pull is more important than ability
in getting ahead. .043

29

Cor-
rect

[fin-

Coro
rect

.25 .37

.35 .47

.37 .48

.48

.46 .58

.33 .48

.43 .56

.34 .46

,30 .45

.21 .31

.25 .39

.35 .51

.32 .46

.39 .48
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Change score scale Number 7, Group Effectiveness, (C4 is

identical to the scale constructed'on the factor analysis of one

time administrations or in other words, the raw score. The items

defining this dimension are that people working together can put

an end to wars, stop police brutality and racial prejudice. They

can change the laws so that they are fair to all people and a

group of people can be effective in getting a large project done

if they help one another. It emphasizes the importance of group

efforts and the items are presented in a continuum, from the group's

being very effective to not very effective.

Change 7 (C-4)
Scale Group Effectiveness

Alpha :776_
Un-

Factor Car - cor
Load- rect rect

Var. ing

-68 Putting an end to wars .304 .54 .71

-69 Stopping police brutality .155 .54 .70

-70 Getting a large project done or
built , .004 .39 .57

-72 Ending racial prejudice .031 .57 .74

-73 Changing the laws so they are
fair to all people .062 .57 .74

-74 Helping each other when a person
needs some help .299 .45 .61
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Change score scale number 8, Personal Responsibility (C3) is

also the same as raw scale (R3). It emphasi-s that the person is

responsible for such things as getting a speeding ticket, going with

a crowd that gets them into trouble, getting into trouble with the

law, for finding a job, and for not doing a job well. The following

are the items defining the scale and their psychometric characteristics:

Change 8 (C-3
Scale Personal Responsibility

Al ha .828

Var. Item

Factor
:Load-
ing

61 How responsible do you think a person
usually is if he catches a cold? .543

-62 How responsible do you think a person
is if he gets a ticket for speeding? .574

-63 How responsible\do you think a.person,
usually is for going with a crowd that

is always getting'himAn trouble? .549

65 How responsible do you think a person
usually is for getting in trouble with

the law? .517

- 66 HOw responsible do you think a person
usually is for not being able to find
job? .530

-67 How responsibledo-yoU;think a person is

for not doing-his job well? .397

Car-
rect
R

Un-.
Cor-
rect

.38 .55

,67 .79

69 .81

.69 .80

.49 .65

.66 .77



Change factor 9 Alienation (C5A) is an alienation scale which holds

pessimistic view for the future suggesting that "The life of man

is getting worse", and' that'it is sad, to have to grow up with the

way things look for the future". With regard to work the scalesugg s -s,

"If I could live comfortably without working I would not work" and,

"Sometimes you have to cheat a little to get what you want." It further

suggests that people.working together can't do much to improve their

living conditions. The individual i regarded as being passive, his

future is largely a matter of fate, and success is "more dependent on

luck than ability."- With regard to people it holds that; "You don't

know these days who you can count on," and "It hurts more to lose

mbney than a friend". With regard to the role of government the scale

pessimistically suggests that "It is useless to write public officials

because they are not interested in-your problems", and "A good leader

has to be strict with the_l_people- under him"._ Furthermore, it suggests

that " -The -world is run by a few people in power and there is not much
_ -

the little guy can do about it," and disagrees with the statement that

the government will "see to it that the people in this country. will

have a better way of life." In general, the scale suggests a

pessimistic view of the ftAure and work and regards the individual as

passive in' the face of, what is at best, a disinterested fate. In

additiOn, it. espouses the view that people are not to be trusted, and

that the government can do little to improve the conditions. This

scale includes six items, numbers 16, 25, 32, 37, 42 and 45 of the

-orlginal alienation scale, raw scale (R5).
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Var.

Change 9 (.12.52k1

Scale Alienation
Alpha 738

Item

Un-
Factor Car- Car-
Load- rect rect
ing

- 6 In spite of what people say, the life of man
is getting worse. .433 .25 .39

It is sad to have to -grow up in this world the
way things look for the future. .274 .32 .45

-14 If I could live comfortably without working, I

would not work.. .324 .26 .41

- 16 It's useless to write public officials
cause your problems don't interest them. .332 .40 .51

- 22 This world is run by the few people in
power, and there is not much ---littre- guy

can dO about .400 .40

Success is more dependent on luck than on
real-ability.

-32 There are two kinds of people in the world:
The weak and the strong.

.091 .44 ,56

08 ,37 .50

-37 Never tell anyone why you did something
unless it will help you. .492 .A2 .54..

-40 it hurts more to lose money than to lose a
friend. .234 .37

-42 A ciiminal is just like other people except
that he is stupid enough to get 'caught.- .031 45 .57.

-44 Sometimes you have to cheat a little to
get. what you mant. .249 .34 .47

-45 I really don't care what kindo__ work _I

do so long as it pays well. .094 .47-

-52 It is up to the Government to Make Sure_that
everyone has a good job and enough money:.
to live comfortably. .104 .38 '.5

75 Improving their living conditions. (How
. much do you .think groups of people working
together and helping one another can do in
improving their living conditions?) .187 .16



Change factor number 10, "Powerl ssne s" (C5S), emphasized the

personal powerlessness of the individual. Items 25, 32 and 42 overlap

with the raw score factor (R5) and items 25, 32, 42 and 87.-overlap with

previous scales. This factor focuses more on the powerlessness of the

individuals. Specifically, it reject. the idea of enjoying' doing things

better than other people and disagrees with the fact that any man

willing to work can find a job. It states that "There are two kinds

of people in 'she world, the weak and the strong", and suggests -that-

"Most people won't work unless they are forced to." Again the individual

pas-Sive with luck being more important than ability in getting ahead.

It is cynical about Auman nature and suggests that, "You can't trust

people." In it the respondent says that he is mean, and that adults

thought he was useless. In general, this scale has the same Machia-

vellian view L,f life with perhaps greater emphasis on the powerlessness

f the individual.

Var.

Change 10 (C-5-B)
-Scale Alienation

Alpha 21

Item

5 I like to be able to do things better than
other people-.

Success is more dependent on luck than on
real ability.

-26 Ordinarily, any an willing to work can get,
a job.

-32 There are two kinds of people in the world:
the weak-and the strong

-42 A criminal is just like other people except
he is-stupid enought to get caught.

-50 You can't trust most people

-58 Most people won't work unless you make them
do it.

-87. I am: mean -kind
34

Factor
Load-
ing

Cor-
rest

Un-
Cor-
'rect

.357 .10 .32

.466 .55

.313 .,40

.401 .37 .60

.418 .37 .61

.286 .27 .50

.a .31 .54

.313 .06 .29
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Change scale number 11 Alienation (C5C) contains items which. ove

lap with the alienation raw factor (R5); namely, items 16 and 25. Furthe

more, the items overlap with -those on CSA, including items numbers 6,

8, 14, 22, 25, 4Q and 44-. It should be noted that items 44, 40, 22, 14,

8 and 6 overlap_with.only the-:Previous factor but not with the raw

scale number R5.

On this scale facets of alienation and pessimism are again espoused.

The future is viewed pessimistically with life getting worse and it

being, "Sad to grow up with-the way that things loCk for the fUture.

Work is similarly regarded as an unpleasant necessity and as

"unimportant." it is also acceptable "to cheat a little. if you need

to get what you want."

This factor is slightly different in that it has a greater emphasis

on the role of the government and group action. It suggests again that

"It is useless to write publi- officials "and "The world is run by a few

people power." It disagrees with a statement that it iS up to the

pivernment to make sure that everybody has "a better way of lifeand that

there is little people can do to improve their living living conditions

Again the individual is passive. with regard to success, which is viewed a

more "dependent on luck than,real ability," and finally, people are regard

in a cynical and. machiavellian way. "There are-two kinds of people in

the world the weak and the strong, " " -and "you should never tell someone

Why you did something unless it would help you." Again, "It hurts more

to lose money than a friend," and "A criminal is just like other

people except he is Stupid enought to get caught. "" In summary, this

factor issimilar in content and items both to the raw factor 5 and the

previous change factor 9. This will be discussed further in contrasting

the change factors with the raw factors.

3



-Change 11 (C -5 -C)
Scale Powerlessness

Alpha 660

Var. Item--
`- 6 In spite of what people say, the life of man

is .getting worse.

- 3 It is sadto-have to grow up in this world the
way things look-for the future.

-14 If I could live comfortably without working,
1 would not work.

- 16 It's useless to write public officials be-
cause your problems don't interest them.

-18 Any good leader should be strict with people
under him in order to gain their respect.

- 19 A person's future is largely a matter of what
fate has in store for him.

-22 This world is run by the few people in power,
and there is not much the little guy can do
about it.

- 25 Success is more dependent on luck than on real
ability.

34 The government will see to it that the people
in this country will have a better way of
life.

,

- 35 These days a person doesn't know who he can
count on.

- 40 It hurts more to lose money than to lose a
friend.

- 44 Sometimes you have to cheat a little to get
what you want.

- 47 You can always find something ahead of you
Which makes life worth living.

- 74 Helping each other wlien a person needs some
help.

-87 I am mean. . .... .. .. kind

90 Adults think 1 am useful.... ......useless.

105 Most work is important unimportant.

Factor
Load-
ng

Cor-
rest

Un
Cor-
.rect.

.433 .26 .40

.274 .33 .46

.324 .27 .42

.332 .53

.284 .10 .25

.347 .35

.400 .39 .53

.091 .37 .51

.337 .18

.230 .27 .40

.234 .32 .47

.249 .31 .44

.492 .36 .49

.017 .13 .22

.037 .17 .31

.137 .13. .28

.103 .14 .26
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These, then, are the 11 scales derived from a factor analysis

of change scores at the item level for the purpose of constructing

scales which have a medium range of reliability and would thus be:

more sensitive to detect changes in attitudes. In presenting the

psychometric characteristics of the scales, it must be recalled

that the factor analysis was used merely for item selection. The:

important data are the psychometric characteristics of the scale.

For reasons previously discussed, (specifically the use of repeated

measures on the same individuals, treating them as independent

observations and the relatively small sample size of 405 change

spores with a factor analysis of 117 variables). This factor

analysis and scale construction must be regarded as preliminary

and tentative. Where the factor loadings given do not appear to

justify inclusion in the scale, their inclusion may be based on

high factor loadings on a preVious factor analysis. These then,

are the change scales derived fram a factor analysis with change

scores at the item level for 405 pairs of administrations of the

TOS.

2. A Co a is n of the Factor Anal- icall- Derived Cha
Scorer and__ Raw Scales

The ratirrale for the deVelopment of scales sensitive to

change was briefl

1. That attitudes, personality characteristics, etc., could

be arranged on a continuum from those which were enduring

and unlikely to change to those which were ephemeral and likely

o change in a capricious-way.

3 7



2. Evaluation studies seeking to assess the impact of

programs on individuals will need to look for change in a

medium range of test-retest reliability of the psychological

characteristics. In order to identify such "changeable"

dimensions, a factor analysis of change scores at the item

level of the TOS was conducted and then utilized in analysis

of variance of designs using both a trend analysis and a

matched T test comparing control roups and camp groups.

Two questions to be considered in is study are:

1) Were the attitude scales derived from the factor analysis

of change scores in fact different from those of the a 'scales?

2) Did these scales prove More sensitive to change in comparison

with the raw scale scores? While these questions' are highly

intertwined they are to be dealt with separately for analytic

purpo es.

The first question to be considered is the extent which

different scales were derived from the factor analysis of change,

scores. One means of determining this is the extent to whi°L change

scales differed from, the six raw scales constructed on the basis'

of one time administration. Contrasting the scales derived from

these procedures, one finds that the first three scales, evaluation

left, right and combined (that is scales CLA, C1B,.and C1C) , are

essentially similar tothe raw "I ' scale (R18) and the raw

"Adults Think I Am" scale (R1A). Arbitrarily, the change scales

evaluation left and.right, CIA and C18 were combined. This
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combined scale shared 22 out of the 24 items of the raw scale factor. In

short, these factors are little different from those of the raw scale scores

Similarily change stale 7 (C4) and change scale 9 (C3) are little

different from the raw scale scores. In the case of change scale 7,

group effectiveness, all of the raw scale, R4, items were included with

two additional it in the change scale. With regard to the personal

responsibility scale, R3, all six of the raw scale items, R3, were included

in the change scale 8 (C3) again with two additional items. In short,

the raw scales for Self-esteem,'Adults Think I Am, Group Effectiveness and

Personal Responsibility differ little from the change scales.

With rega d to both sets of change and raw scales, it should be

, noted that the I

differential forty!

" and "Adults Think I -" items were in a semantic

which differed from other items on the scale. Simili 1

Personal Responsibility and Group_Effectiveness scales were also different

from the Likert format and presented a 5 point continuum ranging from "highl

effectiVe" or "highly responsible' to "not effective at all" and "not

responsible at all." These items, formatted similarly, were grouped together

lending some credence to the suggestion that they reflect a response set;

i.e., the form of the items evoked similar responses. Items were grouped

in a common fotmat because of the problems of administering paper and

39

pencil tests to disadVantaged and often barely literate younister0. Ideally

these items should have been distributed throughout the TOS.random1y, but.

ehat procedure would have added to the complexity. of the scale. COSequ 1-

what might have been gained in the terms of methodological purity wculd

have been lost in error variance. The price of this choice is, of course,
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the questioning of the scale to the extent that it. may reflect a

response bias.

From the remaining five sets of scales we find that two sets

similar scales -- namely, the raw scale Alienation scale (R5)

and the raw scale of Attitudes about Work (R2) each split into

three moderately different change scales, each of which reflects

slightly different facets of the 'original raw scale. The items

that overlap can be found in the original description of the change

and the raw scales. For our purposes we will simply discuss the

degree to which different scales emerged on the basis of the

factor analysis of change scores.

Change scale number 4 (C2A) is composed of items in a unique

format. These items ask about the degree of importance of various

aspects of work, such as the type of work, pay, working conditions,

etc. While distinct from the raw factor (R2), it is impossible

to discuss their overlap because all of the items defining change

scale 4 (C-2-A) were not included in the factor analysi6 on the

basis, of-which the raw scales were constructed. These items were

added at the end of the survey to assess additional attitudes about

work and were included in the study at a later point. Therefore,

this change scale, (C2A) is essentially irrelevant to the question
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of the degree to which change scales differed from -raw change scales.

On change scale15 (C2B) 4 out of 9 items overlap with the

raw scale (R2) items about work. Change scale 6,(C2C) attitudes

about work, includes 3 out of 14 of the items about work on the

.raw scale (R3). In short change scales 5 and 6 overlap somewhat

with the Items in the raw scales attitudes about work (R2). However,

while other items are similar, to the raw scale items, they emphasize

different facets of attitudes about work.

In the domain of items, concerning alienation, we find that

the original Alienation scale (R5) contributed items twthe 3 different

change scales, all of which appear to measure and emphasize different

facets of alienation. Change scale number 9 (C5A) includes 6 out a

/4 of the original raw scales (R5) items. Change scale 10 (C5B)

includes 3 out of 8 out of the original raw scale (R5) items. FinallYs

change scale 11 (C5C) includes 4 out of 17 of the raw scales (R5) its

The raw factor scale (R5) suggests a cynical view of the world

personal s, and of others. It suggests that success is amore a



matter of luck than ability, that it is futile to plan for the future,

and that others cannot be trusted. An opportunistic and machavellian

view of others Most apprOpriate. These raw scale items were

distributed throughout the three different change scales, with 7 out of

the 15 raw scale items being distributed on the three different change

scales.

In summary, it can be said that the different items selected on

the basis of the factor analygis,change scores at the item level did

define differentscales im a domain'of attitudes- about work and

alienation. While similar', these scales reflect the different facets

the_ raw scale domains, Change scaie_C2B, liking work, and company's

man, C2C, were similar to tie attitudes about work (raw scale R2).

Similarly, change scales 9, 10 and 11 (C5A, C5B, and CSC) shared items

with the raw scale alienation scale (R5) but in each case defined

slightly different facets in comparison to the raw scales (R5A). The

I Am Scale, Adults Think I Am, Personal Re ponsibility,Hand Group

Effectiveness change-scales were all essentially the same dimensions_as
, -

those which were derived by factor analysis from the one time administra-

tion and which were used to define the raw scale. The "importance

of work" (C2A) change scale was composed of new items not included in

the original factor analysis; these scales are thus irrelevant to the

question of the extent to which the change soaleS are similar to or

different from the raw scales.

Continuing to address ourselves to the question of the relative

_differences of change scales and the raw scales, we will now examine

the in.tercorrelation of the different-change scales. Presumably;

they would be correlated because they reflect different facets about

work or alienation. Change scale number 4, (C2A) was correlated .300

th a "like work".scale- and was correlated with the "company man's"

4



score with an r .100. Factor 5 (C2B), "like work" scale, was correlated-

.640 with a "company man" change scale. These intercorrelations of the

.scale, with the exception of the .10 correlation, ,indicated that the

change scales did reflect slightly different facets of work and while

correlated, were not highly so..

The change scales of alienation (C5A, CSB, and C5C), were inter-

correlated and change scale 9 (C5a) was found to correlate -`.700 with

change scale 10 and .860 with change score number 11 (C5). Change scale

10 was found to correlate .550 with change scale number 11 (C5C). Thus

the three change scales or different facets of alienation seem more

highly intercorrelated with each other than those of the "attitudes about-

work" change scale scores. These correlations were based on a sample

of 947 and are thus highly significant.

An examination of the similarity of the raw scale6 and the change

scales was conducted by correlating between the two. The pre test of

the TOS with the Colorado 1967 and the Vermont 1968 camp sessions pro-

vide a sample of 42 subjects who were scored on. both the raw and the

change scales. The change scale "attitudes about work" domain - that is,

change scales 4, 5 and 6 (C2A, C2B, C2C) - correlated with the raw work

scale (R2) with a correlation coefficient of .472, .732, and .692

respectively. All of these correlations are significant. This

finding'indiCates: 1) that the raw scales were correlated with each of

the three different facets of the change scales concerning attitudes

about work, and 2) that the correlation to the raw scale work scale was

higher than the intercorrelations among the three change scales

C2A, C2B, and C2C.

The raw alienation scale (R5) on the pretests for these 42 campers

was--found to be correlated .854i .729 and .694 with the three different

change scale facets of alienation; namely, change scales 9, 10 and 11.
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or C5A, C5B, C5C. In summary, then the intercorrelation

of change scores again appears lower than the separate change

scales when correlated to the raw scale. In short, the change

scale appears to differentiate facets of attitudes about work and

alienation in the change scales which were not as well differentiated-.

in the raw scales.

The correlation between the post -test, that is administration of the

TOS at the end of camp, was computed with the change scale and the

comparable raw scale. The raw work scale was found to be correlated 575,

.675 and .545, with the change work scales; that is, with change scales

C2A, C2B, and C2C respectively. The raw post-camp alienation scale

(R5) was found to be correlated with change scale scores C5A, C5B, C5C,

as follows: .528, .498, and .352 respectively. Summarizing then, the

raw scale scores were found to be correlated to a greater degree with the

change scale scores than the change scale scores themselves were inter-

correlated. This finding indicates.that the change scale scores are

different from each other tut share a common underlying dimension with

the raw scales concerning work and alienation.

Other data relevant to the question of whether the change scores

differ flom the raw scores are found in a'comparisOn of their respective

reliabilities. Estimates of the reliability come from two sources:

1) their internal consistency as measured by alpha and ,2) their test

-retest correlation. Theoretically, change scores would be expected

to have a lower reliability and to be more sensitive to

change. This in fact appears to be the case. While alpha is relevant,

more relevant will be the test-retest correlation. The alpha for the

raw scales are as follows: Attitudes about work CR2)1.771; Personal

responsibility (R3)1.875; Adults think I am (R1A )_ .923; Group
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Effectiveness (R4) .812; Alienation (RS) .7901; and the "I am" scale

(R1B) .906. As discussed previously, the elf-evaluation and "Adults

think I _scales are in the change scales and differ little from the-

raw scales. The evaluation right scale (CiA) had an alpha .881

and evaluation left (C1B) had an alpha of .805 The combined scale C1C)

had an alpha equal to .903. The differences are due to slightly

different items defining them. Similarly, the change scale "Group

effectiveness" (C4) had an alpha equal to .766, similar to that of the
s'-

raw scale. Change personal responsibility scale(C3) had an alpha

equal to .828, again similar to that of the raw scale. Change scale 4

(C2A)-, the importance of different aspects of work, had an alpha of ,87,

bUt because its items were not used in the raw scale score construction,

this scale is not comparable to any raw scal7 e. The only domains in

which a comparison of the alphas on raw and the change scales are

possible, are the titudes about work scale and the alienation scale.

The change scale "li_e work" (factor. C2B) had an alpha equal to .741 and

the "company man" change scale (C2C) had alpha .721, both of which

differed little from the raw- scale attitude about work alpha of .771.

In the change scales concerning alienation, the alphas are consistently

lower; for change Alienation scales C5A, CSE, CSC, alphas are .738, .527,.

.660 respectively. The alpha for the raw alienation scale (RS) equalled

.790.

In summary, then, the work scale seemed to differ little from the

--raw scales _-_ ferms,of internal consistency or alpha._ Eowever,the

alienation change scales appear to be consistently lower with regard

to internal consistencies than the raw'scales. In the case of the

change alienation scale, we may conclude that it may have a lower

reliability as measured by alpha, i.e. internal consistency, than that

of the raw alienation scale.
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Since internal consistency is obably a less, relevant measure of

reliability for the purposes of assessing change than is test retest

reliability, we shall examine the test-retest reliability of the change'

scales in comparison to the xaw'scales. Data collected from 42 sub-

JeCts from.. the 1967 Colorado and the 1968 Vermont campers will again be-

used to compare the test-retest correlation between the raw,

scales and the change scales. The raw alientation scale had a preo

postcamp test correlation r = .809. The post testing occurred five

weeks after the beginning of camp. At the end of. one veer, the test-

retest correlation for the raw alienation scale (R5) r = .549. Ih

comparison, the test-retest correlation for the five week camp pe'riod

for change scale 9 (C5A) was r =.661; factor 10 (C58) was r = .614,

and the pretest -post test correlation for change scale alienatiOnAC5B)
4z

was r = .412. At the end of one year, the-test-retest correlation for

the three change scale factors respectively was r = .557, _ = .-659 and

for change scale C5C, r = .186. In all instances, the raw scale

alienation factor (R5) had consistently higher test-retest correlation

both et the end of five weeks and at the end of one year-1 than did,

the three change scale factors.

Examining now the raw scale work .factor (R2)- we -find that the

pre-camp post camp five weeks test-retest correlation was r =

at the end of one year the test- retest correlation,of the raw work

scale (R2) was .609. In comparison, the test-retest correlation for

change scale scores. about work, change scales 5 -(C2B) and 6 (C2C)_,

were ± = .614 and r = .755 respectively. The precamp-postcamp

correlation for change work scale (R4) was .817, but this scale

does not have a comparable raw score scale. For the sample of 42

Colorado and Vermont iampersthe test- retest correlation at the end



one year for change scales C2A, C2B and C2C was .601, .673, and .543

res ectively. The work-relevant change scores, (C2A, C2B, and C2C) are

less different from the alienation change .scales (C5A, C5B and C5C) score

when compared to the raw scale in term of their test-retest correlations

Scores (R2 and R5). In summary, then'it appears that the lower re-

lia4ility as measured by test-retest reliability is most pronounced in

the change alienation scales, C5A, C5B, C5C, in comparison to the

raw scale-alienatiOn score R5. The evidence seems to indicate that the

alienation change scales, C5A, C5B and C5C, appeared to be consistantly

less reliable than the raw scales as measured by alpha and their test-

retest correlations. The previous discuSsion pointed out-that in terms

f the'dontent s and the intercorrelat on of the Alienation

change scales between' one Another- and with the raw scale indicate

that they most clearly reflected-, different facets of alienation.

In-short `t-appears that the chan derived alienation scales

(C5A, C5B, °a. .C5C). clearly seem to be .most different from

the raw scales in terms of their content and lower reliability.

While many questions are raised- by the violations of the

aesumption of independende, the factor analysiS of the change scales

scores and the, relatively small sample of change scores, the change

appear to form adequate psychometricIscales as ,pleasured by their

internal consistency, alphas, and their test-retest reliability.

Mitigating the violation of the assumptions of independence, is the

fact that- factor' analysis Was simply used as an item selection

procedure and that items were selected for inclusion in the scale

rOn'the basis of their individual psychometric characteristics such as.-
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em to scale score correlations.

In summary, it appears, most clearly in the case of the

chan-e alienation scale, (less so with the change work scales and not

at all with the remaining change scab that scales were constructed

which measure different facets of a common domains of the raw scales

namely, work and alienation. In the'case of the alienation change,scal

they most clearly appear to reflect different facets of alienation and

prove to have lower reliabilities which is what is-important in the-

rationale for developing change scales. The,next question to be examined

is the extent to which the scales derived, from the factor analysis of

change scr,r-- at the item level are more sensitive to change and thus

may be more suited to assessing change for purposes of program

evaluation.

THE UTILIZATION OF CHANGE SC _Z IN ASSESSING CAMP INDUCED CHANGES

in the following section, the:11 change scales and 6 raw scales

will be used to assess change resulting from the camp experience. This

camp experience was evaluated on 5 different occasions, twice in Colorado

1967 and '68, and three times in Vermont,-1968, 1969 and 197©.

In the instance of the Colorado '67 and Vermont '68 camp sessions,

a matched. T test design was used. In this design, subjects randomly

assigned to the control group, which was Waiting dilrg the month of July

to come to camp , were compared to subjects randomly assigned to

camp in y;---Thie-leA tighter experimental design, with random

assignment of campers to experimental and control groups, than the

following,desig_i where each subject acted as his own control. In the

second set of analysis of variance, a trend or repeated measure design

is used. In this design, each subject acted as his own control in the-

waiting periord prior to coming to camp. It should be noted that except
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for the Colorado '67 and Vermont.'68 Augusts- nt the control period

occurs within a relatively-structured school year in the trend

analysis. In the matched T test, the control period occurred during

the month of.July when boys were out of school and possibly at loose

ends on the streets for the summer. The different effects of

this wi11 be discussed.

In summary, both the change scales and the raw scales will be

used to assess the impact of five different camp seSsions. This

comparison of raw and change scales will be ueed both to: 1) test

the change scales' sensitivity /to.change and 2) test the

hypothesis, that the camp experience will result in a lowering of

alienation, in the subsequent -replications of the summer camp; namely

1968 in Colorado and 1969 And '70 in Vermont.

The following are the experimental paradigms for the five summer

camp periods .to be tested. The notational system of Campbell, and

Stanley (1963) are used to describe these five designs.

Matched T-Test'Design:

Colorado 1967

June July

R , 01 Xi (Camp') 02

R 01 CLAContr

Vermont 1968

June July

R 01 X1 (Camp) 02.

R O1 C1 (Control) 02
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June

0

June

01

May

TREND ANALYSIS

Au Ust 'Cam ers Colorado. 1967

-July

(Control)- 02

August C_

(Control)

s Vermont 1968

July

August

03

`Augu

02 x- (Camp) 03

Colorado 1968

July August

02 X1(Camp) 03(COntrol) :

Vermont 1969

June

02

May

01 C1 (Control)

July.

(Camp) 03

1970k

June July August

01 C1 (Control) 02_ X1 (Camp) 03

R= Randomization

0= Observation

X= Experimental Condition

C= Control Condition

.Verm n-
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AS EVALUATED BY TEENAGERSER OPINION S-R Y

4

In-Colorado 1967.and Verr'r 1968 an experimental design was adopted

to evaluate attitude changes that could be attributed to the camp

experience. In June, all of those who had been accepted for-camp were

given the Teenagers Opinion Survey (TOS) and were then told whether they

wold attend the first camp session in July or the second camp session

that would start in August. Assignment to one or the Other session was

determined on a strictly random basis. The July campers started camp

shortly thereafter,' and the TOS was administered a second time at the

end of this session; i.e., the end of July. The July campers constitute

the experiment with pre- and .post-measures of their attitudes,

obtained before and at the end of camp. Thoe wha were assigned to the

August-camp sessions constitute the control group for this evaluation,

since they remained in the city (whether Denver or New York) for the

duration of the July camp. Their second TOS was administered at the

very beginning of-their August camp (i.e. within a week of the second

TOS for the July camners). A few in the control group, who did not

appear for the August session when the time came, were sought out

in the city and answered-the-questionnaire-Again. Attitude-changes among-

the control group during the period of their August camp session will

be discussed later; in what - follows we are concerned only with their

TOS changes during their July waiting period. Colorado 1967. and Vermont

1968 camps therefore, furnish an experiment with replication, using

before-after design and random. assignment of subjects to control and

experimental. groups.
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In Colorado 1967, there ere 13 boys, in the July camp group And-

12 in the control: in Vermbnt 1968 there were 12 and 11 respectiVely.'

Not included here are a-few additional boys whd eluded the second

TOS administration or whose questionnaires were unusable-. On particular

scales the 'n' may be slightly lower because for'some reason (e.g. in-

comPlete questionnaire or page skipped) _the protocol could not be scored

on all of the scales. The two experiments, Colorado '67 and its r

plication Vermont '68, were analyzed separately and also combined. For

each of the six Raw Score Scales -and the eleven Change Scales, mean scores

were compared using the matched-t-test for_analyzing changes between-pre-

and post-test for one group, and the t-test for independent groups

where the two conditions were being compared. One of the scales

(Change LliC 2 A) was derived from items added to the questionnaire in

1968 and therefore not applicable to Colorado 1967. The results are

presented with the 17 scales grouped into the five attitudinal domains,

since the scales within each domain often have a number of questionnaire

items in common.

As a working hypOthesis for the evaluation,'it was predicted that

the camp group would show attitude change in a positive direction in-

. each of the attitudinal domains: higher evaluation of self, better

.attitudes toward work and its rewarding aspects, greater belief in what''

a group can accomplish, and in personal responsibility, less alienation,

etc. The prediction was that the camp group would show more positive

change than the control group during this period.

A second hypothesis. concerns the rationale for developing the

set of change .Sales. It may be recalled that these were constructed

from a factor analysis changes from one TOS administration to the'



next, in a person's responseS,A .the item level.. The expectation 4re

was that the Change Scales would be more sensitive to attitude cha ge

and therefore prOvide,better evaluative measures thanthe oriaina

six Raw Scales. It should perhaps be mentioned that there is nothing

circular in thishypothesisi the method for constructing the Change

Scales only requires that. items tend.to change together, but it in no

way specifies that particular groups will change in a certain direction.

during a particular time period.

Before testing. these hypotheses, two substantive and methodological.

points shoUld be made. First, we compared the pre-test spores of the

two groups in each year and on each scale. In fact, on none of the33

compariSons does the mean difference between control and experimental

pre-test scores have a probability of less than AS-, although on Change

11 C 5 C, the control group has a rather lower score in both Colorado

and Vermont so that when the two are combined, the difference acquires

statistical significance (p.05). This kind of problem illustrates

one of the several reasons for relying on change scores over time,

and on differences between conditions in their change scores, rather

than comparing only the post-test scores of the two groups.

A second point of interest is that the New Yorkers who went to

the Vermont camp clearly scored higher than the D over boys in aliena-

tion and in their evaluations of themselves. In he areas of work,

effective social action and personal responsibililty, the two regions

did not differ markedly. (By implication, combihing_the two experi-

ments, with their divergent. group means on some scales,. tends to in-

crease rather than diminish the variance of the pooled group.)

The findings are presented in summary form in Appendix D, with

the mean before and after scores, the change scores, and-ithe T values,
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on only the alienation scales (R5, C5A, C5Band'C5C).: The data on the

other scales are available upon request from the author. In brief, there

is nothing to suggest that the attitudes of the campers Changed or that

they changed differently from those of the control group in four out of

the five attitudinal domains -- work, evaluation of5elf, effective social

action or personal responsibility. few minor exceptions in the work

area can be noted but in view the large number of comparisons they

should probably be viewed as Chance differences.

On Change 5 (C2B), a scale that bears on enjoyable aspects of work,

the Vermont '68 control group went up slightly in its ratings, and

the camp group (which had just spent a month clearing land and diggina

out a foundation for a large cabin) went down marginally; so there was

some difference between their change scores (p.05). ,This finding may

reflect : kind f regression toward the mean, since" by chande their

pre-test .scores were slightly apart and then converged overthe folj.o ing,

, month. There is no parallel-difference in olorado h,on the contrary,

the change tend in the opposite,direction. On another work scale there

was possibly some change on change 6:(C 2 C) where a high score implies

a conforming optithistic view 6f work and life, which was dubbed the

company man'-outlook. Here the Colorado campers showed ,a decline

(p<05), but not the Vermont campers. Raw 1 Scale (R2) is; esimilar

scale with much item overlap;ein this:instance the Vermont campers

decline somewhat 04.07) However, on neither version of this scale is

there a significant dedline for-all campers combined, nor a signifi-

cant difference between campers and control. If these slight

trends merit interpretation at 411 _they perhaps indicate that after

the novel experience of a month's hdd Construction work, campers were

a little more realistic about work and work relitionships.
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It is in the domain of alienation alone that scales show substantial

and reliable changes that can be attributed to the camp -- or more

exactly, to differences between going to camp and staving on the s

The findings are presented in graphs later and the relevant statistics in

Appendix D. The effect is clearest in the original scale form, Raw 5

(R5). For both camps ccmbined, those who went to camp declined signifi-

cantly (p .05) in alienation; those who stayed on the streets increased

in alienation (p .05); the difference between the changes is marked and

meaningful (p .002). The effect can be seen independently in each of

the two years, though more strongly in' Colot'ad 1967 than Vermont 1968.

Three Change Scales deal very much with the r,ame dimension, Nos. 9,

10 and 11, (C5A, C53, and C5C), with e emphasizing a slightly

different facet. Change 10 (C5B) we will pass; this is a short scale

whose focus is not clear, and in these two years everyone tends to

increase slightly whatever it is that i.s measured. On Change Scales

9 (C5A) and 11 (CSC) , as with Raw 5 (R5) , there is a clear difference

in the change scores of campers and control groups, especially when

the two years are combined (p.05 on Change 9 C5A and p ,01 on Change

11 CRC). Taking the two years separately, the difference between

changes i significant, or very nearly, on three-but of the four tests..

There is, however, an interesting difference between Vermont and

Colorado on these two scales, which does not hold for Raw 5-(R5). In

Colorado, it. is not that the campers decline in alienation during the

camp (as they do on the Raw 5 (R5) version), if anything, they show a

slight increase. However, those who spent \July on the streets of

Denver scored substantially higher on alienation at the end of the

month (p .01 on both scales, p .06 on Raw 5, R5). In the Vermont

groups there is a decline in scores among the campers (p.05 on Change



and a similar, though not significant, rise among the control oup

still Harlem.

These findings are a reminder that any so-called 'control group'

is not frozen in,time and experience, they, too, may be exposed to

important influences, even if not the planned intervention of the social

experimenter. In this case, we can postulate that in the month of July a

main structural prop in their daily lives was taken away -- namely,

school routine -- which left them increasingly anomic. Rather than

.speculate why this should be much more pronounced in Colorado than New

York, we should again mention a feature of the pre-test scores.

Vermont '68 the camp group, in spite of random assignment, scored higher

on the pre-test than the control on all four scales relating to aliena-

tion, with a difference significant at the .10 level on Change 10 (C5B)

and 11 (CSC). What happened on three of the four (all but Change 10

(C5B), is that during July their scores converged, with the campers de-

clining and the control group increasing. Should we regard these changes

and the difference between them as statistical artifact, a regression

toward - the mean effect, following purely chance differences at the

outset? In view of the pronounced alienation effects in Colorado 67

and some evidence in this domain from subsequent camps (to be presented
fi

below), it is reasonable to attribute the Vermont '68 alienation score

changes to reliable changes in their outlooks rather than to. measure-

ment error; however it-would be straining the evidence to attribute

the apparent differences between Vermont and Colorado campers to

differences between the two populations.

T6 conclude in terms of the two hypotheses stated above:

1. Only in the area of alienation did the camps have measurable

effect on attitudes tapped by the TOS. In part, the dampers showed



slightly less alienation in one form or another at the end of camp

particularly in Vermont '68, than they had in the beginning.

In part, the-control group showed greater alienation in the waiting

period, dramatically so in Colorado '67. We may fairly infer that the

camp had positive effects in this area, not so much by bringing about

great changes in the campers, but by taking them off the city streets in

the first month of the summer vacation when their peers were becoming

more suspicious, hostile and alienated.

2. On the methodological issue of whether the Change Scales

pick up more change than the Raw Scales, there is effectively no con-

firmation. On the Change Scales, 4 out of 42 change scores (each year,

condition and stale) were different from zero at the .05 level; for

the Raw Scales, none out of 24. Thi'S is hardly evidence of greater sen-

sitivity among the Change Scales. Nor do the Change Scales differenti-

ate the control groups from the campers in the predicted direction,

since in both cases it is only in the alienation domain that differences.

emerged. Here, the three Change versions merely confirmed what the

Raw Scale 5 showed, with slight differences of emphasis that can be

noted. For Colorado '67, the Change Scales 9, C5A, 10 C5B, and 11

C5C all show a general trend to higher post-test scores for all, with a

pronounced increase for the control group on 9 CSA and 11 C5C (more

than on Raw 5, R5). For Vermoiit '68, Change 9 CSA, and 11 C5C show the

same trends as Raw 5, R 5 but rather more clearly in Change 9 C5A,

in terms of mean difference between the conditions and its significance.

The discussion of these different versions of the alienation area will

be resumed after discussion of the later camps. In this discussion

graphs of the changes in the raw and change alienation scales for

camp and control periods nor all camps is presented.
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SvaluationofCampby the TOSTime Series Design

In Colorado '67 and Vermont '68, the boys who came to the second

camp session in August were administered the TOS for a third time at the

end of camp. Thus, any changes in TOS scores over the camp period

could be compared to changes during the preceding control period, with

each boy acting as his own control. In addition, yet a fourth TOS

administration took place the following spring about 10 months after

the end of-camp, when the boys were back in the city and (in most cases)-

back in school. These four measures and their intervening change

scores provide a time series, which, while not a tight experimental design

gives some indication of the impact of the camp on attitudes tapped

by the TOS. The three periods are referred to as 'control,' 'camp'

and 'after-control.'

In subsequent years, there were three more camps: Colorado '68,

Vermont '69 and Vermont '70, and for each of these, also, there were four

TOS measures pre-control pre-camp (also post-control), post-camp (also

pre-after-control) and follow-up. These three camps began in July,

so that the control perid was shorter than for Colorado '67 and Vermont

'68.

In analyzing the time-series data, campers who were returning to camp

for a second or even third summer were separated from those coming for

the first time, on the assumption that the camp might affect these two

sub-groups differently. This splitting of the campers, combined with

attrition in the sample, because a few of the campers missed one of the

four TOS measures, resulted in camp sample sizes that were often too

small for use. In particular, the fourth (follow-up) session was often

lost. There were other problems, too, about using the follow-up -- its

timing varied from one year to'aipther, and in any case there were no

clear expectations about what direction of change to .predict during the
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after-control period; it i, therefore,' dropped for most of the

following discussion. Data are presented on the first three TOS

administrations, and the .fourth is brought in only where there are special

points of interest.

Separating new and returning campers meant dropping Vermont '70

from the analysis of first-timers, since almost no new boys were recruited

for the last camp session. This analysis, therefore, includes Colorado

'67 (August campers) Colora_ '68, Vermont '68 (August campers) and

Vermont '69. The sample sizes for just the first three administrations

were 7, 5, 8 and 9 respectively, but are sometimes further reduced on

particular scales because part of one of the questionnaires was skipped

and unscorable on one or more scales. Tha foLr camp sessions are pre-

sented separately, grouped by state, and all combined (N=29). V.le

returning campers were too few to examine thi group'separat&y each

session and consequently are grouped by state and then all together.

Colorado 2nd-timers (N=7) covers August 1967, and 1968; Vermont 2nd-

timers (N=15) covers 1968, 6 and 70. The combind group (N=22) includes

a few boys twice; e.g. Colorado boys who came to a third camp

Vermont. In view of the small `n' -and the difference charactericharacteristics

Vermont and Colorado camps, it seemed acceptable to violate the statis

cal requirement that each subject be included only once.

The working hypothesis to be examined was that campxswould show

an 'improvement' on the various scales during the camp session compared

with any changes they showed during the preceding control period. No

hypothesis was formulated about change during the after-control period.

Secondly, we are again interested in seeing if the Change S-ales are

more sensitive to change than the Raw Scales.

To test the evaluation hypothesis, each subject's change scores

during the control period and the camp p. riod were calculated, and the
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difference between. the two mean change scores- was tested by a matched. T-

test. All change scores were also tested for a- y. difference from zero

by T-test. The three TOS measures themselves were also compared,by

analysis of variance with repeated mei-i-Ures of the same subject; and

similar analyses of variance were performed to compare the four TOS

adpinistrations and the three sets of change scores computed from them

when the folloUp administration was included. The results are pre-

sented with grouping of the 6 Raw Scales and the 11 Change Scales into

five attitudinal domains, for easier comparison of the various scales

related to the same area.

Findings: New Campers

I) Alienation,

In the experimental analysis, it was shown that the control group

clearly increased in alienation while waiting for camp, though this was.

more pronounced in Colorado '67 than Vermont '68, especially on Change

9 (C5A) and Change 11 (CU:).-The experimental group, the July campers,

either decreased on the alienation scales or increased as well - but to

a lesser extent than the control group. nsequentlyr the difference

between'the mean Change scores of the two conditions were significant,

on Raw 5, R5, Change 9, C5A, and Change 11, 0511. Here we_follo

the two control groups, to see what happened to theiralienation scores

during camp, and at the same time consider two additional session with

first-timers, Colorado '68 and Vermont '69.

The two control groups are here much reduced in size, because

the returning campers have been taken uut, and because one or two campers

did not take the end-of-camp TOS. We still find the same increase in

alienation during the- control period, though the means and their

.significance varies from the earlier data because of the reduced numbers.



Again, the increase is rather =a e in Colorado '67 than Vermont '68.greater

Of the't-o additional camp groups, Colorado '68 shows the same kind of

strikihg and significant increase during'the control period on each of

the four scales. Vermont '69 shows different trends on different

scales, and none different from zero. On each of the four scales, the

mean increase 'is significant for the two Colorado groups combined and

forall four groups combined.

The next issue is whether alienation declined during camp. The

Colorado 167 group, coming to .camp in August, shoW$ a decline on Change

9 C5A and Change 11 .C5C (p.05 on the latter); the Vermont '68 August

campers show no change either way. Of the two additional camps,

Colorado '68 shows a sizeable mean decline on all four scales, though

with only five subjects in the analysis, these are not statistically

significant. Vermont '69 again shows no consistent changes. When the

camps are combined, Colorado '67+'68 shows decline in alienation on-

Change 11 C5C (p.(1)and-tOmewhat on Change. 9 C5A Cp.10), Vermont

shows no such drop, and in fact, a slight increase on Change 11 C5C'

(p4.10).=

If the two successive change scores are then compared, the signed

difference between them generally sustains the hypothesis that the camps

stops and partially reverses the trend to increasing alienation in the

pre-camp period. For the combined Colorado camps, the two mean change

scores are significantly different from each other at p.06 or better

on each of the four scales. The effec- are clearest in Colorado '68,

but the trends are clearly present in the August '67 campers (p.10

on Change 9 C5A and Change 11 CSC. Of great interest are these. findings:



1) That in Colorado '67 the time series analysis of one

group of boys corresponds with what was found in the experimental

comparison.

2) That it is a 'replication' camp, Colorado '68, tha

demonstrates the effect most clearly. For Vermont camps combined,

the trend is.scarcely to be found, except on Change 10 C5B (p.10),

while the Vermont (August) '68 group by itself shows this tendency

on a different scale -- Raw 5, R5.

With all four j,.,Jups combined 04:=, there is significant in-,

crease in alienation at p.05 on all four scales during the control

period; a slight but non-significant decrease during camp; and a reliable

difference between the successive change scores, significant at p OS

on all but Change 11 (CSC).

The following Graphs show the changes in alienation -n,ra- and

change Scales for all camp and control sessions.
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II) Evaluative

The Colorado groups' self-evaluations went down during the control

period and went back up duri camp. This trend is evident on all

rsions of this dimension, ex .ept perhaps Change Scale 2 (C1B) and it

clearest on Raw 6 (C1B) and Change 3 (C1C). In spite of so few

subjects, the trend is clear in both Colorado '67 and Colorado 68- but

only on Raw 6, (R1B) with both groups combined, does the difference

b- he two change periods reach statistical significance (p<.02).

(In Colorado '67, the total July session control group of twelve boys

used in the experimental comparison showed no decline in any of these

scales during the control peripd; this is because second-timera, as

discussed beloW, were changing in the opposite direction.)

Vermont campers show no such trends on these scales. Indeed, what

minimal changes can be observed go in the opposite direction -- a rise

in evaluation of self during the control period and a decline during

camp. Due mainly to the rise during the control periodr.the

,difference between the changes is significant at the .10 level for the

combined Vermont camp sessions on Change 1 (CLA).

III) Work

There are no findings of note here apart from two substantial but

isolated changes. On Change (C2B) the Colorado '68 score declined

significantly during the control period; and on Raw 1 (R2) the Vermont

'69 score declined during camp. Insofar as the time-series .findings

here and the results of the experimental analysis presentee earlier show

no pattern, isolated changes of this kind are unlikely to b= meaningful.

On one point, however, there is some consistency. It.was t d earlier

that on Raw 1 (R2) the Vermont '68 July campers dropped in score during



the camp period; in this instance, it is Vermont '69 campers. Consequen 1

there may have been something about the work in Vermont which, from the

perspectve of New York teenagers, affected their responses on this scale.

When these two camps and the Vertont '68 August session are combined,

the camp decline in positive attitudes about work is significant, and

accounts for a significant difference (p .05) between control and camp

changes.

IV) Personal Responsibility,

No changes on either Raw 2 R3, or Change 8, C3.

V) Effective Group Action

No changes on either Raw 4, R4, or Change 7, C4.

VI Follow-up_ Scores

It is important to know whether the attitude changes that took

place in camp, or differences in camp attitude changes when compared

with trends in the preceding period, are reversed when the campers go

back to the city. To follow -up on such changes, the TOS was

administered a fourth time about nine months after camp was over. A

number of campers were not reached, so that the number who completed all

four questionnaires is in some cases too small for useful analysis; e.g.

three first-time campers in Colorado 1968. Briefly presented here are the

findings on the change scordg during this after-camp period for those

who provided all four sets of responses. For all four camp sessions

combined, the maximum 'n' was 24 (reduced slightly on some scales if al

camper did not answer all questions), 10 in Colorado and 14 in Vermont.

On the alienation scales and on the evaluative scales, there were

no significant changes during this period for any of the camp sessions

separately or combined; nor were there any Slight trends common to the

different scales within each domain. On the work scales, there was a

2



cendency to less favorable attitudes toward ove77 this period among

the Colorado 1967 group and the Vermont '69 group (p <.05) on Change 6

(cm; for all four groups combined, the drop was significant at p.<05 on

Change 5 (C2B). On the personal responsibility scale's, there was a

slight decline in each of the four groups and, oil both versions of the

scale, in beliefs about what the individual was personally responsible

for. With the four groups combined, the decline was small but reliable

on the Raw-Scale version (p<.10)' b.nd More so on the Change Scale (p.05).

Since by chance alone one would expect some changes that reached-statiSti

cal levels of significance, it is not clear that any meaning should be

attached to these findings. In view of the changes in alienation during

or before camp, it is of some relevance that no systematic changes

in this area were detected in the following school year.

Findings: Returning Campers

Changes in the TOS Scores of boys returning to camp for a second

summer -- 7 in Colorado in either 1967 or '68 and 15 in Vermont 1968,

'69 or '70 -- -e analysed separately for changes during the camp

session, is compared to any-changes during the pre-camp control period.

Overall, changes during either period were minimal, both In Colorado and

Vermont sessions and out of nearly SO comparisons of changes during the

two periods, there was only one of statistical significance.

On the alienation group of scales, the Colorado returning campers

showed some inrease in alienation during the control period on Raw 5

(R5) fp.05) and Change 10 (C5B) (p.10),but -no-significant changes during

camp. The Vermont group-showed no changes in either period. Only on

Change 10 (C53), with Vermont and Colorado groups combined, does a slight



increase during the control period differ significantly (p<.05) from

0

a slight decrease during camp. In the evaluative domain, the Colorado

campers showed slightly more,positive,ratings of themselves over the

control period (significant at the .10 level on Change 1 CIA, and at

.05 level on Change 3 Cie the .05 level on -Raw 6 (R1B) and (p.10) on

Change 1, (CiA), but there was no change during camp and no difference

between the two periods. The Vermont changes were slight and

insignificant. On the three other attitudinal areas there were no

changes of note, e.g., no evidence of less favorable views of work during

camp on Raw 1, as found among first - timers.

Comparison of group trends and/or mean changes among first - timers

and secondtimers is limited because the latter were combined from two c

which may have shown opposite trends among the first timers and, in the

case of Vermont,' included a third camp session in 1970 which had no new

campers. However, two general points can be made:

1) Mean changes in the second-timer groups were even less

pronounced than among first-timers. This finding,is not simply

because the camp had less impact for them, since it also holds for

the control period. For example, Colorado second-timers showed a mean

increase on some of the alienation scales during the month or so

preceding the camp, but the mean change was less than half-that found

among new campers. It could be due in part to a response set that

developed from filling out the questionnaire for the fifth or sixth

time, even when spread over a year or more; there may also have been

a self - selection factor related to the kind of person who enrolled again.

7
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2) What little mean change there was tended to be in the same

direction as for first-time camper and it would be surprising were t

otherwise, since all were exposed to the same kinds of influence - during

camp at least. However, there are few scales where this trend can be

tested, since it requires that new campers in two camps show mean change

in the same direction, and that the mean change for them and for the

second-timers be large enough to be noti eable. The common direction is

clear enough on the alienation scales in Colorado -- the increase during

the control period. In Verm'ont, there was a slight trend, common to

first- and second-timers, for evaluation of self to improve during

the control period and/or decline during camp; the difference between

the two changes is significant on Change 1 (C1C), (p <.05) for both groups

combined, but for neither group alone. In Colorado, however, the first-

timers and returning campers changed in opposite directions on these

scales: the first-timers had shown some enhanced self-evaluation during

camp, relative to change during tfe control period, while the second-

timers showed relative change somewhat in the oppostie direction.

Conclusion and Summasz

The primary questions addressed were whether campers' attitudes, as

measured by the Teenage Opinion Survey, were influenced by their

experiences in camp in a direction consistent with the aims of the camp

program. Attitudes were measured at the beginning and end of camp, and

any changes were compared with changes during a control perthd when

boys were in the city. In two camp sessions - Colorado July, 1967 and

Vermont July, 1968 - control measures were provided by a different

group of boys, randomly assigned, who were given the before and af e

administrations of the TOS at the same time as the campers. In four



camp sessions (Colorado, August '67; Colorado, '68; Vermont, August '68;

Vermont '69) new campers provided their own control measures, with

changes in TOS during the 5-8 weeks immediately prior to the camp, and

(for most) during the nine months following camp. Scores for boys re-

turning'to camp for a second time were analyzed separately from scores for

new campers for this purpose. Small'numbers required the combination of

two sessions in'Colorado (67 and 68) and three sessions in Vermont (68,

69 anctalso 70); the nine-month follow-up control was not used.

The detailed analysis aboVe has been generous in looking for signi-

ficant and meaningful trends and changes and given the large number of

comparisons examined, has tended to Type I errors of finding differences

where probably none exist. In summarizing the findings and sifting out

what is meaningful, we may take as a ruleof thumb that differences

should reach conventional significant levels (.05) in at least two

camp sessions and on at least two scales in attitudinal domains comprising

a cluster of scales. There are in fact no camp changes that meet this

criterion. However, to look purely at changes durtta mould-be to

ignore the controls entirely. If camp and cOntroir4 itre capered, there

Isone -area, alienation, where differences are substantial and reliable,

across camps and across different aspects of this attitudinal domain.

There Is .a rise.in alienation during the pre-camp control period

on all four scales in the cluster among the Colorado August '67 and

Colorado '68 new campers and among all the Colorado returning campers.

It is also found in Vermont '68 new campers, but not on all scales

among Vermont '69 new campers nor among Vermont returning campers; it

is clearest in .Colorado '68 (p_05 on all four scales) and in the July

Control group for the Colorado '67 July camp (p.4.05 on two, p..10 on

--third) -- a control group made up largely of August '67 first-time

campers. there is generally a decline in alienation scores during
z
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camp in Colorado August '67, Colorado '68 an

(p<.05) on at least one scale for each). Th

creasing alienation in the control period (a

decline during camp is significant at the .0

the five scales in two cases: Colorado July

and Colorado.'68 first-time campers. In thr

is clear evidence of this .difference (at .05

on two): Colorado August '67 first-timer

vs. campers), and all second-timers combined

in Vermont in August '68 and in '69, the tre

scales but is not significant evenwith both

It can be concluded that the camps did

related to alienation, more by halting the a

would develop during the summer in the city

camo. The fact that this is found among Col

dispels a possibility that it can be due i

taking the TOS for the first and second time

in the two yeais of Colorado, where the incr

period is most pronounced -- among first- an

1967 and 1968. Follow-up measures among fir

different years, combined show no consistent

attitude change over the subsequent nine anon

On the scales for evaluation of self, t

changes among first-time campers in Coloradc

lower self-evaluation during the control per

On the Raw 6 (R1B)"Adults Think I am.., u, the

for each camp separately and the contrast wi

. both combined. However, retuning campers a
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trends in the opposite direction. In Vermont, if all first- and returnin

campers are combinedOigher self-evaluation during the control period.and

a decline during .camp are different (p.05) on Change 1 CIA. The latter

finding is, of course, contrary to the aims and hopes of can*, and, since'

trend is limited and opposite to that among Colorado first -timers, this

appears to be a case where no conclusion can be drawn. On none of the

_other three dimensions did any pattern of change emerge that was clear

enough to be reliable.

A secondary issue concerns the developMent of scales based on

.\\

individual Change Scores. The use of these scales is worthwhile, be-
\

cause it provides additional reliable scales that, Are variations on the

original raw scales in the same attitudinal domainS\., They helidis-
\

tinguish reliable differences on the raw scales from fortuitous ones.

Thus, in the area of alienation, the differences betweeneontrel and

camp, found on Raw 5 (R5) for a number of sessions, can be accepted with

greater confidence when they are also found on three other scaleS

C5A, C513, and C5C, tapping the same. general area of beliefs but composed

of rather different sets of items. Moreover, the common pattern on Raw

5 R1) of increasing alienation during the control period/group and

a leveling off or a decline during camp, can be extended to other camps

with the Change Scale findings. In Colorado, August '67 (new campers),

the .trend.is scarcely apparent on Raw 5, R1 but it is pronounced on

Change 9 CSC. and Change 11 CRC. In Vermont 69 (new campers) there is

no evidence of this trend at all on Raw 5, (R1), but it emerges on

Change 10 (C5B). Rowever, on Change 11 (C5C) there is a reversal -- the

only case -- where alienation declined during the control period and

rose during camp; this suggests that the absence of change on Raw 5 (R1,



conceals two opposing trends, and that for this group the Vermont '69 grpu

it is important to separate out the different facets of alienation.

The change scales were developed not merely to increase the total

number of scales for analysis but, on the assumption that becauSe they

were derived from change scores, they would be more sensitive to change

in the groups under analysis. Out of all the mean change scores analysed

in these groups (including combined camps), 7% on the Raw Scales and-8%

on the Changes Scales were different from zero at the .05 level; of all

comparisons of mean change between camp and control group period, 5%

on the Raw and,11% on the Change were different from each othr at the

.05 level. By theSe criteria, there is only a Slight basis for finding

that the Change Scales are more sensitive to change or that much was

gain'ed by deriving them from a factor analysis of individual change

scores.

The problem of developing measures with an intermediate range of

reliabilities, specifically test-retest reliabilities, remaJinft. Logically

at least,-it is important for evaluative studies that outcom measures

be selected for which there is a chance of the program-affecting these

measures in a meaningful way. Clearly, it is illogical to select out-

come measures that change in either an ephemeral and capricious way or

ones that are unlikely to change under any circumstances. Therefore,

the development of relevant outcome measures with the possibility of

change remains an important issue. In the study described above the

results are less than encouraging, and it would be difficult to conclude

that the factor analysis of change scores did yield different scales

and that these scales were more sensitive to change.

The strongest case for the creation of different scales that were

more sensitive to change provided by the three facets of the

alienation scale C5A, C5B and CSC. While there was an overlap of items



th the raw scale R5, different items were selected on the basis of

-factor analysis to define the different alienation scales. All of these

scales share.a common theme with the raw scale, but emphasized different

facets of the dimension; in addition the same dimensions were defined by

different items. On the base of content, then, one can conclude that

similar but different scales were constructed. The alphas or internal

consistencies were lower than those of the raw scale and similarly the

test - retest correlation was found to be lower than that of the raw

scale. Thus, one can conclude that these scales were different and

that they had-a lower reliability. The fact that the change alienation

scales tended- to intercorrelate with one another to a lesser degree

than to the raw scale indicates again that they represent different

facets in the domain measured by the raw scale.. The strongest argument

for this can be made in the case of the alienation scale that the change

scales-were different and that they were of a lower reliability and

possibly more sensitive to change.

Given the importance' of developing change-sensitive scales, it would

be worthwhile to conduct a study similar to the one here, but with the

xpiicit purpose of conducting a factor analysis of change scores at the

item level. Unlike the above study, such a study would clearly demand

that the assumption for independence of obServations be met, In other .

words, all ohservations should be'independent and sufficiently large sampl

sizes used. The fact that these assumptions were violated may have

obscured the findings relevant to developing change-oriented scales.

Beyond these problems, the above study was limited in that it

used paper and pencil tests with disadvantaged youngsters whose reading

and test taking skills undoubtedly contributed large amounts of error

variance. These limitations precluded the use of the- ore sophisticated
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techniques for avoiding response sets; e.g., randomizing all items re-

spective of their formats throughout the questionnaire. In summary, it is

recommended that a study be undertaken for the explicit purpose of

tudying change scores at the "item level and constructing changeable

scales without the limitations described above.

Another set of rations in the above studies concerns whether

these scale construction procedures for the change oriented scale were

in fact effective. One of the tests of the success of building change-

oriented scales was their utilization in analysis of variance designs,

in order to ermine whether they would be more sensitive to change

than the raw scales. Logically, it may be that change-oriented scales

were successfully constructed but their utilizaiiori in subsequent

experiments, mainly Colorado '68 and Vermont '69 and '70, was not an

adequate test of their sensitivity because the camp in fact produced no

Change to which the more change sensitive scales.might respond. The

fact that no change occurred may also be due to the fact that there was

not a control period of summer vacation without camp prior to coming

to camp and that in subsequent replication the campers were returning'

for their second and third time. The camp may have had lest- of an

effect in later years when the excitment and esprit de corp evoked by

building the camp diminished.

In summary, two questions must remain unanswered:

1) Could change sensitive scales be developed using the above

procedures particularly when the assumptions of factor analysis,

etc, are not violated?

2) Would their sensitivity to change have been more conspicuous

testing change over periods of time in which greater change

took place than in the above studies? The fact that the change

score did reflect change in the e iier experimental designs,
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Colorado '67 and Vermont '68, suggests that they were sensitive

to change but the raw scale also; consequently, that question

remains unanswered.

In short, given the importance of change sensitive scales for

evaluative studies, the development of change-sensitive scales,

Certainly warrants further study.
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HYPOTHESES REGARDING THE REDUCTION OF ALIENATION

-D SELF- CONTROL INN THE COLORADO '68 CAMP AND T-- VERMONT '69

as hypothesized that in the summer camps of Colorado '68 and

'ermont '69 &'70 there would be a replication of p. 4! findings;

namely, the camp would significantly reduce atiof ,.ong a

camper group in comparison to a control grou 4. While these hypotheses

logically belong n the section on testing propositions about the pro-

posed theory of personality and social infillenoe, ey are, included

here for clarity.5 Since understanding these hypotheses is dependent

in large part upon understanding the expo ntal design, it is con-

sidered most appropriate to FrEsent this material in this section

despite the fact that it ca,n be viewed. as a social influence-type experi-

ment in the sense that the camp was a transfer experiment; i.e., individua

were exposed to a different Milieu and one that was intended to change

certain attitudes and behaviors

In the above discussion of the use of change scores And raw

scores, it was found that the Colorado '68 experiment did indeed

replicate the previous research with the control group becoming more

alienated and the experimental group becomeing less alienated. With

minor exceptions, this trend did not occur in the V&mOnt '69 and '70

camps. In fact, In one case the alienation increased during the camp

period.

4For the details of the testing hypothesis the reader is referred

to the above description of the trend analysis of variance.

5The implications of these hypotheses for the theory of social

influence are discussed in the section on social influence.



In general, should be noted that the changes in alienation be-

came most marked in comparison to a control group waiting-to come to

camp and that this control period was lacking in later replications.

Also, later replications had more returning campers for whom the effect

of the camp experience was diminished. To Summarize the above descrip-

tions of the various replications of the camp experiment, the hypothesis

that the Colorado '68 and the Vermont '69 & '70 would cause a reduction

in alienation is only partially confirmed with the most striking evidence

being in the Colorado '68 group.

THE INCREASING OF SELF-CONTROL AS A RESULT OF THE CAMP EXPERIENCE

Again, because of the previous discussion of the experimental

paradigm, the hypothesis regarding the effect of camp on self - control

will be presented here rather than in the section on social influence.

It was hypothesized that the camp would cause increases in self-

control as measured'by Cattell's Q3 factor on th,, 'sigh School

Personality Questionnaire. In the summer of 1967, the Colorado experi-

mental group was found to increase in self - control and there was an

even greater decrease in self-control during the control period while

icing for camp. The differences between these different scores

were significant at the .05 level. In vermont in '68-, similar trends

of decreasing self -control in the control group and of slightly

increasing self - control in the camp gro-up were found; the difference

between these scores, was significant at the .10 level. The subsequent

replications of the camp were-used to test the' hypothesis that the

same trend would occur in the summer camps of Colorado '68 and

Vermont '69 & '70. For these three camp, periods, all fourteen of the

High School Personality Questionnaires factors were used in a trend

analysis. The HSPQ was administered at the same time and in the same

fashion as the TOS for all camps including the original Colorado '67
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and Vermont '69 camps and their subsequent replications; that is, Colorado

'68 and Vermont '69 & 70. In these three replications of the earlier

camps, it was administered during the end of the school year, that is, at

the start of the control waiting period and in about 3-5 weeks for the

po ':-control and pre-camp period at the beginning of-camp in early June.

The post-camp test, was administered at the end of 4 weeks of camp.

It important that the control period did not include a longer

period oY summer vacation, hanging out" on the streets prior to coming

to camp.

The protocols were scored'for the 14 personality factors and

analyzed in the same way as the TOS. Change Scores were calculated for

the control period and camp period and changes during camp were compared

to changes during the preceding control period when the:individual

was still in school. The differences between the means of these two

changes were tested by the appropriate T tests for any departure from

zero. For the analysis from the three camps, all boys were combined

/into two groups, with the Colorado group having an N=13 and the Vermont

group with a N 15., In this analysis, no significant departures from zero

were foUnd on CatteJl'.s Q3 or self-control factor.

The findings show that for the Colorado campers, the only

significant changes were on factor H, Shy-Venturesome. They became more

timid during the control period and more venturesome during the camp

period. .Both these changs and the differences between them are

significant at the .05 revel. The Vermont campers show no significant

changqs on any of the factors. There is no support in either group

for the hypothesis that on faptor Q3 the camper would show greater

self-control and discipline as a result of the camp period
u
in com-

.

parison to the control period.
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-a on and er and Pencil Tes

The Summer Camp offered a unique opportunity to predict

and postdict selectiv.t-participation of boys in a summer campfrot

measures of .attitudes And personality traits. A stepwise mul-

_iple regreFsion program was used to relate the six raw scales

or. the T cq,nion Survey and'the fourteen personality di-

m-27-15 ic -r C2ttPil gh School Personality Questionnaire (HSPQ)

Both

ior of capers' first stay at the camp. Forty variables,

the tAtt: were administered prior to and at the con-

cl ding s x prete

pre- al-1,, urteer }15F

to predi

s ._2_ive pa ticipatiol- in the progrmm over the years; (2)

d six postest (TOS) dimensions, and fourteen

O'd4c1_

orality dimensions, were used

2 variables. These measures were:

as estimatf: of sychiatr-lc afrmen ) vn estimate by the

princi, tiVestigators of how much each r iild benefited from the

programs The fourth d endent variable was the project director's

dichor.onizing of those who benefited most from the camp vs those

who'b nefited little from the camp or for whom it was a negative

experience. Eaci of these variables will be discussed separately

in presenting the data on the ability to predict the dependent

variables from the forty independent variaVes. Each of the four

variables will be discussed in terms of their predictors or the Colora



campers 1967 end, in a separate analysis; for the Vermont

campers in 1968. These two separate analyses will then be

combined to include all first time campers. Except for the

six campers returning from 1966, this was the first time for

these subjects to participate in the Sage Hill Program. Those

six campers returning from the earlier year had never taken

any of the attitude scales or the personality inventory and

are included in this analysis.

SELECTIVE PARTICIPATION IN THE CAMP PRO

The comparision of paper and pencil` tests with self

selection is of importance the patching of participants

to program. Clearly all rograms cannot provide appropriate

services to everyone. The success of the program may be larg

dependent upon the appropriateness of the matching of parti-

cipants to the specific program. Given the relaavely'poor

reliability, much less validitli, of paper and pencil predic-

tion i.t may be useful to scrutinize andmanipulaLe the path-

ways of entry to a program. The degree of difficulty of

entering into a program can be manipulated in a variety of

ways including how far one has to travel to apply, preliminary

questionnair is, etc. Trial visits as used in the camp and

weekend campihg trips, etc., may also be useful tests of the

candidates' interest in the _-ogram. In short, erecting

barriers and manipulating the degree of difficulty of entering



a program may prove more valuable as a screening device, than

paper and pencil tests; this technique may also be used in

combination with paper and pencil tests to enhance the

adequacy of the matching of candidates to programs.

Degree of participation constitutes a linear variable

with the lowest level of participation comprised of those

individuals who were offered an opportunity to come to camp but didn'

Increasing participation included those who came to camp but

left early; those who remained for the first full session

but did not return in subr;(4quent years; and those who returned

in subsequent years up V fern_ .it years. All of

the data on participat:1-:. c,D47ained by a review of the

campers and is accurate.

To ex;-'Ina relationship of selecti,rs participation

and paper cil tests, all of the campers in the Colorado

'67 and Vermont '66 sessions were examined with regard

to their attitudes as expressed in the TOS and their personality.

dimensions as 17(taz--Ad by Cattell's HSPQ.

In the first analysis of all campers, Vermont and Colorado

campers were combined, providing a sample of sixty-nine

subjects. elective participation in both camps was predicted

on the basis of two variables which yielded a multiple cor-

reiatx n of .530 which, when squared, accounts for 28.1% of

the variance. The sell-esteem or "T Am" scale on the TOS

had a correlation coeffir:ient of .471 with high self esteem



being correlated with greater participation. In the next

step of the regression analysis, variable E cf the HSPQ

raised the multiple r t? .530. It was found that those who

tended to participate longer in the program had higher self

esteem and tended to be obedient, mild and submissive as

described by Cattell's Factor E. The cut-off point for the

introduction of variables in the multiple regression was

when the F ratio dropped below significance at ,the .05 level

for the particular sample size. Neither of these two pre-

dictor variables had simple correlation coefficients with

either or beta weights with an opposite sign indicating

suppression was not occuring. In the following discussion

where suppression occur it will be pointed out, but the

nature of the suppression .e., which variable is suppressing

which variable, will not be analyzed or described. In

Appendix E the reader will find a correlation matrix giving

the four outcome variables co. :related with all of the pre

and post Teenagers Opinion Survey anLA High School Personality

Questionnaires scores for the combined Colorado and Vermont

samples.

Postdicting, i.t -las found that three variables y i,el.ded

a multiple r at .464 which accounts for 21.5% of the variance.

It was found that factor Q3 on the HSPQ was correlated with



returning with 1. When factor J was added in, the

correlation was raised to .391; and when the "I Am"

questionnaire attitudes -- or self
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-- was included,

the multiple correlation was raised to .464. In terms of

postdiction, therefore, it was found that those campers who

tended to be self controlled, doubting, individualistic,

restrained and who had high self esteem tended to partici-

pate to a greater extent over the years. None of these variables

functioned as .suppressor va, tables.

Looking now at the two camp groups separately, it was

found that the Colorado campers) participation (N=38) could

be predicted on the basis of the "1 Am" scale of the TOS

and factor D of the HSPQ yielding a multiple correlation of

.762 which accounts for 58.1% of the variance. The partici-

pation of Colorado campers was predicted as having a high

self esteem and to be high on factor D; that is, excitable;

,impatient and demanding. None of the other variables could

meet the criteria of having signficant f's for a sample of

38. With regard to postdicting participation in the program,

none of the TOS and HSPQ variables were able to meet the

criteria of sigfiificamwe for postdicting participation.

In Vermont (with a sample of 31) only one Variable, namely,

factor E1 predicted greater participation i the program

It yielded a correlation of .61 which acco= ted for 37.5%

of the variance; in other words, those individuals who were

obedient, mild and conforming tended to participate longer.



Postdicting Vermont participation, the following variables,

presented in order, were used to predict participation.

FaCtor I on the HSPQ with an r of .55; then factor B was

included which raised the multiple r to .66; and finally,

factor D on the posttest was included which raised the

multiple r to .75 which accounted for 57% of the variance.

Those campers who tended to be tender-minded, independent

and more intelligent and those campers who were delibate

and inactive, tended to return to camp. In this case the

postdiction is,more effective in accounting for 57% of

the variance in comparison to 37% of the variance for the

prediction for Colorado.

A final analysis conducted was combining Vermont and

Colorado campers with both pre and post diction. It was

found that campers who were high on the Self Esteem (TOS #6),

doubting, obstructive and individualiStic (HSPQ #04 ttAded

to be excitable and demanding (HSPQ #D) at the post test;

and who were high on alitnetion. (TOS #5.) prior to camp

tended to participate in to p:_ogram. The combination of

these five variables yielded a multiple correlation of .72

which accounted for 53% of the variance. In summary it

would appear that campers who tended tc be intelligenti

self controlled and doubting do In camp. Only in the

step wise multiple regression analysis of the predictors

for the combined Colorado group combining t ,I=1

post testdid a suppression occur. In this 1 . -lyzis

the alienation_ measure the last variable intr;:,:,ced into



the equation, correlated .298 with the outcome measure

participation. -It had a negative B weight of -.02 and a

negative Beta -.41 indicating that en A atm was functioning

as a suppressor variable. Alienation was the last variable of

five.introduced into the equation and accounted for.an increase in

the multiple correlation squared of only .044. In short while

alienation functioned with I combined sample with both pre and post

test predictors as a suppressor variable, its effect was limited.

In none of the other equations for either the. Colorado, Vermont com-

bined or separately and using pre-tests and post -tests separately

and combined did suppression occur. In summary it appears that

a high degree of the variances .was accounted for by the various

predictor variables.

Looking now at the correlates of selective participation

in camp, we find that for the combined sample participation was

correlated. -.084 with psychiatric impairment and .009 with the

Colorado sample and -.178 with the Vermont sample. None of these

are statistically significant. Another variable in the multiple

regression analysis was the project dic ector and researchers'

estimate of wh benefited from camp. In one study all campers

were rated on a scale of -4 for the extent to which they benefited

from camp. On the combined sample it s found that returning

correlated .80 with estimates of how much they got out of camp.

Breaking that down, selective participation was correlated .90 with

the Colorado sample and .678 with th'e Vermont sample.
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In the next analysis, selective participation was correlated

with a dichotomization of those campers who got a great deta out

of camp in contrast to those for whom the camp was a Ilega_ive

experience in the opinion of the researcher. By eliminating the

middle group it was hoped to improve the correlation which in fact

it did. It was found that this dichotomization was correlated .938

with the entire group; with the Vermont sample, it was correlated

.930 (with a sample size of 12) and with the Colorado group (with

a sample size of 14) was correlated .952. Clearly those who re-

turned to camp were seen as having benefited more from camp both

on the ratings of all campers and on the dichotomous rating.

Unfortunately these measures were not independent. The

estimates of how much camp exs benefited was made after campers

had had an opportunity to return for as many as five years. The

project director clearly felt those who continued to return

were b,7nefiting from it. A useful analysis would have been how

much each camper benefited from the program after the conclusion

f one summer.- Unfortunately this was not pOssible but such data

would be more relevant for determining the pedictive values of various

instruments and the contribution of self selection in the screening

of individuals for participation in programs. IL might be

said that paper and pencil measures did,,although not in a consistent

fashion predict across samples and count for a relatively large

percentage of the variance for upers who tended to return.



Ratings of who benefited from camp we-ce correlated with psychi-

atric impairment. All campers were rated on a scale of 1-4,

from symptom free or well to severely wired; the ratings were

primarily the dir s. They lought; as psychiatric impair-

ment ratings dc, to avoid the problems of reliality and validity

f nosological categories such as neurotic, psychotic, sociopathic,

adjustment reactions, etc., and seek only t ss the extent to

which mental illness impaired the individual. Again they were not

independent of the rater knowledge of who tended to return, got

much out of ca- etc. In the-instance of the Colorado camp, all

of the staff rated the individuals and the project director

rating essentially coincided with-those of other raters. In

Vermont the same was primarily true except some individuals had

not received a rating from all of the staff and therefore the director

rating was used. For purposes of analysis, it can be considered

tfiat they were essentially the director's ratings and that few

estimates of yell bility are available.

Prior to examining the ability to predict psychiatric

impairment on the basis of the TOS and the HS PQ it will be

useful to examine the relationship of psychiatric impairment to

the o p -cdent variables. It was essentially unrelated to

who tended to return to'camp. With the combined samples, the

correlation was -.08; with the Colorado sample it was .001; and



with the Vermont sample it was -.I/. It appears, therefore, that

those who tended to return to camp were neither particularly im-

paired or symptom free.

With regard to the director's estimates of how much individuals

got out of camp, this, too, was essentially unrelated to psychiatric

impairment. In the combined sample, the corrP was -.04; in

the Colorado sample it was .09; and in the Vet sample, it was

.24. Psychiatric impairment ratings were found _ be correlated

to a greater degree with the dichotomizatio- L those who got a

great deal cut of camp and those who got out of camp. In

the combined samples psychiatric impairment was correlated with

this dichotomization at -.29; for the Colorado sample there was a

.00 correlation and for the Vermont sample there was a positive

correlation ui .54. That is, those who were high on psychiatric

impairment tended to be estimated as getting a great deal out of

camp.

PSYCHIATRICIMPAIRMENT

Looking now at the predictors of psychiatric impairment

for the combined sample (Colorado and Vermont), we find that

those who were found to be high on psychiatric impairment tended

on the pre-tes to be high on HSPQ factor J: doubting, obstructive,

individualistic; low on HSPQ factor C: emotionally less stable,

easily upset; high on the TOS personal responsibility #2 scale of

the TOS; and high on HSPQ factor I; tender minded dependent and



overprotected. Presenting these factors in the same order, the

step wise multiple regression correlations coefficients rise

starting with variable J from .31 to, with C, .395; .46 for

personal responsibility; and finally with the inclusion of factor

I raises the multiple r which accounts for 26% of the

v: 2iance. None of the predicors functioned as suppressor variables.

Looking now at Colorado sample, we found that psychiatric

impairment was only predicted on the pre test HSPQ factor J yielding

a correlation of .51 which accounts for 26.9% of the variance. In

the Vermont Sample we find that HSPQ factor C is the only variable

,-e- mg the F test criteria for predictors of psychiatric impairment.

It yields a correlation coefficient of .41 which accounts for

17.11% of the variance. In other words, individuals who tended

to be emotionally stable were regarded as not psychiatrically

impaired.

On the postdiction ofpsychiatric impairment we find for the

Colorado and Vermont groups that thOss individuals were high

on HSPQ factor I (tenderminded) and low on HSPQ factor F (saber

and prudent) ..anted to be high on psychiatric impairment, with

the multiple correlation being equal to .40 which accounts for

approximately 16% of the variance. In the olorado sample,

impairment is postdicted by HSPQ factor H (venturesome and sociall

bold); and the correlation is .69 which accounts for 477% of the

variance.



Finally, in the. Vermont sample, none of the variables reached

the criteria cf a significant F for edicting psychiatric

impairment.

In summary, it seems that psychiatric impairment was relatively

unrelated to those who tended to return to camp and those who

were regarded by the director as having benefited from the camp

except possibly for the Vermont sample. The variables that do

predict psychiatric impairment for the different samples tend to

emphasize emotional stability, being venturesome and having a

strong sense of personal responsibility, etc. Overall, however

these variables seem relatively unrelated to the concept of impair-

ment except possibly in the Colorado sample in which 47.7% of the

variance was accounted for in the post tests.

ESTIMATES OF WHO BENEFITED FROM CAMP, THE TEENAGERS OPINION
SURVEY AND HIGH SCHOOL PERSONAL ITY t UESTIONNAIRE_SCALES_

On a scale of 1-4 of the extent to which they benefited

from,the camp, the project director made an estimate for all

the 64 campers and those whom he knew inCluding those who did not.r

-camp. Individuals who benefited little f-om the camp were given

a zero X0) and those who appeared to have benefited most were

given a 4. In this way 33 individuals in the Colorado sample we

rated on benefiting from camp and 31 in the Vermont sample. Benefi in

from camp was highly related to returning to camp. In the combined

sampla the correlation coefficient was .80; in the Colorado sample

9 7
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was .91; and in the Vermont sample was .678. Unfortunately

because the ratings of who benefited were made after they had

attended camp the two variables are not independent. All one

can say conclusively is that in the estimate of the researcher,

who was also project director, those who tended to return also

tended to be'viewed by the director as benefiting from camp.

Because of the lack of independence in the ratings, retuning to

camp was not included in the multiple regression on those who

benefited from camp. Had it been included, undoubtedly practically

all of the variance would have been accounted for. Given the lack

of independence of the ratings, this inclusion was not justifiable

and as a result, only multiple regression studies were done of the

ability to predict and postdict on the basis of TOS and HSPQ scores.

Retrospectively in going over the lists of youngsters on wham

ratings were made of who benefited from camp, it appears these

after the-fact ratings (which were done after the youngsters had

a chance to return to camp for as many as 5 suers) appeared to

be similar to ratings that would have been made at the first

summer. n other words, it appeared to the rater that those who

benefited from camp appear to have done so at the first summer

and ,that this would have been'a good predictor of greater partic

pation in the camp and having benefited from it. This, of course,

is a retrospective analysis, the two ratings are not independent

and thus this conclusion is suspect.

98



Starting with an examination of the combined Vermont and

Colorado samples. (N=,64) we find that those who tended to return

to camp saw the group as being effective (TOS factor 4.)

In the Vermont sample only one variable net the criteria

having a significant F in terms of predicting who benefited

from the camp as rated by the director. Those who tended to be

tense, driven and overwrought (HSPQ Q4) tended to benefit from

the camp. The correlation was .51 which accounts for approximately

267 of the variance.

Turning now to the postdiction of beneficing from summer

camp, we find that in the combined sample, those who tended to be

controlled and self-disciplined (HSPQ factor Q3) and conscientious

and persevering (HSPQ factor 0 tended to be regarded as benefiting

from the ca n order, startingtyith self controlled, the multiple

regression yielded a correlation of .279 and, with the introduction

of variable HSPQ factor 0 yielded a multiple of .382 which accounted

for only 14.6% of the variance.

Examining the Colorado sample, we find that those who were

high on self esteem on the Post test and who were low on HSPQ

factor F (that: is tended to be sober, prudent and serious) were

regarded as having benefited from the camp program. The first

variable, TOS #6, Self Esteem, yielded a correlation coefficient of

.404 which, with the addition of the HSPQ factor F raised the multiple

r to accounting for 27 1° of the variance. Beyond this,
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new variables were not introduced because they could not

criteria of having a significant F.

In the Vermont sample only one variable met the criteria

for having a signficant F. Those who were rated as having

benefitted from camp were found to be low on HSPQ factors C)4_

that is they .were relaxed and tranquil at the pke test.

In the Vermont sample,. the postdiction of who benefitted.

from camp was baed on those who were high on HSPQ factor

B (more inte1114nt); tended to be high on self suffidiency

(HSPQ factor Q2), high on being outgoing, warm hearted

and easy-going (factor A) and high on self control (factor

Q3). In order these variables yielded correlations,_starting

with factor B, of .435; .596; .688; .736. The multiple

correlations squared accounted for 54.2% of the variance.

At this point in the step wise multiple regression, the

introduction of r.ew variables could not meet the criteria

of having a significant F for a sample size of .31.

In this equation the post test factor A functioned as

a suppressor variable. Its simple r with the outcome

variable was .04 and it had a B weight equal to -.25 and

a beta weight equal to -.53. The inclusion of factors
2

changed the multiple r by .117 indicating-a modest suppression

effect.



DICHOTOMIZATION OF THOSE WHO BENEFITED FROM THE C THEIR
P AND POST DICTION

On the assumption that the ratings of those who benefited

from the camp were on an ordinal rather than an interval scale,

the population was dichotomized. The project director (and

principal investigator) divided campers into those individuals

he felt most clearly benefited from the camp and those who benefited

from the camp. This yielded a sample of N26. For obvious

reasons, in the tombined sample those who would benefit on the 1-4

scale was highly correlated with the dichotomization of that variable

the correlation being .869. The correlation in the Vermont sample

was _ .786 and in the Colorado sample the correlation was r=.939.

The dichotomized population, was more strongly related to selective

c4rticipation than was the group rated on a 1-4 scale-of who

benefited from the camp correlated with the combined sample on

the selective participation of-Jthe camp at a .938 level for a sample

of 26. In the Colorado sample the correlation of returning to-

'and the dichotomization was .952 and in Vermont .930.cep

Clearly the director tended to view those who benefited most from

the camp as having returned to camp. It is his opinion that

youngsters vote with their feet and as a result, the two measures

undoubtedly not -independent.

Looking now at, the independent variables which tend to predict

-this, dichotomization, we find that in the combined sample, which

included 26 youngsters, individuals who were highly self controlled

101



(HSPQ Q3), tended to be regarded as having benefited from camp.

The correlation was .469, accounting for 22% of the variance. In

the Colorado sample, it was fOund that of the 14 individuals rated,

none of the predicted variables for the TOS or HSPQ met the s

ficance level for criterion to predict succeeding in camp. In

the Vermont sample of 12 youngsters, it was found that those indi-

viduals who tended to be low HSPQ Q4, .e. relaxed and tranquil;

high HSPQ Q3, socially controlled; low HSPQ E i.e. obedient; who

felt the individual was personally responSible for his actions; and

who was high on HSPQ I, tendermin4 d was rated as among those

who clearly benefited the most. The multiple correlations, in.

order and starting with variable Q4, go from .805, .933, .973,

.999, _ _d .999 for variable I; that is, those who are tender-minded.

This multiple correlation essentially accov Ts Zor all of the

.variance.

Turning now to the postdiction of having enefited from the

camp for the combined group (N26) we find that those who were

high on variable HSPQ B at the post test, that is those who were

more intelligent were rated as having benefited most from camp.

The correlation was .452, accounting for 20.4% of the variance.

In the Colorado sample none of the variables met the criteria

of having a Significant F for postdicting. In the Vermont sample
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we find that those individuals who tend to be self-suffiCient

(HSPQ Q2); self-controlled (HSPQ Q3); venturesome and socially

bold (HSPQ H) were rated as having benefited most from camp.

The correlations with the introduction of these variables rise

in order from .754 to .968 to .999, Which accounts for essentially

all of the variance. Again, those who most clearly benefited

from the camp tend to be self - sufficient, controlled, more intelli-

gent and generally more effective and competent people. This

finding tends to corroborate the picture that comes to mind of the

type of inner city boy who would be willing to go to a summer ork

camp far removed from the inner city environment that he knows.

They would clearly need to hold themselves in fairly high regard,

be self-confident, independent and venturesome. Their interest

in a program run by a university professor might indicate a more

academic orientation and upward mobility. The test of intelligence
fi

can be perhaps considered as more indicative of acculturation,to

non-ghetto life than of intelligence.

The most striking finding is that practically all of the variance

was accounted for without suppression effects in those who were

regarded as having benefited from the camp either on a 1-4 scale

or in the dichotomization. This occurred in both but this high

degree of predicting those who benefit from it seems to be apecilic

to the population. That is, the variables that accounted for

haVing benefited frOm one setting such as Colorado were differe t
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somewhat from those variables which predicted who would benefit

from the program in Vermont. The predicting of those who

benefited from camp is greater for the Vermont sample than for

the Colorado sample.

The Development and Utilization of Process Measures as Daily Behavior
RatinRs

In the last.quarter century a variety of studies such as

Stanton and Schwartz (1954), Caudill (1958) and Stotland and Kobler

have delineated the impact of group mood,:organizational tensions

and ward atmosphere on psychiatric patients' behavior and symptoms.

More recently Feeney (1973) in his paper "The Use of Feedback to

Improve the Operation of Residential Treatment Settings" reviews

some of these studies and points out the need for mlors ongoing

feedback. One mechanism far Lich feedback is the automated nursing

note system devised by Gleuck and his associates (1967). In a

judicious use of space age technology, they developed an optically

scanned automated nursing note system.-. Nursing staff rated patients

on behavior and these. ratings were fed into a computer and compiled

into behavior scales. Staff could then use an on line terminal

and have
_

plot of the patient's behavior displayed over the last,

nine days on such dimensions as aggression, withdrawal, etc.

The plots also showed the relationship between the patient' s

behavior and the group's behavior over the same period. In this

way accurate data was Immediately and readily available regarding

the patient's behavior, the group mood and the relationship between,

the t7wo. 104
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Such a complicated and technically sophisticated system of

feedback was not feasible for the Sage Hill Camp program. A more

modest system of daily behavior rating was implemented for research

purposes. ie of the byproducts of such an automated nursing note,

which may prove to be a major benefit, is that in filling out

comprehensive behavior ratings on individuals, staff were forced to

examine all individuals in a comparable manner. Th s may make

them more attentive to those who tend to go unnoticed and provides

a common basis for discussion with other staff. The following is

a description of the procedures used to identify and measure salient

behavioral dimensions and the use of daily behavior ratings in

research on the progr

THE DAILY BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

From a pool of several hundred items, 7 items were selected

for inclusion on the daily behavior rating form ,(presented in

Appendix F.5 Items then were selected to be both a comprehensive

and, at the item level, to require little inference, i.e. to be

objective, concrete and explicit. They were designed to have a

medium range of reliability in terms of test retest correlation.

Such a medium ,
_ge of reliability is necessary so that changes

plotted over time could be meaningful. ,,Congruent with the earlier

discussion of change scores, items were designed to reflect meaning-

ful day-to-day changes in behavior. The pool of items was,developed

conceptually, drawing on behaviors relevant to different settings

and the reaction of the rater to the camper, etc. The areas of

105
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behavior included staff or raters' reaction to the camper; how

the camper was at work; how he behaved with peers; how he was in

general; and overall evaluative ratings. 7hile these items were

selected to be relevant to these domains, factor analyiL provided

a deductive approach to scale construction.

Factor analytic procedures were used for the selection of

items for scale construction. The details of the factor analysis

are only briefly presented here because they are considered less

important than thevsychometr_c°characteristics of the scale;

these details are presented later with the item to scale score

correlation with the item included and deleted, the alpha coefficient

of the scale and the interclass correlation of the raters. This

data will be presented for the 1970 daily behavica: ratingswhich

were made on an average of 14 campers.

One reason the factor analysis was not relied on extensively

is that many of the assumptions of factor analysis were violated.

The most important violation was that each of the sets of 75

ratings was regarded as independent when in fact each camper

(i each camper on a given day) was regarded as independent of

that same camper on the other days. They were repeated measures

on the same group of campers. In the summer of 1969 about 25

campers were rated each day. The number of campers was 28 at

the beginning of summer with some dropping out during the summer.

1
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Final ratings were Compiled on the 25 campers. In the sinner of

1970, 14 campers were rated on a daily basis And 16 campers (2

older campers were included in the final ratings) were rated in

each case by five different raters. In addition to camper-day

ratings being incorrectly treated as independent ratings, the

final ratings--that is ratings on the campers' overall behavior

during the summer were also incorrectly treated as independent.

In this instance five raters rated each youngster for his performance

over the summer' meaning that the rating of each camper by each

rater was incorrectly treated as an independent rating. In,short,

repeated measures of the same individual were included in the

factor analysis, which lessened the variance and yielded unusually

high factor loadings. This was deemed necessary in order to

increase the sample size. While the assumptions of factor analysis

were violated this factor analysis was used only for item selection

purposes.

The factor analysis program in the data text system was used.

Four separate factor analyse6 were conducted on the data; these

were all the daily ratings for the campers in 1969 and 1970 with

each camper-day rating-treated as indApendent. Two-separate

factor analyses were conducted on,the final ratings with the

camper-rater being treated as independent ratings which they were-

not. In terms of the factor analysis itself, an inter-item correla-
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tion matrix was computed on the 75 items. This was then factor

analyzed using principal components procedures. The highest column

correlation was used in the diagonals of the matrix. Four factors

were extracted which appeared relatively invariant over the four

different factor analyses. These factors were then rotated to a

verimax solution.

Using these factor analytic procedures, five scales were

constructed. This is one more scale than the number of factors

extracted from the matrix; in this case -1 tactor was divided into

two scales for conceptual purposes. A Likert scaling program was

then used to score the scales and to compute their psychometric

characteristics. This program has an option which allows for the

prorating of missing data. In this option an individual score was

not computed if one did not have at least 60% of the items defining

the scale completed. Where missing data did not exceed this criteria,

the other item was computed and this value inserted. In short, miss -.

ing data was prorated and the average of other items was used

for the scale in contrast to using the mid-point of the scale or

other procedures for missing data. This program computes the

item to scale correlation ith the item included and deleted. This

data is presented along with items defining the scale in the next

section. The inter-item correlation matrix is also computed but

this data is not presented here for each of the scales. Finally-'

an alpha coefficient or estimate of reliability is included for
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each of these scales. Again, it should-be recalled that these

psychometric characteristics of the scale .are likely to be in-

flated becauSe of the incorrect assumption that camper-day ratings

or camper-day rater rating- were'independent. when i fact they

were not.

With the limitations in mind with regard to the above described

background procedure in scale consti -n, the following are the

scales derived from the daily behavior ratings.

the first scale describes a poor worker; that is, one who had

to be reprimanded, pushed to work and showed little initiative.

He was easily distracted, required supervision,,was uncooperative,

lazy and tended to "fool around. He was a follower rather than

a leader, was unproductive, incompetent, s bad'example was

passive and seemed to dislike work. This scale was the most

concrete of the scales and thus lends itself toa higher intra -rater

agre t. The infra class correlation was equal to .73 and had

an F value of 14.34- far 15/64 degrees of freedom. The alpha for

the scale was .954. In short, the scale has excellent psychometric

characteristics and shows the greatest agreement between the dif-

ferent raters based on their final "99" ratings; that is, the

summary ratings he end of camp.
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POOR WORKER

Scale 1

Sum of Squares:

Alpha .945
Intra-class'Correlation m.73
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Var,

F Value N. 14.34 for 15/64 degrees of freedom

Item Correct R Uncorrected

1 reprimanded .55 .59

2 pushed to work .67 .71

19* show initiative- .68 .72

21 easily distracted .71 .74

24 require supeision .67 .70

26 cooperative-uncoopet- ve .82 .85

27 hard working-lazy .85 .88

28 leader-follower .69 .75

29 setious-fooled around .67- .73-

30 productive- :_productive .87 .90

31 competent- incompetent .77, .81

32 enjoys work-dislikes work .81 .85

65 _ good example-bad example .79 .83

66 active-passive .69- .74

indicates the item ; -s r -e s d-
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The second scale is called the Acts Out Scale and defines

an individual whom the staff tended to argue with and who complained

of staff and campers alike. He "ranks (teases) others, is a bully,

boastful, showoff and is aggressive. He tends to be grandiose,

flaunts his masculinity, is theatrical and sarcastic and uncompromis n

This scale, with its higher degree of inference, had an intra-

class correlation of .44 based on an F value of.4.89 again ith

15/65 degrees of freedom. The alpha for the scale is equal to

.869.

ACTS OUT

Scale 2
Sum of Squares:

Alpha .869
Intra-class Correlation .44

F value 4.89 for 15/64 degrees of

Corrected Uncorrected
Var. Item R R

6 argued with .51 .59

15 complained of staff .46 .53

1.6 complained of campers .46 .56

33 ranks others .59 .0
34 bullies .52 .58

39 boasts (talks) .71 .78

40 shows off (acts) . .60 ,68

42 aggressive; pushy; abrasive .59 .66

44 flaunts masculinity .50 .58

50 grandiose about self .72 .78

56 sarcastic, cutting .44 .53

57 uncompromising .41 .52

59, dramatic, theatrical .51 .61
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The third scale describes a troubled isolate;. that is, one

who ingratiated himself to the staff and who sought help, received

help and often talked of personal problems. The staff protected

this camper who tended to be isolated, worked alone and stayed

with few friends. He'was childish, did odd things, was apprehensive

and was a day dreamer. The intia-class correlation equaled .37

based on an F value of 3.90 for 15/64 degrees of freedom. The

higher level of inference probably caused the lower tntra-class

correlation for the scale. The alpha was computed to equal .783.

TROUBLED ISOLATE

Scale 3
Sum of Squares:

Alpha .783
Intra -class correlation. 37

F value 3.90 for 15/64 degrees of freedom

far Item

7 ingratiated to you
10 camper sought help
11 gave help to camper
13 talked of personal problem
14 protected camper
23 work alone
36 isolated
41 stays with few friends
45 does odd things
47 childish
49 apprehensive, phobic
53 daydreams

112

Correct
R

Uncorrected
R

.34'- .48

.44 .57

.44 .57

.49 .59

.54 .61

.35 .48

.50 .64

.39 .54

.43 .54

.49 .61

.35 .45

.39 .49
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The fourth scale describes a good participant. That is,

somebody who, on a given day, appeared to be praiseworthy, talka-

tive, and gregarious. And he had a good day, was active, cheerful,

accepted routine and appeared to get along well and to be involved

in the life of the camp. The scale had an intra-class correlation

of .425, based on an F value of 5.02 for 15/64 degrees of freedom.

The internal consistency, as measured by alpha, is .905.

GOOD PARTICIPANT

Scale 4-
Sum of Squares:

Alpha .905
Iatra-class Correlation .45

F value ... 5.02 for 15/64 degreesjlf freedom

Var Item
Corret _ncorrecte

R

12 praiseworthiness .60 .67

18 friendly .54 .60

20 talkative .27 .38

37 gregarious .37 :
..45

-63* had good day-had bad day .72 .78

-64 friendly-unfriendly .69 .74

-66 active-passive .73 .79

-67 cheerful-.cOmplaining .72 .78

68 Tesists routine-accepts routine . .72 .79

.69 involved-uninvolved . t76 .81

-70 likes camp-dislikes camp .76 .81

-71 gets arl9ng well-doesn't get-..along well .70 .75

indicates the item is reversed
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The last scale derived from the factor analysis of the

daily behavior ratings is called the communicative scale. It

implies an individual who tended to go unnoticed, whom you had to

set limits for and who-talked of personal problems. He was friendly,

gregarious, dramatic and tended to talk of the cityagirisrand

family. This scale shows the least agreement among the raters,

having an infra -class correlation of 27 which-Wrbile significant-

at the .01 level based upon an F value of 2.85 f 15/64 degrees

of freedom showed the lea ,agreement among the-staff.

COMMUNICATIVE

Scale 5
Sum of Squares:

Alpha .617
Intra -class Correlation x..27

F value 5.02 for 15/64 degrees of freedom

Var, It

-5* went unnoticed
8 set limits for

13 talked of personal problem
18 friendly-
20 talkative
37' gregarious
59 dramatic, theatrical
60 talks of city
61 talks of girls
62 talks" of family

indicated the item is reversed

Correct
R

Uncorrected
R

i

.0 .18

.20 .46

.30 .46

.19 .41

.43 .63

.40 .60

.44 .61

.44 .60

.28 .49

.16 .31

These then are the scales which were derived from the

factor analysis and the scale procedure.
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In summary then, the five daily behavior rating scales

appear to be relatively invariant over the factor analysis of four

different sets of data. Factor loadings are falsely inflated

by the use of repeated measures of the same individuals who were

treated as independent, and that thirteen of the campers involved

in the 1970 data had been rated on a daily basis in the 1969 dAta.

With all of these limitations, however, the items appear to rept

sent clearly defined scales. Conceptually' they have a clear

underling construct. These scales appear to have both face.and

construct validity and are adequate in terms of their psychometric

characteristics.

In terms the use of the scales as instruments for asses

ing both group _and individual mood on a daily basis, more limita-

tion have to be introduced. The most serious limitation on the

use of this for assessing group mood is that the raters were not

assigned on a 'random basis to `the .different subjects. In the

camp program, campers were allowed to choose their work p ojects

and were given relatively freedom of movement within the

program. Rating was done by those people who had the most contacts

with the individual during that day. In short, self selection

worked and individuals were not randomly rated.

The Vermont 1970 ratings were generally more carefully

done on a daily basis and on a f tial basis. Where hypotheses have
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been tested regarding the effect of group mood on behavior, etc,

these ratings were used. The ratings in 1969, while clustering

in a similar fashion (i.e., yielding similar scales), were probably

less reliable measures for research purposes. They tended to not

be done on a daily basis and to be done in a more haphazard manner.

In summary then the daily, behavior ratings can be summarized as

yielding at best relatively stable constellations of]items that

appear to have clear face validity. The items in fact do' -hang

together and form scales with adequate psychometric characteristics

Their for research purposes however is limited because of

the violation of assumptions of independence between the camper

and rater rating, the non-random assignment of raters - to campers

and the relatively poor inter-rater reliability. In short, for

research purposes, these behavior ratings can only be considered

as a large and extensive pilot project suggestive of future

research. With these limitations in mind they will be employed

in the testing of subsequent hypotheses regarding individual and

group mood and its relationship to the behavior, attitudes and

motivations of c rs.

RATING PROCEDURE

Each day the staff made ratings of the individual whom

they had contact with. As stated previously a weakness of the

study is that raters were not randomly assigned to campers and
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that self selection was allowed to work in terms of what staff rated

what youngsters. Furthermore, the ratings reflected the fact that

the staff had different types of relationships with the campers,-

some of which were close and friendly, while others appeared to

be more distant. If the ratings were done accurately, they might

reflect, not the child's behavior, but the relationship between

the child and the staff. There are also problems in that the

staff tended.to see the individual as more aggressive or more

talkative depending On their own definition of talkativene s. They

mayllave rated differently, but, in terms of, ranking the campers

on these various dimensions, their rankings appear similar as measured

by the intra-class correlation. That individual raters had dif-

ferent definitions of what constituted talkativeness agressiveness,

etc. , was a problem that had to be dealt with later in testing

hypotheses. This problem will be discussed in that section.

Three types of ratings were conducted. The first type

was the daily behavior ratings on every individual each day where-

possible. The second ratings conducted at the end of the first

week of camp. These ratings, designated as "88" ratings, were

only made by three of the five staff. Finally, at the end of camp

each staff made a final rating for the over -all performance of the

youngster. These final ratings were made by all five staff,

including the three who had made the 88. ratings There i

a contradiction in using daily behavior ratings, which by intention

117
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are designed to reflect daily changes in behavior, for overall.

ratings for the whole month. Se that as it may, these then were

the ratings that were conducted: the daily ratings, the 88 ratings

at the end of one week and a 99 rating at the end of camp. These

three sets of ratings have been used-as a process type evaluation

and for testing hypotheses with regard to daily behavior and

alienation. The following are some of the hypotheses that were

tested.

Behavior Change

Hypothesis 1: It was hypothesized that there would be

improvements in behavior over the camp period-. To test this

hypothesis, the: ratings of campers made by the three staff

the end of one week were compared to the ratings by'the same three

staff at.the end of camp. In. other words three staff rated all the

youngsters on the basis'of their first week's performance and

their overall camp performance.

Two tests were conducted to See if differences did occur

between the first and last week df camp. No statistically signifi

cant differences were found on the five behavior ratings scales

by these three staff who did the ratings. The significance of the

T value for the five scores are-as follows: Scale 1 had a. tw

tailed probability of .771;-Scale 2 had a probability of .511;

Scale 3 had a Probability. of .211; Scale 4 had a two-tailed probabil-

for the 2.value of .554 and finally the fifth Scale had a two-

tailed probability of .724.
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In short there were no statistically significant differences

for the means of the group of 42 ratings between the first week

and the last week of camp. The 14 youngsters were rated by

each of the three staff, yielding 42 ratings for the first week

and the last week. Since each rater rated before and after using

their own level or definition,of "aggressiveness or- talkativeness";

i.e., the variable measure was taken into account.

should be recalled that in the Vermont-1970 camp session,

only one new camper attended the camp and all the others were former

campers who were returning, in some cases, for their third session.

For this reason then there may not have been much opportunity to

change in that the camp was not a new experience except for the

one new camper.

To furth-- test the hypothesis that changes in behavior

occurred between the first week and the last week of camp the

individual camper-day ratings--that is, each camper was rated on

each-day for the first week and the last week --were compared.

In only one of these comparisons` - -on variables of the "Acts Ou

scale7-were significant differences found betw'een the groups.

On the "Acts Out" scale, 81 first week observations were compared

with 83 last 'week observations. This yielded a T value of -1.94

which had a two tailed probability with a separate variance estimate

of a two tailed probability of .053. 1n the first week the 81

campers had a mean value of 15.90 and 83 camper ratings made, in

the last week had a mean-value of 17.03, indicating that there-was
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more "acting out" in the last week than in the first eek. This

finding may be a chance finding, since many T tests were conducted,

it may be a reliable finding. The two tailed probability

estimate for the two tailed probability on the other behavior

variables were: Variable # .94; Variable #_

.48; Variable #5 .74.

In summary then, only on the act-out variable --

did youngsters tend to act out more in the last week ,than the

first week -- were significant differences found between the first

.85; Variable #4 .g

and last week'of camp For the reasons discussed; there may. not

have been much opportunity for change because there were no new

campers. In any case in all but the acts-out dimensions there

appeared to be no change in camp between the first and last week

of camp.

Alienation and Peer Orientation

Hypothesis 2: It was hypothesized that youngsters who

were high on alienation would tend to be more peer oriented whereas

those who were.low on alienation would-tend to be more adult

oriented. It was reasoned that those yo g-ters who were higher

on alienation would be adapting to grOup norms and would thus' be

more peer oriented. The group norms for many disadvantaged

youngsters is to live.for today and not to plan ahead because

there is little likelihood that tomorrow will be much.better,
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and a cynicism about,people and a sense of powerlessness. Those

individuals who are low on alienation, e. who sensed a greater

degree of responsibility for their own fate and were more optimistic

about their own future, would be more adult oriented and would

relate more to the staff in camp situation.

This hypothesis was formulated prior to the factor analysis

and the construction of scales of the daily behavior ratings.

It-was\based on the assumption that there would be a peer ori litedness
0,

scale. Unfortunately the scale construction did not yield any scales

which were clearly a measure of peer orientation per se. Clearly

the poor worker, acts out, and communicative scales are not

particularly Clear measures of peer o-i- tattoo. The troubled isolate

scale possibly shows a greater peer orientation as would the good

participant scale. However, neither of these scales are clearly.

measures of peer orientation. The relationships between these

various scales and alienation are discussed in detail in the section

on behavioral correlates of alienation. Briefly however, it was

found -that, the pre-camp alienatiOn measure R-5 was correlated

with the five ratings on the final good worker scale at -.442, -.233,

-.152, .062, and -.229. The acts out scale had only one significant

correlation between the pre-camp alienation measure and the acts

out scale; that correlation was a .650. The remaining correlations

were not significant and were positive. The troubled isolate scale

showed slight but all negative relationships with the pre-camp

12
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alienation measure; these were respectiVely -.122, -.348, -.339,

-.004, and -.488 for the five different ratings. The good parti-

cipant scale was correlated with the five ratings as follows:

.218, .223, .173, T.240 and -.243. Finally the communicative

scale showed a higher correlation, with the more communicative

person beingbeing less alienated. The correlations with this scale

were - 644, -.172, -.188, -.343, -.592. These correlations, two

of which were statistically significant at the .05 level 'for a

1

tWo-tP ed test, showed that the alienated person tended to be

less c, .micative. Only in this' instance did alienation appear

to be related to behavior but not; consistently across all raters.

It therefore must be considered a very tentative finding.

This, however, is not an adequate test of the hypothesis

that alienated individuals are more peer - oriented, because these

scales do not clearly measure peer orientation. In order to.

provide a fairer test for this hypothesis, individual items were

Selected from the 75 daily behavior. items to determine their

correlations between the pretest and the post-tests.on the all a-

tion scores of the individual items. The following items were

selected: They are #9 "talked to Camper"; #10 "camper sought help"04

"gave help to camper"; #13 "talked of personal problems" and #16 "com-

plained of campers." All of these individual items were taken from the

staff reaction to camper section. It was assumed that if the
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camper is interacting with the staff n these important areas,-

then it a measure of adult orientedness.

Two it;ms were selected from the "with peers" section

to measure peer orientation. These.were Item #36, "isolated" and

Item #37, "gregarious." On the basis of face validity, these items

were assumed to be measures of peer orientation.

It should be noted that the chances of confirming this

hypothesis are greatly diminished because the pre and post camp

alienation measures are being correlated with items and not with

a scale in peer orientation. The reliability of individual items

is obviously less than that of a scale and results are similarly

likely to be less related. Furthermore, the alienation measure

(R 5) is being related to the 99 measures by five different raters,

including the director. Therefore, the 8 items of behavior as

measured by five different observers are being correlated with both

1
a ore and post test measure of alienation yielding 80 correlations

between the individual items by five individual raters and a pre

or post alienation (R5) measure. Such a large number of correlations

is likely to lead to chance correlations. For a correlation to

appear significant, it would need to be correlated with e than

one of the ratings of alienation. As the agreement between raters

at the ,item level is relatively low, this further complicates the

problem. In short this study can only be considered exploratory

10
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The following a correlation in which rater #1 is the

director and his correlations are given to both the pre-test and

the post-test with the 8 individual items. In this rating the

only significant co: relations found were with "talked to camper,"

which was related to the alienation pre test at -.792 and to the

post test at -.702. In both cases the more alienated person spoke

less to the director. In this study, the pretest alienation was

found to be correlated with the director's rating -.701 and--.338

and with the post test with "talked to camper." this similar pattern

was found with rater #2 but not among the other raters. In this

instance the alienated person tended to talk less to the staff in-

volved. For "camper sought help," the correlations with the pre-

test and post-test were .375 and .241 respectively.- For neither

rater is this correlation significant nor are they significant

with any of the other raters. In the "gave help to camper" item,

the rating was .444 with the pretest and .511 with the post-test.

Tha less help was given to those who were less alienated.

Rater 2 and Rater 3 showed similar correlations but only one of the

director's ratings was significant; that with the post-test

measure. "Talked of personal problems" was rated by the director

and correlated with alienation on the pretest at 408 and -.237

on the post-test, neither of which was significant. Only for

rater 4 was a significant correlation found whereby those

who talked of their personal problems tended to be less

124
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alienated. In the "complained of camp " item, there appears tc

be no significant correlations. The director's pre-camp rating was
Wow-.

correlated .296 with the alienation pre-camp test and -.154 with

the past camp test.

Turning now to the peer orientation, the director's rating

for the individual who was isolated was .333 with the pre test and

.183 with the post test. For gregariousness, the correlation with

the pretest was .122 and for the post test .379. Neither of these

correlations is significant and in fact they are contradictory,

with high alienation being correlated with both gregariousness

and isolation. For two of the other isolatiQn-atings, there were

found to be signifiCant correlations with two of the other raters;

with rater 4, .678 and rater 5, -.680. (It may be that the rater

5 is rating was reversed by accident but that cannot be determined.

In summary, it appears unlikely that alienation was related

to peer orientation A few significant correlations between the

peer or adult orientation items were found but these were not

consistent across observers. One can only conclude that peer

orientation was not related to alienation. It should, however, be

kept in mind that from a methodological point of view the use

individual behavior ratings at the item level rather than at the

scale level introducles such great problems with reliability that

it cannot be considered a conclusive test of the hypothesis..

Clearly one would have to construct scales measuring peer orientation

1
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and then correlate these with alienation. On the basis of the

above data, however, it does not appear that alienation is related

to those individual items measuring adult orientation or peer

orientation.

Group Mood and Alienation

Hypothesis 3: It was hypothosized that alienation would

relate to group mood; specifically, that when thingswere going

well in the group, the more alienated individual would be less

likely to become involved and to be a "good particip worker

etc. Also hypothesized was that the less alienated person, when

the social climate was positive, would respond and show differences

in behavior. Previous correlational studies of alienation did not

reveal significant and reliable patterns of behavioral correlates

for alienation. The study proposed to relate behavior over a

period of time to alienation to see if there were behavioral

differenCes in those who were more or less alienated. In order to

test this hypothesis the four people scoring highest on the pre-

camp alienation scale (R5) were compared over time to the bottom fqur

or the four least alienated individuals. As stated previously,

fourteen,campers in the year 1970 were plotted on-daily behavior'

ratings; two other campers were rated only at the end of camp.

It was only on the 14 individuals that cons is tent daily behavior

ratings were obtained. These individuals were ranked and the top

four were plotted- over the days in which behavior ratings were
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made in comparison to the other four. There are limitations in

that this number of campers is very small and in terms of statistical

power for a repeated measure analysis of variance, contrasting

two groups of four campers over at most 25 different days of

ovservation is inadequate. In ranking the scores on alienation,

breaks did occur between the top four and top fifth in alienation

and between the bottom fourth and the bottom fifth. Despite the

'loss of statistical power, the top four and bottom four were

contrasted because they represented most clearly the highs and

lows on alienation. To increase the sample size to five would

have'lowered the distinction in terms of the alienation measure.

In summary, the top four individuals on the alienation scale were

plotted over all the days in which behavior ratings were made for

them in comparison to the bottom four.on the five behavior rating

scales.

A serious problem was introduced by the,lack of_ comparability

between the raters and their own base line measures of what is a

troubled isolate, a communicative person and so forth. In other

words, the individual raters disagreed on what constituted troubled

.isolates, etc. The intra -class correlation indicates that'the

five different raters ranked the individuals similarly but they

tended to have different base levels. This fact, in combination

with the fact that raters were not randomly assigned to individuals

12'
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over the 25 days of ratings, tended to compound the problem. If

for example, raters who differ in their base line in the behavior

ratings happen to work with a particular group of individuals

either high or low, this could "wash out" differences between

the group. In order to avoid this problem, change scores were

computed. Specifically, every camper who was rated by a staff

on any given day had subtracted from that rating that same staff's

rating of the camper at the end of the season. In other words,

every youngster who had been rated by the staff had subtracted

from that daily rating that individual staff's final rating.

Consequently, the scores that were plotted over time were the

degree of change from the overall 99 rating. For example if an

individual tended to have a mean of 16 the acts out scale at

the end of camp (on the 99 rating) and on one day had a 19 on

that scale, the change would be computed with the 19 having subtracted

from it the 16, yielding a score of +3. In other words, the scores

plotted over time the daily ratings by each staff less the 99 or

final ratings.

This can be only considered a working solution to the

non - random assignment of the raters to campers in relation to the

different base lines for the behavior ratings. This solution

seeks to partial out differences between r'ie S\and to adjust

them out. There does, however, resin the possibility that the

scores reflect not the behavior ,minus the individual rater's
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bias but the variability in the behavior. That is, some individuali

may have an overall rating of being a good worker but go up and

down a great deal; in such a case, the change score is a measure

of that variability rather than a Measure of the good work minus

the individual rater's bias. Impressionistically, it seems that

the change scores were-not measures of variability but came closer

to representing the behavior, adjuSted for, base line differences

between raters. Be that as it may, it is a dilemma and this is

only proposed as a working solution. Therefore, changes from the

final rating were plotted rather than the actual ratings themselves.

Those individuals who had the four highest and four lowest scores

on alienation were contrasted on the five behavioral dimensions over

the 25 days on which those behavior ratings were made. These two

groups were plotted over time-on their-behavior :ratings by an indi-

vidual rater subtracted from which was-that rater'S final rating.

The change scores then sought to represent the individual's rating

on that behavior minus the rater's bias.

These adjusted ratings were then plotted over 25 days in an

analysis of variance with a repeated measure. (the specifid

behavior rating scale) design over the 25 days. The statistical-

significance of the differences between the two plots were computed

on the 5 behavior ating scales which have been described previously.

These analyses were used to determine: 1) if there were differences

over time between the two groups and if these differences were



related to group mood. The latter finding is more difficult t-

teaseout of the data, and as a result is a less reliable conclusion.

With all the limitations ih terms of sampie size and the

problems with developing behavior ratings adjusted for the indivi-

dual base line differences of the raters, three ou of the five

behavioral measures over time for the high and low group on

alienation showed statistical differences. The plots of these

differences over time for the five behavioral measures and the

statistical analysis of the differences between the plots of the

high and low alienation youngsters on the behavioral measure over

a period of 25 repeated observations .lor the high and low groups

will be presented for each of the behavior rating scales.

Graph #13 is a plot of the "Poor worker" daily behavior

rating scale. This scale had the highest reliability with an

alpha of .945 and a highly significant intra-class correlation

of .73. One first notices that the 99 rating appears to have come

closer to'being-an average rating as over the 22 days. The ratings

are about evenly distributed above and below the 99 rating level

rating because the campers did not work on all 25 days of the

camp. Other ratings daily behavior ratings were only made for

22 days. An analysis of variance with a repeated measure on the

poor work variable over 22 days yielded plots that were significantly

different at the .211 leVel.. There appear to be differences between

the plots but they did not achieve si7Tnificance. In examining

the plot,. it is important to recal_ that this is a measure of

being a poor worker; that is, when deviations from the 99 rating

12-0
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are: above the line - -that is, positive- tat means the poor worker

rating was less than the usual 99 rating; e. being less of a

poor worker means being a better worker. Conversely, having a

negative rating means that the person was more of a poor worker

than he or the group usually was. With this in mind we examine

the groups and find that on days 1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16,

17, 18, and 21 or 13, the group that-was higher in alienation

was rated as better workers. Conversely on days, 2, 3, 4, 6,

13, 19, 20, 22 or 9, those'who were low on alienation were better

workers than those who were high on alienation. In this set of

comparisons, the assumption is thatthe scores are reliable measures

of the persons working (with the individual rater bias adjusted,

out by subtracting the number 99 scores).

In an attempt to relate the data to the groUp mood, we will

examine the number of days in which the groups were working better

than they usually did or worse than they usually did; the assumption

being that on days when a group was working better than they

usually did they would be responding to the group mood and when

they worked worse than they usually did, the group mood would be

worse. Examining Graph #13 in this light we find that on 7 days

the group high on alienation was working worse than they usually

did and also on 7 days the group with lower alienation scores were

working worse than usual. The group that was high on alienation

worked better on 6 days than they usually did and the group that

was low on.alienation worked better than they usually did on 2

131
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days. Here we find the high alienation group working slightly

better than the low alienation. In conclusion the differences

the high alienation group and low alienation group on the "poor

worker" variable plotted over 22 days were not significantly

different; the difference between the 2 plots was significant
t

at the .211 level. While it is difficult to ascertain the respon-

-siveness of the group to group moods, it appears that neither the

high alienation or low. alienation groups were differentially more

responsive to good group moods as.measured by how well people

were working that day; the high alienation group did work better

than usual on 6' days comparison to the low alienation group

which worked better on only 2 days. In summary it appears there

were no significant differences between the high alienation group

and low alienation group on the poor worker variable and that

neither group was particularly responsive to the group moods as

.measured by how poorly or well people were working that day.

The following is Graph # 13.
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GRAPH # 13 SHOWING DEVIATIONS FROM 99 KOH ON THE POOR WORKER SCALE
OVER 22 DAYS FOR THE UPPER AND LOWER 4 CAMPERS ON THE 1970 VERMONT

PRE-CAKP ALIENATION SCALE PROBABILITY OF THE DI
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Upper 4
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In looking at Graph #14 one sees that there seems to be

.a greater separfttion in the plots over the 25 days. The graph

plots the "acts out" scale which describes the stereotype of a

typical delinquent behavior--aggressive, showing off, pushing'

people around type behavior. .The difference between these 2

plots on a repeated measure analysis of variance over the 25 days

shows that they are significantly different at the .045 level

which corroborates the clearly visible distinction between the

2 plots. This scale is a relatively reliable one having an

alpha .869 and, an intra .sclass correlation of .44. In looking at

the plot,

deviations,

e find that the 99 rating, from which all scores are

as not an average rating. The vast majority of the

ratings were greater than the 99 rating. This is indicated by the

fact that most ofthe deviations are minus scales in which the

daily rating was smaller'than the 99 rating. For some reason,

the final rating was much higher than all of the daily ratings.

This raises questions about having subtracted the 99 ratings

from daily ratings in an effort to separate out rater biases.

Whatever the reasons for the 99 ratings being consistently higher,

on practically all of the daily ratings, the 2 groups emerge as

being distinctly different. The group which was low on alienation

on only 5 out of the 25 days did act out quite a bit. more. In

other words on 20 out of the 25 days, those youngsters who were
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high on alienation tended to ac in a more delinquent fashion such

asrcoplaining, ranking others, being aggressive, flaunting masculinity,

sarca\tic, uncompromising, etc. It appears then that this is the

group 090a when the group is acting in a delinquent manner as de-

scribecrby the "acts out" scale. Those low in alienation are doing

it, significantly less than those who are high in alienation. With

regard to the research strategy it should be recalled that alienation

per se was not related to the "acts out" scale. however, when we

plot the both groups over 25 days on this scale, differences do emerge;

in other words, alienation appears to be refleCted in daily behavior

but 'not in summary ratings. In this case we can conclude that the

low alienation youngsters "act out" less and that when things are

wing badly with the group the low alienation youngsters are con-

tributing disproportionately less to the general delinquent mood.

The following is Graph #14.
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Graph #14 showing deviations from the. 99 score on the Acts Out Scale
over 25 days for the upper and lower 4 on the 1970 Vermont Pre -Camp.
Alienation Sego R-5 Probability of t/te diffprpnr. a AEA_

Lower 4

Upper 4
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On Graph #15 we find again that the high and low alienation

groups are significantly different when plotted over time. This

scale, describing the Troubled Isolate, was a higher level of

inference which is reflected in its lower alpha whiCh w s equal to

.783 and an intra-class correlation of .37 which while significant

is lower. The repeated measure analysis of variance over the 25

days yielded differences which were significant at the .016 level.

These are the most significant of the differences of the 5 plots.

Again we see that the 99 rating does not appear to be an average

rating as it was cons ntly higher than most of the daily ratings

for the 8 individuals involved.

Examining the scale, we find that those who were,low on

alienation on 19 out of the 25 days tended to show less of thdse

behaviors indicating "troubled isolate"; on one day it was a Lie.

In conclusion it appears that those who are low on alienation tend

over a period of time to be less troubled, less in need of help, less.,

childish and less withdrant. Again the alienation scale was not

found to be significantly related to the troubled isolate scale as

measured by the 99 ratings. When looked at over a period of time

however, clearly there are differences between the high and the low

alienation youngsters in terms of the behaviors measured by the

troubled isolate scale. 'It appears that alienation relevant behavior

emerges over a period of time and by implication as somewhat of a

function of group moods. The following is Graph #15.

1
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Graph #15 showing deviations from 99 score on the Troubled Isolate

Scale over 25 days for the upper and lower 4 on the 1970 Vermont pre-

camp alienation scale R-5, Probability of the differences m .016,

1 A.4 ftagj

.111112.MAIN.

Lower .4

Upper 4
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Graph #16 the "Good Participant scale," which.is adequately

reliable (having an alpha of .905 and an-intra-class Correlation

of .45) shows relatively little difference between the high aliena-

tion and low alienation grout.. The groups appear separately; i.

one day one group is high and the next day, the other group is.

In the repeated measure analysis of variance, no significant difference

were found with the difference between the plots having a significanCe

level of :50. In examining the graph, we find that on 11 days those

who were higher on alienation were worse participants; on 13 out of

the 25 days those who were higher on_alienation were worse than usual

participants; and on one day they were tied. The difference áf two

groups is not significan

Looking now at days when the group mood was better (that is,

when the Good Participants scale was higher than the 99 rating), we

find that on 7 out of 25 days the high alienation group was better

than usual in terms of being "good participants." The lc;wer aliena-

tion youngsters were better participants than they usually were on

11 days. Turning now to those days when the groups were worse

participants than they usually were (that is, when the daily rating

had subtracted from it a larger 99 rating e find that the lower

alienation group was worse than usual in terms of participation on

12 days, while the high alienation group was worse than usual on

17 days. Here again slight differences in being a worse participant

than usual are not significant.
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The "good participant" scale is probably the one most

relevant to testing the hypothesis of group mood and its differential

effect on the high and\low alienation in the plotting of the high

and low group over the 25 days on the good participant dimension.

No significant differences were found in the overall-plots. There

was only a slight and not significantly greater number of days on

which those lower on alienation were better participants than those

who were higher.on alienation. In summary the Good Participant

daily behavior ratings show no significant differerices between

those high on alienation and low on alienation as 'measured over

the 25 days. The following is Graph #16.
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Graph #16 showi7 deviations from 99 , score on the Good Participant

Scale over 25 days for the upper And lower 4 on the 1970 Vermont

pre-camp alienation scale R-5. Probability of the differences m 50

132

1

Lower 4

Uppe r .4
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Ins examining Graph #17, the CommunicatiVe Scale, we find

that the plots are different. This differences, when measured by

the repeated measure analysis of variance, over the 25 days is

significant at the .035 level. The scale has the poorest reliability

of the scales, having an alpha of .617 and an intra-class correla-

tion of .27; this yielded on F,value of 2.85 which is significant

but low. Again the 99 rating which were used to adjust daily

/

ratings appears not to have been an average with the majority of
1 j a

the daily behavior ratings showing less communications than the 99

./
rating;-. in other words at the end of camp youngsters were seen as

more communicative than they were seen on a day by day basis which

may indicate some halo effect. The significance between the t

plots is apparent in examining the differences over the 25 days.

On 19 out of the 25 days, those high on alienation were regarded
4

as more communicative; that is, they tended to talk more-of the

city, family, friends, and were friendly and talkative. On only

two out of the 25 days were those low on alienation regarded as

more communicative. On 4 days the two groups had identical scores

on communicativeness. In terms of communicativeness as defined

by these itemss, one can conclude that those youngsters high on

alienation were fairly consistently more communicative over the 25

days with the difference between the plots being significant at the

-.035 level. Again as in 3 out of the 5 Scales, examinations of

daily behavior ratings over the period of camp, we find that the

two groups are significantly different and that this difference

1 <6
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ting over time rather than in final summery

ratings such As the 99 ratings which were generally not f4:1Ad

to be correlated with alienationn., The following is Graph #17.
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Graph #17 showing deviations from 99 score on the Communicative Scale

over 25 days for the upper and lower 4 on the 1910 Vermont pre-camp

alienation scale R-5. Probability of the differences m .035.

1

, Lower 4

,Uppe 4
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In examining thefive plots on the behavior ratings over

this, period of time, we find that the high and the low-alienation

youngsters did not appear _to differ over time on the dimension of

being a Poor Worke- or of being a Good Participant. In both cases

the differences between the groups were not significant. However,

in the three remaining scales find that those low on alienation

acted out less, that is, showed less delinquent behavior than those,

high on alienation. Those low on alienation tended also. to be

rated as less troubled and less isolated. Finally those high on

alienation were found, in comparison to those low on alienation,

to be more communicative.

In all cases the pre -camp alienation scores-(R 5) were correlated

with the final behavior ratings by the different staff.. By in large,

a significant correlation was not found between the final ratings

and those of the alienation score; in other words, the overall rating

made at one'point in time (the 99 rating) was not found to be cor-

related with alienation. However, when looked upon over a period

of time, alienation does appear to differentiate the groups in

three out of the five daily behavior rattngs.. The top four 'a nd

the lower four in alienation were significantly different rated

over time.

While it was difficult to relate these findings to group mood,

the important point is that alienation seems o_be_related behavior
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in a social context, and over a period of time and not in this case

related to one time overall behavior ratings. The fact that such

small samples were used, severely curtailing the statistical power

of the analysis of variance, only strengthens this finding. The

finding is important in terms of identifying the relationship of

alienation to behavior. It also emphasizes the large importance

of relating attitude,measures and personality measurement over a

period of time and in different social contexts.

In short the data did not ler,(71 itself to an adequate testing

of the hypothesis that. those high on alienation and low on alienation

appear significantly different. As a function of group mood, the

correlates of alienation, in terms of predicting behavior, must be

looked at over a period of.ti e and in different social contexts

rather than by being correlated to one time measures. More work

should be done on determining the correlates of attitude measures

indifferent social contexts over extended periods of time. This

study can only be regarded as a preliminary exploration of these

relationships.



III The Testing of Some Hypotheses Relevant to "PERSONALITY AND

MILIEU: A THEORY OF SOCIAL INFLUMV (Durkin, 1972)

The Sage Hill Camp and Follow-up Program is largely based on a

social influence theory of personality, "Personality and Milieu: A

Theory of Social Influence" (Durkin, 1972).

In evaluation of the camp program, specific hypotheses were

tested that are relevant to the theory of social influence. This

theory is described in detail in Appendix G

One assumption of the camp program described in detail

Appendix A, is

vations, etc.,

that poverty-relevant attitudes, behaviors and moti-

are in large part group anchored. They are not

developed at an early age but are more of an ongoing response to

social milieux. To change these attitudes, the program sought to

create a new group in the summer camp and then to maintain that

peer group during the year in order to

poverty-perpetuating influences of the

The theory of social influence is

insulate campers from the

poverty milieu.

the theoretical underpinning

of many aspects of the program. For example, one goal of the follow-

up program is to insulate yoangsters from poverty perpetuating in-

fluences. The theory of social influence dictates that one does not

take ten youngsters to a movie, where there is little social inter-

action but instead chooses activities such as bowling and the use

of only two bowling lanes so that only two people can bowl
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while the other eight talk. Similarly, thFt program is designed to

obtain and maintain peer group support for changing poverty-relevant

attitudes, motivations and behaviors, etc.

From a theoretical point of view, the summer camp can be

regarded in a broader sense as a transfer experiment. Specifically,

it sought to identify and measure poverty-relevant attitudes, MD-

tivations, interpersonal skills and personality traits, which might

be regarded as an adaptation to a poverty environment or milieu.

Personality has been consistently defined as a relatively stable

constellation of personality traits and characteristics. While the-

number of these traits may vary, their relatively enduring nature

the essence of most definitions of personality. As a transfer

experiment, this research has sought to partial out that component

of the stability of personality which results from people adapting

to relatively similar social milieux throughout their lives. Theore-

tically, this component of the stability of personality has not

yet been partialed out in those ontogene ic theories of personality

which stress the importance and enduring nature of early experience.

In fact, personality is indeed relatively stable over time.

However, the unanswered question is the nature and extent of the

stability caused by an ongoing adaptation to such similar social

milieux. Four types of evidence are particularly relevant in the

attempt to partial out, both theoretically and empirically, this

component of stability of personality. Evidence can be drawn from

the following areas of research:
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) in social psychology numerous experiments hale shown that

a variety of aspects of personality be influenced in the immedi-

ate situation. Asch (1951) demonstrated that many. people's per-

ceptior., can be altered through pressure to conformity. Milgram

(1965) found that when people are errieshed in a systen of authority,

they can be coerced into performing acts which they otherwise

would refuse to do. Douvan (1965) found that need-achia.dent mo-

tivation varied according to the prospects for reinforcement.

Schachter (1962) found that when the individual is physiologically

aroused, the emotions expressed are dependent on the cognitive

structuring of the situation. This is just a small sample of the

findings in social psychology that can be regarded as evidence

demonstrating that people's Motivations, attitudes, behavior, percep-

tions and ways of relating to one another, i.e. , their personalities,

are alterable by current social influences.

Extrapolating from such evidence to a theory of ongoin

adaptation is hazardous, because of the possible effects of artifacts

of the experimental situation, or biases in the samples of subjects,

etc. However, such evidence may suggest that people's attitudes,

motivations, perceptions, interpersonal skills, etc. A influenced

by present, ongoing situations.

2) The stimulus deprivation experiments described by Herron,

and others (1953) suggest again that individuals are continually

adapting to their environment. When deprived of .stimulus inputs,

sub ects tend to experience visual Ird.puditory hallucinations and

their perceptual, skills tend.to deteriorate quickly. Clearly, the .
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individual interacting in his environment is continually receiving

feedback regarding the accuracy of his perceptions, and without

this feedback, marked disruption can occur in what might otherwise

be considered relatively enduring perceptual skills, such as the

ability to judge the third dimension. In short, it can be argued

that stimulus nutriment is necessary for the maintenance of the

processing of-incoming stimuli, which again suggests that this

component of personality, i.e. perceptual skills at least, is

contingent upon an ongoing- .adaptation to stistimuli in the environment.

3) Studies of the total institutions, such as those of rison

of war cams (Bettleheim 1943, and Schein, 1936) suggest that

marked changes the personalitx (s,of adUlts can be induced by

what Goffman C1961) describes as coal institutions. The ads. 1t

socializatiot, the" observed hats been noted to occur in military

academies (Dornbush, 1955), and in prisons, as described by.Syes

(058). Coffman, in his work on large custodial mental hospitals

describes the mortification of patients and even sugge. _that what

is commonly considered a profoundly int.:pychic nhenomencvn mainly

chronic schi uphreni may, in fact, be an iatrogenic illness

resulting froze-adaptation to the custodial hospital's milieu. As

the profound impact. of thes environments on personality has been

recognized as occurring mostly in these more negative seo-tings

attempts have been made to marshal the field of social forces to

create a therapeutic milieu. Such efforts have be-- "-described by.
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Bettelheim and Sylvester 0949) i the treatment of autistic children

and by Empey and Rabow (1964) in the: treatment of delinquents. Such

adult socialization to total institutions suggests th)stt personality

is more influenced by the ongoing situation than the more antogenetic

theories would suggest.

4) Tmtrapolatian from social psychology experiments to a

theory of ongoing adaptation can be criticized on the basis that

the behavior or attitudes influenced were neither salient nor

functionally important to more "core personality." Evidence of

changes in psychopathology, however, would be considered salient to

"core personality.' Favoring the argument for a theory of ongoing

adaptation, Volpe (1969) and others have discovered a profound

influence on "pathology." Their manipulation of present reinforce-

ment causes the remission of symptoms, suggesting that an important

aspect of the maintenance of such pathology lies in the immediate

environment and its reinforcement. In a similar vein, the studies

of family therapy which have been reviewed by Mi hler (1965),

suggest that individual pathology is, in fact, part and parcel of

a network of family relations. Laing, in his book Sanity._ Madness _&

The Famil (1965), further demonstrates that "thought disorders"

directly reflect the _rceptions of other members of the family.

This category of evidence suggests that even such salient behavior

as psychopathology is constantly being influenced to some degree

by the social milieu.
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11 spite of all the evidence that social influence can indeed

change behavior and attitudes, a theory of ongoing adaptation should

not suggest that people are simply Funny Putty, always being molded

by the current forces in the environment. Theoretical and empirical

research needs to be conducted to identify and measure that component

of the stability of personality which is attributable to our ongoing

responses to the influence and opportunities in the environment.

Rappaport (1951) sums up this position in his paper on the relative

autonomy of the ego. He suggests that the individual is neither

solipsistic nor stimulus-bound, *Alt that his ego is relatively

autonomous, of both his intra-psychic forces and his environment.

The research which has been conducted on the Sage Hill camp

program on a broAder sample of general., poverty teenagers,

represents an attempt to examine the nature and extent of the

ongoing adaptation of the individual to the environment and its

implications for personality theory. Two of the hypotheses tested

are most relevant and central to the theory of social influence;

these will be described in greater detail but for purposes of

continuity will be mentioned briefly here. The first hypothesis

concerns changes in alienation and self control as a result of the

summer camp experience. Specifically, it was hypothesized that

the control period, particularly in the summers of '67 and '68

in VeLl,, t, would be a disorganizing experience; the boys would

feel greater alienation and less self control; these trends would

1 7
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be reversed in the experimental period; and, as a result, indivi-

duals would become less alienated and develop greater self control,

These hypotheses were clearly confirmed for the summer camp

sessions in Colorado 67 and in Vermont '68 and in addition, were

partially confirmed for the summer camp session in Colorado '68,

Vermont '69 and Vermont '70. This finding lends support to the

idea that alienation and to a lesser degree, self control (as measured

by ,,,Lcall's Q3 factor on the H.S.P.Q.) are Amenable to ongoing

social influence; this finding has great significance for residential

treatment programs.

The second set of hypotheses, described in the section on

process measures, sought to determine --er a period of time the

differences of those youngsters who were high'on alienation and

low on-alienation. In previous research alienation was not found

to be rel-ted to behavior. It was hypothesized that when .looked

at over a period of time, those youngsters who were high in aliena-

tion would emerge as different when things were going well in-the

camp: When things were going poorly, both the high and low aliena-

tion campers would be relatively unfriendly and,uncooperative. How$
.

ever, when the group mood changed for the better the highly alienated

youngsters would not change and become more positive as would the

less alienated youngsters. It was further hypothesized that the

more alienated youngsters would be more peer group oriented,

whereas the less alienated youngsters would be more adul't oriented.

These hypotheses were partially confirmed and will be discussed in detail
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In addition, several other hypotheses were tested regarding

the role of social influence and the social anchoring of personality

characteristics, attitudes and motivation. It should be noted that

it.is extremely difficultdifficultt conceptualize and test hypotheses

relevant tolthe theory of social influence, particularly in a

correlational study with all its limitations vis-a-vis delineating

a cause and effect relationship. The hypotheses tested can best

be regarded as attempts to explore the extent to which people

mutually influence one another and/or self-select themselves

towards others who have similar attitudes, personality charcteristics,

etc. The following hypotheses were tested:

1. It was hypothesized that parents' attitudes, as measured

by the six raw scales on the TOS, would be similar to their

children's.

2. It was hypothesized that the parent's evaluation of the

children on a semantic differential scale would be similar to the

child's evaluation of himself. In other words, the chiles self-other

esteem would be-similar to the parent's view of him. It Was further

hypothesized that where the parent had:negative evaluation of the

child, the child would show high psychiatric impairment as rated

by the staff.

3. It was hypothesized that friends of the campers would

show similar attitudes, again as measured by the 6 raw scales of

TOS.
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4. It was hypothesized that for the summer camp sessions of

.0 lorado '67 and Vermont '68 combined, as well as in the Vermont

'70 session, individuals who chose to tent with each other would

show similar attitudes and personality traits as measured by the

TOS and the HSPQ. It was further hypothesized that the strength

of the correlation between the individual and his sociometric

choices would increase from the beginning to the end of camp. In

other words, as they knew each other better the correlations would

increase in magnitude.

5. It was hypothesized that staff whom campers in '70 chose

to work with would be rated by the staff more positively. In

other words, campers tended to choose to work with staff who rated

them positively.

An important aspect of the theory of social influence is the

individual's amenability to the influence of others. While social

influences may prevail, if the individual is well defended against

them or unaware of them, they may have little effect on his personality

or behavior. In system terminology, if his boundaries are relatively

impermeable, he may be relatively solipsistic vis -a-vis social'

influence. Some defense mechanisms that would be relevant, to filtering

out social influence would include selective inattention, denial,

tionalization, self - selection away from social influence that

IC
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threaten the status quo and self - selection toward desired influences..

Again, testing hypotheses relevant to the individual's defense

mechanisms is difficult, but, because of their importance to

the theory of social influence, this was undertaken.

The following are the hypotheses regarding the individual's

amenabilit=y to social influence:

1. It was hypothesized that those individuals who were socio-

metric "rejects" or= low on sociaetri_ status would tend to be less

accurate in their interpersonal perceptions.

2. It was hypothesized that inaccurate interpersonal perception

A
would be correlated with psychiatric impairment Those who tended

to be inaccurate in their interpersonal perception, be it cause

or effect, would tend to be high in psychiatric impairment.

AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF THE CORRELATES OF ALIENATION

Given the importance of-alienation, both in the literature and

in previous findings in the camp study, an exploratory study was

undertaken to determine the correlates of alienation. In research

over the years, a wide variety of data had been collected with

regard to sociometric status, ability to work, daily behavior ratings

and responses to the California Personality Inventory, The Expectancies

About Aggression Scale, and the High School Personality Questionnaire,

etc. The results of correlational studies of these various behavioral,

attitudinal and personality characteristics with alienation are

reported in the following sections.

16
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THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE EFFECT OF CAMP ON ALIENATION AND
SELF CONTROL FOR THE THEORY OF PERSONALITY AND MILIEU:

A THEORY OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE

In the Colorado '67 camp the control group was found to increase

in alienation and to decrease in self control as measured by Cattell4s,

H.S.P.Q. factor Q: These trends were reversed with the campers

becoming tore self controlled and less alienated than at the start

of the camp period. These differences were significant. These

findings were replicated with another group of youngsters 2,000 miles

away and in a different year. In this replication youngsters from

New York going to Vermont were again found to become more alienated

during the control period; that trend was reversed and they become

slightly less alienated as & result of the camp experience.. With

regard to self control, a similar trend prevailed but the dferencer,,

in self control were not signifidant for this group as they were for

Alienation in the Vermont group and for self control- in the Colorado

group.

That these findings did not replicate in the studies of Colorado

,'68 and Vermont '69 and 70 may wei1J3e because of the laCk of a

randomly assigned control group. In these replications each indivi-

dual acted as his own control and the control period consisted of

about five weeks while the youngster was still in school or just

out of school and about to come to camp. Unlike the Colorado '67

and Vermont '68 the control group period did not include randomly

assigned subjects who were waiting during the same period as the

camp in July was occurring. The lack of randomly assigned control

16
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group of subjects who were experiencing being out of school and at

loose ends for this month may explain why the findings did not

replicate.

The two earlier camps in a sense are an important test of the

theory of social influence in the sense that they are a transfer

eprJment i.e., they compare differences in alienation and self

control in individuals in ;quite two different milieux-tat home on

the streets and in a structured, organized and fun summer camp

experience. It may well be that the control group has a negative

effect on alienation and self control because it is a time of dis-

organization and negative experience. Bad as the schools are for

many ghetto youngsters they do provide at least a modicum of

structure for the youngsters. When out of school these youngsters

may spend more time with their parents who often express more nega-

tive attitudes toward these difficult and in many cases delinquent

older adolescents for a greater period of time. Youngsters waiting

on the streets may similarly be confronted with the frustrations.

of hopes for and anticipations of an exciting, fun and interesting

summer. In short, the social psychology of being out of school with

little to do may affect one's attitude and personality characteristics.

That such a negative experience tends to heLaten one's allegation is

readily understood as a result of being "at loose ends" and with

little to do. Consequently, it is no wonder that youngsters tend

to become more cynical about their fellow man and more pessimistic

about their ability through work and planning for the future to make

their lives more fulfilling._ Similar there is little wonder that
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the camp(where meaningful work is provided one has a greater degree

f control over one's fate and where social relations are more

satisfying) tends to reduce the previously increased alienation and

also to lessen it.

the case of self control the role of the current social

milieau c seems less clear. In snore ontogenetic theories of personality,

self control or super ego is assumed to be determined at an earlier

age. In the case of Freudian theory, it is assumed to be laid down

with the child resolves the Oedipus complex by identifying with

the father. If the findings of reduced self control during the

control period and a slight increase in the experimental period (a

significant finding in Colorado and a similar trend but not quite

significant in Vermont '68) is a reliable one and one which can be

replicated (it was not replicated in the research reported here

for Colorado '68 and Vermont '69 and '70) it has'important impl

cations for the theory of social influence and for residential

treatment. Catell1s HS Q's Q3 factor' (social control) has been

shown to be relevant to juvenile delinquency, with juvenile delin-

quent's being low on social control. If contrary to psychoanalytiC

and ontogentic theories of personality one's internal control

waxes and wanes in relationship to external controls, this suggests

that personality in general and self control in particular may be

more amenable to change as a iesult of social influence. Specifically,

the nature and extent of external controls bear on and affect
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internal controls. Enhancing internal controls is one of the goals

of many treatment programs. For those who treat delinquents particu-

larly the process by which the locus of self control is transferred

from the external environment to the internal is a little understood

process but is of considerable significance. For this reason alone

further exploration of the relationship between social control

and mileaux is deserved.

In the paper in Appendix A "A model for a summer camp and

follow up program," there is a section devoted to ways in which the

camp sought to foster internalization of its values. Briefly,

internalization was enhanced by having youngsters developing a

reenforcement history which reflects the camp's rewards; i.e., for

self-control, participation in decision-making, and for having good

staff models to identify with. In summary the relationship between

attitudes and personality characteristics and mileaux has been

explored in a preliminary T4av in this research but the topic deserves

further exploration consid,..- tg its implication for residential

treatment programs. The details of the analysis of this data were

presented in Section I.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF MOTHER AND SONS ATTITUDES

Much of the research has sought to identify similarities in

attitudes and personality characteristics of people mutually involved

as in the case of the sociometric choices, friends and relatives.

It is assumed that such close relationships are mutually influent-f,A1

and are likely both to cause a sieljacity of attitudes and to 1.7v:

found between people who share similar attitudes or personali7

ICE
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charaCteristics. A study was undertaken to determine if attitude

similarities occurred between mothers' and sons' attitudes as

expressed on the Teenagers' Opinion Survey scales. A sample of

23 mothers filled out the TOS and their scores were determined on

five of the six TOS raw scales. These scales were attitudes about

work,- personal responsibility, group effectiveness, alienation

and the semantic differential "I am" scale.

In this study it would Clearly be difficult to establish Cause

and effect in any found similarities of attitudes.

It should be noted that the sample of 23 mothers who rated their

sons and completed the TOS is obviously a biased sample of the

mothers of boys who attended camp, which was in turn biased in

terms of its representitiveness of the larger population of, mothers

and children. Additional data was collected from friends, fathers

and relatives but was not used in the study because of an insuf-

ficient number of subjects for statistical tests of correlational

relationships. Therefore, this selected group of mothers, who

probably can be considered more involved with their childr

concemed about them and willing to participate in camp prog

including the research,.was,examined to determine any similarities

between their attitudes and their soi

No significant relationships were found. The following car-

relation coefficient represents the relationship of the mothers'

expressed attitudes on the scale with those of their sans. The
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correlations are as follows: attitudes about work, r..056;

personal responsibility, 026; group effectiveness, r.125;

alienation, r,..255; and 'I am" scale P,.028.

An interesting relationship that did emerge from the data

was a significant correlation of r.798 between the mother's

rating of herself and her rating of her son. Apparently, the

mother is likely to regard her child as she regards herself.

There is a possibility that this is an artifact' of a response set

to the semantic differential scales which were administered one

after another. However, if this data is to be accepted on face

validity, it appears that the way the mother feels about herself

is similar to how she feels about her son.

The mother's evaluation of her son was related to

alienation: where the mother felt positively about her son, she

tended to be alienated. The correlation is r'-.574. The self esteem

correlation in the case of the boys was insignificant and negative.

For these sons, self-esteem was negatively correlated, ri.-.080, with

alienation. One, and only one of the many possible interpretations

is that when the mother holds a negative and cynical view of life,

she compensates by seeing her son as a more worthwhile person. She

thus makes her inner, more intimate life worthwhile, while having

a negative view of the outside world, i.e., she sees her son as a

good person in an evil world. Most of the mothers were mothers

on welfare and they may well, as they should, be a group who
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resist negative self-evaluations resulting from being. on welfare,

etc.

Interestingly, both the mothers and the child's positive se

.esteem and their preceived view of adults--i.e., "Adults think I

amIT as related to positive attitudes about work. Specifically

boys' "Adults think I am" scores were correlated ri.637 with

attitudes about ork. The self- evaluation "I Am" scale was cor-

related 1-.525 with work. The mother's self-evaluation scale was

correlated significantly r -.461 with expressed positive attitudes

about work. A final correlation was found between the boys'

view of adults -- i.e. the "Adults think I 1 scale and the "I

scale. The correlation was .456.

TI

fOunmary it was found that the mothers' attitudes about.her-

self and her children were significantly, and positively correlated.

In addition, her attitudes about-herself Were positively correlated

with high'sco es on alienation: by contrast, an insignificant but,

negative correlation was found between the child's self-esteem-

and alienation. For both children and adults, attitudes about one's

self and in the case of children, the perceived attitudes of

adults about one's self, were positively correlated with positive

attitudes about work, although to a lesser extent in the case of

the mothers.

To explain the data, it would appear that the mothers' self-

esteem and her views of her son were related. However, th.e'thildren..
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in these cases adolescents, do not share the mother'. attitudes

about themselves and, for whatever the influences that affect their

self-esteem, they seem little related to the expresSed views of

the mothers. For both mothers and childrenostrong relationships

were found between self-esteem and the perceived view of adults

h alienation and attitudes about work. One final note of caution

generalizing from this sample of mothers and sons is that they

may have had a stronger relationship than other samples of mothers

and sons, and thus a greater similarity of attitudes. This sample

is, compared to sons who could not get their mothers to fill out the

TOS, composed of ones who had a.stronger relationship with their

mothers.

PSYCHIATRIC IMPAIRMENT AND THE MOTHERS' EVALUATION OF THEIR SONS

In 1967, 1968 and 1969-, 23 mothers of children who came to the

various summer camps rated their children on the semantic differen-

tial scale identical to the one used forsthe TOS. Each mother

rated hers on a scale entitled "The Boy Who Went To Camp." She

arso rated herself on the "I Am" scale. These scales and the
5

son's rating of hiMself were then correlated with staff ratings

of the psychiatric impairment of the child.

Hypothesis 1; It was hypothesized that the discrepancy between

the mother's rating of the child and the child's rating would be

positively corr laied with pychiatric impairment. In other

words when the son saw himself as different from his mother's

evaluation of him, irrespective of the direction of the difference

-'s evaluation ld have a higher rating on
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psychiat ic impairment. It was reasoned that inaccurate inter-

personal perception is both a cause and effect

pai

psychiatric im-

This hypothesis can be rejected. The correlation of -the dis-

crepancy score, irrespective of the direction of the discrepancy--

that is, whether the son's score is higher or lower Ilan the mother's

score -was found to be correlated -.06 with ratings-of psychiatric

impairment. However, when the direction of the discrepancy was

taken into account, it was found that the morel/the child over-.

estimated himself in comparison to his mother's estimation, the

higher the staff's rating of Psychiatric impairment of the child.

The lower the child's rating of himself in comparison to the mother

rating, the less the staff's rating of the psyc

of the child.

In other words, the child's score was

rating.

ic impairment

acted from the mothe

the child scored higher than the mother, it yielded

a negative score. When the child scored lower than the mothe

score,-it yielded a positive score. This algebraic scale, ranging

from -.16 to .19 was then correlated for 21 subjects with staff

ratings of psychiatric impairment, yielding a negative correlation

of -.50. This is significant at the 5% level of significance-with

a two-tailed level test of significance. The significant correlation

with the sample size is .43.
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Of interest in interpreting this finding is the fact that in,

the original computation, there was confusion about the direction

f the relationship. The correlation was found to be significant

and it was reasoned that those children who see themselves in a

less positive light-than their mothers would be psychiatrically

impaired, i.e. , a poor self-concept would result in a lower staff

rating and would be a cause and /or effect of psychiatric impairment.

Plausible as this interpretation appeared,- it was subsequently foUnd

that the directidn of the correlation was the reverse; namely,

the greater the child's estimation of himself, the higher the rating

of psychiatric impairment by staff.

An equally plausible, psychodynamic interpretation of this ,find-

ing is that the self-esteem-Measure is in fact a measure of grandio-

sity. Thus, the fact that moreimpaired children rated th Ives

more positively than did their mothers would be explained as part

of their symptomatology and perhaps as an attempt to bolster their

faltering self-esteem and to defend themselves from their mothers

negative evaluation. Either of these hypotheses is plausible,

illustrating one of the problems of losychodynathic' theory in which

aggression, for example, may be proved by it conspicuous absence,

or equally plausible, by its presence.

The interpretation of this finding is supported by the inding

that campers' self-esteem was lower than their friends, i.e., they
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pairment ratings are

available on the friends of campers.

As with all correlational studies, the interpretation of cause

and effect is difficult. Another interpretation of the finding would

be that the children are rating themselves accurately but the

mothers.' negative views of them has resulted in higher psychiatric

impairment for these boys. Some relevant evidence is that the

ratings of psychiatric impairment by staff, when correlated -with the

mother's rating of the children! (not the discrepancy between mother

and son scores) yields a correlation of

beyond the A level, with a significant

.50; this is significant

correlation of .396 for

a sample of 23.

In summary, there is a signifiCant relationship between psychiatric

impairment and both the moth -1- evaluation of the son aired the dis-

crepahey betweeft the mothe and so-.: 1 w,..raluat And psychiatric

impairment. While the plausible interpretations of these findings

are almost limitless, it can safely be concluded that it is impor-

tant to use the two tailed test of significance in similar explora-

tory studies.

For a sample of 41 subjects from the Vermont '68 session and

the Colorado '67 session, staff ratings of psychiatric impairment

were correlated -.154 with the campers' pre-test self-evaluations.

On the post-test, psychiatric impairment ratings correlated with
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the campers' self-evaluations -.195. Neither correlations were

significant but high psychiatric impairment was negatively correla-

ted with self-evaluation. The same negative direction for the cor-

relation occurs between the adult's view scale as filled out i)y the

subject's ratings of adults and his psychiatric impairment On

the pre-test, psyChiatric impairment was correlated with the adults'

view -.203; on the post-test, -.222.

In the total sample of 987 TOSS, the subjects' "I Am" scale

and the "Adults Think I Am" scales were found to be significantly

correlated with r -.640. In summarizing the relationships between

the mother's rating of the child and the child's self evaluation

and the assessment of the child's psychiatric impairment, we may

\ conclude that there is a significant relationship between psychiatric

\

\impairment and the mother's evaluations and the mother's evaluations

relevant to her sonswonsidering the salience of the relationship

between mothers and sons, this is not surprising. Interpreting

the finding Is more difficult <& because of the ways in which self-

esteem can function for the individual's psychodynamics, and the lack

f clarity of what -the "I Am" scale is measuring, . perhaps i

is a measure of grandiosity.
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THE RELATIONSHIPS OF CAMPERS AND THEIR FRIENDS' ATTITUDES AS MEASURED
BY THE TEENAGERS OPINION SURVEY (TOS)

In the Fall and Winter of 1968, campers were asked to bring

in their friends, who would be paid $1.50, to fill out the TOS.

Campers and their friends came'from various areas in Harlem to

Columbia-University where the questionnaires were filled out

the supervision of the project director. It was assumed that

campers would tend to bring relatively good friends or at least

people fairly well known to o-them because of the time involved in

getting to the university, as well as the`apprehensiveness with

which many youngsters view questionnaires, etc. On the basis of

impressions, it appears that this in fact varied. ample,

campers were being paid for each friend that they brought in and

some campers brought in large numbers of youngsters who appeared to

be less than good friends. These particular campers appear to\have

been leaders, were outgoing and relativAy more extroverted. Some

of the campers on the other hand brought relatively few friend

and seemed to be mote shy, withdrawn, and less popular. If this

phenomenon did in fact occur, it would tend to lessen the relation-

ship between the expressed attitudes of the camper and his "friends."

For the purposes of analysis, all of the friends' scores on

the 6 raw scores, or the non-change factors, of the TOS were

averaged; the means of each group of friends on the 6 scale scores

It
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In summary, no significant relationships were found between

the attitudes of the friends and the campers who brought them.' The

chances of finding such a relationship were limited by the elative-

ly small sample size of 16 ca ors. In addition, the group de-

scribed as campers' "friends" included a wide range of relationships.

Had campers been instructed to bring their five best f iends, the

similarity of attitudes might have been greater. However relatively

little similarity was found in sociometric choices in the camp

program itself. It is therefore likely that any relationship

between attitudes of friends as expressed on opinion surveys is

weak at best. The determinants of friendships are many and varied

and on the basis of this data, one can only conclude that similarity

of attitudes was not a factor

they brought to fill out the questionnaire.

campers' selection of people whom

SOCIOMETRIC CHOICE AND SIMILARITY OF ATTITUDES AND PERSONALITY
CHARACTERISTICS

In 1967 in Colorado two five week summer sessions were run

In .1968 two summer sessions were run ont. with essentially

different groups of youngsters. Most of these youngsters had not

known one anot.ier prior to coming to camp. Six campers from 1966

returned to the 1967 Colorado camp but were deleted from the study

as sub ,Icts because it was 'felt that they were likely to be

chosen on the basis of previous acquaintance. The study sought to

determine whether there was a similarity in attitudes an4 personality

characteristics of sociometric choices. At the ena of camp, socio-

metric structure was again c etermiied and a correlational study was

11
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done of the individual's sociometric choices, personality characteris-

tics and attitudes.

The sociometric choices were date -d in the course of in-

,
dividual interviews; the camper was asked in confidence who.he wnld

like to tent with, work with or go on a trip with -b- The firSt inter-

view was conducted after one week of camp and the last interview

was conducted at the end of camp. It was hypothesized that there

would be a greater shift in sociometric choices toward similaity,

of attitudes and personality characteristics as people got t 'know

one another. Newcomb (1961) had found this, to be the case in Ibe

A a -aiplance_ Prncess.

The two instruments used in this study were the raw Scores

(that is, the six factors) of the Teenagers Opinion Survey and the

fourteen personality characteristics as measured by'Cattell's

High 'School Personality ruestionnaire. The subi-t'slpwn score on

the six attitude scales d the fourteen personality charecterispics,

were then correlated with his fitst choice for someone to tent

with, his second choice for someone to'tent with and the last

person he would be willing to tent with. Only tenting was included

this study bedause that seemed most_appropriate as-a measure

of friendship in contrast to sociometric choice for-work and for a

trip which entail some specific desitable attributes. The pretest

scores on the TOS and HSPQ ofthe subject and his sociometric

choices at the end of the first week were correlated. Both tests,

TOS and HSPQ, were used for correlations with the subject s own

1scores on.the variables and the posttest. Because the study
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sought to assess change, the'post tests were usedfor the post

sociometric. Assuming that as campers got to know one another, they

would select friends more on the basis of similarities in attitudes

and personality traits and also that these choices mutually influence

one another, change might occur as a resut of the camp an.d contact

with a friend or tent mate. Consequently, the post tests were used

for determining the correlation between attitudes and personality

characteristics of those who were chosen as highly desirable to tent

with and-as least desirable to tent with. The following is a summary

of correlations between the subject's own attitudes on the Teenagers

Opinion Survey (6 factor non-change version), the ESPQ and those of

his sociometric choices4and re _rts.

It was hypothesized that in the beginning of camp, compared

to at the end of the camp, there would be a lesser relationship

between attitudes, as measured by the TOS, and personality character-

istics, as measured by the HSPQ. It was felt that as individuals

got to know one another and sorted themselves out that there would

be a greater congruity between their attitudes and personality

characteristics. The hypothesis tested was only that the relation-
0

ships would become stronger and prediction in the direction of the

relationship was not attempted. Either "birds of a feather could

flock together" or "opposites att act."

Generally about 64 campers in the Colorado 1967 camp and the

Vermont 1968 camp had their scores on the pre camp TOS and HSPQ
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correlated with t test TOS; and HSPQs of their first choice

to tent with, their second choice to tent with, and their last

choice to tent with.

Similarly at the end of..camp each individual's scores on the

six raw TOS scales and the 14 HSPQ dimensions were correlated with

the camper's first choice, second choice ane last choice to tent

with at the end of camp. The table of corn?. ation coefficients

between the individual's own score and those of his first, second

and last choice on the TOS and HSPQ administered at the beginning

of camp and the end of camp are .presented in Appendix H.

Generally around 60 subjects were included in this analysis.

The sample size for each of the correlation coefficients varied

because some individuals mayhave not filled out some particular

scale. In, examining the various correlation -'matrixes one finds

on the precamp TOS the individual's. attitudes scale scores are

not significantly correlated. For his first choice, the average

correlation coefficient was .14 and they ranged from .23 to :08.

For the second choice on the TOS scales the average correlation co-

efficient was .08 and they ranged from -.22 to -.01. On the last

choice, (that is the individual who the subject would care least

to tent with) the average correlation coefficient was .178 and

ranged from .30 to -.12. Clearly there seems to be little relation-

ship between the person and his sociometric choices at the

beginning.

1 7E



In the precamp correlational stIl five significant co.:-

relations were found for the first ( with the HSPQ. There

were significant correlations between the subjects own scores

on factor A, factor D, factor F, factor H, and factor Q3 and those

of the first choice. The average of all of these scales was a

corr.7.1ation of .20 and it ranged from .43 to -.04. On his

second choice one significant correlation coefficients were

found with factor B. On the person's last choice (that is, the

person who they would least want to tent with at the beginning

of camp) seven significant positive correlations coefficient out

of the 14 HSPQ scale. These significant correlations were found

with factors A, B, E, F, H Q2 and Q3. The correlations ranged

from .53 to .04 and had an average of . Apparently dislikes

had a stronger relationship.

The post camp correlation ofS \survey scales and the post

camp HSPQ personality characteris ics also show little relationship

between the subject and his scores first, second and last choice.

Starting with the post camp TC we find that there are no signifi-

cant correlations between the/ lrst choice and the second choice

of the campers at the end of camp. The average correlation is .086.

For the second choice'the averag&is .10. Respectively they ranged

from .23 to'-.03 and from .20 to .07. With regard to the last choice

on the TOS, one significant correlation coefficient was found on the

alienation scale. Here the correlation between the subject's post camp
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scale and his last choice was -.35. On the last choice the cor-

relation coefficient range from -,.35 to .02.

In the post camp. HSPQ we find one significant correlation

coefficient for the first choice we find that factor 0 is significantly

correlated between the first choice and that of the subject. On

the second choice we find that factor C-and factor Q2 are significantly

correlated. On the last choice we find that factor 0 and Q2 are

significantly correlated. In all cases the correlations were

positive and we find that the subjects tended to have similar scale

scores whether it is the first, second or last choice. Summarizing

the results there appears (as there was in the following study of

the sociometric choice of the 1970 campers) little in the way of a

strong relationship between sociometric choice and expressed

attitudes and personality charact-stics. The twenty significant

Correlation coefficients out of the 120 correlation coefficients

computed were significant at the .05 level. That is 16.6% of the

correlation coefficients were found to be significant. These tended

co be found predominately in the HSPQ scales and in the pretest.

Invariably when one computes so many etorrela ion coefficients the

chance significance has to be accounted for. One would expect by

chance to find six correlation coefficients to be significant.

In summary .while the data is not strong there appears to be

only a slight relationship between sociometric choice and parti-

cularly personality characteristics. An examination of the various

correlation matrixes however does, not indicate consistency in the
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results. One must therefore conclude that if there is a relation-

ship between sociometric choice and one's expressed attitudes and

personality characteristics it tends to be a minor one, that is more

evident in the case of individuals who were rejects. Given the

weakness of the findings it would be impossible to take into account

the direction of the relationship. One cannot therefore conclude

on the basis of the findings whether "birds of a feather tend to

flock together" or "opposites attract" which is beyond the

theoretical underpinnings of the hypothesis being tested.' Similar

one cannot conclude that the relationship of choice and attitudes

and personality characteristics got stronger as people became acqua

Interests and behavior might show such a strengthening of the rela-

tionship, but attitudes and personality traits did not in the

Colorado 1967 and Vermont 1968 camps.

In another effort to determine if people are attracted to each

her -- i.e., tend to choose to be with people who express similar

attitudes -- a correlational study was undertaken of the expressed

attitudes of campers in 1970 and their sociometric choices.

Specifically, each camper's attitudes as expressed on the six raw

scales of the TOS were correlated. These scales are respectively:

1) "Attitudes About Work;" 2) "Personal Responsibility;" 3) "Adults

Think I Am"; 4) "Group Effectiveness;" 5) "Alienation;" 6) "I Am."

The scale scores were correlated x44.th sociometric choices with

regard to who they ,iould most like to tent with and least like to

tent with, who they would most and least like to go on a camping

trip with, and finally, who they would most and least like to



go to work with. Since a ?re and post administration of the

Teenagers Opinion Survey were given, the subject's pretest will

be correlated with his early camp sociometric choices; his

post-teit will be correlated separately. It should be noted

that the campers in the 1970 session knew one another beforehand.

Consequently, whatever self-selection occurred, may have

eery gcing on for many years. In the study previously reported,
1

!

the correlation of attitudes and personality characteristics and

trio choices was at the beginning camp, when most of the

cps were relatively unknown to one another end at the end of

(zamp.

Returning to the 1970 study, only two significant correlations

T e o n the subject's expressed attitudes and those

ts first u_ .ce and last choice for tenting with, camping with

and working will someone, both on a pretest and post-test score.

A sigrificart ne ative cort41:1_ -n occurred between the "I Am".

scale of the respondent and his f4.rst choices. The correlation

was ..74. A positive correlation was found between group effective-

ness and the. first choice of tenting with someone on the post-test.

This correlation was .65. Since these co: elations,don't remain

the same between pre-test and post test, it is most likely that

they reflect chance findings; one would expect about-three such

findings among 72 correlatioms at the .05 level of significance.
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To summariie and to indicate the level of correlation in thes

studies, the average correlation between the subject's own, scores

on the six TOS scales and those of his first and laSt choices will

be given. The correlation coefficient are as follows:

1)' Under "camping with," averaged across; the six scores, the

correlation coefficient was -.125 and with the last choice -.156 on

the pretest. On the post test correlations were .020 and .116-

respectively. In short, there wts little correlation between at-

t tudes and sociometric choices in camping using the Teenagers Opinion

Survey Scores.

2) For "tenting with," the average correlations for the pre-

test for the subject's first choice was -.119 and for the last choice

.141. When post test data were used, the average correlations were

.086 and 18. Again, -there is little significance.

3) With regard to work, sociometric choices to work with the

correlation for first choice on the pretevt ,?ere .08 and last

choice -.143. Using post camp attitude scores, the average core

relations were -.115 and -.273.

summary, only two out cf 72 correlations were found to be

significant and there appears to be little 'evidence using scores

derived from early camp test administrations or later camp test

administrations that there is.a relationship between one's attitud,s
a

as expressed in the Teenagers Opinion Survey and those of one's

sociometric choices.
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One of he scales used in the study was an "attitude about work."

High scores on this scale reflect positive attitudes'toward work. .

For the 1970 Vermont sample of 16 subjects, it was found that ex-

pressed attitudes about work were not significantly correlated with

sociometric choices; that is, ho you would like to work with.

Using the pretest, the correlation of work attitudes and sociometric

work choices was ,16; on the post-test the correlation was .13.

Attitudes about work were significantly correlated with Inner Control

pre-test. The pretest correlation was .58 with inner-control and

the posttest .66 -ith the Inner Control scale of Guttentag (1969).

The work factor st iii s on t s pretest were found to be correlated

.32 with the

the times that it was yossible for him to come as of 1970.

shot, tu-des about work were relatively unrelated to one's

et.: °i^ choices with regard to work.

Summarizing previous research, ratings by the staff of campers'

work performance were found to be correlated positively with the

scales on the4work factor: .24 on the pretest and .45 on the post-

al.1 of times that the person came back to camp.

test. Again, it appears that work attitudes are relatively -cor-

related with behavior. In contrast however staff ratings of campers

on work and the camper: sociometric choices tend to b correlated

significantly. In other words, it appears that staff and campers

alike are able to rate who is a good worker.

In a previous study, it was found that being perceived as a
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good worker tended to be positively correlated with group estimates

of sr individual's performance in an ambiguous task. In this study,

all members of camp guessed what an individual would score on a

ring -toss gime. Those who were high in sociometric choices to work

with were perceived as high scorers on the ring-toss experiment.

For the 1967 Colorado and 1968 Vermont groups, it was found

that the precamp sociometric choices of 44 campers were correlated

-.103 with attitudes about work; the post-test correlation was

.20 between sociometric choice and a 4t des about work. In

summary, in th instance of work, appears that sociometric choices

were better related to performance and behavior and little related

to espo.ls:,d attitudes on the questionnaire.

sommEraic CHOICE OF COUNSELORS AND THE EVALUATION OF CAMPERS

It was hypothesized that there would be a positive correlation

between counselor's ratings c t the campers and the choice of that

counselor by camp In other words, campers would choose

with counselors who raced them positively. Data to test this

hypothesis was collected in 19'70. At the end of camp each counselor

rated each of fourteen campers on the daily behak7 .1.1.1s. These

behavior ratings were then compiled into ratings scales whose cant

and psychometric characteristics are described previously. The

choices,of counselors were then sorted into fir t choice, second

choice, third choice and last choice. A one way analysis of variance,

a F ratio, as ccnputed for each of the first, seconds d and

last choice counselors and ratings on the five behavior ratings

scales. In other words, the first, second, third and last choice
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counselors and ratings on the five behavior 'ratings scales.

other words, the first, second, thrd and last choice of each of

14 campers were tested with an F ratio. The ratio within. and between

group variance for significance and a T test were computed b_!tween

the first choice and the second choice and the last choice of the

camper. In general, it was found that the counselors who were chosen

first by a campy tended to rate that camper more positively than

counselors who were the camper's last choice.

There is an .,herent contradiction in using behavior ratings,

a measure of whose reliability is relatively high agreement between

the raters i:or this purpose. The intraclass correlation of ratings

for these 14 subjects by these five raters is: for the scale "poor

worker" .73; "acts out," .44; "troubled isolate", .37; "good parti-

cipant" .45; and "communicative," .27; all of which are significant

beyond the .01 level. It would appear that scales such as "poor

worker" would have relatively high inter-rater reliabilities and

show less of a relationship with sociometric choice. However, the

more ambiguous scales are -re apt to reflect the positive ratings.

Ideally, one would have chosen se ntic"differentials or more

ambiguous scales in order to maximize the chance of finding a rela-

tionship between sociometric choices and he ratings by the persons'

being chosen. With these limitations in }mind the following is the

probability for the F ratio and the T Test based on a pooled Varian

estimate and a separate variance estimate respectively for each

of the five behavior ratings. The "poor worker" category had an F
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ratio of .150 and a T value with a probability of .764 with a

pooled variance estimate and .782 with a separate variance estimate.

This is the most concrete of the scales and the least likely to

reflect inter-personal attraction. The "acts out" scale had an

F ratio with .134 and T values for the tests of the means between

the first and the last choice with a probability of .031 and .040.

The "troubled isolate" scale had an F value of .121 and T tests

probabilities of .035 and .077 respectively.. The "good partici-

pant" scale had an F ratio of .384 with T probabilities of .174

and .207. Finally, the "c -icative" scale had an F ratio of

probability .015 and T test for the difference between tg e first

and the last choice with probabilities with a pooled variance esti-

mate of .054 and with a separate variance estimate of .067.

In summary it = appears that with the more ambiguous scales

there tends to be positive relationship betwin the counselor's

evaluation of a camper and his being chosen by that camper. While

the relationships are weak, there does appear to be some relation-

ship, particularly when the behavior ratings tend to be more ambigu-

ous. It would appear that positive evaluations are to,some extent

a determinant of sociometric choices and may be one of a number of

causal factors. Further arch would need to be done using

ambiguous scales which would maximize the opportunity for inter-

personal influence and attraction

INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTIONS

-,-Uected.

the previous studies, we have _-tight to determine the

similarities of attitudes and personality traits for individuals
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who are brought together by friendship, participation in groups and

families. Except in the case of mothers and sons, we found few

similarities. Such correlational studies are limited in the data

relevant to discussing causality.

These studies were undertaken to examine self-selection and

other variables relevant to social influence. Of equal importance

the theory of social influence is an examination of the ways

individuals insulate themselves from social influence. In general

systems terms how, in what ways, and what are the determinants of

permiability or the individual boundaries separating him from

his milieu. The mechanisms of defense such as denial, rationaliza-

tion, displacement, projection, selected inattention and inter-

personal perception are all relevant to the issue of permiability.

Interpersonal perception and the numerous mechanisms that

are affected are central to the theory of social influence _as they

play a pivotal role in filtering out social influence and making

the individual open to social influence. One modest study was

undertaken with 21 subjects in the'Vermont 1968 summer camp.

Each youngster was asked to rate the camp, the staff and how the

director would rate that camper on the semantic differential

item, in the "1".'ike scale. The camp director rated the youngsters

and from his scale score the campers score was subtracted yielding

di -epancy score ranging from a positive score tp those who under-

estimate the director's score (on the scale a high score is

positive and a low one is a negative evaluation) . To those,
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who overestimated the director's evaluation, 5,t will be recalled

that the direction of the discrepancy was critical in the study

of the mother's evalu

It was hypothesized that this discrepancy score would be

co lated with the rating s of the camper's psy iatric impairment.

Since poor interpersonal perception can cause impairment and vice

versa, it is difficult to discuss causality in the relationship.

It was, however, hypothesized that they would be correlated. No'

significant relationship was found. The correlation becween the

discrepancy score and the psychiatric impairment was r .069. The

discrepancy score was insignificantly correlated with the director

Log of the youngsters at r.307. It was, however, significantly

correlated with the youngsters rating of "camp i .514 and his

perception of how the director would rate hi r.-887. In these

two, instances e youngsters saw himself as rated ..esp.positively

than the director did, i.e. he had a poSitive discrepancy score,

he tended to rate the catap.and its staff / less positively. Conversely,

when he' oveestimated his rating by the ;director, .e. had a

negative discrepancy score, he was more positive about the camp and

its staf.. In other words, these 21 youngsters tended to see
)

three facets of.the camp, the directoPs rating of them, the

-camp staff, and the camp, similarly. They tended to be positive

or negative in al "'- areas "f their perception. Row their view

of camp affected the__r axperience of the camp vis a vis self-

fulfilling prophecy, _mpo_7tant but unexamined question.
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In exploring the correlates of the discrepancy scores two

H.S.P.Q. second order factors extroversions and independences were

found to be significantly L)rrelated. In order, the pre-camp, post-

camp post-one year extroversions scores were correlated .016,

-.583 and -.563. The latter two a e s_gnificant with those whdo

underrate their evaluation being 1es extroverted and those who,

overrated themselves as more ext_o ed.

The pre, post and post one year scores on independence were

correlated with the discrepancy score and are respectively .236,

.436 and .520. The latter two are significant and indicate that

those who underrate.their rating by the director tend to be more

independent;

A most tentative conclusion from this data is that if you

see others overrating you you .tend to be extroverted, and if you

think they would underrate you you are more likely to be-independent.

The other significant correlates of the discrepancy score,

which. may well be chance, are for the post camp TOS attitudes toward

work scale. On the post camp.H.S.P.Q. significant correlations

were.found with factors B and factor J on the post one year H.S.P.Q

with factor 0 and with derived score on creativity. Again these

,y be chance findings particularly since they, unlike extroversion

and independence, did not correlate over more than one administra,

tion and on face value are difficult to explain.

In sUilmary, the hypothesized correlation between the discrepancy

score, indicating poor interpersonal perception, and psychiatric
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impairment was not cL firmed. However, the discrepancy score was

related to the way the camp and its staff was perceived and to

measures of independence and extroversion. These correlates seem

indicative of interpersonal perception as a filter of social tn-

fluence and of personality traits all of which are central to the

theories of social influence and ti. v, like many other variables,

are relevant to the permiability individual's boundaries

separating him from his milieu n quire further study.

As an aside on psychiatric impairment, it was found that

those rated high on x ;.airmen' :re low on popularity as measured

by their being chosen to tent with, work with and to go on a trip

ith. In order with the pre-camp sociometric for each category

followed by ,he post camp the correlation for tenting was -.523

and -.523; working with -.541 and .-430 all of which are

signifiCant.7, For going'on a trip with the correlations were not

significant and were -.346 and .332 at the end of camp. Impairm

was correlated with ratings by the staff with impairments with

interpersonal skill -.811, being a good worker -.693; having potential

of a junior counselor -.718; and with chance for upward social

Dbility -.739, all of which are significant. Clearly the impaired,,

youngsters have trouble living with, working with and playing with

their peers and have difficulty in getting along With others which

may lessen their Chances to break the poverty cycle.
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ALIENATION AND ITS CORRELATES

The concept of alienation enjoys great popularity in these

modern times and has been investigated by many researchers. It

is a dimension that has emerged in enumerable attitudes studies

and is generally characterized as a cynicism about people,

Machi, ,.1111anism, a distrust of authority and govermment and a

pessimistic view of the future. Among the most pronounced finding

is its strong association with social class,

Alienation was of interest in this study because it is the

strongest and most consistent finding to emerge from the research

on the Sage Hill Camp Program, as described in previous studies

(Durkin, 1969). Briefly, in four different sessions of the camp,

campers were found to become more alienated. The greatest change

occurred in the control group, which consisted of campers who

waited throughout July to come to camp in ilngust. Psychologically

speaking, this waiting period, after school is out and before camp

began, may be a period of relative disorganization. 8e that as

it may, this earlier research consistently demonstrated an Increase

of alienation in a control group and a modest decrease in aliena-

' tion as a result of tie camp exneriment. Consequently, it was

decided to explore the b havioral, attitudinal and personality

trait correlates of alienation.

Psychometrically, the scale was found to bp, highly\rel able.

On the basis of the sample of 987, inter al consistency was measured
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by alpha and found to be .790. In the summers of '67 (Colorado)

and '68 in Vermont, the test - retest correlation for the beginning

camp to the end of camp was .801, from the beginning of camp

the ead of one year was .545. This is based on a sample of

44 campers. Where changes did occur, it appears that the relative

ranking of the campers on alienation remained consistent and they

changed as a group. In Vermont 1970, alienation was found from

the beginning of camp to the end of camp to have a test - retest

correlation based on a sample of 16 was equal to .612. In short,

the alienation dimensions appeared to be reliable both in terms

f consistency and test-retest correlation. In all of the above

and following data, the correlates and psychometric characteristics

the raw socres of alienation not the three dimensions,of the

change scales, will be correlated.

From the earliest studies of attitudes, there has been a

strongly consistent lack of correlation between measures of attitudes

and behavior. In this research a similar lack of relationship

was found. Some modest correlations were found with other paper

and pencil tests, but strikingly few were found with behavior as

measured by the behavior ratings, sociometric choices, participation

in the program, etc. In the summers of 1967 and 1968 alienation was co:

rdated with the High Scholl Personality Questionnaire (HSPQ)

Vermont, 1970, the alienation scale
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was correlated with the HSPQ, the California Personality Inventory

(Gough, 1957), the Expectancy about Aggression Scale (Adams, & Jessor

1969) and the Inner and Outer Control Scale of Giittentag (1966) .

1970 15 out of 88 significant correlations of the raw alienation

scales with personality measures were found. The pre -camp aliena-

tion scale was found to be correlated -.589 with the CPI scale number

6 with a sample of 13 on the pre-test and -.490 with the post-test

with a sample of 16. In other words, high scores on alienation

were correlated with low scores on the sense of well-being scale

which Gough describes as being unambitious, leisurely, awkward,

cautious, apathetic and conventional; also as self-defensive,

apologetic and constricted in thought, Similarly, alienation was

negatively correlated with CPI scale number 10. That is, high

scores on alienation were associated with people who are "suspicious,

narrow, aloof, wary and retiring"; passive, overly judgmental

in attitude, disbelieving and distrustful in personal and social

outlook. The pre and post test correlations were -.5 0 and -.295

respectively. The correlation clearly makes senseigiven the

similarity .of the two dimensions. Meer: scale number 14,

achievement via independence was Iso found to be negatively corre-

lated with alienation. High scores on alienation were correlated

-.711 on the pre test and-.575 on the post-test. High scores in
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695 on the pretest and -.511 on the

post-test with scale 17 'flexibility) on the CFI. High alienation

was correlated with being deliberate, cautious, worrying, industrious,

guarded, mannerly, methodical and rigid; also, overly deferential

to authority, custom and tradition.

Alienation was correlated significantly with the femininity

scale (18) of the CFI. High alienation tended to be correlated

(-.514 and -.474 on the pre-test and post-test respectively) with

being outgoing hardheaded, ambitious, masculine, active, robust

and restless; also manipulative and opportunistic in dealing with

others, blunt and direct in thinking and acting, impatient with

delay in decisions and reflection. The basis for these correlations

seems obvious on the basis of the scales. They clearly describe

dimension} similar to alienation.

In 1970, 13 pretest alienation scores and 16 post-test ali

tion scores were correlated .656 and .596 with second order Factor

EXVIA on the HSFQ. That is, the more alienated persons were

regarded as being more extroverted. In this set of data, derived

factor, achievement, was found to be correlated .643 and .572

with alienation. That is, high scores on alienation tended to be

associated with high achievement.- In the primary factor, a

correlation on the pre-test of .685 and on the post-test of .410

was found between alienation and factor H on Cattell's HSPQ. In

°the,: words, those high in alienation tended to be venturesome,
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socially bold, inhibited and spontaneous. Alienation was found

to be correlated at the .819 level on the pretest with a measure

of outer control as used by Guttentag (1969). On the post tests

with an Nl6 the correlation was found. to be .669. The Outer

Control Scale is similar to alienation in that it regards the

dividual as being relatively passive in the face of social circum-

stance and fate and little able to make his won fate. This appears

to be the basis for the relationship.

These, then are some of the paper and pencil correlates of the

alienation scale. Again one must be cautious in interpreting

the res its, particularly those of the HSPQ, since.they are based

on a small sample and some may be chance findings; 15 out of 88

correlations proved to be significant.

In the 1970 data, alienation -as found to be not correlated

with a variety of behavioral measures; for example, it was not

correlated with ranking in terms of popularity as a tent mate. The

pre and post scores were correlated .18 and .29 respectively with

ranking of popularity as a tent mate. For popularity as a work

mate, the pre and post correlations were .28 and .14 respectively.

Finally for popularity as a partner on a camping rip, the correla-

tions were .17 and .12..

the summer when campers determined the salaries of those

who worked at the'camp, the amount and rank order of pay voted

by fellow campers was correlated at .21 and .05 with the pretest

scores on alienation.

_i r
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Another behavioral measure found to be relatively unrelated

to alienation was the percentage of the number of times that campers

returned to camp. That is, out of all the times they could have

come back in subsequent summers, what percent of times did they

come back?- This "return rate" was correlated .l7 and .19 with

the pre and post t-asts. The alienation measures was relatively

uncorrelated with age; the pre-test and age had a correlation

of .140 and the post test and age a higher bu.t insignificant cor-

relation of .463.

The test-retest administrations of the alienation scale for

the precamppost camp correlated .911;:for the post camp ,nd five

weeks after camp, administrations correlated .855. Again, the

Alienation scale appears to be reliable in terms of its internal

consistency and test-retest correlations, but like many attitude

scales, is only slightly related to behavior.

ALIENATION AND BEHAVIORAL CORRELATES

In the summer of 1970 daily behavior ratings, which have been

described elsewhere, were developed and used. Each day, some staff

rated one of the 14 campers with whom they worked or spent time with

during the day, At the item level, the correlations were relatively

poor as one would expect with five different raters on their final

rating. Scale level inter-rater reliabilities or correlations

however improved so as to be useful for the purposes of this analysis.
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In order to determine some of the behavioral correlates of

the alienation scale, both the precamp and the postcamp alienation

scores were correlated with the final ratings made by each staff-

member at the end of camp. The end of camp ratings were made by

every staff member on all 16 of the campers and represented ratings

of each camper for his overall perfo nce that summer. As part

of the study, the alienation scores were correlated-at the item-

level with each of the 75 items of behavior rated by each of the

five raters. (These items are presented in Appendix !.) Only 24

out of 375 rater-items were fourLd to be significantly related at

-the .05 level to the pretest sant: -s on alienation. These co=elatio,-a

were based on a sample of 13 am a significant correlation must

exceed .444. Given the poor inter -rater rel-abilities and the

relatively few number of significant correlati s, many of which

are probably chance correlationa, any interpretations of the

results must be considered with caution and with yecognition that

this was simply a search for behavioral correlates of all the

75 items included for rating. 16 of the items hay. one or more

statistically significant correlations from one of the five raters,

which gives 375 rater items. Items with one significant correla-

tion at the .05 level for the one tail test of significance are

items 11, 13, 15, 17, 36, 38 , 41, 45, 46, 48, 55, 60, 67, 70,

and 72.
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The items which had two or more si.i_fa,cant correlations

follow:

it 13 "talked of a personal problem." Staff ratings correlated

significantly with the anomia scale. For item 13, the correlations

for the five raters were x.701, -.792, -.160, -.054 and .143.

Item 15 "complained about staff:: This had correlations for

the raters of -.444, .558, .438, -.028 and .143.

Item 36 "camper was isolated." This item had correlations of

. 234, -.565, -.403 and -.624. In this instance, the more isolated

the individual, the less alienated he was.

Item 55 'distrusts others" had correlations of .242, .575, .427,

. 413 and -.440. The more distrustful scores indicated greater amount

f alienation.

Finally, item 69, involved in camp ", the more uninvqved

campers received a high score. Consequently, a positive correlation

shows that an tinvolved individual would be high on alienation.

The correlations for the five raters were .054, -.429, .536, .005

and -.606, respectively. These correlations were presented to

illustrate the level of the correlations. In the case of alienation,

however, there is no clear finding of a relationship between scores

on alienation and any of the 75 items of behavior as rated by the

5 different raters.

g now to the daily behavior ratings, at the scale level,

find again that essentially, there was no relationship between

each of the five behavior scales and the final ratings on the

0
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campers. At the scale level, the inter-rater reliabilities were

higher but again no correlations were found. Again, for purposes

-f simply reporting the data, the following are the correlations

between the final ratings of each camper by. each of the 5 staff.

These ratings are correlated with the alienation raw scale scores

on the pretest. The behavior rating scales are described in

the section on the process evaluation.

The "poor worker" scale was correlated for the five raters

-.442, -.233, -.152, .062 and -.229.. The "acts out" scale

had shown little relationship to the alienation scale in correla-

tion coefficients with the five raters as follows: .060, -.650,

.383, .127 and .085. The "troubled isolate" scale correlations

were all negative and showed little relationship. They were .1212,

-.348, -.339, and -.004 and -.488 respectively. The "good partici-

pant' scale was correlated for the 5 raters with the alienation

scale at .218, .222, .173, -.240 and .343. Finally, the "co

cative" scale showed a higher correlation with the alienation,

scale, with the communicative person tending to be less alienated.

The correlations were -.644, -.172, -.188, -.343, and -.592. In

short at the scale level, there seems to be little consistent

relationship between the pretest, precamp raw alienation score and

the 5 behavior rating scale. Again, problems of sample size and

inter -rater reliability confounds the interpretation of the data.

In general there appears to be little relationship.

Some relationships did occur in -demographic and behavioral

measures. For example, T tests were r for significance at the
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em level for all of the TOS for Eastern and Western campers. It

was fc- d that the boys from the West were consistently less

alienated than the Eastern campers. Although both groups of

campers came from urban areas it appears that the Wester6 group

in general is less alienated. They were less alienated than the

Eastern campers to begin with. In the camp study, both Eastern

and Western control groups became more alienated and all four camp

groups became less alienated during camp. In the Vermont summer

of '68, Spanish campers tended to be less alienated than tended

be less alienated than Black campers, yielding a point:by

serial correlation of .518 with a sample of N..=24.

Summarizing the correlates of alienation, one finds, as

is typical-of many attitudes scales, that alienation is relatively

unrelated to behavior and tends to be correlated with other attitude

scales. The CPI, which seem most similar in terms of content,

seemed most related to the alienation scale. Another approach to

the study of the behavioral correlates of alienation will be to

look at groups of alienated people over a,period of time. It

may be that various behavior ratings over a period of time do reveal

correlates which are cancelled out by ,'final ratings, or one time

ratings. a a study is described in Section II, Process Evalua-

,tion. To summarize results of this study, it is plagued by small

sample size and problems of reliability of raters at even the

scale level. These problems notwithstanding, the study was

. attempted to explore the relationship.of behavior overtime and

alienation. 2tiL
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CORRELATES OF ALIENATION

While the search for correlates of the Fa-: (R -5) scale

alienation measure turned up relatively few behavioral or paper

and pencil measure correlates, the contrasting of the upper and

lower third of the youngsters on alienation over 25 days and on

five behavioral ratings revealed significant differences between

the groups on three behavior rating scales. This study is

presented in detal in Section Two on Process Evaluation.

These findings are mentioned here because. of their important

implications for the theory of social influence, their relevance

for behavioral correlates of alienation and their implication Lir

future research. ,Briefly, when the pre-camp alienation scale (R -5)

was correlated with the five final "99" behavior rating Scales no

significant cc relations were found. However, when the upper and

lower thirds on the alienation scale were plotted over 25 days

significant differences emerged on three out of five of the measures.

As comma, e might dictate a strongly held attitude such as

alienation is reflected in behavior in specific situations over a

period of time. Most people don't always act RepubliCan or Democra

but they are most likely to behave "Democ aticly" or "Republic ly"

in the voting booth and other politically relevant situations. So

it may be with alienation. In alienation relevant situations such

as "good" and "bad" group moods alienation reflective behaviors

are evoked. The research considered some of these social climates

briefly, but was unable to do little more than explain some aspect/

2 u2
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of the social climate vis a vis alienation because of the methodologic

constraints, etc. Clearly the findings indicate that aver an extended

period_ of time, i.e. , a variety of social climates, significant

differences emerged between those who are high in contrast to

those who are low on alienation. This, of course, indicates the

responsiveness of individuals to their social milieu both in terms

of shaping their personalities, changing their attitudes, and

evoking alienation-relevant behaviors. The findin of both the camp

as a social experiment and the contrasting of people over time

corroberate this ongoing adaptation to their mileaux. These findings

have important implications for research seeking to identify and

explore the behavioral manifestations of attitudes and personality

traits; namely, observations of behavior must be made over an

extended period of time and in a variety of social contexts. The

relative failure to find such behavioral manifestations may be the

result of looking at one point of time as in the case of the use

of the final, "99" ratings rather than over an extended period

of time as with the daily behavior ratings.

SUMMARY

The research reported or discussed in this section was intended

to test hypothesis relevant to the theory of social influence

and to explore its implications. Briefly, the theory of social-

hafluence argues that a portion of the stability of personality,
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i.e., attitudes, perceptions, motivations, and behavior, etc., is

due to the fact that personality is in a process of continually

adapting to our social milieu and that these mileaux differ little

over the years. On the basis of this theory one would expect

changes in such things as attitudes, motivations, behavior, i.e.,

personality when the individual is placed in a different milieu.

A second implication is that di aerent mileaux evoke different

behaviors, attitudes, etc.

Two of the major studies reported here support these proposi-

tions. In the study of the impact of the camp, it was found, that

the camp group in contrast to the randomly assigned control group

became less alienated at the camp while the control group became

more alienated during the July waiting period to come to camp. It

was conjectured that the reason for the increase in.cynicism, sense

of powerlessness and distrust of others, i.e. , alienation was due

part to (1) the loss of an organizing force in their lives,

that is, school; (2) closer and more negative relations with their

parents and (3) the disillusionment when summer dreams are not

fulfilled. This changed situation resulted in significant changes

in the camp and control group. In subsequent summers this finding

was less clear, but that may have been for such methodological

reasons as the lack of a randomly assigned control group and the

lack of new campers, etc. In short, however, the research found

clear and consistent changes in alienation as a ;result of changes

in the social milieu, and thus lent support to the theory of social

influ ice. 2 GZ
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Similarly the contrasting of campers high and low on alienation

doer 25 days revealed statistically significant differences on

three out of five daily behavioral measures. These differences

were not apparent when the contrasts ere made at one point in

time, namely, the final or "99" behavior rating. This finding

suggests that alienation relevant behaviors emerged only when

looked at over time indicating the importance of social context.

In other words alienation relevant behaviors Appears to be sit

tionally specific. Again this supports the ecological tenet of

the social influence theory.

In exploring the relationship between personality and milieu,

research was undertaken to examine the process of self-selection

in order to determine if people seek out and/ are led to friends

and mileaux congruent with their personalities. The sociometric

structure of the carp was determined at the beginnIng and end,

of camp to determine if people with similar attitudes, as measured

by the TOS and personality traits, as measured bythe HSPOt- sorted

themselves to be with people who were similar in attitudes and

personality traits. Neither in the beginning among relative

strangers nor at the end of camp when youngsters knew each other

did these campers "flock together." This may have been because

the attitudes and traits as measured by paper and pencil tests

were less salient than the behaviors of,being a good worker or

fun to be with, etc. which were more the basis of the sociometric

structure.
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In line with the more behavioral basis of sociometric structure,

it was found that campers tended to choose staff to work with, who

rated them posit°v ly on two out of five behavioral ratings. These

rat 9p,

were the more ambiguous of the behavioral ratings and thus may

have been more amenable to be influenced by friendship. In any

"Acts Out" scale and the "Communicativeness" scale

case, campers did seek out staff who among many things rated them

positively on these dimensions.

In two other searches for similarity of attitudes between the

campers and ( ) friends they brought to fill out the TOS and (2)

21 of their mothers no statistically significant correlations were

found between the six raw scales on the TOS and the scores of their

mothers or friends.-

Wh the mothers' evaluation of the sons were compared to the

son's evaluation of himself, it was found that when the son was

more positive in his self-evaluation than his mother the higher

would rate on a scale of psychiatric impairment, i.e. , the more

impaired he was regarded by the staff. Some causal explanations

for this were considered and some of the correlates of the mothers'

evaluations were examined.

Finally correlates of alienation were explored among a variety

e

f paper and pencil tests and behavior ratings. Except with

behaviors rated over a period of time

were fo

correlates of alienation
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In s ry, evidence was found to support the notion that

people's attitudes at least respond to changes in the mileaux

and that attitudenally relevant behavior, in this case alienation,

seem specific to situation a fact that requires behavioral observa-

tions oiler an extended period of time and a variety of social

contexts. Little similarity was found between the attitudes of friends

and parents as` measured by the TOS. However a discrepancy between

the mother's evaluation of her son and the son's self-evaluation

was found to be predictive of the son's psychiatric impairment.

This discrepancy or disagreement may be a.measure of 1--ily milieu

which is conducive to greater impairment.

One final study of interperSonalperception As-undertaken

to examine phenomena very relevant to the theory of social

influence, namely how do individuals insulate themselves from social

influence. In other words what variables affect the permiability

of their boundaries. Interpersonal perception was briefly examined

as a predictor of psychiatric impairment and as an important

filtering device for social influence.

This then was the research undertaken relevantto the theory

of social influence which is the theoretical underpinning of the

Sage Hill Summer Camp and Follow-up Program.

2
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IV EVALUATING RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS FOR DISTURBED

CHILDREN: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND A PROPOSED MODEL

A mayor portion of the project undertaken and reported here

was a review of the evaluative literature on residential treatment

programs for disturbe children and the development of a generalizable

model for evaluating such programs. The results of the exhaustive

review of the literature and the proposed model are presented in

Appendix B as a chapter, "Evaluating Residential Treatment Programs

for Disturbed Children" (Durkin & Durkin, 1975). This chapter

also appears in the Handbook of Evaluative_ Research Volume II

(G ttentag & Struening 1975).

Since the entire chapter is included in the Appendix it will

be only briefly summarized here. On the basis of the review of

the evaluative studies of residential treatment programs the

authors' categorized the studies into different types of evaluations

and discussed both the methodological problems inhk.ent in each

type and their substantive findings. The relative advantages

and disadvantages of each type of study were then contrasted. The

first group of studies reviewed were included in the category of

goal attainment studies. They included Goldenberg's. (1971) study

of the Residential Youth Center and a variety of follow-up studies;

e.g., Johnson and Reid (1947), Garber (1972), Allerhand et al.

(1966), Taylor and Alpert (1973). Generally little relationship

eL
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was found between "in house" variables and later community adjust-

ment. It appears that adjustment as examined at follow up was

related to one's community experience rather than to any lasting

effects of the residential experience. 'Thus follow up studies

prove logically and empirically to be a limited means of evalua-

ting the success of a program. Lehrman (1968) points out that it

is inconsistent for residential treatment programs to take credit

successes and to renounce responsibility for their failure

when children recidivate and/or do poorly in the community, i

to claim that failure is a result of a the youngsters' returning to

pathogenic family and community situations. This highlights the

issue of the irrelevance of post -discharge adjustment for evaluation.

Other limitations in follow up studies and goal attainment studies

include their relative inability to provide immediate and ongoing

feedback about the functioning of a program and their inability

to delineate the differential contributions of various aspects of

the program to the outcome.

The next category of studies was process evaluations which are

plagued by the opposite dilemma of follow up studies; namely the

irrelevance of in-house adjustment for past discharge adjustment,

No kman (1973) demonstrated improvement in behavior in the course

of residential treatment. Nelson et al (1973) raised the question

from a behaviorist's point of view by asking in effect; if the prob-

lematic behaviors are community based and don't occur in the insti-

tution such as relationships with parents, how can the institutions
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be relevant for treating these difficulties? In order to minimize

the irrelevance of in house behavior for kter behavior, they

propose a four step model of evaluation which delineates problema-

tic behavior before, during and after residential treatment and

consequently attempts to combine the advantages, while minimizing.

the disadvantages to both process and goal attainment type studies.

Another group of studies was categorized as system evaluations

which examine residential treatment in the larger context of the

community and its network of caregivers; e.g., Maluccio, (1974) and

Maluceo and Thomas (1972). Other system evaluations examine

programs qua social systems,,as in the studies of Folsky and

Claster (1968) and Polsky (1962). These studies examine the resi-

dential institution from the social systems point of view, with

regard to its functioning and the way it's organized to achieve

its various goals.

The final category,c evaluation was d scribed as "comparative."

For example, Street et Al, (1966) conducted comparative_evalua-

tion of three different types of institutions for delinquents. Such

a comparative study. is of practical significance when one is required

to choose between competing, programs. The problem,

finding meaningful common denominators on which to

Alio reviewed were a variety of descriptive studies,

(1960) and Hagen & Reid'(1952).

of course, is

ke comparisons.

including Alt
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One section of.the chapter deals with the conflicts inherent

in residential treatment vis-a-vis the "raising" and "treating"

of children in the same institution. Unlike adults, disturbed

children are being, both "treated''. and "raised. If adults -ha 4-1g

already been socialized to being adults, can succumb the ogent

illness of institutionalization, then children could be expected

to be far. more vulnerable to being socialized t- patient roles.

Pillivan (1963) described a study, of attempts to resol-:- conflicts

between treatment and childcare staff. A: variety of working solutions

that have evolved to deal with this vexing dilemma in the residen-

tial treatment are discussed, including Bettleheim's (1950) use

of the marginal interview, the use of the European educateui

model of child care (Linton 1971), and the use of behavior modifi-

cation. Working solutions to the dilemmas of "raising" and treat-

ing" children are used as a point of comparison for different

programs.

After considering the advantages and disadvantages of various

types bf 'evaluations of residential treatment programs for

disturbed children, a generalizable model which utilizes an open

systems perspective is developed. This model focuses on the

residential treatment program qua social system. The model identi-

fies the various goals of the program and the particularized means

for achieving them. Assumptions about individuals and programs

are delineated, as are both the subsystems or components of a program

and the supra systems; -e.g., :community network of caregivers and

2 L,
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family. The model further calls for the delineation of a variety

of critical intramural processes, including communication, account-

ab lity, decision-making, monitoring, coordination and support

of staff. Ways in which the model may be used in conjunction with

a goal attainment Study are discussed. It is argued that the study

of an institution qua instition is the most useful type of

evalu tion when one does not-have: 1) a randomly assigned control

group; and/or 2) an adequate s le size for either comparisons

between control and. experimental groups or multivariate analysis

of the predictors of success, etc. The proposed model is intended

to provide ongoing feedback about the organization and lends itself

to developing built in mechanisms for self evaluation. Typically

programs do not clearly delineate what their is are or how they

are organized to achieve them.

The first step in evaluatic and perhaps the most useful

one for a program is to describe and analyze it in detail. In

general,- the authors conclude that while a systems evaluation is

not a panacea, it is more fruitful to evaluate programs qua social

systems rather than to evaluate them in terms of their impact on

the attitudes, personality characteristics, adjustments and behavior

f their participants.

21,7,
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SUMMARY

The research reported here sought to ( ) review the

evaluative studies of residential treatment programs for

disturbed children with regard to their substantive findings

and methodological.issues; (2) develop a model for evalua

ting such programs; (3) develop instruments strategies

more useful for program evaluation; (4) assess the impact

of the Sage Hill Summer Camp and year-round program on

poverty and/or diSturbed teenagers and (5) to test various

hypotheses relevant to the theory of social influence, the

theoretical underpinning of the program. The p ogram itself

y be considered transfer experiment regardirig social

influence and poverty-relevant attitudes, personality traits,

and behavior.

In reviewing the evaluative studies of treatment pro-

grams, it was found that goal attainment, follow up, process,

and comparative evaluation studies all had inherent methodo-

logical and logical limitations, which ih the absence of

a randomly assigned control group, raised serious questions

about the usefulness of evaluating treatment programs on

the basis of their impact on people. It was concluded that

it would be more useful to examine programs qua,institution,

-i.e with regard to their organizational efficiency and

their optimal allocations of resources, etc. While not
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precluding other types of evaluative studies, a systems

modle utilizing an open systems perspective was presented

to delineate the program with regard to its various goals

and the way it is organized to achieve them.- This model

was 4esigned to provide more imMediate and useful feedback

to the program:and to develop and formalize mechanisms for

ongoing, built n self evaluation necessary for "mid course

corrections." Such a systems oriented evaluative study would

have ma ked advantages for example over a ten year foliov

up study of a program which few people can recall and is

undoubtedly very different now, from what it was ten years

ago.

The proposed model addresses such " common sense"

issues as how efficient is it to have the clinical staff

work from 9:00 a.m. to m. when the children are in

school from 9:00 a.m. to CO3: p.m. This model was used

both to describe the Sage Hill Camp Program and to provide-

an example of the model's applications. See Appendix A:

"A Model for a Summer Camp and Follow Up Program for

Poverty and/or Disturbed Teenagers."

In reviewing the evaluative studies of programs,

became clear.that there are major methodological problems

inherent in the use of highly reliable (in te -s of test-
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retest reliability) measures. While reliable measures are

generally desirable, they may be inappropriate for use in

evaluating programs by assessing their impact on changes

in attitudes, personality traits, and behaviors, etc. For

example, if measures of intelligence are relatively stable

over time how useful are they to assess the impact of

programs like Headstart?

Assuming attitudes, personality traits and behaviors

can be arranged on a continuum from those that are enduring,

i.e. least changeable to those that are ephemeral and change

almost capriciously, then art evaluator would need to select

traits and their measures with more intermediate ranges of

reliability, if one hopes to assess the program in terms

of its detectable impact on participants.

A major portion of this research sought to identify

and measure salient dimensions within .a domain of poverty

relevant. attitudes that are amenable to change. Change

scores at the_item level were factor analyzed for all subjects

on whom repeated. administrations of the Teenagers Opinion

Survey (TOS) were availabe. Using factor analysis as an

item selection procedure,_ scales were constructed composed

of items that changed together. The change oriented scales

were then compared to non change oriented scales, called

"taw scales," in terms of their psychometric r..harai teris cs
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and in terms of their ability to detect change in a variety

of matched T-tests and trend analyses of variences. The

results of using such change oriented measures were less

than conclusive except in the domain of alienation, which

the camp) program clearly.affected. The methodological limi-

tations of the scale construction and their utilization

in analyses of variences were discussed. It was concluded

that despite the lack of conclusive results, the work was

worthwhile in terms of its attempt to develop and use

measure sensitive to change. Suggestions were made to

overcome some of the methodological limitations that were

unavoidable in this reanalysis of the Teenagers Opinion

Survey data. The importance, vi s a via, programevaluation,

of developing such change sensitive measures and the value

of this particular approach were examined.

a similar manner, dimensions of change-sensitive

items of changeable behaviors were identified and measured

using factor analytic procedures. In the surer of 1970,

all youngsters were rated daily on 75 items of behavior.

In an attempt at process evaluation, changes in behavior

over time were determined, but found to be statistically

icant. However,` when the upper.and lower thirds

of c __pers on an alienation measure were plotted over time,
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as found that on three out of five of the behavior

rating scales the groups differed significantly. This

suggests that alienation relevant differences may be situ-

ationally specific and may emerge only over a period of''

time.

The theory of social influence, "Personality and

Milieu: A Theory of Social Influence" (presented in

Appendix C) argues that a portion of the stabilit

\personality is d c to the fact that individuals are in

- an ongoing adaption'to _. the milieu and'that these mileaux

are relatively similar over time. The impact of camp

particularly in regard to changes in, alienation was examined

as a transfer experiment relevant to social influence. The

emergence only over the -25 days of camp of alienation

relevant behavior was Similarly examined via a via the social

influence theory. The history of a:4 inability of paper

and pencil measure to relate to behavior was considered as

a possible artifact of looking at behavior at-just one

point in.time, rather than over extended periods of time.

In another attempt at a process evaluation of the pro-

gram, the Teenagers opinion Survey and the High School

Personality Questionnaire were used to predict, using step:

se multiple regression procedures, who would participate

and benefit from the program. The manipulating of the

pathways into programs was explored as a means to enhance,

the procesS: of self-selection and s to improve the
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matching of clients to programs. The ethical, methodological,

and practical issues in so utilizing self selection were

examined.

A variety of hypotheses were tested that were relevant

to social influence theory. While not considering cause

and effect relationships, the attempt was made to determine

if individuals with similar attitudes and personality traits

tended to "flock' together through a process f self selection.

this way they might selectively expose themselves to

JC A. influences similar to and supportive of their own

attitudes end traits. Based on measures from the T.O.S.

and H S P. Q. significant correlations of attitudes and

personality traits were not found between children and

their mothers, friends and sociometric cho oes in camp.

Over the period of the camp an increase in the similarity

between sociometric choices did not occur as a result of

campers becoming better acquainted. While paper and

pencil measures:were relatively unrelated to sociometric

choices, behavior was related to choiceE Campers more

often chose to work with the better workers. The perfor-

mance of the better workers was also overestimated by their

peers on ambigious tasks. CI pers,tended significantly

to choose counselors to work with who rated them positively
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on the more ambiguous behavior rating scales. In short

behavior was more prominant, than the relatively 1b,Arract

paper and pencil measures, in affecting the process of

self selection.

In a study of the similarity of 23 mothers' and sons'

'attitudes as Measured by the T.OS. , some interesting

relationships were found. Attitudes of mothers and sons

were not found to be significantly similar. However

a son had a more positive evaluation of himself than his

mother did, the degree of overevaluation, perhaps

grandiosity, was significantly related to his rating of

psychiatric impairment _by the camp staff. It was not the

degree of discrepancy per se that was predictive of impair-

ment but the youngster's overestimate or grandiosity which

may have been compensatory for the mother's more negative

feedback. The more alienated the mother was, the more

positively she rated her son, whidh may have been an attempt

to see her --e personal'life, i.e. her family as positive

in contrast to her role in a harsh, Machiavellian, and

disinterested world. That a stronger relationship in

attitudes occurs between mothers and sons than between son

and peers is of little surprise considering their long

and salient relationship.
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In summary the research reviewed the literature on

evaluating residential treatment programs and developed

a m imodel of p gram evaluations in general and utilized it

in evaluating the Sage Hill Program in particular. Change

sensitive measures were developed of behaviors and attitudes

and these were used to evaluate the camp program. The

impact of a change in milieu from ghetto to summer camp was

examined vis a vis the theory of social influence, which

was central to the camp's rationale, Finally a variety

of hypotheses were tested relevant to this theory of social

influence.
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it:PPENDIX A
A M0DFL

FOR A §UA1EER CAMP AND FOLLOW-UP PEOGRAq

FOR POVERTY AND/OP DTY0J1-012. 1 TEEFAGERS-

P.-del:Jaz Durkin

Each night, Nio,000 children go to Led in approximately 2,000

residential treatment programs in the United States. These programs

have a wide range of therapeutic philosophies and strategies vary

greatly in their success in achieving their therapeutic and other

goals. Given that suchsuch.a large number of Children continue to be

treated and housed in residential treatmentprograms, it is vital

thatkgreater understanding be developed of the creation and use
_

of therapeutic milieux. This chapter will seek to describe
^and

analyze in detail an open-system model for a combined residential

and community program.

This model is derived primarily from Sage Hill Camp in Montezuma,

Colo and the E. Gordon Smith Boys Punch in Jamaica, Vt., both of

which were run in conjunction with a year-round follow-up program.

This model was never achieved in its entirety in the course of the

various Sage Hill programs. It is a composite of various aspects

and experiences of the program and seeks to combine components

which were achieved at different times.

The propofed model is unique in'its attempt o utilize a short

term residential experience in combina,ticn with a community-based

program and in the nature and extent of its efforts to involve the

clients activelyin their own treatment and to gain peer group

support for therapeutic changes and goals. The model-is derived

in part from the theo1y of social influence and'personality which:was

presented in the previous Chapter.
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An open systems perste Ave has been chosen for several reasons.

From such a perspective, the plogyara can be described holistically .

with regard to its variety of goals and the particularized means

for achieving them, and with emphasis on the components of the Pro-
.

gram, the inter-relatednes of these components. A systems perspec-

tive has been chosen because it can also increase t -generalizabil-

ity of the proposed model to other systems and treatment programs.

Moreover, .it provides a more appropriate frariework for analysis

and evaluation of such programs than does an outcome study.' Inevi-

tably, an analysis such as .this de-emphasizes the life of camp as a

fun, satisfying and lively place and-instead overemphasizes the

social engineering aspects of the program, giving it an unreal,

manipulative, 1984 quality. The purely playful, social qualities

f the camp experience are, nevertheless, very significant.

An anecdote relevant -to the relation of social science to a

real life program occurred in the sumaez of 1968. ,,After being off

for a few days, a staff returned to camp an&said that he was as-

tounded how well the camp was going, considering that it was the

end of the session. It had been his experience elsewhere that to-

ward the end of camp people generally "checked out," lost interest,

and that things went poorly and ;r=ound to a halt. In.contrast, he

felt the campers were getting more involved and were enjoying the

camp more and that there was a grbwing esprit de corps, all of which

was, according to his experience, quite atypical. In response,

asked if he had read the proposal (which is similar to this chapter)

Which sought to explicate the camp milieu: He said with unfeigned

1.. See Chapter on Evaluative Re, ,rch for discussion of limits
of the outcome study.



surprise, "Oh, yeah, that's right, that didn't occur to me."

Clearly, he lost trackof the r3la.tionship between the day -to -day

experiences in camp and what he had read in the Grant proposal.

INPUTS

Inputs provide a logical place t begin the analysis and de-

scription of a therapeutic milieu. The inputs which are of obvious

importance for this model system are monies. staff participantS,

building material, food, land, time, medlcal care, and supportive

community services. In the case of the Sage Hill. Camp program, these

mundane matters proved to be critical at times and the lack of one

or several severely constrained the functioning of the program.

The goal here, however is to analyze the social psychology of

the milieu and the techniques-with which it is created and utilized

for'therapeutic pUrposes. These ideological aspects of the program

are often less clearly de= n60 than the more obvious and visible

inputs of moni. staff, food, etc. However, assumptions about

the nature of personality:and its relationship. to the social

psychological milieux are crucial inputs in the case Of a therapeutic

model and a description of theseaSsUmptions or inputs folloWs:.

ASSUMPTION 1:' It is assumed that such problems as the poveity

'cycle, drug addiction, and alienation- among youth,eetc. are a response

primarily to ongoing. social influences in both the larger environment

and the milieu of the peer group, etc. While for some individuals

these probleMs may reflect a personal etiology, for the majority of

the individuals, their problems represent adaptation to their environ-

ment, Thus, despite the fact that each individUal has a unique

etiology, these problems are best -regarded as problems of social
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deviance, in contrast to prob)ems like psychosis, neurosis, etc.,

which are better understood as "personal troubles" rather than social

issues (Mills, 1959)2 Obviously, such factors as environment,

family, and the content of one's culture play an important part in

the manifestation of personal disorders, but such problems are best

understood and correspondingly treated in a way which focuses pri-

marily on the individual's etiology.

The propoSed model reflects the view that the poverty cycle is

primarily the result of,the individual's-adaptation to a poverty

environment. Conceptualized in social influence terms, the strategy

of this model' is to create a social system with non-poverty or counts=

poverty norms which will promote and sustain psychological changes

designed to help the individual break the poverty cycle. The social

system seeks to be orderly, predictable, tolerant of individual dif-

ferences and to lessen the risks of failure. Such a milieu may

incidentally prove to be therape'atic for more personal disorders of

neuroses, psychoses,' retardation,, etc. For the,present,the model

will be made explicit only for changing poverty-perpetuating charac-

teristics. In addition to being an inappropriate approach in the

lOng run, "psychological treatment" tends to be inefficient and

expensive..

Mille poverty is basically the result of political disenfran-

chisement, this program starts with the assumption that a specific

group of youngsters can be helped to overcome the poverty-perpetuatinf

influences of their environment, and that they are amenable to

2. Non - poverty h differentiated from poverty but .does not
imply or connote,awhite middle-class type of social milieu.
It is intended tApply a milieu of one's choosing which is
different from a'poirerty milieu.
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erty social influences.

ASSUMPTION 2: The pary psychological cause of the perpetua-

tion of poverty is tha response to the lack of oppor-

tunity, disrupted. family life, ineffective schools, a demeaning

welfate system, etc. Negative relationships with poli e, teachers,

social. workers, delinquent gangs, etc., also effect feelings of

Passivity, rage, worthlessness, and futility which render the indivi-

dual less capable of taking advantage of the meager opportunities that

are available. The psychological effect of these debilitating expert-

ences also exacerbate the problems inherent in growing up

helps to perpetuate the poverty cycle.

tich also

ASSUMPTION 3: Unlike certain aspects of "core personality," the

psychological characteristics described here as poverty-perpetuating--

namely, specific attitudes, movivations, interpersonal skills,, and

cognitions - -are assumed to be amenable to current social influence

and involved in a. process of ongoing a,faptaion to the environment.

The following are some of the specific traits which are considered

poverty-perpetuating: impulsiveness, lack of consequential thinki

low-need-achievement, passivity, poor work habits, inability to

postpone gratification, etc. It follows, then, that if a counter-

poverty social system were created and made salient to

these particular psychological traits would respond to

in other words, the model seeks to provide experiences

g,

the individual,

the new 'ilieu.

which will

"teach" the individual the psychological skills necessary to free

himself from poverty-perpetuating influences. It should be noted

that the poverty-perpetuating traits are similar to those found in

the ':Sociopathic syndrome" and it,may prove to be a moot question whe-

ther treatment should be regarded as psychotherapy or resocialization.
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ASSUMPTION 4: ss disables many poverty-adaptive

youngsters from making a susL:,inea effort because it undermines

the long -term efforts necessary to bre% the poverty cycle. For

most people, the most realistic course out of poverty is assumed

to be along, difficult sustain ed effort at work and in school.

Impulsiveness is dysfunctional in that it leaves the individual

relatively stimulus - bound. It is often rationalized by belief in

luck, a desire to be spontaneous and uncommitted and the belief

that a change in one's situation is imminent. Nevertheless, the

impulse - ridden poverty-adapted youngster is in essence a prisoner

of his own impulses, since he is not free to choose impulsivity

versus self-control and perseverance.

ASSUMPTION 5: A common, not necessarily incorrect stereotype

of the poor, is that they are unwilling to postpone gratification.

A lack of consequential thinking, i.e., poor planning for the future,

and mismanagement of,cone's life in terms of long-range goals, is an

understandable response to an environment which characteristically

lacks realistic and attainable long-term goals and acceptable means

to achieve them. This situation encourages the pursuit of more

immediate satisfactions. Individuals seeking such immediate goals

are-not encouraged .to develop the strategies or the skills essential

to long-term planning and managing:of one's life, one's time, and

the resources, "connections," and opportunities which are available.

All of the skills inherent such managing and planning need and can

best be developed in a counter-poverty milieu which places a premium

on consequential thinking and management skills, and offers step-by-

step rewards and encouragement

.ASSUMPTION 6: In a broad sense, consumer education -i. e
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.learning to discriminate betveen reel opportunities and bogus ones--

is a psychological skill teat involves the exercise of good judgment;

for example, discr it inating between gambling as a serious way to make

money and the more midd?.e-class view of it as a therapeutic fling.

Learning cues about real opportunities versus bogus or realistic ones

is an important relevant to the poverty cycle.

ASSUMPTION 7: Inappropriate, over-determined and uncontrollable

anger, distrustfulness, disrespect and rebellion against any and all

authority are usually self-defeating for the individual. Many-indi-

viduals don't use their anger effectively and displace it to others

or turn it on themselves in destructive ways. Self-destructiveness

may be exhibited by telling off teachers, who can retaliate, by taking

drugs, risking imprisonient etc. Inability to understand, control

and use one anger effectively is often instrumental in continuing

the poverty cycle. Similarly, a lack of such interpersonal skills

as cooperation, trust, accurate interpersonal= perception may be the

result of poverty-perpetuating adaptations to a frustrating environ-

ment.

ASSUMPTION 8: The need for,nchievement--i.e., to demonstrate

one's abilities and personal accomplishments--is a motivation pre-

requisite to improving oneself and mastering the environment.

Poverty-adapted individuals have few opportunities for self-improve-

ment, and are consequently less likely to develop strong motivation

for achievement. The inability to persevere may again be a response

to the poverty environment with its absence of clear and present and

obtainable goals.

ASSUMPTION:9: According to the proposed theory of social influ-

ence, it is contradictory to assume that hp individual's life course



'and his adaptations to pov erty, drug addiction, delinquency, etc.,

can be changed by a brief interlude away from the poverty milieu.

might ,raise this question: even if such an interlude could change

poverty-perpetuating psychological characteristics, wouldn't the

individual quickly readjust upon his return to the old environment?

Such a criticism suggests that the individual is decisively adapted

and absolutely accepting of the poverty environment.

There is evidence, however, that poverty youngsters are encul-

tur ted in the values, goals, attitudes, aspirations, and behaviors

of the non-poverty world, as well, and that they do have competing

reference groups. Cohen, in his book, The Culture of the Gang (1955)

argues that disadvantaged boys are very much aware of the success-

oriented, dominant culture, partly due to advertising, the mass media,

the movies, songs, and numerous contacts or exposures to the non-

poverty world through s.thool, jobs, church, etc. He argues that the

vandalism of delinquents, for example, a type of group reaction-

formation in which youngsters reject the things they realistically

have little hope of ttaining. It is true that the very powerful

advertising industry beams many of its messages to the lesser edu-

cated and poorer segments of the population and undoubtedly this

effort does, in fact, disseminate dominant American - consumer goals

and values to the poor. The obvious concern with clothes, cars,

being cool, etc., seems to indicate that poverty-adapted youngsters

are influenced by the dominant culture.

Poverty youngsters have numerous other contacts, often un-

pleasant ones, with other. disseminators of non-poverty values:

the school. They may rebel against the standards that define them

as failures (Cohen, 1955) orseek to develop alternate means of



achieving economic success Wer

Cloward, 1959, pages 164 to 176

In any case, their partial uccepta -e of the doMinant success-

oriented culture is suggested by these studies and indicates they are

involved in a double approach-avoidance conflict with respect to the

poverty way of life and the success-Oriented, non-poverty culture.

If this is correct, then programs that seek to free youngsterg from

pages 131 to 140, and

the constraints imposed by a poverty-adapted personality have only to

shift the balance of the forces in this conflict rather than to re-

shape or create a different personality de novo.

The strategy of breaking the cycle thus becomes one of reducing

the valences toward accepting poverty and increasing the aversion to

it. Simultaneously, the valences toward the non-poverty way of life

need to be increased and the aversion to the non-poverty way of life

decreased. Someof these valences include the following:

POVERNY-ACCEPTING VALENCES

Some of the short-term satisfactions' of poverty, such as

emphasis on immediate gratification and hedonism, which are not so

readily or openly available in non-poverty systems.

2. Reference and membership groups which may function to

insulate one from a sense of failure.

a. Freedom from postponement. of gratification for the sake of

long-term goals and the concomitant risk of failure to attain these

goals.

POVERTY-REJECTING VALENCES

1. Defining oneself as a failure by non-poverty standards.

2. Eventual satiation with hedonism and the limited pleasures

of short-term goals.
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Lack of material satisfactions or rewards.

4. Impediments to self-actualization.

5. Isolation of conflicted individUals by poverty membership

groups. Those who are ambivalent about poverty mar be isolated from

the poverty milieu and seek acceptance in a non-poverty milieu.

NON-POVERTY ACCEPTING VALENCES

1. Economic success.

2. Personal success and achievement according to non-poverty

standar_

3. Self-actualization.

4. Greater personal freedom.

5. Acceptance in non-poverty culture.

NON-POVERTY REJECTING VALENCES

1. Failures in attempts to break poverty cycle.

2. Anticipated and realistic rejection on the basis of ethno-

centric F,Iccess-oriented standards, for lack of preparation for non-

poverty life, skills, education, values, demeanor, clothes, etc

3. Rejection by the reference group of the non-poor.

Summarizing the above assumptions about poverty-perpetuating

characteristics and the theoretical rationale for the proposed

summer camp and follow-up program, the following propositions are

presented:

1. A poverty individual's attitudes, motivations, inter-

personal skills, work habits, cognitive styles, etc., are aspects of

personality which are relevant to and have an individual etiOlogy;

mainly, those of the poverty cycle.

2. These aspects of personality are among those which are
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.most,responsive to ongoi-- influences in the social milieux, as

mediated by the individuel's reference and membership groups.

3. Poverty-adapted .individuals-h4Ve_dual membership (real or

imagined) in both the poverty and non-poverty Systems, and this

Creates a .double approach-avoidance conflict about these systems.

4. The nature of the Countervailing forces of this conflict

are such that the critical factors which affect the areas of per-

sonality,that are relevant to accepting povertyresult in a balance

that is to various degrees weighted toward accepting the poverty-

perpetuating life.

5. For those who are involved in a precarious double approach-

avoidance conflict, the imposition of new social influences can- be

sufficient to shift the net balance of valences in this conflict.

6. The changes that are induced during the camp experience

must be sustained and augmented in the year-round follow-up program.

This combined program can provide the individual with the necessary.

reference and membership groups while insulating him from noverty-

perpetuating influences and 'the debilitating effects of poverty life.

7. The camp experience occurs at the formative age of 12 to 16

years, or adoleicence, while the individual is still amenable to

change and before what may'be critical and irreversible decisions

are made.

In summary, then, the theoretically derived strategy for

breaking the poverty cycles is to reduce the appeal of poverty while

increasing its aversive aspects.' Simultaneously, the appeal of the

non-poverty life is enhanced while barriers to it or aversive aspects

of it are minimized.
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ASSUMPTION 10: Closely related to assumption 9, the hypothesized

double approach-avoidance conflict, is the receptiVity of the indi-

vidual to intervention in this conflict. Even when one is immersed

in a new environment, a vast number of defense mechanisms or, in

systems terms, boundary resistance, such as denial, rationalization,

selective inattention, etc., can filter out the influences of that

environment and prevent new liformation from crossing the boundary.

Only when the individual is receptive to new influences and informa-

tion,ire.they likely to be internalized. Kellman (1961) described

the receptivity of the individual as regards internalization of

attitude changes as follows:

. . internalization can be said to occur when an
individual accepts the influence. because induced be-,
havior is congruent with his value system. It is the
context, of the induced behavior that is intrinsically
rewarding here. The individual adopts it because he
finds it useful for the solution of a problem or
cause it is congenial to his own orientation or because
it is demanded by his own values--in- shart, because he
perceives it as inherently conducive to the maximization
of his values. The characteristics of the influencing
agent do play an important role-in internalization, but
the crucial. dimension here as we shall see below is the -
agent.i.s credibility, that is; his relation to the content.

This discussion of receptivity to changes in attitudes would

also apply to the other poverty-perpetuating characteristics, such

as cognitive skills, motivations, interpersonal skills, etc. A

program must therefore identify and address itself to the indivi-

dual's unique areas of receptivity and, insofar as possible; must

try to maximize the relevance of the new social milieu in terms of

the individual's unique constellation of traits and needs. There

are, of course, a limited number of such individually tailored

milieux--that is, treatment plansthat- are compatible and feasible

ithin one social system.



The above psychological aspects of the poverty cycle have as

counterparts, on the opposite side of the coin, the poverty milieu.

A look at this other side of the coin will be useful in devising a

counter- or non-poverty milieu

Poverty milieux have been studied and are characterized in a

variety of ways, e.g. Lewis' study of The Culture of Poverty (1965

Poverty milieux may also be characterized as lacking in economic

opportunity and as frustrating the pursuit of'long7term goals. They

thus encourage a belief in quick, magical solutions. Life is also

marked by a variety of economically- induced crimes and chronic

educational, legal, medical, emotional,- and family problems. These

in turn lead to brittle, unstable, and often antagonistic, inter-

persona relations.

In contrast, the therapeutic milieu or social system which the

model seek to create is one in which -the individual is treated in a

personaliz d way and one in which the staff are aware of the lndivi-

dual'-s unique needs, current situation, potential for personal

development, upward mobility, etc. The milieu strives to be coherent

structured, and, ideally, to provide satisfactions. In short, it

seeks to provide a bridge or stepping stone between the relatively

unrewarding poverty world and:therelativelk more rewarding (by non-

poverty Standards) non-poverty world.

The following strategies, techniques, and assumptions are also

inputs into the model social system,. With regard to the assumptions,

the model has been influenced by the work of Glasser and his work on

Reality Therapy (1965)

1) The individual is responded to primarily on a behavioral

-level with few inferences made initially about underlying psycho-
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staff are not provided with secondhand

information about new campers, e.g., clinical case histories,'pro-

bation reports- reports xrom various agencies. This type of informa-

tion is avoided to minimize the chances of unwittingly responding to

the individual A- terms of "professional knowledge" about him, rather

than in terms of the way he is currently behaving.

Prior to coming to camp, the camper makes an explicit commitment

to work. 20 hours a week on the work projects, to participate in the

group meetings, and to accept the routine of the camp. A visit is

arranged' prior to -camp so that this commitment can be made on the

basis of firsthand experience. In camp, he is:then held respOnsible

for these commitments through the use of reality therapy techniques.

Where this proves difficult, he is helped with problems that inter-

fere with his meeting them, such as poor work habits, difficulty

working with others, etc. Failing this, he may renegotiate them so

a6 to be more realistic. In all case- though, he is held to

mutually agreed-upon commitments. His behavior in regard to these

commitments is the initial basis for staff response to him.

2) Behavior modification techniques are employed and behavi

which is in keeping with therapeutic goals is rewarded; behavior that

does not conform to non-poverty norms is either- neglected or mildly

negatively reinforced.

3) While the focus of the eieryday interaction is current

behavior, At is assumed that individUals do-have feelings, that at

times they are conflicted and overwhelmed by-the- mad (reality

therapy aside) that there is unconscious motivation,- conflict, etc.

When: appropriate`; the staff use techniqUes- described in Roger

(1951) work o client centered therapy. Without making nterpre

tions
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'about the latent or 'unconscious meaning of a situation, staff simply

reflect back to the indivf.dual that he is angry, disappointed, or

whatever, in order to help him clarify his feelings.

These three techniques seek to promote self-reliance, .e., the

individual's ability to manage his own behavior and to keep his corn-

mitments. This is thejaajor thrust of the specifically therapeutic

effort and reflects the general philosophy of the model.: that the.
1 .

individual is capable of controlling his own actions and effectively

mastering situation's.

4) At times, individuals may be overwhelmed by their emotions

and anxieties so that they over -react in a situation that may or.i.ay

not b'd opriate. When possible .and useful, marginal interviews

with the individual are used. Bettelheim (1950, page 35) describes.

the marginal interview as:

. . a conversation between the participant observer

and one or more-of the participants. It is interpreta-

tive in character-but does not need to interfere with

the momentary activity of the group or the-individual.
The-purpose may be to clear up an anxiety that inter-

feres with enjoyment or participation in the activity,

or it may be to warn the child of.an unavoidable out,-

come of his behavior that he does not seem to foresee.

The talk may simply help him to understand the reasons
for his action, or explain a iiiece of behavior in

another individual that seems to have been misunder

stood,etc. , One characteristic of this type of
conversation is that4eile'it may cause thechange

of events, or the. child's viewlAlf them, it does not

replace the action;'the emphaSis'is rather -on their

continuing. without unnecessary interference. It should

-rather clear:the blocked channels of solitary activity

or, social interaction; but never. take their place.

In this sense it is ego-supporting becaUse it
bolsters the ego in continuing the now more -reality-

correct activity. .
It. does service for the child as-in

a'better integrated Child,. his own ego, would serve hifiL

5) - At times, -individuals may reach ih emotional'impassg which

cannot be worked through with the previously described therapeuti
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.techniques. At such times, a staff member may provide more formal

short-term therapy. Thi 'may Le related to such crises as a death

in the family, difficulUes at home, leaving school, or formulating

plans for the futu e.

6) Beyond these techniques, the closeness and the friendliness

of relationships with staff may preclude more intensive or psycho-

analytic therapy. Where more intensive psychiatric care is required,

the staff refer individuals to clinics, hospitals, psychiatrists,'

psychotherapists, etc. The program's connection with various agefloiss

provides campers with access to long-term treatment.

These ideas, strategies, 'and tech_iques are used intensively in

the summer camp program but also throughout the year in the,follow-

up program. In general, they emphasize current behavior,'conmlitme

and a structure which helps individuals to become more effective- in

managing their lives.

Another important area hf inputs or assumptions concerns the

participants in a residential treatment setting:

1) The major assumption of this model- is the de facto import-

ance ofpeer group influence in achieving therapeutid goals;

it is assumed. that social or interpersonal influence is the essence_

of residential treatment and that the therapeutic goals are best

achieved when both individuals and the group actively support these

goals. It is therefore critical that group support of these goals

be obtained.

2) Closely,related to the importance of peer groups is the

assumption that the individuals are capable and-that both they and

the programcan benefit from active participation in governing the

program. Giving campers an active "non - token" role in governing the
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C.le r partners in the therapeutic community

rather than passive arl. subservient ts. It is assumed that-

individuals are to degvee aware of their difficulties and every-

day problems and that ti=ey are capable of learning new ways of dealing

with them.

3) It is assuaied that poverty-perpetuating psychological traits

such as impulsiveness, free-floating hostility, poor managerial skills

poor work habits, etc., tend to be group-anchored. As such, they are

best changed in a group approach; namely, by involving the individual

in a counter-poverty group.

4) A trusting, egalitarian relationship is considered necessary

for achieving therapeutic goals. The staff scrupulously avoid the

role of adversary, as professionals are often perceived, and seek to

gain the cooperation and confidence essential to getting individual

and group support of goals. The line between being an adversary and

"pushing" clients to change in a non t read ening way is a fine one,

but such "pushing" of individuals can more readily be made non-

threatening in the context of a relationship of mutual trust and

confidence.

5) Adolescents are leery of verbal encounters with adults,

In an argument or discussion, relatively non-verbal youngsters are

likely to feel intimidated and be out - maneuvered. by more facile and

verbal:adults, and thus are realistically more likely to lose irre-

spective of the facts or the truth of the matter. It is assumed that

non-verbal approaches to establishing rapport aid developing relation-

ships are helpful. Only when rapport is es shed and trusting

.-relationships develop can effective mutual discussion and verbal

probletarsolving between staff and clients begin. In short, such
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verbal efforts are likely to cast the staff in the role of adversary.

The program is Spe ifically struestructured to f ilitate the development

of trusting', potentially therapeutic` relationships.

6) Giving a decision-making responsibility to a group of

adolescents poses a risk that is more apparent than real. Group

problem-solving tends to be a balancing -out or compromise process

and usually provides realistic and feasible solutions. When solu-

tions are not feasible, quick feed,-back can usually be quickly pro-

vided and mid-ctiVise corrections made to minimize the down-side risks

of group decisions. A group discuSsion of discipline, camp policy,

or planning of projects involves the campers in the!program and pro-

vides an opportunity to teach interpersonal and managerial skills,

consequential thinking, etc. Group discussion is also designed to

gain group support for therapeutic goals. It is often difficult for

more aggressive adult professiobal stiff to accept campers in such'an

active role and the group approach to decision-making provides a

safety check on the power of adults who may be inclined, on the basis

of their "experience" or "judgment" to impose their own decision.

7) It is assumed that internalization of social influence t

place most readily when the individual learns for himself from an

,immediate, concrete situation. That i.s, certain work habits, motiva-

tions, techniques of resolving conflict's are best learned when they

are elicited from a situation in which the individual is involved,

rather than .being taught,or lectured by an adult. Therefore, it is

the respohsibility.of the staff to try to place indiiduals in situa-

tions where they can learn. Furthermore, internalization is enhanced

when what is learned is positively, reinforced and proves instrumental
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.g. learning skills which

tunities.

8) It is vital t c'amper4 be matched to the program, be7

no program can be all things to all clients. A prOgraM that may be

potentially effective for some can be rendered ineffective because of

a mismatching; One way of matching clients and program is to allow

the process of self - selection to work. Individuals can be exposed-to-

theprogram and participate in it on a trial basis. This can be

accomplished be a weekend camping trip where the individual works on

the project and experiences it firsthand. Self-selection assumes

that individuals know what will be a beneficial experience for them

and that this knowledge can provide a more accurate basis for match-

-ing than paper and pencil tests. Furthermore, creating a certain

amount of selectiVe difficulty in getting into the prOgram can improve

-the accuracy of matching on the baSis of self -selection, depending on

the needs of the program and the kinds a d numbers of people for whom

it is designed.

For example, if the individual shows an interest in coming

rural work camp away from the city, it may indicate that he is at

least =bivalent abOut, his, city, neighborhooC opportunities, friends,

or even family, which would be_ prima.facie evidence that he is in-

volved in the hypothesized double approach-avoidance conflict. Once

the individual is accepted into the program, commitments are made (in

terms of the concepts of reality therapy) to participate in the work

projects and the evening meetings. These commitments are based on a

realistic examination, trial participation in the program.

9) An equally important input for the camp is recruiting staff

who are willing and able to enact the prescribed role of staff. This/

2
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tial setting for 24 hours a day and work-

ing. in the year-round foll-N-up Program. They must be capable of

identifying and reinforcing prescribed behavior such as keeping co

mitments, good work habits, resolving conflicts in evening meetings,,

etc., in terms of both-behavior modification and reality therapy.

Ideally, staff should be able to utilize the entire range of thera-

peutic techniques, but minimally must be able to use the techniques

of reality theriPY and behavior modification.

Staff must also be able to establish relationships with the camp

ers as a prerequisite to becoming influential in their lives, and

thig requirei that they be free from ethnocentrism and possess the

ability to lead unobtrusively, etc. (See Chapter Seven lbn Staff-)

A process of self-selection is also utilized in recruiting sta

Eventually, staff are recruited from the ranks of returning campers

in a "new careers" type Junior Counselor program, which is described

in Chapter Five.

10) An important input of this system is experience in effectiv(

problem-solving. The conflicts inherent in group living and inherent

in the components of this model may be regarded as inputs .in the sense

that they provide opportunities for teaching desired skills, such as

conflict-resolution. The work projects, such as clearing land and

building houses, bring people together and generate conflicts which

must be resolved.

A second, and similar input is the assimilation of "unsocialized'

or new recruits. In assimilating new recruits, the group can reinforc

its non-poverty norms and in so doing enhance group solidarity.

For the system to function, these two sources of conflict must

manageable. Specifically, projects must be both feasible and suffi-
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ciently satisfying to provide, the desired learning experience.

Secondly, the number and'diffculti s (in terms of camp norms) of new

recruits must be in an appropriate ratio to old campers and they must

be amenable to the social influences of the program in order to assure

that they are socialized to it.k Twenty percent of new campers of

moderate difficulty seem to be an optimal ratio.

These, then are the major inputs or-assumptions in the model

camp. The. processing of these inputs can best be described in terms

of the variety of goals which characterize the proposed system.

GOALS OF THE MODEL

The primary goal of the proposed model is the therapeutic one of

changing specific poverty - perpetuating - psychological characteristics

as to facilitate the self-actualization of the individual by freeing

him from the psychological constraints imposed by his adaptation to

poverty and from the constraints of the poverty milieu itself. This

primary goal may be described as therapy and/or socialization. In

this case, the distinction is somerhatarbitrary since children and

adolescents in residential treatment programs are:simultaneously

undergoing both, socialization to adult proles and treatment.

prom either. perspective, changes are induced and sustained by

g oup-mediated social influence. The /treatment might be desCribed as

a stepping-stone socialization from poverty to non-poverty milieux.

The creation of a group with non- or counter-poverty norms is a

proximal goal of the system.3

3. Inevitably, a detailed- analysis of the therapeutic milieu, which

As in essence an example of social engineering, implies that the
individual is passive to social- influence. This proposed model:-

is explicit in its use of social influence. The ethical'problem.

for those who are aware' the dangers inherent in such manifula-
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It is.assumed that by participating 'in this group, psychological

characteristics will Change in the direction of those which are. more

adaptive to the non-poverty world and that these-changes Will be sup-

ported and=sustp.ned by the group through the forMative and

important adolescent-years.

A proximal goal which is crucial to both the camp and the-f011o--

up prOgram is the(development of salient and trusting relationships

between the staff and the campers. The residential components of the

,model are specifically designed to*enhance the process of developing

relationshipp. The intimacy of the residential experience, itself

forces individuals to develop relationships. The ease with-which

conflicts are avoided in an open-ended community program is not char-

acteristic of the isoltited and relatively closed system of a'summer

camp. IP a person s:_angry or anxious about some incident, he is more

able to avoid resolving it in a more open system by simply not

...showing- up for a. few weeks until the incident is forgotten or at least

muted. such avoidance. of conflict may work it is likely to

leave him with the feeling that his acceptance in the group is con-

tingent on'good behavior and is thus precarious. .In the closed sys-

tern, the Individual is under pressure to resolve the conflict with

other group-members because he must liVe with the consequences of his

action. Once this is resolved, his acceptance by the group is experi-

enced as more secure. Tested, trusting relationships are necessary

tions, is largely a question of being candid about the manipula-

tions and their. purpose, which, in this instance, is to counter

negative, destructive social influences in the poverty milieu.
Individuals are probably just 'as manipulated and influenced by
theenvironment in their everyday lives. In the case of the pro

gram safeguards are built in with freedomof'choide, self

selection, and involvement of dampers in all decision making, et



for the program, and particularly for the follow-up community pro-

gram to be helpful and influential.

The other goals which might be included in the model are research

activities and an in-service training program for the staff.

PROGRAM COMPONENTS OR SUBSYSTEMS

The next four sections will seek to delineate the particularized

means for achieving these goals. rile the program is best under-

stood as an integrated whole, it will, for analytic purposes, be dis-

cussed in terms of its four major components: the work program, the

evening meetings, the Tunior Counselor program, and the follow-up

program. These four components contribute in different ways to the

overall effectiveness of ti program.

Cartwright (1951) in his paper, "Achieving Changes in Attitude:

The Application of Group Dynamics TechniqueS," described the criteria

necessary for a group to be effetive in changing attitudes. These

criteria are relevant to this model as they characterize the camp

group for the changing attitudes and other poverty - perpetuating char-

-acteristics, such as consequential thinking, impulsiveness, inter-

personal skills, passivity, etc. The criteria suggested by Cartwright

are as follows:

1) Members must have a strong sense of belonging to
the group.
2) Members must consider the group attractive.
3) The more relevant the group to the attitudes to
be changed, then the greater the change in those attitudes.
4) The group should be prestigeful to the members.

5) The group should resist change toward deviant atti-
tudes.
6) Members of the group need to share the perception
that the changes of attitudes are desirable.
7) Information regarding the changes of attitudes and
its-consequences should be shared by relevant members
of the group.
8) Changes in parts of the group create strains which
need to be eliminated or dealt with by a realigning of
the parts of the group.

For the.most part these condition do obtain, making
this source of influence-effective.
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1. THE WORK PROG 244

When a youngster con-4-0.t-
to work 20 hours a week h-

by design, enmeshing himself in a set of inevitable experiences which

will involve him in a therapeutic group and expose him to therapeutic

social influences. Work projects-have included building houses,

clearing land, maintaining roads, and building tent platforms, and

these entailed skills in carpentry, masonry, forestry, and plumbing,

etc. These projects were very explicitly described to campers prior

to camp, and they were discussed in detail in terms of the skills

required, the reasons for the projects, and the schedule of activitie

required. Campers chose daily which projects they wanted to-work on

in order to maximize the value of the project in terms of their own

interests, the people they would work with, and skills which could

be developed.

The work projects are not iir. ended primarily to teach specific

technical skills; this would often be premature for many campers as

young -as 13 and 14. They do provide exposure. to different types of

skills which in subsequent years Can be followed up by more specific

training, but the primary function of the work projects is to enmesh

the individual camper in a therapeutic experience which situationally

evokes relationships, behaviors, attitudes, and skills relevant to

breakingthe poverty cycle.

The following are some of the characteristics these work

experiences and the relation of these projects to the general and

specific therapeutic goals:

A detailed description of the different aspects of the program

and their rationale and evaluation is presented in the chapters

on The Work Program, Evening Meetings, Junior Counselor Program

The Follow-up Program, and Staff Relations (Chapters Three, Fou:

Five, Six, and Seven respectively).



1. Work offers a relative non threatening, superordinant

goal; that is, projects in which staff and campers work together p o-

Vide goals which engender cooperation, group cohesion, and working

relationships between the campers and staff which are prerequisite

developing therapeutic relationships.

Work projects provide non-verbal means of establishing rap-

port and circumvent the frequently inappropriate and often threaten-

ing verbal and "professionally" oriented approach, which is often

counter-productive with poverty adolescents.

3. Participation in working 20 hours a week provides the spe-

cifics for holding campers to their commitments, that is, involving

them in reality therapy. Of all the commitments which the adolescent
0

might make, work is probably one of the less threatening. Commit

ments to doing one's homework, for example, might prove more anxiety-

provoking, too demanding, and thus counter-productive.

4., Working with others provides the grist for therapeutic

discussion and problem-solving. In the way that the neutrality of

psychoanalytic relationships is designed to highlight inappropriate

or over - determined behavior by evoking transference, work projects

are designed to expose poor attitudes and work habits, interpersonal

difficulties, impulsiveness, a lack of consequential thinking, and

poor managerial skills. Involvement in a day-to-day work project

exposes and makes appropriate for discussion these areas of thera-

peutic concern. In short, work projects provide acceptable, concrete,

and immediate situations for discussion of areas of therapeutic

concern, and for experience in situational problem-solving.

5. Work is concrete, specific, visible, and made as intrinsic-

ally rewarding as possible. Positive experiences in both the long
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and short run are provided - Work projects are concrete l -n-

ing experiences, which_are taitailored to the individual's needs and

provide opportunities for e:Iccera-ement, praiser, and a sense of acco

plis.Aent.

Behavior which comprises good work habits, that is, positive

attitudes, cooperation, perseverance, initiative, and consequential

thinking,can be rewarded and learned in. immediate and realistic

situations.

6. Working in camp projects is presented as the way in huh

campers earn their camp fees. This takes thy: camp experience out of

the context of a dole and minimizes the resentment often evoked by

such charity. Earning the fee is designed to provide a basis for

making a camper's relationship to the program an appropriately

businesslike

"I agreed to

etc. Such a

to negotiate

proposition. For example, a camper can rightfully say,

work and I have earned

relationship_ in

effectively with those

the right to go on more trips,"

opportunities to teach campers how

in power, which is a very poverty-

relevant skill.

7. Such work tends to be a masculine activity and provides a

basis for masculine identification, while providing an opportunity to

boost one's self-esteem and sense of competence. Opportunities for

such experiences

lieu where the

in relationships

and rewards are relatively scarce in the poverty

rewards of being cool ,slick, tough, and exploitive

are emphasized beyond their long- and perhaps even

short-term potential to satisfy the individual.

In order to enhance the value of work in terms of the individual's

self - actualization and self-esteem, work must be tailored to the

skills, capabilities, and level of functioning of the campers.
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ject must be neither too difficult nor too easy. They must be both

challenging and man gea;,le to be learning experiences.

A good example of a work project for the new and younger camper

is building his own tent platform. It is relatively simple to build

and even if the project goes poorly, -the consequences are minor, in

this particular project, boys must jointly select the site, make plan:

for getting the material to the site, divide the tasks, endure one

another's istakes, ask for help when necessary, and cooperate in the

building, which may take several days. Other work projects are

similarly designed.

2. THE EVENING MEETINGS

Each evening after dinner, campers and staff participate in the

evening meeting in which infornat n about the events of the day is

exchanged, people are held accountable for their behavior, conflict

are discussed and resolved, ard, most -portantly, where decisions are

made about group affairs, e g., discipline, policy matters, propoe'ed

trips, work projects, etc. In short, the governing of _amp affairs

takes place in these meetings.

Throughout the year, meetings are held in order to plan follow-up

activities, to make decisions about nel. .;?mpers and staff , and to

plan the fc,,:thcoming summer. While, the Involvement of campers in the

governing clY! camp z.,,Yfairs is most visible in the more formal nightly

evening meetings, it also occurs oathe work projects, over coffee,

and in private discussions, etc. The evening meetings and the "demo-

cratization" the program in general is designed to be an integral

and indispensable part of the program and treatment strategy.

New campers are typically taciturn and aloof, and the meetings

have a forced cpality about them, with many "I don't knows," "I don't



care," "Do what you want," etc. Intrinsically, however, the meetings

are engaging affairs which cover a wide range of topics and sooner or

later become important to almost everyone. Individuals are frequentl:

called upon to explain their side of conflicts and brief answers do

not suffice. On occasion, the meetings go beyond discussions of camp

affairs and become discussions of personal problems. They regularly

evolve over the summer into being lively, exciting affairs where

verbal expression is given to the accomplishments, conflicts, and

problems of the program. Throughout camp, but most visibly in these

meetings, one can observe the processes of decision-making, communi-

cation, accountability, coordination of activities, staff support, an

monitoring of the program.5 The following are some of the functions

of the meetings as they relate to the program goals:

1.. First and foremost, the evening meeting is a problem-solvini

-ession for the group and for individuals. These problems include

interpersonal conflicts, discipline, group morale, assimilation 'of

new recruits., and planning and implementing work projects. These

discussions are a means of developing self-control, consequential

thinking, and managerial skills by providing the participants with

experience in using more effective problem-solving techniques. These

problem-solving techniques help youngsterS to learn more effective

ways of handling situations as an alternative to the techniques of

fighting, arguing, and avoidance.

2. Evening meetings are important to gain acceptance of group

decisions. Campers are more willing to abide by decisions in which

they have participated in the airing of the problem, examining the

For a full discussion of the processes, see Chapter Eight on
Generalizable Model for Program Evaluation.
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various alternatives, and reaching a democratically derived solution.

Such group acceptance is especially important when everyone lives in

a closed system with both the problem and its solution. In the meet-

ings, decisions are taken out of the context of adult - imposed fiats

and become needed working solutipns. This lessens the need for staff

control because individuals then "want to do what they need to do"

(Fromm, 1951), and thus provide staff support. Democratization of

decision-making enhances the salience of the group with regard to its

being a change agent, according to Cartwright'S (1951) previously

discussed criteria.

3. As a matter of policy, a strong stand was taken against

"duking," or the "ranking system," which is essentially the'estab-

lishment of the pecking order in which the older and stronger boys

rule the roost. Physical fighting was not allowed and was grounds for

being dismissed from the program. Alien as this was to the campers'

background, it was felt important to avoid physical intimidation and

coercion, which would undermine, if not destroy, the vital democrati-

zation of the program.

Fighting is a topic about which almost everybody is ambivalent

and anxious. One need only talk to a boy who haa moved to a new

school or a new block to know how tyrannizing this system is. leg

tie as-it is, however, it does provide a known, unambiguous, and

authoritarian structure where everybody-knows his place and the be-
_

havior required of him. When deprived of this structure and confront-

ed with the uncertainty and novelty of democracy, individuals often

bec anxious and resistant. The evening meetings and the democratic

problew-solving provide the necessary alternative means for resolving.

conflicts and providing social control. Difficultas the alternative
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is to implement, it is a nee scary-prerequisite to establishing the

identity of the group as distinct from life in the "duking" system

and by implication povertyperpetuating peer groups.

3. THE JUNIOR COUNSELOR PROGRAM

The model includeS a Junior Counseloi; program designed to main-

tain the involvement of older campers, to provide appropriate staff

for the camp, and to offer 'new careers-" type training. The Junior

lse1077 training program seeks to provide staff who are compatible

with the model, have a working understanding of it, and in whose self

interest it is to make'a long-term commitment to the camp and follow-

up program.

When an adult is hired, he is frequently given, because of his

status as an adult, conciderable responsibi/ity which may or may not

be commensurate with his unique skills, personality, or commitment.

Even trial visits and stress intery iews are necessarily inadequate

means of assessing his overall competence and assigning responsibili-:

ties accordingly. In contrast to this, the would-be Junior Counsel-0

is better known, having been observed mire, variety of situations over

the years. This improved screening makes possible more than an edu-
,

cated guess about his abilities. And thus he can be given r sponsibi-

lities which are known to be commensurate with his particular skills,

judgment, and level of maturity. This greatly enhances his effective-

ness_ while minimizing the disruption and difficulties inherent in

giving inappropriate .responsibilities to relatively unknown adult staff

Staff training is probably more effective when it is personalized

and can, be spread over the teenage years, rather than attempted in a

crash program for adults who are likely to be relative "strangers."

One can only expect to minimize the wnside risks of hiring poor
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staff. Even with the more accurate screening of the Junior Counselor

program, mistakes still occur. In the case of mistakes involving an

adult, however, one is faced with the agonizing decision of whethek to

fire him and live with the consequences of that disruption or keep him

and try to provide support and supervision. Supervision, unhappily at

times, borders on psychotherapy, which is time-consuming, inappropriate

. and, as it should be, resisted by staff. In contrast to this, the
I

close supervision possible in a residential program is, potentially at

least, therapeutic to the Junior Counselor, even though he may not

become a "new careerist. During the more formative adolescent years,

such supervision can be a therapeutic experience, since it entails

helping the Junior Counselor with problems of authority, in asserting

himself, and in developing interpersonal skills, etc. The time and

effort invested in his supervision has at least a greater potential ks

a therapeutic experience.

In terms of social influence, Junior Counselors can function as a

more effective role model for youngsters because of their similar back-

ground, which enhances both their credibility and that of the group.

The rationale and evaluation and experiences with the Junior Counselor

program is described fully in the Chapter on The Junior Counselor

Program.

4. THE FOLLOW-UP PROGRAM.

The residential experience of the summer camp is intended to

make possible a more effective follow -up program by providing a

counter- or non-poverty reference and membership-group throughout the

adolescent years. The time and effort prerequisite to developing

these relationships is made most effective in a relatively closed

system away from the distracting and diluting influences of the city...
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The follow-up progra., sustains the group throughout the- year with such

activities-as basketball at a gym, camping trips, parties, and various

work projects. While recreation per se may be of negligible thera-

peutic value, it does provide an opportunity to maintain group support

Social influence theory suggests ways to maximize this support. For

example, more social influence or support can be brought to bear when

two people are bowling and eight sit and talk, than when ten sit in

relative isolation watching a movie.

It was assumed that the harshness of the poverty environment,

combination with the dearth of opportunities, is the major cause for

the cycle of poverty. Given poor schools, inadequate medical care,

high crime rates, drugs, and often negative and demeaning. encounters

with social agencies, individuals are debilitated simply in terms of

having the energy, ability, and hope to cope with the environment, let

alone having even a minimal chance of breaking the poverty cycle.

While a small program is impotent politically, at least in terms of

changing environmental factors, it can help individuals cope with

these factors and mitigate their impact. Poverty individuals for

various reasons often do not have access to or use the meager services

available to them because they are often intimidated and turned away

by their inhospitable and/or ethnocentric reception. Because of their

prior relationships with campers, the camp staff are more able to

advocate with regard to the campers' numerous educational, legal,

medical, psychiatric, and family problems, etc. In addition to being

able to negotiate with these systems on behalf of the clients, the

program has developed a network of contacts and supportive services

-which it useful and more assessable.

The credibility and relationships developed in the camp also make
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feasible year-round follow-up work projects;le.g., tutoring elementary

school youngsters,

service programs.

and supervising of

apartment cleaning, and a variety of community

The organizing, planning, resolving of conflicts,

these urban projects might be precluded in the

absence of previously established effective working relationships.

In summary, the model is characterized by a high degree of

structure with the expectation and. responsibilities of the participant;

clearly delineated. However, its lack of ambiguity and its structure

does not preclude flexibility. Within a well-defined structured

situation, individuals are free to make their own choices and to pro-

pose alternative activities, work projects, etc. This structure

designed to highlight and to make dysfunctional poverty-perpetua

traits, while evoking more adaptive traits. Permissiveness and its

often inherent ambiguities and propensity toward charis was avoided

because it is often construed as neglect and responded to accordingly.

A more permissive atmosphere may be suited to individuals.comin from

a constrained and rigid system who need freedom to be spontaneous and,

to explore and develop their own interests. Such an environment was

considered inappropriate, if not destructive, for many poverty-adapted

youngsters because they lacked the inner resources to take advantage

f it. In order

etc., opdh-ended

ating and renego

available.

to provide opportunities for creativity, spontaneity,

opportunities for changing the program, for negoti-

ting co: it ents, and for just having fun were

INTRAMURAL PROCESSES CR FUNCTIONAL PREREQUISITES

Intramural processes occur within a small, democratic group,

which interacts frequently and intimately and consequently does not
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need formalized chamels of communication or a hierarchical structure

for accountability, decision-making, and coordinating of activities.

The processes of communication, accountability, decision-making,

monitoring, and the coordinating of activitios or.

and frequently in the evening meetings.

g roup requires that the functional prerequini

conspicuousl,;

rning of the

La met; i.e., that

people communicate, make decisions, hold others -uutable, and

enforce norms.

Accountability or social control is achieved partly by motivating

the campers to want to enforce camp norms. The ways in which indivi-

duals are motivated to.be self-regulating, cooperative, etc., are

described in the model. Voluntary self-regulation lessenS the role of

the staff and provides support. to the staff. By implication, the way

in which individuals are motivated to enforce camp norms is the way in

which the functional prerequi_ites are finallyachieved; that is, wit

the exception of the process of internalization.

THE PROCESSES OF INTERNALIZATION

The attempt was made to devise a social structure which would

engender a social milieu designed to evoke and support non-poverty-.

adaptive skills, motivations,,attitudes, etc. In order that these

new traits and ways of behavior bec'ome internalized, it was suggested

that the group be kept together in a year-round follow-up program.

The next question that is immediately raised concerns the little-

understood proCess of internalization, i.e., if being immersed in this

non-poverty group leads to changes, can these changes be more perma-,

neat than temporary adaptation to any other environment? What are the

mechanisms of internalization by which changes become functionally

autonomous? (Aliport, 1967.)' Partial answers to these questions
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are suggested by the following propositions:

(1) Learning theory proposes that people learn, that is, inter-

nalize a-history of reinforcement- -and that once certain behavior has

been positively reinforced, it will tend to recur as the individual'

seek out the reinforcement. Thus, the more rewarding (in terms of

the schedule and nature of reinforcement) that non-poverty behavior

becomes, the more the individual will tend to seek out such rewards.

In short, a propensity--i.e., reinforcement history-011 become

internalized.

) Participation in all phases of decision-making helps the

individual see the context of the factors leading to a specific prob-

lem and decision. He thus tends to accept, which may mean internalize,

decisions in which he has participated; that-is, once he has perceived.

the problem, examined the evidence, explored alternative solutions

assigned priorities, and sought the acceptance of others for that

decision.

(3) Situational learning lends itself to _n ernalization because

of the way it evokes the active participation.of the person while

simultaneously avoiding the often negative effects of an outside

teacher. People tend to believe, i.e., internalize, conclusions based

on their own examination of the situation, marshalling of evidence, and

drawing of conclusions. In other words, people tend to believe what

they have discovered for themselves.

(4) Identification is a process in which youngsters, including

adolescents, tend to model themselves after adults or significant

others and to take on their characteristic behavior, values, habits,

demeanor, philosophies, Weltanschauung, etc. The exposure of 13-15

year-old campers, many of whom have had relatively few significant

2'7 c.;



others, to competent, accepting staff facilitates the internalization

of non-poverty values which these models espouse.

(5) Closely related to the process of 'identification is tha

social nation for adult roles. Poverty-related traits, such as 'work

habits, consequential thinking, impulse control, etc., tend to be

traits learned after infancy and childhood. Thus, socialization over

adolescent years in the program can be regarded as an instance of

internalization.

On the basis of these ideas, this proposed model assumes that

internalization of non-poverty values, behavior, and skills occurs:

(1) when the conditions for receptivity or internalization, as dis-

cussed by Kell an (1961), obtain; (2) the attributes of the group,

as discussed by Cartwright (1951), also obtain; and (3) the new

values are instrumental in the life of the individual. These three

conditions are maximized in the proposed model, and thus lead to-

more permanent changes, i.e., internalization.

OUTPUTS

The more tangible, but therapdutically less important, outputs

include houses, built, land cleared, roads built, food consumed, and

monies spent, etc. More important and more difficult to evaluate are

the chhnges in personality traits evoked and sustained-in the camp
J

and follow-up program._ The primary goal and thus hoped- -for output

of the model is changes in poverty-perpetuating attitudes, motivations,

interpersonal skilisi i:e., psychological traits necessary to allow

the individual a freedom of ,choice between a poverty and non-poverty

way of life. The participation of an environment free from the con-_
straints of imposed poverty, to the extent to which it provides an

intrinsically or existentially satisfying experience during the
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adolescent years, can bring about these changes, which are then sup-

ported by the other vital Output, a non -o rty peer group during and-

over the adolescent years.

An output which does provide important feedback to the program

is the effect individuals have'on their environments and milieux.

'While the camp program seeks to insulate individuals from poverty-

perpetuating environments, the individual generally returns to that

environment and both affects and is affected by lt. As a result of

the year-round follow-up program we have been able to see how in some

instances the program had affected the environment in that campers

related. differently to it. For example, one youngster complained

that even though he wanted to stay out of trouble many of his contacts
,

pushed him back into delinquency. Teachers treated him as'if he were

still delinquent; girls wouldn't go out with him because of his

former behavior; etc.

In the camp he had been helped to deal with these pelf- fulfilling

prophecies through instruction in the art of meta-communicating, i.e.,

he was instructed to po'' out to these people how they were pushing

him deeper into delinquency and how this contradicted their respon-

sibilities as policemen, ,teachers, etc., and was thus a double bind.

In this way, he sought to alter the feedback that he was getting

from the larger system.

In another instance, a camper was helped to avoid the delinquent

influences of his former gang not by telling them of his intention to

go straight, which would have gmerated great social pressure to

return to delinquent activities. Instead, it was suggested tha

profess a desire to go along on the gang's "capers" but to stvta that

he feared he Would endanger the ga.ag because he knew the pol!,co were



watching him. In this way he affected his milieu. This constitutes

a significant output.

Another important output is the altered relations with campers,

friends., and family resulting from program-induced changes. Some

programs such as Job Corps Centers have deliberately sought to isolate

the individual from his family and friends. Programs that seek to

drive such a wedge between the client and family on the basis of a

priori assumptions about the negative influences of family and friends

sometimes find it counter-productive in terms of maintaining the in-

volvement of the individual. Given the inability of the program to

compensate for family and friends, and the inherent, risks of upward

mobility, the individual may with considerable justification opt for

retaining the support and alliance of family and friends.

Where youngsters choose to involve family and friends, the model

program also seeks to gain their support through a parents? Board of

Advisors, family camping trips, and the year-round activities. A

change in poverty-perpetuating characteristics on the part of even one

family member will have important ramifications for the family, school

and community-systems which must be considered and dealt with.

Another important output is the education of both the professiow

staff and the Junior Counselors. The model seeks to provide an oppor

tunity for staff, particularly professional staff, to relate in an

intimate and egalitarian way to poverty and/or disturbed youngsters.

This experience is intended to improve their professional skills by

providing an experience very different from that of more professional

ethnocentric, and authoritarian residential and community programs.

Another output is the social psychiatry research conducted in th

program.



These, then, are some of the outputs of the model. Some provide

feedback for the camp and other systems and some, changes in person-

alities and the creation of non-poverty groups, provide data for

evaluatiA; the program in -terms of its achieving its proximal and

long-range goals.

THE. ROLE OF THE STAFF

When the objective of group support of non-poverty norms is

attained, staff responsibility is proportionally reduced. During the

impleftentation of the model, they play a crucial role. It is the

responsibility of four or five staff members, with the aid of return-

ing youngsters, to assimilate new participants into the program while

ensuring the maintenance of the norms and social structure of the grow.

Working in a ratio of one staff member to four or five older campers

and one new camper, they must effectively. .earry out their role. Their

job is difficult for their success de)ehds more on their personal

credibility, persuasiveness and .1.1 as a model rather than on

structured authority. The fine l.e etween being influential but not

authoritarian is essential for establi-hing relationships that are

characterized by mutual

are allowed to che

tru t and concern. To facilitate this, camper

If me bel's with whom they

accompany on trips or other P.ctivities.

want to work,

The staff must be able to utilize reality therapy and behavior

modification techniques', which entii hol ding indt7,Jouals to their

commitments, discerning and rewarding good work habits, consequential

thinking, and effective conflict resolution; they must %now how .to

disregard or negatively reinforce impulsiveness, uncontrolled aggres-

sion, or other poverty-perpetuating traits.

In zumniary the role of the staff is to create, maintain, and
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toward entropy, that is

and poverty values. They

to the pervasive conflict
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iy social milieu in the face of pressure

pressur, toward chaos, disorganization,

must continually develop working solutions

and dilemmas inherent in residential treat-

ment and community programs. By implication their role has been

described in the section on the work program, meetings, Junior Coun-.

Selor program, and the year-round program. Further -dis_ ssion of the

many difficulties faced by staff is presented in the chapter on role

of staff.

THE ROLE OF THE DIRECTOR

The role of the director is to provide and organize and make

available the necessary inputs of money, staff, campers, resources,

therapeutic assumptions, etc. The director is responsible for holding

staff/and campers to their commitmen to carry out 1the prescribed

roles necessary for achieving and maintaining the model. He must con-
/

tinUally monitor the functioningof the program to determine the

extent to which the model is being achieved'. He may be required to

provide feedback for midcourse corrections, His function is, in sum

to oversee and facilitate the processes of communication, accounta-

bility, decision- making, and social-control. He sets the tone of the

organization and is responsible for orchestrating the various activi-

ties and components of the model in pursuit of its various goals.

It is the function of the director'to create and maintain the

previously described non-poverty milieu, and maintain the system and

resist the pressures toward entropy, in this case a more poverty-like

milieu with its chaos, disorganization, conflicts, and lack of

opportunity to learn non-poverty skills. The change toward entropy

in the absence of negentropy or system maintenance is describdd by
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Miller (1969). He desci'oes tl e melting of an :Lee statue of the

patron saint of a-Puerto Rican fiesta . In the abs

ture, i.e., system maintena. the statue lost fc,1

of low ter p

melted

the

thera-

toward water, i.e., its implicit state, ent.topy. It

function of the director .to create, monitor, and maintai

peutic milieu of the camp and follow-gp program.

THE ROLE OF THE CAMPERS

The role of the campers can be 'delineated in terms of the

functioning of the program. The model requires that a sufficient

proportion of the campers support the non poverty norms of the camp.

Specifically, they must keep their commitment to work 20 hours a

week, participate in goVerning camp- affairs, cooperate in decision-

making, etc. The way in which they are motivated to do this, support

camp norms, through work projects, evening meetings, and the follow-up

program, is described in the model.

Once sufficient numbers of campers accept these norms and their

responsibility in enforcing them, then the critical processes of com-

munication, decision-making, accountability, etC. , will be assured of

occurring because these processes are prerequisite to the group

functioning as a democracy; i.e., the overall democratization of the

program ensures that campers will "want to do what they have to do"

(Fromm, 1951). luntary acceptance and enforcement of camp norms

results in Monitoring and self-regulation of the systems. When there

is less group support, the Staff and director must be more assertive

in enforcing the non-poverty norm

ALLOCATION. OF RESOURCES

Few cons ru 4.on projects could compete in terms of inefficiency



with the work program of the model. Only when work is viewed as a

therapeutic experience is efficiency approached.. In terms of the-

peutic goals of the program, however, the program from 'a! '1 the model

was derived is remarkably inexpensive,. The-model seeks to capitalize

on natural events for therapeutic purposes. The work projects are the

core _f a therapeutic summer camp and the natural visiting of friends

becomes a follow-up program. Thus the building materials double as

project supplies, and the labor costs of building the facility are

operating expenses of food, shelter, and salaries of the progr

the summer of 1966 in Colorado,the camp was built, all supplies in-

cluding a new truck, and campersand staff expenses for 6 weeks cost

about $8,000, not including the cost of land and a director-s salary.

At the end of the summer a fully-licensed facility for 20 children

was built and a salient group of teenagers and-staff formed.

The natural tendency of friends to visit can be stimulated by an

inv64stment of,S2,000 for 20 children, to the point of becoming a

follow -up program. No facilities are needed for this program except

for those available to the public, such as bowling alleys, °parks, or

a rented gym. In short, the model requires a modest expenditure of

monies for facilities. Other costs are for direct client costs of

food, insurance, transportation, etc. Salaries, when the Junior

Counselors are utilized, go primarily to the participants. In short,

a high proportion of monies is devoted to clients rather than admini-,

Strative costs, equipment, facilities, and professional salaries, etc.

Time, an important resource, is similarly invested in campers and

used efficiently. A brief interlude in the camp is intended to speed

-up --the process developing credibility-and relationships with the

clients which is necessary for the follow-up program. In camp, staff
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e is spent primarily in interactions with the campers,,. In the-case

of the Junior Counselors .staff time in supervision is more efficietItly

spent with youngsters rather than adults, as described in the section

on the Junior Counselor program.

In summary, a high proportion of the resources of money, time,

effort, food, and project supplies -- building materials--is devoted to

clients rathe- than professional amenities, bureaucratic costs, and

expensive facilities, etc. Both in comparison to other treatment

programs and in terms of resources allocated to clients, the model is

both inexpensive and efficient and thus highly cost-effective.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

This section analyzes the model and its place in residential

treatment programs. Some of the problems relating to implementing

the model will also be discussed, as will the model's relevance for

.

breaking the poverty Cycle. Finally, the suitability of the model for

use in residential programs geared to treat individuals with more

personal psychological disorders will be examined.

This model is an example of a generalizable conceptualization of

a residential treatment-program. 6 It seeks to make explicit the basic

ingredients and structural arrangements of all residential treatment

programs by utilizing the concepts of input, outputs, goals, roles,

sub-systems, and functional prerequisites or processes. It provides

a framework which can be utilized for describing or analyzing any

residential treatment program. Beyond this, it seeks to make as ex-

plicit as possible the rationale, assumptions, and workings of resi-

6. For a detailed esentation of the generalizable mofel for
delineating, analyzing, i.e., evaluating residential treatment
programs for children, see t ter on program evaluations.
This chapter has to a large ex 4t t J:ollowed that outline and/or
covered topics presented Jr 1161



--dential treatment program. Beyond this it seeks to make as explicit

as possible the rationale, assumptions, and workings of a residential

treatment and follow-up program specifically designed to help indivi-

duals break the poverty cycle.

Given an explicit description of a program and its functioning,

one can then proceed to evaluate the program in a dual sense, First,-

one can tell if the program is doing what it purports to'do, that is,

to what extent does the actual working of the prograi conform to the

model. Second, the model allows one to relate the intramural func-

tioning of the program to the achievement of therapeutic and other

goals.

In terms of the functioning of programs, this conceptualization

is helpful to program administrators and participants in improving

their awareness of the program as an interrelated whole, and to see

their tasks as they relate to the whole program. Better clarity of

function and goals can only help ve residential treatment.

Regarding treatment, the model is useful in that it can be used

to compare various programs. Cross-program comparisons can provide

insight into the nature of milieu therapy.

Turning now to the content of the model, that is, the particular

program used as a model, it is of relevance to major trend resi-

dential treatment programs are becoming involved in community-based

programs and participants in these programs are having an increasing

voice in the governing of program affairs. This particular model

emphasizes both these aspects.

The model is especially appropriate for mall,- diversified, idio-

syncratic programs. The numerous efforts being made to revamp large?,

impersonal, total institutions may not prove feasible. Rather than

2[4.)
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trying to make these bureaucratic institutions "like _ me," a better

investment might be to incl'ease the numbers of small, diversified

Programs, which can be tailored more readily to the idiosyncratic

needs, goals, and styles of both staff and clients. To be:effective,

therapeutic relationships are supportive, friendly, and require that

the advice ofNthe "therapist" be trusted and accepted. There are

many paths to these therapeutic goals, i.e., equifinality) and a smal]

program may allow greater flexibility for staff of differing styles tc

utilize a variety of means with hich they are most Umfortabl

i.e., equicausality, to achieve their therapeutic goals.

Doubtless there are many people working in hospitals, residentia:

programs, and State Training Schools who feel cramped and frustrated

by the rigidities of uniform, mass-off05ft-d institutions.
Doubtless-

there are those who, like my wife and myself , have thought of startint

their own programs but for whom this was impossible for financial and

other reasons. The proposed model offers a plan for gradually devel-

oping a small residential treatment program. If the organizers and

participants start with small facilities suited for rugged outdoor

camping, it is possible to. develop over the years the facilities,

monies, and support necessary for a year-round operation. In this

way, a small summer camp and follow-up program could provide the

opportunity. lor indiViduals to develop their own programs suited to

their own needs and "styles." This, in the long run, may be the most

efficient approach to residential treatment. Care should be taken

in selecting a site and finding support that does not preclude

eventual expansion into a group home or a year-round program. Also,

it is vital that funding be secured through a source committed to lon

term support, which is often regarded as thundane, rather than througi.

26D



seemingly capricious seed-money grants and demonstration projects.
--N

A non-poverty group such as we have described here can be brought

about in a variety of ways. In the model, was suggested that a

combination of the work pr6gram, evening meetings, follow-up progral

and Junior Counselor program, would develop such a group. At any

given time during the seven summers of the camp program, one aspect

-of.the program might be more important thaft another in promoting and

developing the group. Originally, the summer of 1966, the work

project was the important factor in creating a viable group. In the

summer of 1967, the evening meetings asumed greatest relevancy, while

in 1968 the year-round follow-up program was most pertinent to the

group.

In implementing the program, problems were encountered which did

not occur in subsequent years. The actual building of the projects

and the evening meetings were ways to speed up the process of creating

salient. peer group interaction. At this point also, it was necessary

for the staff to take a more active role and to exert more influence
%

in camp affairs. This was facilitated by having the staff work with

small groups of youngsters. Once the group is firmly established and

seoure, staff can be less assertive in maintaining the group. In

other wordy as the campers began to absorb the new norms of coopera-
,

tion, non-aggressiveness, etc., the staff can become less obtrusive.

This is an important consideration for residential treatment in

general. If staff fail to gain the active cooperation or, even worse,

if they become the adversaries, of the peer group, their job becomes

almost impossible.

Two approaches to a summer camp are possible. In one situation,

the summer camp is used to start a year-round program. Campers who

initially do not know each other come t gpther, build a summer camp,



and then are followed-up throughout the year. In the second situation,

an existing program may seek to increase its salience to the partici-V
pantsby deVeloping a summer camp.

These two alternatives offer two different sets of, difficulties

in implementing the program. In the first, where youngsters do not

know one another, a potentially volatile situation exists. the

poverty environment's "ranking" system based on who is toughest and

strongest will be in effect. The vying for leadership positions may

accentuate delinquent norms and authoritarianism, on the part of

campers and staff alike, which are counter to the therapeutic norms.

One advantage of such a new and fluid situAtzton, however, is that

since youngsters do not know one another,' they are more open to the

imposition of new group norms. Staff can initially,be effective in

creating different norms to which people are assimilated, instead of

the individuals simply. reasserting the norms of thtlir poverty refer-
/

ence groups. In the fluidity of such a situation,'it is important

that there be some project or leadership which will bring the young-

sters together around the new goals. For example,: building facilities

from scratch is a very tangible project which canlprove constructive

in both the literal and figurative sense.

If the group is comprised of hard -core, delinquent, drug -using

youngsters, the problems of imposing non-poverty norms are obviously

more difficult than if the group is made up of individuals whose

acceptance of the poverty norms is more tenuous. Possibly, question-

naires could be designed to assess the nature of the hypothesized

double approach-avoidance conflict or the precariousness of the

balance toward accepting the poverty life; or one can allow self-

selection to work. We employed this technique in the first year of
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recruiting campers for the Vermont amp. A documentary movie was

shown of the building. of the 'camp. During the course of this movie,

the 20 youngsters who started watching began to disappear--some very

quickly - -at the first sign of work. By the end of the movie, only

three or four youngsters remained whop did come to camp and Who b_ ne-

fited from the program.

One can also control the inputs to the program by acce,p7 g

individuals who will be easier to work with, who a:e self-scz _nod,

by making it more. difficult to get into the program.

In the second approach, one takes a group of youhgsters who

already haVe working relationships with each other and attempt to

,develop a residential program. Once the group has been established,

the numbers of new participants admitted to the group must be moni-

tored so as not to overwhelm the existing group. In Colorado in 1967,

a small group of original campers was overwhelmed, by a large number

of new', delinquent campers. Delinquent norms initially prevailed with

thd campers jockeying for position, and where there had been friendly

and cooperative attitude among the original campers, they now had to

prove their toughness and "rank others. The evening meetings eventu-

ally resolved these Conflicts and more non-poverty norms evolved.

However,. in the summer of 1969, original participants were inundated_

by new and unassimilated campers with the result that the program

broke down: the work program and evening meetings were relatively

ineffective and the Junior Counselors powerless.

The percentage of new youngsters that can be assimilated,depe ds,

of course, on the predisposition or receptivity of the new partici-

pants to non-poverty norms. With not -too- difficult individuals,

about 20 percent seems to be a reasonable working-number-. -In-fact,

2'
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the assimilation of new or naive campers may function to strengthen

non-poverty norms when returning campers begin to socialize the new

recruits to the program: the.experien ed youngsters proselytize f

non-poverty norms and in this way also strengthen their own commit

to these norms.

"Where new people are brought- in,- it is important to introduce,

them to the group after the original group has been together for a

shortperiod of time, during Which they can reaffirm their own Commit-

ments It is also suggested that each new person have someone assigned

to him as a "buddy" and that. the new individuals be/dispersed among

the more effective-and more committed of the older ones. Assimilation

of recruits can be facilitated by introducing them to the group during

the year-round follow -up program where they can ease into the program.

Trial-visits and weekend camping trips can also be arranged.

Onefinalalbeitrather'unorthodoxtechnique of assimilating

youngsters hit upon at the Colorado camp, which is located 11,000

feet above sea level. It was found that when the staff got to the

camp site several days befbre the campers, ey were acclimated by',the.

time the campers arrived. And the staff discovered that during those

initial days, campers were, for lack of oxygen, less resistant and

less energetic and thus more receptive to assimilation to'both the

group and the non - poverty norms.

CRITICISMS OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

The appropriatenesS of a rural camp setting for urban youngSters

has been questioned. Certainly, in terms of job training, rural work

may lack relevance. Hut, then, the purpose of the work projects is

not to help the youngsters acquire job skills (although this may indeed

'occur as a fringe benefit) but to use work as a way of creating group
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involvement and stablishing new norms.

It is intr-Aguin to t about the possibility of this 'edel

operating in an urban context: could work projects be found? Could

the distracting .and megative influences of the city be overcome or

avoided? Clearly, such a program ought to be considered.

A much more important criticism of the 'rogram, which might be

termed a radical or political critique, would be formulated as'follows:

Poverty is best understood as ultimaty a poverty of political

power with the concomitant inability to wrest one's fair share of tax

benefits, subsidies, social services, rights, etc. Given-political

and, hence, economic disenfranehisement, individuals are caught in

circumstances beyond their control. This results in the "symptoms" of

psychological poverty-perpetuating characteristics.

A psychological or treatment approach to',the poverty cycle incor-

rectly plaCes the blame or the responsibility,on the victim of poverty

and disregards the true causes. Furthermore, it tends to corroborate

the power of the establishment by "treating" or holding the individual

responsible. Practically speaking, a few individuals may actually be

helped by such treatment but this does little more than put band-aids

on what is essentially a social and political problem. Even if pro-

grams can be devised which are .non-ethnocentric and.are not affronts
a

to the cultural heritage of the participants, the psychological

approach is ill-conceived and counter-productive to the revoluti onary

or social change approach which is necessary to change the political

conditions that perpetuate poverty. The "treatment" approach may even.

siphon off and mislead potentially effective leaders of larger -scale

social change.

The section on Social Influence can be further criticized as

essentially bourgeois. The program is specifically designed to in u-

Z:'14
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late individuals from their communities and to provide a peer

group'- to sapport non-poverty non-community norms. Besides being-

snobbish, this evades the issue of leed for political change.

While this may be'so pare1t5 are in very real ways of the per-
...

nicious nature c-- -'t- influences. The program admittedly does,

in'effect, isolate indi aidul from their community and perhaps lessen

that community's chances for large-scale social' change.

In summary, while it is sible to help limited numbers of

individuals break the poverty cycle, it is an inefficient approach to

the problem and-necessaxily inappropriate in terms of the etiology of

the social conditions. In response to this critique, I would agree

.th:t service pr" -ra such as the camp program are to a large extent

:_rrel ;Pant to large-scale social change. It seems unlikely, however,

th..lt the type of individuals the camp services is likely to either

participate in a revolution or to derive any immediate benefits from

it. To critici-ze a service progran\from a political perspective is

thus essentially irrelevant. Turning the argument around, one could

ask the soci-al change advocate, "Show me how your revolution will help

a schizophrenic mother and an inadequate father with five children,

some of whom may be retarded or in need of special attention?" While

in the broad sense, a revolution might be helpful in providing re-

sources for tills fa ily, in fact, in the immediate sense and probably

even in the liSetime of these individuals, it would be essentially

irrelevant -- unless one is willing to say that the most judicious use

resources i to neglect the wounded and move on with the larger

j=uggle. In that case, it would appear that a service program would

neither contritute nor detract from large-scale social change.

Over and Above the problems of being poor, are the problems

2 5
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brain damage, poor health, retardation, emotional disturbance, etc.

These are more truly psychological and individualistic in their etio-

logy. The _odel of the camp and the follow-up program would seem

more appropriate in terms of services for such individuals rather

than for the poor in general.

In the course of the camp, many of the campers involved i- the

program would be considered emotionally disturbed or having high

psyCliatric impairment, including several schizophrenic, retarded, and

neurotic campers. While not providing an adequate sample for making

estimates about the relevance of the program for them, it seems that

it was helpful, if for nothing more than providing a coherent struc-

tured experience in which they could maintain a :tong-term involvement.

The techniques of reality therapy and behavior modification in

the proposed model do not preclue other types of therapy. One possi-

bility would be to involve participants in the program in therapy

through the year and to provide a residential experience with thera-

pists and patients alike during the summer.

The camp is probably most relevant to sociopathic adolescents and

it is these individuals who seem to benefit less from insight types of

therapy. It would seem that delinquency, and perhaps drug use, chiefly

reflect adaptations to delinquent norms or a social deviance. As such,

the social influence of the summer camp may be most appropriate for

these youngsters, since typically they do poorly in other types of

therapy. Robbins (1966) in her book, Deviant _Children Grow_ Up, has

shown, in a 30-year follow-up study that sociopathic youngsters do not

tend to burn out as had been suggested, but show chronic histories of

anti-social behavior, includiNg frequent arrests, broken families,

erratic jobs, drinking, poor credit ratings, poor military service, etc

216



In comparison to a cohort of normals and of other psychiatric patients,

remission of sociopathic behavior seemed rare. The need for treatwnt

of delinquent and sociopathic youngsters was ilmde obvious in this re-

.gard. Impulse-ridden yovngstars can be considored as much prisoners

of their impulses as neurotics are of their inhibitions. Even if

social conditions were lively to change, and more opportunities were

available, many of these youngsters would'ips unable to seize on them,

and most likely would still require treatment .

In socio-economic and political terms, this model may be J.: 'ele-

vant or, at best,,inefficient. In view of the dearth of services for

emotionally disturbed adolescents_ who cannot afford help, however, it

has very broad implications. Not only a e existing services limited,

many are also inappropriate for poverty adolescents because of their

ethnocentric approach or their ill-fated commitment of insight therapy.

These youngsters, who are the most difficult to treat, have the most

limited resources. As such, it would seem that the camp program and

similar pro6rams should be devoted toward providing services for these

lescents who, over Ld above their burdens of'poverty and discrimi-

nation, have psychological difficulties which can be treated. If we

have a commitment to the wounded, that is.

CONCLUSION

After reading what is unavoidably a mind - boggling array of facts,

the reader can undoubtedly have a greater understanding Of why that

counselor didn't make the connection between an intrinsically engaging,

exciting, and satisfying experience and an analytic description of

theprogram. Rather than try to summarize the myriad of details, it
Y

will 'suffice to say that the program was described in an open systems

perspective with regard to its goals and the particularized means for
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achieving. Similarly, tl-e supra- and sub-systems and their interrelat-

edness were presented, as was a description of various roles. Critical

or intramural processes and the allocation of resources were descri

Particnlar emphasis was placed on delineating, the vf.xiety.of assump-

tions or inputs concerning the nature of poverty pi r, t, tin psycho-

1 gicA4 traits and their relationship to envirin y 'F, .1_ Jal influence;

the role of clients in residential progr rls; nd n9!:ure oT thera-

peutic strategieS for impulse - ridden, poverty-ads acted young tors.

Finally, outputs were more briefly described, as were sore of the

pl,,;ations of the model for breaking the poverty cycle and the tre

ment f more personal psychological disorders.

The paper is unique in the explicitness with which it sought to

delineate a therl peu.ti.c milieu and how it is organized to achieve

therapeutic yeal.s. As an analytic description per se is evaluative;
.

arid it expli ss makes it possible to evaluate the program in the

6 -L,se of de ning the congruence between the actual programs and

the model. Cm, can ovaluate the degree to which the program achieves

its proxim:11 gcals. Spy J.flf:..a/ly. how often and in what way do staff

hold campers to reality therapy commitments or do marginal interviews?

st .ff-can, relationships peer-like and oper_ive? Does the

sumrhir camp generate relationships for the follow-up program as

measured by pers involvement through the year? In short, many

empiricalimea u es can be derived from the model to evaluate the degree

to which (proximal goals are achieved. With appropriate control groups

and outcoie measures it can also be evaluated vis a vis its-longterm

therapeutic and other goal In summary, such an explicit description

is helpful if not prerequisite o evaluating t'- program, in the sense

of,clarifying the way in which the program is organized and the extent

to- which it..achieveSits variety of goals.
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The model proposes a program that is unique in the way it seeks

to actively involve its clients in all phases of '-lie program. This

"democratization" of the program is in marked contrast to the more

authoritarian programs where clients are less invoj :Ted anq pezhaps

less influenced by the program. The model 51 also uniou,-., .mss

attempt to combine a brief residential experience with a community-

based program. It seeks to maximize the salience of a residential

program while avoiding the disadvantages of long -term institutionaliza-

tion and-isolation from the community. The model makes explicit one

approach to developing a program relevant to these two Major trends

in residential treatment.

One psychologist, commenting on the finding from the evaluative

study, remarked that the campers clearly felt less powerless, i.e.,

alienated. I responded that the best way to-feel powerful is to have

real power to control one's ife. This sensitivity and responsiveness

to the individual and group is inherent in the democratization of the

program, which seeks to free the individual from the constraints of

the psychplogical adaptation to irnpos'-i. poverty. This-freeing of the

individual or helping him to achieve self-actualization can be likened

to how Michelangelo described his sculpting. He said that he did not,

carve men out of blocks of stone but uncovered them in blocks of stone.
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EVALUATING'RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FROG _

DISTURBED CHILDREN

Each night some 150,000 children and adolescents to

bed in approximately 2,500 child care institutions, of which only

about 200 providetrcatment. (Pappenfort and Kilpatrick i96E3,

p. 450, 451). Of these 150,000 children, about 110,000 were

judged to be disturbed; of these, only 14,000 r about 13%

were recei ing treatment. The predominant service modality

for those who do receive treatment is inpatient care which is

lengthy and costly, with tratment ranging from $500 to $1,500

monthly in private institutions (Redlick,. 1969). In the recent

epidemiological studies of Langner, et al., (1969 large numbers

of children showing marked psychiatric impairment were found in

the community, with disproportionate numbers coming from families

living on welfare and from low income groups. Where these

children find their way into the network of caregivers, they

are likely,to be disproportionately placed as delinquents in

training or reform schools, in homes for the retarded or

adult wards of state hospitals.

While estimates such as the above are necessarily crude at

_1
best, it is obvious that there is a critical demand for services

in child mental health. In additl.on rto the cost of residential

treatment, its capacity to reach !only a small percentage. f,

the population, the shortage of trained personnel, and over

loaded facilities, there is growing criticism of the theory

and practice of residential treatment itself Maluccio and

2



The comparative and descriptive studies which we have

included in the category of systems evaluations focus on t

recurring problems and inherent dilemmas of social systems which

see to both "raise" and "treat" children; e they deal with

roles of child care workers or the integrtion of the raising

(enculturatio_ and treatment spheres of ;idential treatment.

Although the distinction between description and analysis of

social system ine one, the distinction has been made here;

according to the extent to which the description relates to the

"efficiency," of the res al treatment progam's functioning

a social system, its subsystems and its linkages with supra-

systems such as the community, family and network of caregivers,

etc. The more narrowly ptive works excluded from the

scope of this paper, such as Bettleheim'.., (1950), Redl and Win an (1°9

and oth have been adequately reviewed by MaIuecio and

Marlow (1972).

Ar will become e,- on7. In the course of tn our

own contention is that systems analyses which evaluate reside-tie

treatment programs qua in tution or social system are

pc; ;fntially of greater practical and tleoretieal significance

f _ the pr g_

t2,

tl outcome, follo -up, or process

1'allowing a

eva3uative studies, a gene

open systems perspective for

of the three cAtegories (DJ!

oval ative model using an

was in which residen-

tial programs are org ttlized to ae; their various goals

presented. Because .
t e limItaLl ns of goa ant.

re5eflych and be.caw;e of the prActleki and mtet e dal.c A1(11 problem

263



of assessing small residential programs, the proposed model

attempts to provide a framework for evaluating programs as.

social systems while not necessarily precluding more long

range outcome studies. The nodel is evaluative in that: 1)

it provides a comprehensive con =eptualization of residential

treatment programs which is prerequisite to experin ntation and

evaluations, as well as to dealing with the program's relation-

ships with other institutions and systems and 2) i.t examines

programs holistically and makes plicit the functioning and

relative contrcontributions of their subsystems The value of this

approach, given the diff §ultie s inherent to evaluative arch,

will become more obvious as other approaches to evaluation

arc reviewed.

Considering the already broad scope of this chapter, -a

variety of topics have necessarily been excluded,` FFor exaple,

it gees without saying that many disturbed children are placed

in correctional facilities

delinquency can be regarde

Cher than t

riminal

character or behavior disordei

facili ies,

ensc or ,

ction bar th- category of

delinquent, -ertarded or di turbe& is 'most

such va .iab1 s as i. jean

,delinqu,)

relevant to either the substant

]rely affected by

1, _sources eti, etc.

tie

reseidential

Ogr for

nly where they are

thodol iical considera-

in focus of this ter, the .eva7uation of

.disturbed children. In one



instance, ion for Treatment (Sureet, Vinter and Pc_ ow,

1966), a study of effectiveness of different types of

organizations for delinquents is considered as an example of a

comparative evalu 1

Similarly, the general h dological and practical problems

of evaluative research will not be considered in this cant

except where relevant to a specific study. These more general

issues and problems in evaluative research have been discussed

in a vari:ty of sources, a very few of which have been included

i- the bibliography.2

It should be noted that other authors have reviewed the

literature on c- lu tive research in this area; e.g., Shyne

(1973) , Gcrshenson 1956 Simon (1956) and. Dinnage and Pringle

(1',67). Generally those reviews do not fools on the problems of

program ev, on but where they do review ivo studies, the

will be dist__ d in the course of this eview.

Finally, numerous .readings on residential treatment have

been publish d, most recently those by WhittA3e and Tr_schman

(1972) and U, :!aor and flaberlein (1972). Where relevant to

evaluaticn, these, too, are cited, bUt in general it can be said

tha..r these leas,lings suffer from failure to be integrated around

dovnlopinq moOols of toatr- 'valor` ting the effect

s d programs or con ranting the inherent problems cif such

progra

anniversary,

pu :jlic w,ti in of papers celebrating Bel ief - 4.

-7 h Living by Mayer and Blur (1972) clues

ith some of these ,t-obicjils, such as role confli 1;c, e .perie need

by child care workel, and therapist,' in a r

25
tial



setting and proble ich arise in coordinating the group

living, education and _
erapy spheres of resid-ntial programs.

As prcqem-oriented book on residential treatment, it is

,commended.

GOAL ATTAINMENT EVALUATIONS

In their follow -up study Lander and Jchulman (1950),

express the view that the evaluation of the effectiveness of a

milieu, and by extension of a program as well, is more difficult

-than the evaluation of the effectiveness of individual treat-

ment because of the greater number of variables` in the milieu,

less a adequate theory about their therapeutic significance,

less knowledge of group dynamics and similar_ institutional in-

fluences upon the indiv' dual, etc. Perhaps because of this, most

evaluations of residential treatment programs have been descriptive

and impressionistic, which, as G
rsien.on (1956). points out are

prerequisite to hypotheses and to subsequent eXp r

Studies which have attempted to evaluate proT.:ams ate most

often goal - attainment studies, which have generally been of two

sorts. Some have developed specific measures of outcome, such

as work roco .d s, police ar_r.-est.s, changes in attitudes or

personality traJts, etc.3

tratogy,

gram's sue

f o l 10;1-

othc]:, porhap r more tor;Aon

study h seeks to me

qDr effectiveness bar looking at the

adjustment of the patientr, Sured by rcidly

0 tee) Evlluation

Go

a pro:-

gr

success.

cry's study, Muild Me A'Mountain: Ye th PovertN and

tti s (1971) , is primarily goal-attain ne

2&6
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type study where changes in attitude, work performance, arrests

and records of experimental and control grdups were compared.

As an evaluative study it is one of the more complete and

rigorous in that it uses an experiiental and control group,

pre and po asures : both at:titudes and behavior and

demonstrates a relationship

The Residential Youtl

attitudes and behavior.

described in the book. was

in large part an outgrowth of, ocont nt and dissatisfaction

Job Corp., Program Ir:(ng the most recent war on poverty.

In their contacts with Nc., 'aven youth involved in the Job Corps,

the Author 'and his . colleagues and founders of the Con t

realized that the program had serious limitations, includingna

isolating individuals frog, their homes and communities) and i

inability, in part due to .,e, -to meat the needs of many of

the youths. As a result

the Job Corps and return cl

many of the. boys had dropped out of

disillusioned to their home communities.

Taking a different tack, the Center sought the boy

in their home, communities and to :-aintain their ties there.

The Center h_used 20 adolescent boys who lived at the cent°r and

who 1_ _ticipatod in group and ividual the And in counseling

pion while work. in in tl Neighborhood Youth Corr c or in oth

c u-ity joDs.

ha

fl

-_,ns for t.

ogrom i of particular interest in that it

urbap. p, hose'critical need of

services and assistance ha.s been docum Itee in the stu
L

Lacigner, et al. (1969)



In a

states:

n of the research probleMs, Goldenberg

Given the frame of refer cc of its critics, one
would be hard pressed to try to justify the
existence of action research on the basis of the
criteria (i.e., objectivity, control and. replica-
tion) usually associated with the process of
scientific inquiry...All too often, those involved
in the area of action research have been placed
in the position of first apologizing for and then
defending what has comr to be labelled parochially
as an "inferior" (rather thal a "different")
approach to the problems of asses sing. highly

volatile and complex settings. (p 334)

By way of bachg:-ound,.an account f one staff member's response

to the research during a meeting is given 'as follows:

Buth: I've been sitting here and listening to you

guy- talk about research for about half-hour now, and
frankly the more I hear the more pis led- of I'm getting

about all this rcearch bullshit'. 'li.ght noW I don't give

a good o,od-damn if I never hear another word about resei-_rch
Or statistics for the rest of my life-. Now, you guys can

call this a sensitivity issue or any thing you want, but all
I know is that I've had it up to acre with this research .

.crap....i am sick and tired. of !,;itting here and being told

that now, after being in the Center for about five months,
my-Kid-la-going to work 38 percent more of the time than
before he came-into the TV.(C. nig fucking deal! What the

hell doer; that tel-1--me And what's more, what the he'll

does that tell people who don't }:now about the RYC, about the

guts of this operation? 'Nothing. Nothing at all. Its

a lot of bullshit.
Kelly; nuteh,. I thini you're going overboard on this

Bni.oh: The hell I am. I put blood and guts into
workin(j'w:_th Tv and hi crazy mother and all come away

with is fly is to work 38 pci cent: more of the

time. 0,cf :O's Ey in &3.l this? '.nere

an I? 1:Thoro's there that le15 s about what c,ros

on botwoon us day jay out?
Scotty: I ink I %now what's. n9 Vou, nutch, but

vou know as well as I do that Nhington Want these

s:atistAcs. And you also know as well ass I do that whether

or not we get refunded depends a heiluvdi lot on what these

statistics show after a year.
Butch: , Look Scotty, you don't [have to remind me r,llout

that I know all about it Washington wants stat:Hti,..n;:

CPI wants statistics; the whole world wantf:,

2&8



knows all that shit and I know its important. All I'm
saying i.s that,, whether or not we're refunded, if the
research doesn't tell it like it really is - you know,
what it feels like to work in a place like this, what
its like` to pour -your whole self into- a kid - then from
my `point of view it isn't worth a shit. (p. 338)

This attitude is often typical of those involved in programs

and of their attitudes about research and its value.

The evaluative section of the book accordingly-begins with

6-,detailed description of one day in the life of a counselor.

This detailed description provides a sense of what life is like

at the center and is also evaluative in the sense that it is a

detailed observation of a program similar to Bark r's One Boy_

Day (19 1).

Following this richly descriptive chapter is the more

traditional evaluation. For political reasons the participant:

in the program could not be randomly assigned. The local

poverty agency insisted that the program take the 25 most troubled

boys in the commtnl:ty.. This list of names was submitted from

the various acroncies in New Haven; the st difficult were

taken into the program as an experimental group; the next most

difficult 25 were used as a control group. Obviously the further

one denarts truly randomized experimental and controls, the

rigorously the data

interpretations are the finding

Boy- coning into the program were given a strtstructured

interview:

interpreted, and the more

...dcsigned to tap the following dimens ons: self con_
social expectations, social causality, atti.tudcs toward
parents, attitudes toward authority, personal
orientation (past, present, future) , alienation,

4
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reality functioning and impulse control, need for

achievement, need for affiliation, task very s people

orientation, dependence-independence and social

responsibilities. (p. 400)

Theg. e interviews were tape
recorded and used throughout the

program.

In addition, the evaluation sought to assess-changes in

both attitudes and behavior. In the realm of attitudes,

questionnaires revised to he appropriate in terms of vocabUl

and degree of difficulty were used in a pre-and post-test d

gned to test the experimental and control group.

Differences in a pre- post- design between the experimental

and control groups revealed that the experimental group became

less alienated (With'the differences
significant at the .01

level) less authoritarian
(significant at the .05 level), more

trusting (significant at the .10 level) and more positive in

views about the world (significant at the .05 level). Differences

between the control and the experimental group prior to entering

C

the Residential Youth Con

these scales.

In addition to and pezhips more impor

non - significant on all of

an changes in

attitudes as measured by paper and pencil tests, par ons

we ade between the control group and the Residential Youth

Center (RYC) g_ ork attendance at the Nc gl borhood

Youth Corps jobs before, during and after the program. Thi-

data was available from unobtrusive, non-reactive
measures

(Webb et al., 1956). namely,

Neighrobhood

attendance records at the'

outh Corps office.- Pri to the beginning of

the progr m, the control group .15 attending 86.

whilQ the RYC bound group showed up 66 /

250
the time,
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with a difference of 20:3%. At the point of entering the

program, the trends had reversed, with the,RYC group attending

8 and the control group 55.4%. The trend continued 3"6

weeks-aft r entry into the RYC program with the. RYC group

attending wort the time and the control group,/ 56.1%.

The differences between these percentages are significant at the

001.1evel.

Wages showed a similar relationship. The experimental

group had an income of $25 a week as compared to $29 a week for

the control group. Nine months later, the RYC group was

earning $45.11, an increase of 80.4% as compared to the controlol

group's salary of $20.72, a decrease of 28.6%.

Another behavioral measure used in the evaluation of the-

program was the comparison of the number of s spent in jail

befor6 and after the program. In the nine months Prior tc

opening the residentialtial youth center, the boys RYC spent

153 days in jail, as compared with the control group's 140

days. In the nine months after the opening of the ye

center the RYC -grou spent 70. days in 'au , a decrease of 54 %,

and the control spent 258 days, an increase of 85%.

These findings can be interprete4 in several ways. For

enamr le; those the youth center ha bettor 1 gal resources

and support and con: l., le tly, wore jailed le'as often. Similarly,

a Ha _orne effect could be argued for the initial effect of

entering the program; i.e., the 6nthusi-sm and excitmcnt of

the. program influenced the boys to attend work more often,

which they '1 at the openliq of the center.it-r. The fao thnt thc

29
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control group was not randomly assigned raises further problems,

in that a regression-from-the-mean
phenomenon may be takin

place; namely, the boys on the top of the New Haven "

troublesome boys"' list could only improve, while the next 25

most troublesome could still get "worse".

Of interest is the author attempt o relate attitudinal

measures to behavioral ones, :heroin lies the meaningfulness

of the outcome study. The lack of congruence between attitude

and behavior, from Machiavellianism on clown, makes this an

important part of the evaluation, both as a research finding

and in terms of rounding out the evaluative strategy. Work

attendance was positively correlated with Machiavellianism,

with the probability smaller than .07, and with alienation at

the .01 level. Both Machiavellianism and alienation were

significantly
correlated pit the .01 level with promotion on the

job. (Table 9.4, p. 413)

Unfortunately a long terra follow-up study of the boys in-

volved in the program has not been reported, although it would

undoubtedly illuminate the question of how enduring the program-

induced change
As the a thorpoinJ out, it is difficult

to extrapolate from such :7ITOk 1 saniplPs in to :1w; of prograil

evaluation. Consido difficulties -4- in outcorac

tudies, however, this evaluation is remarkablt, both the

extent to which i

gnificance of the outcome.

rimental rigor,and in the

292
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Perhaps _e interesting than the outcome study evaluation

is the analysis of the creation of the program, which is readily

translatable into a systems analysis and is included in this

section for the sake o4 continuity. The chanter on the creation

of new settings makes explicit some of t choices faced in

the course of developing an organization. A variety of

assumptions regarding organizations, the poor and psychotherapy

Are discussed in terms of their implications for g m

organization. Another set of assumpti.ors discussed is that

which prevents institutions from developing means of assessing

themselv example, the .author

fly far the r,7c s, t import nt con sequence of the

assumption that the i.nx '.itution need not overly

concern itself with dt own mental health, is that

the institution,rarely attempts to develop or build

itself any viable mechanism for preventing or
dealing with its own problems. y viable mechanism,

we mean any processes that would c nable the

institution -ystematically
and.reg larly to take a

long hard look at i tfunctioning, its growth nd

its conflicts. the fact that few institutions or

institution -builders ever developed such vehicles

for self-scrutiny should not be taken as evidence of

bad faith, poor judgment or questionable motives.

It is the inel7fable' result of the situation in which

an organization does not view itself, i.ts staff and

its problems as legitimate, important, or of concern.

....the tendency of an institution to a oid looking

at itself and to refra i.11 from the often agoni%ing.

Search to develop internal mnehaniSms for dcaliwi

with its nrohles (1.0(,,F; not! bring vith it an'v..

guarantee th,tt cyta-Jm. various probleov: vin not

occur. Al l. it Coos is guarantee that when s eh

problems JA.rine, they will be dealt wit!1 hap :ar

instinctiv and reflo:dvely. In short, they w

be dealt with in precisely the kind.t of ways ha'

the institution would never condone or allow to

happen"wcre it is.daling with a problem of an

its clients. (p. 99).
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The founders of the Residential Youth
o

decisions to avoid the problems of the 3 _1 organization,

made some e'p ioit

to develop mechanisms of elf ®sc ut my and to provide ongoing

feedback about the effeetivemiss and functioning of the program

For et, an ple, one reason for choosing sensitivity training] for

staff was to provide participants with a continual supply of

data and information that they could use in order o evaluate

the effectiveness of individuals and of the organi nation itself.

Much of the descriptive material included in the ` ook is derived

from logs of these daily sensitivity training sessions. The

meetings allowed staff to

...look at ourselves, who we were, how we were

changing nd to judge- whether or not those ehangc.

either An our elves or in the setting -- were of an

enhancing or -1f-de g varie (p 162)

In the of the Center, a mechanism
c e -1

evaluation was formalized an b^ i lt into t organization.

The potential of such ing r nechanisms will be disc sed

furthoi after a :view of se,me other evaluative strategies.

F 011o rupEvanation

As of 1947 the 1 hytl er Child Center was one of the few

ins S=itu ton. vc conducted a. sys omatic foil- -up study of

services ,for diturbcd h_i.ldrPn (Johnnon a Id Reid 47) .

guous criteria for roes ful treatment and lack of a

control group make the results subject to int.erpretation, b

considering the few systematic follow-ups of discharged child
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the study remains of historical interest.

Harold-Silver's "Residential Treatment' of Emotionally

Disburbed Children: An Evaluation of 15 Years' Experience"

(1961) is a follow-up study of childre n placed at either

Bellefaire or the Hawthorne Cedar Knolls residential treatment

centers. While sparce its detail and specifics, this study

has obvious methodological problems with regard to the reliability

of the. judgments about improvement and the measures of-durability

atment and awareness of need for it on the part of both

parents and child.

The study seems to show that it is easier to treat 1

difficult children and that outcomes appear to he positive no1

matter how poorly measured. However, it represents an

attempt to a more methodologically sound study than, for.

example, Levy's (1969) study of 100 former patients hospitali d

between 1945 and 1960 at the Menninger Clinic; in this study

judgments about outcome were arrived at by letters and telep

calls and were .n_t based on empirical measures of

much loss on direct interviews of the patient:3.

Benjamin Garb book, Followu; Study ofHospitali.ed

Adolescent. ( 972), is a tollow-up study of aaolescent boys

and girls wl : a were hospa taji% tl during the period c f 1953 to

1960 at the Psychiatric and law ychosomatic I Stitute of

Michael ReeseJlospitai Chicano.

2ja
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The objectives of the study we

1) to det_ mine the adolescent population and

its hospital cozrse, 2) to deter771ine what has

happened to former adolescent patients and their

status of current functioning, 3) to get some idea

of their reaction to and their utilization of the

hospital and the adolescent program and 4) to extr ct

variables from the hospital stay that would relate

to current functioning. (p. XI)

In the introductory choter the author reviews a variety

of follow-up studies and conclude

The early follow-up Studies, although covering

large populations, were not uniform in treatment

methods. They were also quite vague in their

delineation of criteria for improvement. They

seemed to have different foci such as diagnosis,

4escription of population, disposition, and

current functioning. The therapeutic modalities

employed in the hospital stay came as an after-

thought. (p. 13)

Discussing the methodological co iderations in his s

the author suggests that there are four types of follow -up

studies; i.e., those that deal with a) the informational level,

b) systematic data gathering, systematic comparisons and d)

control. studies. The author describes his study as including

a and' b; that is, using clinical interviews and gathering

information and providing system ic data analysis. He con-

trasts clinical and empirical rese xreh and develops a justifi-

cation for combining the two preaches. y precluding out-

come studies and ti .c mparis_ s with a control study,

however, he clearly limits the experimental rigoE of his

dsign.

Four developmental tasks, derived from 1 ;rally

'psychoanalytic theory of a scemeo, were uses; to develop

systematic r-tings'of the post hospital adjustment of the

96



adolescents. In this.- statement the rationale
for usin- a

task-oriented assessment of the completion 'bf developmental

tasks is made explicit. In describi)g why he chose to

assess post hospital functioning in terms of these dovelo

mental tasks rather than symt matology Garber says:

There is a rather striking agreement in

psychoanalytic .literature aoout the -clinical

dilemma of adolescence. The ego structure

in adolescence is in a state of marked flux and

wealmess owing to the growth nrocess. This

condition of flux causes psYchintric symptoms

when present to be vague and ill defined and to

be unstable, with patients shifting from one

category oC cli:3on1or to another. .Often only

follow-up of later developments in the nationt's

life can determine whether a given symptom

picture represented psychopathology or merely an

intensification o: the difficulties of adolescence.

sychiatric svmptoms are common and transient in

most adolescents. (pgs. 4,47)

Hospital records, 'including nursing notes, of 164 adolescents

were reviewed:_ f6r basic data and all were systematically abstracted')

with the aid of 43 line, j r -coded que
stions.5 Data was ob-

tamed on 120 _tients.: The author and another psychiat.r

then sot gilt to interview patients and 71 of these were in

viewed in a face tro face -situation. 'Most interviews were con-

ductec the hospital in a clinical manner during a 45 to 60

intorv'j,ow d to epv&- various- area

curi:ent functioning.
Tho _envoi n1. cj pntisn ts wore interviewed

by phone, with a clues ti.onnai.re de-.gn d to cover 0nilar

omat,arial, or 1-
gathered fr m other sC sources such

as parents. other patients and form therapists,

2z17
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The interviews and various data w coded and patients

rated on a.5 point rifting scale to assess their level of

-ent functioning with regard to ctployment, social activities,

interpersonal relations, scholastic activities, family

relations drugs, rehospitalization etc. Patients were divided

into those who were in the high functioning group, which in-

cluded 45 former patients; 46 former patients comprised

moderately functioning group and 24 former patients, a low

functioning group.

In general it appears that people did improve after

hospitalization, The high functioning up tended to he seen

more in the interviews, were employed or attending school and

few were rehosp_tali. a. These people usually_ went home ter

discharge, none were diagnosed

association was found betwe

psychotic at follow-up and no

Various interpersonal aspee

of the hospital milieu; i.e. tho e that said that they were

satisfied with or liked therapist, nursing staff, etc. The

low functioning group was described as a drifting or non-function-

group. This group of patients n as i olated and

spending most of their time at home or in and out of hospitals.

gro-p-th that was not followed including 44 of ti

tie te-.--, I did lot

of their ospital

program with the

staff They also E

destructi..
.

and app_

to diff r significantly on the basis

cc; nr.illy, involve t the

and staff and having the interest of

to have been significantly less sel.

given less me -ation, ran away 1- s often,

c -):ly improved at d4s._

8
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The author attempts to assess patients' f elings'about

the heesPital. Generally very few felt that inter - personal

relationships were ',negative. The most positive relationships

were felt to be with the nursing staff aild the most negative

reactions were to the school program. Suggestions' for improving

the program included more structure; tighter controls were

suggested by more disturbed patients, while lessstructure and

more ffeedom' were requested by healthier patients.

In a final stage of the research, two by two chi square

analysis attempted to sort out the relationship of the hospital

experiences with current functioning. Unfortunately, the total

percent of significant relationships is not given and it is

difficult assess the meaning of the significance level which

was set at in Improved functioning at ,the levelAwas

related to len th of stay hospital, being ,a private

,
patient, discharged diagnosis, condition on discharge optim

of Staff, involvement with adolescent group, involvement and

interest of the staff, and a lacy of medication .in the hospital

The two host prod current functioning action in

the hospital and in', olvem nt t ith and interest in staff. ThoSe

tic-lilts who cli.d not re-cieve me n, wo):e .ogarded by and

involved with staff su .ed to ha- d

used rarely, it

related to prognosis.

tc.er. ication

rs that use of medicmedication i.s highly

127 2,s1. In shoes t, it per d rs

that -holithier p tiont.s did 1. et :ter at folim

remark able con in sion.

2J9

a not too
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In summarizing the findings _out the high functioning

g oup, the author says:
.11

The high functioning group was making it in all

areas, while the moderate functioning group

showed'oertain isolated areas of poor functioning.

But overall one can say that 91 out of 115

former patients were making it in the community. ( 150

There are, of course, other possible lanations such

as that the group which Mats contacted

healthier.

Of interest is the author's conclusion:

The extraction of eight variables

hospiLalcourse that correlated
functioning is the so. called "g

research project. Thesevarial)

as useful guidelines for future

patients and can be wcl as pro

come. The clinical value and,

findings neo0, to be tested a-

clinicians --d researchers is

selected and

current
11 of our
can serve

adolescent in-
.ors of out-

fnifacanee of
olicated by

. If the

other variables of hosoital can be

isolated, the specific matchir, and tailo_

the there cattle milieu.to oar-tic, -tients

can prove a useful and valuable clin_ 1 tool.

Although the numbor of possiflle predic2torsis

great, the painstaking transformation of clinical

data into operationally useful and me
surable

factors i the a jor task of research

therapoutle process. (p. 157)

of

In comparison with other clinical, non-sy

studies, this stud y rat The author sou

of the

atic follow-up

to develop

systematic data to establish relia!A ities between. ratings and

to relate hospi 1 vt.j rC)les to outconte. It clearly appear

1 ite the obvi -s tions of bias ced by those

conducting the interviews With tie' thoy'knew, the

problems resulting from the lacl of the cants 1 group, etc. ,

that outcote was rele_ d to prognosis; main1%, healthier cople,



healthieratintake and healthier during the course the

hospital did better at discharge. -While ,the study represen

J
"la major-step, Compared to previous outcome ,studies,

specifying the measures of functioning and hospital experience,

its conclusions are 1

The'true significance of t e1aL.ion,hips is unclear because

of the lenient 10t level of 'nificange, especially since a

large. lout Unspecified nUfa f chi square tests. was conducted.

by
,

.the lack of a control group.

The author, however, did not opt for such a rigorous research

project and given his limited goal, he appears to have achieved

them; namely, to have combined a clinical study with systematic

data collection. His procedures are described, nstruments.

are presented in appendices and the study could be replicated,

N.
which repr... .nt considerable advance over other Outcome studies.

The extent to which it is an evaluative study is question-.
ti

able; some efforts were made to relate ctcome to patients'

option of the hospitaa. The study is primarily a

of, the outcome of adolescont disturbance rath &r than an

evaluatiVe study of a psychiatric hospita,l .

Allerhand, Weber and Haug's book (Adapt ti
i

Bellefaire 1-0110w-up StOdy. N.Y.,- 1966. CWLA is a follow ,,-

11

,

)oys who ha& been institutlonalized at Belle-fire,

n and Adnot

.up study of

a r sieential tr °c Lt r for about,,150 distu. children

and adolescents, mainly _ale, h and mid8le c3,a-.. from

mid-west ,n urban 4rejs. The children lived in cott.a ges of

about a dozen, went to school at the cente ). although some

went to sc he ol or -work. in Ole community) ana for the most peirt,

3U1
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comprised all but three boys who had been discharged during

a three and one-half year period, 1958-1961, and who had been

at Bellefaire at least 6 months. The follow7.up took place

over two years after discharge when they were, on the average

about 18-years old.

The primary object of the study was to "describe their

fa- at the time of follow-up,. including the "ci cumstanceb

within the living situation-that might aid in establishing

and articulating more effective aftercare plans." (p.,21)' The design

involved collecting data on each child at four points in time:

1) at three points during institutional stay; mainly,

three months, fifteen months and discharge.

2) The follow-up point one to two years later.

1 aw data for the residential period came fro t the inst3tu

past records; e.g.; treatment plans, staff evaluations, and

caseworker, unit worker or teacher reports. Forrtl follow7upe

the raw data consisted of ;transcripts of approximately one

to one and one-half hour int rviows with the boy, his paten

and The data was rated independently by a doz

trained judges (two judges independently rati g each record)

using scales developctd by the rerlearch teal

The theoretical oriontati 1n was tha "man __netioning

must be vi .wed a an

Ling,

factor,
II

clraotion bet :the self and the

ultaneously roc%

In

ing with developing structural

thi or tation, the concept-of oda tability

eon as c_



a particular lel:rel of adaptability is the current

'integration of the individual's structural-

development with the resultant interaction between

him and' all the factors so far included in his

life space. (p.' 3)

"Adaptability
defined as a "s of r ad' e a to meet

demands on a selective basis" (p.3) and is a sumed'to.increase as

the normal child grows. The second major concept, "adapta ion"

is defined as "behavior resulting from an individual's

application of his available adaptability to circumstances

in the perceived environment with which he d es coneinuity"

i.e. , the individual uses his capacity,

Adaptation was onerationalized in torts of role f ill-

ment For the three residential time points, ratings of role

fulfillment that were assured to reflect consist ent, age

related norms appropriate to individual life.in three

as (adults, peers, tasks) and in two settings (sch- and

cottage) were made using case records. In the follow-up

interview, transcripts wgre rated for interpersonal (family,

peers) and cultural (s

fulfillment cordln

To meas

eel, work, lea. sure, economic) role

community no:

daptability durin dance

only) index W4$ derived from IQ, Rorschac

hree months

ro ocols, and

ratingfror easewcrX aceessibil with its sub-areas of

verl 1 necess_bility,
motivation to change, self -awareness and

global trust. The follow -up Ada tability measure,

Intrap yehic Dalanee inde

scales in the are -is of tw.

and` idr_ritity.
Very 11-k+le c lanat!,on is off' -'tired to just 2.

!-(1

was erived °om ratings on 24

"in eo nouct-, energy, gro\

3 1.
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"ad ptabi ty".

7. third variable concerned influences on the child.

Essentially these. were rated as constant at Dellefaire, but the

follow-up situation was rated in terms of stress or support.

Some additional measures included staff assessments; e.g.,

treatment plan, discharge evaluation,
caseworker's aims, etc.

Most of the numerous ratings on seven-point scales were

ultimately combined into 5 indexes: 1) adaptability during

and after treatment, 2) role fulfillment during and after

and 3) situa.tidnal stress after treatment. On each index,

scores were si.inply d'enotomizoCC; .y. "minimally adequate"

or "inadequate" in role fulfillment. These scores-permitted

only nominal -statistics; e.g.
percent adequate and chi sq

tests. No psychometric data

indices; their re iabil'

.
are only told that interjudge correlations ranged from .50 to

provi about these scales and

or internal consistency. xfhl:

77 and coefficients of ag5:eement (same or adjacent score on

7 point scales) from 7n td 931'6.

In examining the data, the main focus of the study was

adaptation and adaptability in the coat unity at follow-up,

and the relationship of these to concu t situational factors

ore to pliar institUtionul MO(lf;la. )5: 1 both research ice s

and staff evaluations. In addition, changes du _1g the

residential period were examined, along with the predictive .

value of measures earlier in t

fuld_llment by harge- t ne.

nt with regard to role

.The findings from th
period can be noted

in passing. (7)ereill roc fulfillment (%441..i-Latio

fi

304
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improved somewhat between admission and discharge, with the

"minimally adequate" boys increasing from 56 to 73%. This

trend conceals great variability with individual children

regressing or improving. The younger ones ,(under ) 3) :roved

more, but they started at a lower level and never caught up

with the older ones. (The authors assume the younger children

to be more maladjusted to warrant separation from home

firs

judge

ships were not as good as adult ones, reflecting perhaps the

problem that the peers were also maladjusted and could not

place; however, could be tha

the

the norms applied in

t were not adequately related to age.) Peer r lation-

provide' good models. Cottage behavior was fed more

adequate than school.

In casework, which was evidently a. major aspect of

treatment, the workers

the children did to

CI to

t ge

goals over timc'and

involved.

ness to casework - for example, 15 months -

sponsive-

re144d

overall role fulfillment at the time of disc a-ge. Similarly

related -to adaptation at ii charge were the ac apta ility

sures after admission and some staff evaluations earlier

ent. If improved ,functioning at Dellefaire was the

cra ter on, one might Sett ire instituticin was havincj some success

and that certain- m ''es earlie in treatmen had some

predictive .value for who would do well.

However thew criterion is f'anc.t oning in Ie commu

afte:ri,aryrds and the authors state that:

3u5:
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Perhaps the most striking finding of the study is

that none of the Measurements-of within4-Bellefaire

performance at discharge, either in casework or

in cottaae and school roleb, were, useful in .pre-

dieting postdischarge adaptability and adaptation. 140

Adaptability at admission was the only research -index tha

related significantly to follow- upnczsures, specifically

follow-up adaptability (intn_psychic balance) and to cultur

role fulfillment four or five.years,later. Regular staff

evaluations on particular items were in general better pred.cto:

of follow -up adequacy than the research measures; e.g. such

staff evaluations as whether child would profit from casework, -

could go out to school or work in the local community, had

improved in

associatio

4- tment,

not in terms

but as representing in

ehildrn who were seen as more hopeful in fact got beat

treatmcnt.

The aut rs discuss this stronger

of inadequate -research instruments,

part a self-fulfilling prophecy; i.e.i.e.,

adequat

folic* up, 71% of th boys were judged to be at least .

in their Overall adaptation and -57% in their adaptability.

When, the milieu of the boys was rated, 68: -
judged to bc in

situations th at least partially _pportive...-Adequacy

Of fellow -urn adaptation end adapt...bility was found to be

significantly related to whether the poste ;charge situation

supportive or stressful- - tor

measures, the authors

the child

Dellefa

ng again to the. Bellefaira

that only when the situation to which

turned was taken into- account

lated to di rg- adept

L performances
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In fact, they do not directly test for this. It would.

entail, hOlding the situation constant and, in separate analyses

for the stressed and supported boys, comparing adequacy at

l3ellefaire with ,adequacy on three dependent measures

follow-up adaptability and adaptation in both interpersonal

and cultural areas. If they had done this, they would have

noted that the discharge role-fulfillment measures still failed

to relate to follow-up measures in ..any consistent way; and

although admission adaptability differentiated better, certain

staff evaluations remained the best. Nor do they note that

current situation by itself relates more strongly to the

dependent measures than do the Bellefa .re measures- -alo

that on 12 out of 15 comparisons Bellefaire and S follow-

meas the "adequate atellefaire lout stressul s:14-

-1
now" cases do more poorly than "inadequa e at Bell faire but

.supportive situation." instead they are concerned to show how

situation interacts differel 7ially-with stmt uS on various..

Bellefaire measures.

admission adaptability,

on the follow -up measur

anyway,

situation

s

argue that for tho, Iigh on

tudUcelai stress .doas not differentiate.

these boys do fairly well

le for those low in earlier adaptability4-the ct rrent

gn ant .difference. Conversely, for

those adequate i discharge role fulfillment (or in r- onse

cascworh), situational condi

while for the inadequate they m

boys tend to do- a o anyw Y-

ns have a crucial influence,

1 -ti difference and such

infe ences go -beyond the

data, for whether or not cr,-tain mparisons roach convon-t_ nal

gnificarre level

3u7
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sizes an with, differences on they dependent measures

The study cannot evaluate the success of Bellefaire.,-

program, since there is no control grc-,up.- It cannot say

whether the boy., had improved in comunity- functioning

-because they went to Bellefaire, or even that they had

improved after admission, since no measure was applied both

at admission and at olleT--- the two adaptability measures

quite different from each ether.

'The primary purpose of the study by C.:7== Taylor and

J Alpert, inu -A/ and Sunpor

Treatment (1973

of :children after residential treatment at Chi dren's Village

spon ored by Child and Family Services of Connecticut. The

as to examine the

ng Residential

ost- discharge adaptation

objects of the tudy were specifically: 1) to assess. how

children were adapting after tre tment 2) to ex amine dis-

charge nians-for children for the degree to which they a
4-

.specified, 3) to ass the degree to which post discharge

environments were supn tivo and. stres ful 4) to attempt to

understand the relationship between post-disc' rge environments

and treatment and finally, 5) to ex0.1.re the ,ont why some

children did not respond to post- elischargo services.
In a

sense the study is a logical extension of the study by A'lle land

et al, (1966) which wan previously disc

to the sugg

and Chaml rs

behavior. and a

than

and is a.l.so related

od findings of Eliswox-th et 1. (1968) , Xane

1961), Mora e L, (1969) and. o hers,

justment may be functions of

nality charact ri 4es..

ation- more
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The 186 children selected for the tudy had been in the

Children's Village treatment progra 6 months or ion

of the 186 children selected forthe study, only 75 were found

who a'ree6, or whose guardians agreed, to participate in the

study-

A version of the noel-I-Burns'
Community Adapt ion Scale

(C11S havioral Publications, NY, 1968) was used and adaptation

and'adMissions wore me -ed-) y biwiet 'o§tid catoguict

Children designated psychotic, borderl

'order's on

or character dis-

basis of case records were independently rated.

Degree of change during residential treatment was rated on the

basis -of a sense of self -worth and improved behavior. Suppo

in the community after discharge Suer measures by the child's

.option of the avai.lahil try of het Cram such people as

parents, relative,, friends, neighbors, and staff at Children

Village. Continuity was
defined by the degree to -which a

lived continuously with his own or adopted parents following is-

charge. The disdharge plans Were

in the case records.

Four hypotheses wore tested;

ken direetly.from plans Made

1) The greater the degree of contingit i.n .post-

char cnvironment, tho gre: the of the

-ptation te the environment

2) T to greater the 0

discharge en'v'ironment-,,

child's adaptation to the

3) -The re ter the

the greater the degree

'1) The greater the degree

institution, the grr,0.er the 0
(pgt:; 5J, .51)

adaptation.

of rt in the pest-

ter thu degree of the

of pre-adi is is t adap at n)

- diseh:irgo adaptation.

3u9

of Ja Cation gained in

post- charge



Hypothesis number 2-andlto some extents number 1 were

supported by the data, which found that the child's per°

ception of family and/or other support, early detection of

the child's problem, professional help prior to admi ion, and

parental visiting and involvement during treatment were also

associated with the degree of continuity and perceived support

in the environment. Little relationship found between pro

admission and post-discharge adaptation. Such factors as pro°

blems which were not. long standing, age, a stable. family

situation, and f

gnificantly r

Hypothesis.

while" in treatment

ily's knowledge of help available 40re

ated to post-discharge adaptation.

ker 4 was rejected. Adaptation achieved

found

postdiseharge adaptation, -he

essentially unrelated to

0 ception of parent/child

contacts during placement and staff Contacts during placementv

variables whi.h are More likely, related to family

adjustment rather- than to _n-t tmont adjustment. In.

pf'practical implica- o the authors suggest the need for

continuous family involvel ent prior tc and during tment-

and during after7care,

Kane and Cham

-lita-tive chancre:

enviionmeF specti

who view "improvement

:icnt

ori

illness," followed up 24 children

ility to co )e with his

in 5.]. dia nos is or,extent of

seven years after they

,been discharged. from a r ,sidenttal center.

31_0

11 y theorize



that:

Since functional illness is a social phenomenon,
improvement is also 'socially d,t,termined. And it

is this network of complex interactions that
makes.it next to impossible _to quantify improve-
ment in any way that will yield a true picture.
... Outcome is related not only to original
diagnesis but also to a comlex of attitudinal and

social factors. In many cases one is left to,eon-

elude that the critical elements in improvement can
never be isolated. Or sometimes, improvement, like

beauty, lies in th- eyes of the beholder. (p. 1020).

Their study focuses on factors such as parental attitudes toward

the child and satisfaction with post- treatment arra:ngelments,

expectations for the child by both parents and people involved

in hi6 or her treatment and the dynamics of family relation-,

ship-- i.e., environmental influences and their effect upon

outcome. They conclude that "Improv ent is determi.necl. by the

environment anld not by clinically' established norms."' (p. 1026)

Davids et al (1968) 1 recognizing the need for studies of

,such factors affectinc; the long -term outcomes of residential

treatment, found in their follow -up study

djustment followin(7, nt

varia tiles - IC), d) 1)Y,

peri.cnee.s or hasp

senti j sympton

the follow-

(1967) 1".4_

attention

3t

at evnluatio

unrelated to

c °therapy, prognosis, school

ch treatment

tment, but were related to

f t- In his review

studies.of r,rown (1960), Eaton and V -tlascino

(1965) anc7. I
(15Gl, )957), Davids call

the genor l ty of the 'finding theit 2treatme_

variable r.. especially,conventionbl pychotherapy )

seem to he subsucnt
adjustmerc( bS indicated in theSe indepunCient

irN olsrin.1 chnd(t4 a9rutiSea ar. autistic,
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atypical, schizophrenic or passive -aggressive.
Moreover, in several of these'follow-up
investigations, it has been found that the

best predictors of later adjustMent were the

child's complaints and prosentinZi 'symptoms- at the

onset of. treatment These findin,-1 nlggest that

the main factors determining outcome of psychiatric

treatment may not be the specific therapies employed

but the kinds of symptoms and behaviors- the patients

bring with them to the treatment setting. (P. 474. 475)

He quotoS Eisenberg as stating, "Our follow-up study fails to

reveal y correlation between formal psychiatric treatment and

(Davids, p. 473)

The e Polio -up studies raise fundamental issues about the .

relation of in-house adjustment to post-program adjustment and,

'about the tent to which the ar r arent success of treatment

be due to re_ oval of the child from str ful situations. Th

studies of Allerhand at al. (1966), Kane and Chambers (19 1)and'

ntial to

marshalling family and community support for sustaining and

augmenting gains in tr *-tment. -m th ir findings, it is evident

that the effects of residential trey tment can be undone

pportecl and augc nted depending upon t

of'-after--care

thee: all indicate that extensive after care is

nature _nt.

The conditions before and of ter treat

ment may, in effect, be IT important than tho
c.

child was in treatment. Since matul ,ational and situational

influ riceq may confound measure,

att:eripts to measure 7 117,- can proba5ly.bctho ino of

L-troatmcnt outc(

host measured at discharg

adjust mel

with the mcoynition that long-term

maybe a differ- nt efuer;tion. nowevcr, to the extent

that treat is extended to t zo into account those othox.

environmental and m tura -al variables, Such trans

family therapy, aftorcarc sctryiccf-, etc., U com e of trca



and t2 oute-

-concept £of:treatment becomes more salient to the doncept'of

sequent adjustment and adaptati' Coz sequently, progra

Subsequent adjustment tend to merge; f.e.,

evaluation depends to

progr-am's goals and

extent on how narrowly define the-.

For e aunt le, Benjamin and Weatherly (1947) whose study

flowed up children after post-hospital periods of 1,

3 years, found such variable-
,

interuption of the:child-parent neurotic cycle, the decreasing

dependency upon parents that came with ma turation and a widening

and

,psycho-physical maturation, the.

social 'pacli.us were import nt in explaining improvement

a-dglistment. These variables are not treatment ones in the*.

narrow sons recog _ition of their therapeutic signifsignificance

in a treatment program may mace it,possible to mak treatment

outcome more successful in that it has a more lasting impact

on, the patient and his r environment.

The findings of these ie have important program

implications. As the result of such a

in a paler by Mora et l. (196 the As

redirected it focus on in -hour

llow-u, study,

for Child:',:on

enticl trcatnent to a

more don Ainity-orionted model i preadm ,sion planning with .

faMi. intensive ,- --cnrc 1,k1 h )!aril 1 ,es or grout

lt to mobilixe , mull ilw -.0-SOurco:; fo'r the children,

Thb need for such a roc ction "Decame apri rant after tho,

children began to be disdharuod" (1,3 "at t end of a fivo

pilot prc Jos t. The ncbcl for i nu 1 ion d cn:pansion

Service_ ws'ohviot_ oil Lh of the ii

313

data

year
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available."5 In this instance, relatively on -going feedback

from limited date was used to broaden the treatment perspectives
ati

and expand program goals and activities to include support- for

post - hospital adjustment.

The limitation of such follow-up studies is that they are

usually not completed for a long time after thehil hast been

unlikely to provide _e ongoing feed-
in treatment 'and tht

back necessary for mid-course prog rrections. They often,

though' not necessarily, fail to a relative contributions

of the different aspects of treatment; i.e.! psychotheran
)

education, group living 'separation from family pathology, etc.

W h o r

r su

*octramas effective, but t
. ,

unc' by return to tine cot, Unity

chit. removed.

no clear -cut findings, or negative ones occur, the

difficult t interpret. They may indicate that

recid

-hild's improvement was

tuation from which the

Paul Lerman (1968) in a provocative interpr6ta-tion of

ism cis an outcom

success in the case of

that if programs claim

nts which do not roc aivate after

returning to the -0 munity, they must likewise hold themselves

on ihle for those'which rec Civate., Why? Becaut

171, the succ as ore a ruch f ai c ;tiol

- and La Isitcto:cs IClopencion" of

as tl failures. reanaly in data from a v iety of 1 -1_1_

studies -zing the co) -rability of control I., --n

concludes- criteria o relative frt3.l uLo may

4
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accurate and truthful means of evaluating programs than that

of relative success.

For example, in reanalyzing data from California's

experimental community treatment project (Warren et al., 1966).

Lerman points out that the differences between the randomly

assigned control and experimental group revocations izly hav

been due to the fact that although the rates of parole violations

were similar, the experimental group was less likely to have

their parole revoked than the control group. Consequently,

the expe imental and control groups appear to differ not in

A
their own behavior but in the behavior of the parole officers

with respect to revocation of parole.

In reviewing studies which Claim success, he reanalyzes

data te) include delinquents not counted in final outcome measures

because they were dropped from programs before completing the

)program these delinquents he describes as "internal failures".

Adding these internal failures to the number of delinquents

who recidivate, Lerman concludes that private programs have about

the same rate of relatiVe failure as public programs, and that

in both cases:

4

It is not sufficient merely to assume that
sessing suc eess i.s the relevant evaluative problem.

one must be 1-iliinc; to fz-:ee the possibility that
_tho program is zl!_::;oeiated with high rates of
failure. Instead of the successof a program,
it might be more relevant to evaluate its failure,.

Regardless of the type of program investigated,

residential institutions for-delinquents...are
characterized by high gates of potential failure.
...researchers interested in evaluating new pro-

grams should fOcUs on .the problem of whether or
not (and how) failure rates havdbeen,reduced --
not whether an institution can claim success. (p. 56)

3
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Finally, Lerman proposes that successful treatment and

humanitarianism are independent issues. In the case of the

California Treatment Pro6ram experiment for example, he says:'

If lighter sentences do not increase the
risk of failure, then why net be more humane

and equitable? Keeping boys in the community
is undoubtedly a lightersenteneethan.sending
them away. But California. has foUnd that this
probably does not increase the risk -of failure.

... If it is decided to advocate hdmanitarianism in

its own right, the social policy issue becomes much

cleare (pg. 64, 63)

In summary, his reinterpretation of the data and the inclusion

"internal failures" bolsters his criticisms of recidivism as

a measure,by which programs can be evaluated and-of the way

in which these measures are used to justify;a program's funding,

philosophy and treatment of delinquents. Hisanalysis of the'

concepts of humanitarianism and treatment outcome will hopefully

do much, to clarify these issues in program evaluation.

In summarizing the provacative implications of this paper, he

Social welfare institutions are too heavily
subsidized, indirectly and directly, for social
workers. not to take the responsibility for knowing
what has happened to -the people served. A good
start,Can be made by keeping track of.all the

people- not completing treatment, discontinuing
service, - dropping out of prograMs, and running

away. Rigorous and-non-deceptive social book-

keeping may yield discomforting facts about agencies'
succeS:-, and repuL;:*ion. It is hoped that we will
be aware of de:Cfcnsive reactions and remind ourselves -
that we entered social work tcvserve people in
trouble - not established agenciesiideologies
and methods. (p. 64)
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Problems with outcome criteria, as discussed by Alt .(1964),

Lerman (1968) and Simon, and Gershenson (1956) are but one

limitation of outcome studies, whether these be goal-attainment

or follow-up studies. OUtcome studies have been criticized by

Baker (1969),,Etzioni (1960, Schulberg and Baker (1968) and

others for a variety of reasons, including:

1. The delay rin'providing relevant feedback about effec-

tiveness to the program.

2. The relative disregard (again, unless designed

differently) of the intramural functioning of the program, and

hence of the institution a social system.

-3. The inability (unless designed, otherwise) to delineate

the relative contribution of the various components of the pro-

gram to the outcome; in other words, 6easi emphasis on the net

'effectiveness of the program.

4. The difficulty in differentiating formal goals from

informal and unrecognized goals.

In addition to and aside from Such practical considerations'

as cost, the relative lack of ongoing and useful feedback, and

the fact that outcome studies rely heavily on such measures as

recidivism, changes in mental health,. and interpersonal function-
.

ing, etc, outcome studi q may he of little Value statistically

becuase of inadequatc ole(siz and control groUps,4.14.n4

)40d- There is a trend-in'the residential treat-,

ment of children toward small, deeentralizedtreatment programs,

halfway houses, and group homes. Cohen (1969) has .delineated
fi

the relationship of sample size to 'statistical power, and it, is

likely that most studies of residential treatment programs

4



with fewer than ten children would preclude the finding

meaningful significant differences. The lack of adequate

sample size is often aggravated by the lack of a randomly

signed control group and the ever-present problems of :un-

reliable and invalid measures of outcome. Where 'such-measures

are employed, they are often used in multivariate analyiis

and thus require relatively large samples which are again

precluded by small decentralized progra

PROCESS EVALUATION

One strategy for overcoming these limitations of outcome

studies is to look at changes in the course of treatment.

Majorie Monkman's book, A Milieu Therapy r gram for

Behaviorally Disturbed Children (1972) is an example of

process evaluation, which attempts to,assess change in in-

dividuals as a result of their participation in a treatment

program.

The first major goal of the research project was to cOn-

ceptualize the ongoing service program in such a manner that the

significant therapeutic variables could be identified, taught,

replicated and evaluated. Other goals of this research project

included: developing useful techniques of child-care staff in

their interactions= with chilaron, developing a training curriculum-

for staff, establishing clinical criteria for the children's

progress and instruments to measure change, and finally "to

aovelop and operate an effective program that produced signi-

ficant and lasting changes of'its residents, in the direction

of better_ social adaptation." (p. 6)
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The study reports in detail many aspects of the program and

its development, including staff training and roles, and this

would constitute useful reading for anyone operating a be-

havioral modification program. Although the program faced all

the difficulties of conceptualizing complex social behavior

and itS. meaning within a behavioristic frameWork, the thorough-

going-application of behaviorist principles to so many facets

of the program, while at the same time tailoring it to each

individual child, is impressive.

However, the study purports to be a process evaluation

f efforts to conceptualize the major variables in .the milieu

and it must be judged according to its success in this respect.

If the crucial variables have successfully been identified and

conceptualized, then manipulation of these variables would have

a significant impact on the children's behavior.

Four bdsic instruments -e-used. One of these was a

daily behavior check list where staff simply checked Whether

the child had, for example, brushed teeth, reached school on

time, made bed, etc. Scores during orientation proliided-

baselines j for choosing any targdt behaviors for improvement

And for measuring subsequent change. Secondly, each child

carried around a daily mark _ctr which listod appropriate

social behavior and provided aces for staff to deduct or

assign marks and to indicate how many marks were spent later

that day. Although central to the whole reinforcement system

this could not be used for measuring behavior, since rein

forcement was inevitably varisble and intermittent. Thirdlyi

a.- punishment form recorded each Sequence of punished behavior
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in detail and the penalty. Fourthly, independent observers

filled, out ranking sheets o nine samples of each child's

behavior.

Basically three types of data are reported which would

assess behavioral impact:

1) The self-contained punishment study assigned each child.

randomly to a time out or loss of marks schedule after the

orientation period. After. some weeks, each child switched to

the other schedules. Findings of this study were that

punishable behaviors dropped markedly from the orientation-

baseline ,after the schedulewas'initiland.that they dropped

lower on the time out than on the loss of marks. system. The

difference, however,. was not great and the order in which .the

schedules were introduced appeared unimportant.

-2) Only three children were discussed in detail. on the

basis of these, the re tion between the treatment plans and,

for example, independentobservers' ratings were, while

sujgestive, based on too few cases to say if:the behavior was

responding tomodification.

3) A pilot folloW-up study was.Planned but not repo ed-

iA detail.

Monkman has at,_emptrld to deal with the diffidulties of

process evaluations, such as delineating the relationShip'

between treatment variables and target-behaviors with a

sufficiently large sample size. However, the study, is still
J

'faced with, the limitations of a process evaluation vis a vis
1

the long term outepme As-di _lassed by Allerhand, Weber and
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Haug (1966) and Lerman (1965), such process. evaluations are

limited, since program adjustment is not necessarily related

to pOst-discharge adjustMent. Conversely, one can legitimately

question the effectiveness of a program which demonstrates

improved in-house adjustment- by means of a process evalUation

on the basis of its therapeutic relevance for the patient's

adjustment in the community, since presumably, one goal of

residential treatment:is to improve life long adjustment.

A working solution to the dilemma posed by these two

different evaluative strategies is.suggested by Nelson, Singer

and Johnsen (1973). In their work at the-Adler Center

where Monkman's study was conducted earlier, they suggest a four stj

model of evaluation. This model of evaluation is of

particular interest in that it suggests the need.. for viewing

behavior in a variety, of contexts, i.e. , different stages, and

thus addresses itself to the problem discussed previously, that

what is often regarded as pathological behavior may be more

situations-specific than.has been recognized. Knowing the

lack of relationship between in-house behavior and pre and

post-placement behavior, the authors emphasize the importance

of evaluating the success of treatment in terms of changing

behavior and for different-points in time.

1) As a first stop in evaluation, -they suggest that base

line data be collected prior to admission. It .is important at

pre-admission that unacceptable behavior be specifically

delineated and that specific goals be set for the individual

which will help the individual to function better in the

systeMs of school, family and community after -discharge from the
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program.

2) The second step is residential baseline data regarding

deviant behavior. Of the relationship between behavior in

residential setting and in a community behavior, the authors

say:

Because we assume that behavior is situitionally
determined, it becomes relevant to ask when-are

the deviant behaviors observed in the community
(and for which the child had been admitted to a
treatment facility) can be elicited in the

residential setting,- If they do not occur when the

child is removed from.the _community setting,

they are inaccessible to modification outside

of that setting (at least to those rel,ng on
behavioral methods of treatment.) If

behaviors do occur in the residence, it cannot

be assumed they will occur with- the same

-'intensity and frequency as they did in the
community, and the residential facility will

need to determine its own baseline from which

to measure progress within the facility. (p. 951)

Some might argue that although deviant behavior may be different

n a residential facility and in the community, it springs from

the same underlying pathology or illness and, consequently, treat-

ment will cure the symptoms.which occur in-,the different .situationsp

he authors clearly do not accept this view.

3) The third step in evaluation is behavior at the time Of

discharge at which point comparisons can be made between

behavior at admit ion_and at discharge.

4) ,The folrth step is community follov up. It is behavior

upon return to the co: u ity- which is important in the evaluation

of a- program. In this regard, the authors state:

liost evaluations arc limited to steps 2 and 3.

However, when viewing behavior from the transactional

systemAtiodel advocated'here, steps 1 and 4 become
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,crucial. In fact, evaluations concerning
effectiveness of treatment at every level .

must focus upon and show .an appreciation of
the network of systems from which the individual
developed his particular style of life and be-
havior patterns. Viewing behavior from an ecological
and transactional viewpoint has provided us with a
prospective for approaching the criterion problem.' We

are thus now in a position to answer the question,
"how well is .the.tlhild able to make .it back into the
community situation ?" -.which is perhaps the only
true criterion for the evaluation of a residential

treatment. (p. 952)

What most programs seeking evaluation desire is elatively

immediate, concrete and, practical feedback on how to re-organize

their activities in order to achieve their goals. The potential,

utility of the 4 step model for small institutions, constrained

by time acl resources, can be illustrated. One of the

authors wrote all of the 171 residential treatment programs

listed as Child Welfare League of America members and requested

copies of any evaluative studies which had been conducted in

order to survey the types of evaluations which programs had

undertaken and/or considered worthwhile. Nine studies, which could .

-be considered evaluative:in- a broad sense were returned.

On the basis of this survey, it appears that the programs .

conducted some low-cost, in-house, informal inquiries into the

post-discharge experiences of patients. By and large_these

studies were essentially descriptive, lacked a control group

and provided soMe very Vnited feedback in terms of the

effectiveness of the program

However, these inquiries varied in the degree to which

they were systematized or comparable, and they contained

obvious'problems, such as sample .size, unclear definitions of
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If programs conduct their, own evaluations, it would be

best if they did it in a-standardized, systematic way which

could be incorporated into the recordkeeping system

throughout the program s involvement from preadmission to

follow-up-and aftercare. It would be Useful- for such programs

to develop measures, as is suggested in the four step model of

Nelson et. al. (1973), of functioning at the different points in

time and to build these into the record-keeping system so that

they could be compared at different points in time. While the

resultS might be limited for want of control grOups, etc.,

a by- product of research would be to focus attention on what

appears to have been previously neglected.-- both pre

admission contacts with children and their familieS and after

care services. 'Qn-going evaluation could thus be conducted

as part of service.

SYSTEMS EVALUAT ION S

The Supra

The four step model logically leads to an examination of

the residential center within the context of the larger social

system; i .e., the network_ of care givers, the family and the

community, etc. Studio of the epidemiology of "mental

illness" among ildren cira relevant to the evaluation, of

networks of treatment facilities in assessing how well they

,meet.the needs of the children in the population. PreaUmably

in a rational system-wide allocation of resources, priorities

should be assigned and children referred to the most appropriate
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facilities. The recent work of Langner et al (1969),

Pappenfort, et al., (1968) referred to in the introduction and Sattl

and Leppla (1969)1 are releVant here. The problems of assessing

treated,- untreatad, true pr--valance and the incidence Of

psychiatric disorders among adults is problematic. The use

of diagnostic categories with children and adol scents are

more so. Childhood disorders are difficult to diagnose,

reliably and are likely to be confounded with age-specific

disorders (Murphy 1963), transitory stress reactions,

developmental lags, etc. These problems in assessing the nature

and seriousness of psychiatric impairment which are so trouble7

some for epidemiological studies are equally troublesome for

studies which attempt to' assess treatment programs by measuring,'

changes in individuals psychiatric status as' a result of

treatment

Malutcio's study, Residential Treatment ofr fisturbed

Children tud of (In press, Child-Welfare

League of America), examines the delivery of service throughout

an entire system rather than within one specific program. It

is significant to evaluation in that it documents the extent to

which the participation of a residential program in a system

of caregivers has vital implications for its success or failur

The study clen 1, indicates that whatever success may have octured

in,residential tr

System of'services

that evaluationof

tment was intimately related to the entire

for the child_ and his family and secondly,

a specific program must consequently consider

the larger system of services provided for the child-prior to.

-and after discharge from residential treatmnt.

32
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The study seeks to examine the experiences of 215 children

placed in residential treatment under the auspices of the Rhode

Island Beneficiary Program between 1964 and 1970.. Data for

the study was collected from case records and included infer-

gyration about the children, -their families, demographic

characteristics, contact with agencies and reports from the

treatment institutions describing pre-placement services, re-`

ferral, placement, treatment, outcome of treatment and after

care services. Treatment institutions were also asked to fill

out questionnaires regarding treatment because the records

were uneven; the use of case records constitutes the limitation

of the studies.

In general the children were characte ized by a variety of

physical and emotional health problems and tended to come from

families living ata marginal level with an average income level

of aboUt $7,000 per year. Referral for treatment was typically,

initiated by school or social agency a1nd in twothiresof the

cases, occurred three ormore years after the time when

individual problems were first reco nized by a commupity agency

or professional Person outside the family. It is significant

that residential treatment was often a desperate decisionmade

after the child had had some contact with and exposure to

services with his family. Whether those services were adequate

to prevent eventual placement or not was not answered, but in

general the services tended-to be fragmented. , uncoordinated

and generally inadequate, which_ raises the- question of how

many children might have avoided residential placement h&d'
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better services been provided.

At the time of the study, 125 children had been discharged.

The treatment programs were asked to evaluate the children at

time of discharge with the criteria left to the discretion of

the institution. About 37% were considered substantially

improved, lit moderately improved, 22% minimally improved and

30% no progress. Considering the severity of the children's

difficulties, family situation and conditions prior to place-

ment, such a success rate may be considered satisfactory,

although the definitions of success are elusive and as Alt

has-pointed out, criteria for measuring success are difficult to

agree upon.

Several questions are raised by this finding:

1). Presumably some of the youngsters might have gotten

and decompensated as a result of placement yet no-

category was mad for these cases.

2) Secondly, what-fis the relationship,of success at,

of discharge overall success? Functioning in a

sheltered residential prOgram ay be different than functioning

in a more hazardous and diSruptiyel.ife in the community with

one's family.

Two-thirds of hhn children were -laced in settings outside

of Rhode Island w 'viously limited the extent to which

parents could-be involved in treatment program The-research

of Allerhand, et al., (1966) and Taylor and Alpert (1973) indicate,

such continuity and parental'support is crucial t

ful outcoma, following residential treatment.

success-

Data on post-discharge fun5 nine was fragmentary. and
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the institution. had no procedures for gathering such info

mation. This raises the issues of the criteria of success; that is,

whether evaluation should be made at the time of discharge

or whether it should take into account later adjustment, etc.,

i.e., S it the,reponsibility of a residential treatment pro-

gram in defining its success to,be responsible for returning

an individual to a hazardous, pathogenic environment'.

The data collected indicated that. the treatment lnsti

tions did make specific recommendations for after-care

services but that they did little follow-up. After care for..

the child and his family has been demonstrated to be important

in the continuing functioning of the child and the need was

obviously there in these cases.

The author summarized his study as follows:

The limitations suggested by this study are not
unique; essentially they.,, represent criticisms: of the
system of residential, treatment that have been re-
peatedly noted in research undertakings, clinical
writings, and practice, experiences throughout the

country. The most serious limitation has-to do with

the seeming inability of existing community agencies
to deal systematically with the needs of ,the'child
and his family even after there has been a recogni-
tion. of emotional disturbance. In case after case,
there is eviderice of fragmentation, of services,

'insufficient inter-agency collaboration and the poor

use of personnel, professional and community re-
sources. (p.15)

These criticisms are dirert d at the use of resources both prior

to and after placement.

Maluccio's study was employed by a task force examining the

beneficiary program of the state of Rhode Island. Recommendation .

made on the basis of the study includ'd: 1) that the state

resources be centralized, and 2) that the ,re ponsibility for

'disturbed children be placed with a single agency in order -to

3-2R'
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provide a focal point for planning and management, to'pr4rZte

a more effective relationship' between private agencies and

public agencies-and'to,stimulate a comprehensive program to

meet the needs of the'children through a closer coordination

of Services.

Networks of services, such as mental health services can be

studied from the vantage point of either particular agencies

within a system of agencies or the flow of.patients through the

system. In "Network Analysis as a Method fbr the evaluation of

SerVice Delivery Sy te (In press, Community_ Mental Health

Journal) Burgess, Nelson and lallhaus approach problem

of evaluating entire systems

'analysis.

One may argue that a relatively effective program may

appear ineffective because of the disorganization of the community
,

or the lack of support services following discharge. Clearly the

effectiveness of any inclividual Institution is t6 a large

care givers by means of a network.

extent related to the parameters and constraints of the whole

network of services. As residential treatment programs

develop a more open, community orientation, it will Abe necessary

for program evaluation to consider the constraints imposed on

narticular cgcnci - by the network of services of which they

are an integral part. 'The proposal to apply network analysis

is significant for program evaluation in that it provides

_conceptual framework for viewing the institution in th

context of the larger system.

29
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The authors develop measures. for defining the effeCtivenesi

of the system, bylooking at the amount_of time a person spends

in an agency and his progress through the network. 'T*i---411g1_,__

develop measures of Cycling" or repetitions of contacts with

an agency, which suggest that services failed to meet their

stated goals. The authors suggest that a variety of problems!

in services delivery can be approached using a network analysis

approach; e.g., reasons for cycling, comparative effective

ness of out-patient and in-patient services, etc.

George Thomas, in "Community-Oriented Care in Childrens

institutions" (US OffiCe of Child Development Grant, No.

OCD- CB -lO6, 1972) gives a preliminary report of an attempt to

evaluate and experiment with a state-wide network of child

care services. In the first year of the project, the researchers

developed a survey designed to assess the extent to which the

child caring institutions in Georgia were community versus

non-community-oriented, and to provide baseline data for

assessing the i pact,of programs introduced to change

existing institutions toward greater community orientations.

Three C fferent strategies of change were then utilized in-a

quasi- experimental manner to assess techniques for changing

the institutions. The assessment of these different strategies

for change wasagoal r :hc seond year of the projeCt.

George Thomas describes the rationale for these experiments:

Two basic criticisms are leveled against-Children's

institutions. First, they are charged with ad-,

justing children to. institutions rather than pre-

paring them for a return to community living. Secondly,

they are viewed as refuSing to serve or otherwise-not

serving those children most in need of residential-

care ... Our experiment must seek to reverse these

conditions, in as many ways as possible.. We aim to

A

,Jg
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reduce the focus,on institutional, adjustment
and fosterpreparation for community living.
We also aim at.moving institutions toward accepting
more and more difficult .and other.typesof children
such as sibling groups - in need-of res idential care
but .not now getting it.

In part, these goals can-be approached .onlY in
so far as, we move institutions away from acceptance
of their dumping ground role and toward an aggressive
innovative stance in providing services to children-

in need. They must become increasingly agressiVel.

also in demanding responsible. End continuing involVe-
ment from parents, agencies and others in the lives
of children in. residence. Finally, they must be
moved toward a conscious awareness of and preVentien
of the process of institutional adjustment.-
AMemorandumof the Regional Institute of Social
Welfare, Sdhool of Social Work, University-Of Georgiai

Five instruments were developed for obtaining data on the

children and their families. Nearly all of the.resident

children (1800) have been tested throughout the system and

data has been used to examine the effects of staff-child inter-

action on treatment.and to assess the effects of the structure

of programs.on children. Another group of.instruments was

collected to assess the staffs' orientation toward their jobs

.receptivity to daffimunity4oriented care and their philosophy

about child rearing practices.

The institutions selected for the study varied in terms of

their current baseline of community orientedness. it was

clearly impossible to .randomly assign institutions to different

conditions, reasonably experimental conditions were imposed in

that they were matched on the basis of previouSly known

baseline information, the agendas for change were similar and

the, roles of staff as change agents were comparable. Each

approach differed in the way it.s.ought to use-participants in

the discussions to stimulate social pressure and to provide 1

information relevant to family-oriented care.
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The content or focus for the three different approaches

to bringing about change was identical and had essentially

.two dimensions. The first dimension emphasized responding

to community need with subparts defining_service needs,

processing of services needs and adapting to new ones. The

second dimen'Sion emphasized preparing residents for return

to the community through institutional program experiences,

through decision making involVement and through preparation

in placement planning'and follow -up services.

One of the preliminary findings reported y the principal..

investigator at a conference was the effect of dethentraliiing

decision making in institutions The principal investigator

suggested that in decentralized institutions the staff have

more impact on the behavior of children than staff in

institutions where decision making takers place at higher levels.

He suggested that if you have good staff in an institution-,

decentralize it and they may be more effective in working with

children. If you'have poor staff, "keep them under your

thumb" and prevent them from doing harm. These findipgs were

based on data derived from all the staff, the questionnaires

and data collected from-the staff and-children'in various in-
,

'sti_utions. These tentative findings nd many others which

should' be fo eoi__gin anal ropor and publicatibns will

* no doubt be of great value in undo-standing the processes

of residential treatment and exploring strategies for

changing both individual institutions and systems of institutions

332



toward improved, community oriented care.

In terms of .research such a program is of great significance

in that, systems-wise, it deals with the,- entire state systeth

of child caring services, develops baseline measures and

experiments with different strategies for increasing community

-orientation. The extent to which a technique is successful _

can be assessed in comparison to' baseline data and to in,.

stitutions which used other techniques. In short, the research

is remarkable for its scope and its attempt to utilize, tn'so

far as possible, relativelYrigorous experimental procedures.

It promises to shed much light on the relative effectiveness

of various techniques in orienting child caring institutions

to community` needs and to preparing children for-return to the

community rather than for life in institutions.

Lewis (1968) reports results of a preliminary

evaluation of the Re-Ed, project, which has been described

-elsewhere obbs 1964, 1966). The data gathered in the

evaluation of the progrm reflect the programs emphasis upon

t ecological context of the childs behavioral difficulr.ies and.

by implication, the program and the evaluation recognize the

fact that the effect of any institution is determined largely

by its place vithin the larger social system. For exampLe,

the author says:

4

Because of tlhe ecological bias in appraising

.

children's problems, in 'establishing goalS and

developing programs of re-education, the data
gathered to help evaluate the effectivenesS of
the Re-Ed. school_ s lean heavily on the perceptions

of the child by those who are his natural
evaluatois: his parents, teachers, and peers.

They are asked to describe him during the
application process - before ho. is enrolled in

the Re-Ed.school - on check lists, rating. scales,

open ended questions and sociometric questionnaires,

,t7r7.77:77-te 4 :7. -"
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They describe his behavior again after he has
returned from the Re-Ed school and still again
after he has been home for more than a year. These
periodic assessments are aimed at plotting ohangeg-
"in valence/6f_ the child for those who know him
best and whose judgements about the adequacy of
his perfOrmance are most potent. This' emphasis -in
evaluation is based on the assumption that a more
positive appraisal of2thechild's-performance is
essential to reinstatement of Mutually:rewarding
relationships'that in-the past..have been blocked
during the time he was seen "as emotionally
disturbed." (p. 17)

Data was collected ,a few weeks prior to admission,.5 to

6 month's after discharge and 18 ,to20 months after disdharge..

At these-points, the following. instruments were used:

.1) The child's mother, the worker frbm the referring

agency and the liason teacher assessed the childs behavior on

five point scale ranging from "worse" to "greatly improved".

On a symptom check list of 36 behaviors "ascribed

for emotionally disturbed children", the parents were asked to

indidate the frequency of each behavior in the preceding two

A Social Maturity kale adapted from the Vineland

Social Maturity Scale was filled out by the parents.

4). A semantic differential scale measured the discrepancy

between what the child was like in comparison to what.the pardn

wanted the child to be ilk

advent 3, timid,

with 19 items such as happy, sade

5) on a scale developed to assess student rolebehavior,

27 questions were presented, such as "does he usually listen

well enough to understand directions?" Is he careless or lazy,

about his work?", etc. These itemswere designed to reflect

4
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teachers' expectations of the child.

Tapping another fa t of the child's adjustment

sociometric data were collected by the child's peers,"such

as "Who would you .invite to your birthday party? or "Who would

you not invite to your birthday party?", etc.

In general the three separate observers --,parent

teachers and peers - i.e. his or her natural evaluators,

who know the child in different contexts, found that about 3/4

of the children seem to have imprbved on a variety of

dimenthions. In discussing.the results the.authdr states:

We are faced with the very,real question of
how much an emotionally disturbed child's behavior
may be expected to .change simply by getting a
year or two older and haVingadditional experi-
ences and opportunities,that had not been available
before.' The Social maturity scale is the most-
extreme example of this source of,uncertainty.- One
would be surprised if the child, even one who could .

be. called emotionally disturbed, did not have
significantly higher_ social. maturity. ratings after

ca lapse of two years. Our concern in evaluating a
.program of treatment is the extent to which one
may attribute the change to treatment rather than to
ma oration alone. (1964, .p. 24

The author id.obviously aware of the problems of conducting

evaluative studies in the absence of-an appropriate cbntrol

group, etc. It goes without saying that one would expect an-

improvement in social maturity in the course of almost. 2 year'

between the pre and post cv tions.

However, the..study -isof interest as an evaluative study

in that the instruments are tailored to assess the goals of the

program namely:, to achieve a greater harmony between the child

4nd his-or her family, community And school.' This is related

to the goal of the-Re-Ed program, not to treat a,disturbed child
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with a specific psychopathology but instead to change a

disturbed ecological unit; i.e.., make the child more,.

acceptable and his envionment more accepting.

A study by BoWer et al. (1969) of the-Re-Ed project,.

while not a systems approach; illustrates another strategy of

evaluation; i.e., observation by a panel of experts knOwledge-

able in the field of residential child care. The evaluators --Ade,

relatively independemt'obs rvations of the program over a-

period of years and in theprocess,,shared and discussed_

them. Given their experie_ and knowledge Q. the field, and

considering the problems 0-evaluative research, such an

4PProach4toevaluation may prove useful and inexpensive.

Concerning the issues of evaluation and of sustaining

support for the program on the toSis of such an evalUation

,Hobbs, says in the introduction`:

The idea ofasking four men to watch closely
the developpent of a project and to assert
finally th'ieri-appraisal of it is a-simple one.
Statistic4 results However favorable seldom
determine thefate of S'Ocial institutions. What

is most important in assessing a new idea is the
evaluation of inforthed, competent, profesSional
observers whose judgement is respected by their
professional colleagues and by the-decision makers

in society. (p. 2)

We,will return to this idea, of observation by a professional

as a means of evaluation, at a later point.

The Residential Center As

Another type of systems evaluation is the analysis of the

residential center as a social system. Systems analyses are
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evaluative in the sense that they examine the functional and

dysfunctional aspects of programs and the extent to which

programs meet the requirements or prerequisites of social

_Systems. A systems -type evaluation may examine program in

terms of the efficiency of its allocation of resources. Intra-

mural prOgrat,, evaluation in a systems perspective, in dontrast

to evaluations of the supra systems 'of which the residential'

program is but a part, -Addresses itself simultaneously to

the overall, net efficiency of the total program and to the

relative contribution of each systeM or component of the program,

such'es, therapy, education and child care.

One such study is The_Dynamicsof Residential Treatment.

(1968) by PolSky and Claster in collaboration with Goldberg

in which the analysis of social systems is utilized to con-

ceptualize the dynamics of residential treatment. They discuss

the goals of this' research and its implications' for residential

treatment and the role of child care workers as follows:

We probe beneath the label "residential worker"
to examine the actual demands and responsibilities
placed.upon this pivotal position. If we can
uncover the interplay-of-functional activities in the
role, we can begin to develop the appropriate
training program for persons in charge of this
complex system. ,A valid pcirtrayal of the diverse
functions within the overall role may enable
us to .develop-a more effeCtive treatment approach
to cottage and institutional life. (p.- 11)

The author relate Parson (1951) functional imperatives toil

four major aspects of the child care Workers role; i.e., 1) nurturer

and comforter, 2) counselor, guide and teacher, 3) mediator,

337
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integrator and custodian, and 4) monitor and supervisor.-

Using these functional roles, the authors analyze the

role of the cottage worker within the social system of the

cottage and the larger institution.

The research model for the study was based on cottage

comparison. Modes of staff functioning in each of the three

cottages were compared. Individual counselors' methods were

contrasted, differences among cottage peer,groups were assessed

and finally, these different levels of comparisons Were

interrelated. Data was collected in the course of systematic

observations which were carried on in three senior cottage

units and represented systematic and comprehensive observations

of cottage lie. Schedules were established for making

observations and observers were trained in the demarcation and

coding of events. The final observation schedule consisted of

31 items and an instruction manual which' specified guidelines for

coding event and pinpointing the criteria for coding distinctions..

Reliabilities of the observations consisted of two aspects:

1) -The firSt is selection of the event and the
reliability in coding the content of the event.

In selecting events, reliabilities were .

established by having two observers select
events and rate therm over a three week period
prior to` the per ,or'.. of the study. Roliabilities
for'cpding 212 Onni]y ollscIrved events ranged

het,Inon 57 =17, , Lh a median of

2) :Items involved in tae coding of items concerning
monitoring, guidance, support and integration were
coded less reliably due to the greater amount of .

inference required. They were coded with 50% agree-

ment for the boy's behavior and 59% for the staff
behavior and were judged to reflect difficulties
inherent in such complex judgement. (p. 34)
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For one such item on the observation scale, item number 20,

there was 50% agreement on thelunctioWemphasized by-staff

in the initial period. It increased to 75% during the middle.

phase.and fell oi'f to 56% in the final phase. The authors

say- of the5. levels of reliability:

On the basis of this experience we would orT
the need for greater sustained attention to the
reliability of the observations than was maintained,
in this study. (p.34)

The co -ent-speaks for itself and for the study which is.based

on this data and its coding.

Observations about staff functioning in relation to tl e

boys in each of three different cottages were compared.. In

addition, staff variability within the three cottages was

examined by analyzing the content bf staff-child interaction,

in terms of variations in and contrasts of the different

\

functional imperatives that staff emphasized. Breakdowns of \

the emphasis of functions by boys and counselors were made on

the basis of individual pottage, staff and boy.
\

In discussing the findings, the authors state:

We take the position that there is no fixed pattern of
counselor emphasis that is best for all situations,
but that,each group must be diagnosed and a plan
formulated in relation to this diagnosis. At this point,
let us simply state some workingprinciples that should
be taken into account in developing such a group
treatment plan.

l) Autonomy - The :'esi,lent group should learn to run
itself.

2) The .ultimate primacy of the consummatory functions -
for a resident group to function autonomously it
must not get bogged down in .the instrumental
activities of custodial and individual gratification:,
it must eventually see instrumental functions as the I

means to achieve the ultimate gratifications of goal. 1

attainment in integration.
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Time sequence of function.- staff should not move
too .quickly toward consu mmatx)ry functions, There is
a natural sequence of .group development, as there is
in individualchild development.. In the'caseof the
residential cottages, a 'fbundation of adaptation and,..
individual gratification must be achievedfirat The.
suocess of the 041 attainment in the integration
effort is built-op this foundation.

identification - If the group respects a cdunselor
they maybegin an activity to win his approval, even
though they don't see it as meeting their needs at
the time.

Internalization - An activityat.first carried out
to gain adult approval can come to.be satisfying.
in itself as it becpmespart of the residents' value
structure.. (p., 60)

Such a group treatment plan while tentative, takes into

n
account the nature of the group, how the Various functions are

met, the variations within the gtoup and between different

individual and group roles, and it represents. an attempt at a

more precise prescriptionfor creating andusing a therapeutic

milieu. The degree to which the "treatment plan" is carried

but can be assessed quantitatively and its effect determined.

In short, such a system analysis Of 'the group provides the

theoretical basis for deVeloping and assessing treatment plans.

The authors use the concept of role to examine,the nature

of peer group structures and describe emergent roles in the

peer group; i.e., the responsibilities that exist before

anyone steps in to meet them. Fot example, there may be

a battle between two boys for leadership of cottage peers

The leade-snip poisiton for which they are struggling ia a role

and the struggle itself is evidence that there is something

meaningful for which they are competing. The degree of peer

rgroup structure was measured by determing the extent to which
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there was consensus on whom the incumbents of given role-
,

were. The cottages were found to differ'net so much in the roles

per se as in thd degree, _ respect afforded different roles.

The relationship bet eon peer group structure and cottage

management is subsequently explored. In general it is suggested-

that while-personality characteristics may explain some of

the qualities of the peer groUp, the peer gr&up also respOnds-

to the staff, staff's enacting of.roles, and their selective,

emphasis on functional imperatives, etc. The authors.suggest.
.

that as a result of the stronger, emphasis on-integration found

in one cottage the iad, developed, m re positive peer roles-

than the:Other cottages.

Going beyond the relation of peer.greup structure, values

and role emphasis to look at the cottage staff, the authors

related data to the larger institution:

Based upon the data that we have gathered, we can make

several interpretations about the worker's
the cottage and the institution. The'Unanticipated
consequences of the custodial emphasis is the imposi-

tion of minimutnly accepted.standards, upon the
residents in the.Cottage. The minimum standard'per-
formance tends to become a common pattern for most

residents and thUs become maximum standards for
them.

to
performance by workers and residence

leads to a discrepancy in the organizational goals

_held by the administrators and the way of life. that

is generated in the cottages. Pressures are then

placed upon superVisors to, check more closely upon
cottage workers. This lncreasesthevisability of the..
actual relationhip t)etween workers and residents in

the cottacje, lc,a0s to increasing tenOons, and
disturbs the equilibrium eV-the system. (p. 149).

Some of -Hie more significant achievements of the authors ,are

their development and-applicatiOn of a social sydtems perspective;

0
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their analysis and description of:the program, and their

attempt to provide or to develop empirical measures tg,desc

and evaluate the.program. The authors state:

In advancing a concept of residential care which
includes description,- evaluation and planning for
a cottage social system, we are indicating an ideal.
It does not, of course, come about all at once.
But in time and with proper training we suggest
teat of cottage workers can learn to develop rather
comprehensive plans for cottages 'and periodically-
rearsess and reformulate them within this social
sys em theory of child care. (p. 149-150).

It is in this regard that Polsky and Claster make the most-

.

important contribution to the evaluation of residential'

treatment programs; namely, ,analyzing and describing them with-

in the theoretical framework.of a social systems analysis.

Whatev r.the limitations, specifically the reliability of

their observations and the useallness of the functional

imperatives, their emphasis on the residential treatment pro-

gram as a social system will go a long way toward achieving

their goal of formulating the empirical work on a sufficiently

broad theoretical base so as to render it applicable with minimum

variation to small group Systems in diverse other settinT.,

As well The significance of their application of-a systems,

approach is expressed UccinCtly by Leonard . Cottrell'of the

Russell Sage FOUMIalt:kN n whi_h sponsored the study:

a opl _ Lod t alysis of the Social and
cultural processesin a given institution ,is a

basic requirement for any intelligentplanning for
the development of a:theraPeuticmilidU. This is no

job for amateurs. the level of technical: knowledge
and skill required isfullY comparable to that
required for the understanding of intrapbychic
processes.,

.,the mere juxtaposition of asocial- science
based restructuring of the institutional milieux

34.2
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an -a clinical procedure based on one or another
of the variants pschodynamic theory will not be
sufficient for an adequate program. Clinical
analysis and treatment directed toward the individual
must 10 conducted with a clear knowledge and under-
standing of what is taking place in the social
context; and the strategy of milieu structuring
must take fully into account the clinical analyses
of the person involved. (p. 7, 8)%

Another contribution is their sensitivity to the many

conflicts inherent in the custodial and therapeutic responsibilitie

of the resident care workers. For example, they conclude

that overbearing concern with the custodial functions is

incompatible with therapeutic goals. They suggest that the

Solution is to upgrade the child care worker's job by

ing the following ideas:

1) a new concept f child care work 'that transends
the custodial emphasis but does not deny its
crucial importancl,

2) a training program in which workers can develop
practical group and community skills and a deeper
theoretical, understanding of working with residents
so as to constantly increase their decision making
and autonomy; and

recruitment of more competent workers who can be
trained to assume these new tasks in child-care.
(n. 177).

Objective descriptions and theoretical understandings of

sidential treatment _ograms, such as provided by Dynamics

of Resi lential Troatrn arc essential to the development of

more ffectivc, ohjecti, in transmittable L1 yr of organizing

and maintaining residential t r atment programs for children.

In an earlier study, Poisky and Kohn (1959) adapted Bales'

Interaction Process Analysis (1950) to produce individual and

group curves and to pin down pathological group processes in
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order to study groups before, during and after therapeutic

intervention. The study is significant for showing how

strategic areas for intervention into the cottage culture

could be identified, which helped to bring the cottage

culture into line with larger therapeutic goals and values,

to allow more efficient use of the cottage and the group'

as a therapeutic tool.

,Cottage The Social System of Delinquent Boys_in

Residential Treatment (1962) by Polsky, is a study of the often-
,

neglected impact of peer group cultures on residential treatment.

It was a participant observation study of a cottage, which was

generally regarded As the toughest in a large residential treat-

ment program. The book is significant in that it emphasizes

the need for understanding f.both intrapsychic phenomena and

the sub-culture or peer group influence on therapeutic endeavors.
r

In analyzing the delinquent subculture in Cottage Six,

Poisky delineates the norms, activities, internal organization

and the personalities of the members involved in the delinquent

sub-culture. In a section on deviant processes he suggests

that there are five different styles of interaction and

corresponding peer group roles 'which members learn to conform

to and which reaffirm group norms.

The boys in fact spoilt th^ majority of their time with

peers, while:

. .The professional staff, who are in many ways
closest to individual boys, are paradoxically the
farthest removed from the cottage sub-culture.
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. . .Tfie staff are not only isolated from the
boys in the functioning of the institution;
they are also remote from the boys in terms
of their cultural background's and values. (p. 150).

Summarizing his analysis of the delinquent sub-culture

and its relationship to the longer organization and

the-apeutic goal; Polsky say

While the professional staff are preoccupied with
changing individual boys' values and personality
structures, the cottage social organization subverts
their efforts. A stable pattern of accomodation
emerges between cottage staff and boys, on one hand
and, on the other, between the professional and
non-professional child care staff. These systems
cooperate implicitly to sustain the boys' organi-
zation in the cottage. The tough aggressive peer
leader in the comet pity covertly receives re-
cognition not only from the cottage staff but from
the removed professional group as well. (p. 170).

Polsky's study is a systems evaluation in that it analyzes the

delinquent subgroup within the context of therapeutic goals and

the organization of the residential treatment facility. It is

also an example of the usefulness of'participant observation,

and the data clearly derAonstrates the way in which the or-

ganizational goals were subverted by the delinquent subculture.

Finally, a book of readings by Poisky et al. Social system

peetivesinResidential Treat-ment, (1970) seeks to "present,

within a eoeheqive theoretical framework, an accumulating base

of theory and nt in 37.7 nl C r ntial institutions. " (p. 3) .

The book eamincs within a gunoral theory of social action

framework, the way residential treatment institutions maintain

themselves, adapt to external and internal changes, and most

importantly, the way many unintended consequences of residential
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institutions effect-the achievement of therapeutic goals,

In general the book is valuable in that it represents

.

a much needed attempt to 'demonstrate that contemporary social

science does have an over-arching theory that is useful to

.practitioners." p 3). In terms f the attempt to con-
\

ceptualize residential treatment from'. social systems

p -rspective and in terms of the content of the articles, the,

book makes a significant and useful contribution.

,
Although most of the articles are not specifically

relevant to the analysis, and in that sense, to evalUation of

residential treatment programs for disturbed children, some-

articles do deal with the organizational dilemmas inherent

in residential treatment. For example, Piliavin's article)

"Conflict between Cottage Parents and Caseworkers"- (1963) describes

a study of the attitudes of cottage parents and caseworkers

toward each other as expressed in interviews. In both custodial

and treatment-oriented pFograMs, including one which sought to

meliorate the commonly recognized mutual antagonisms, he found

that the case workers were critical of 'cottage parents because

of their emphasis on control, their intrusion into casework

and their inability to ca -y out treatment plans. Conversely,

cottage parents t CL(.1-t. caseworkers as unrealistic

in regard to their reln Lids pith children and their

expectations about "treatment." Concurrent with these mutually

negative attitudes, was the fact that case workers and cottage

parents had little formal or even informal contact. The

author questions whether more contact between them might

340
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exacerbate the conflict. In conclusion, the author suggests

a major structuring:of the roles, such as locating caseworkers

in the cottage or having one professional assigned both case-

work and cottage parent responsibilities.

In Polsky's.paper, (1970) "Changing Delinquent Sub-Cultures:'

Social Psychological Approach," Paisley disdusses methods-for

evaluating change in the group's structure and interaction.

Rather than trying to Assess changes in individual personality

traits and attitudes, he says:

Any evaluative program for gauging change in a
group natural setting offers tremendous problems for-
those who are sticklers for reliability-and validity.
The fact is, we have little systematic knowledge
of successful intervention in a delinquent grottp
as an ongoing social system. Although there have
been more than seventy Years of experimentation with
these strategies, little -work has been done to date to
validate their therapeutic influence. ]mpirical
experiments are sorely lacking in the field .

The measurennent of change from a delinquent social
structure to a less delincruent one involves
focuSing upc'n the boys' interacticne, the group
norms and roles, and the ext(at of involvement in
nondeviant activities. 'Each one of these realms
of g-L'oup process can be defined in oPerational
terms. In our studies, we have focused primarily_
on peer groUp iLteeactienal processes as a 'easic
'criteri-m of change. (p. 696),

These and other Articles are of both sulestantive and theoreti-

value. Although the diversity of, the articles and their

theoretical. frnrjec:`ork eclude4 a tighter integration into

a theory sari r_ provides a much needed

social systems er pective; i.e., viewing'treatment endeavors.

in a social context and viewing tat context holistically and

in terms of tiA intorrolations of thte various components.



Henry, in an article entitled "Types of institutional

Structures" (1957)1 alSo employs a systems approach to.contrast

two types of social structures. charaCteristic of residential

treatment centers. The author describes four types of structures

and contrasts the structure.characterist ic of the Sonia Shankman

Orthogenic Schobi With that of a more traditional- and

psychiatric hospital:

The Orthogenic School is regarded as a structure with

simpiei undifferentiated subordination; there is one director

with a staff responsible for all phases of the operation. The

staff are responsible for the child care and individual

psychotherapy and have an intense involvement in all phaSes

of the child's life. Contrasted with this is a system with

multiple, diffekentiated subordination. In such a system the

therapeutic tasks of -a psychiatric hospital are typically

broken down into nursing care, individual psychotherapy, .child

.care, educational programs, occupational therapy, etc. Staff,

such as nurses, are subject to multiple supervision; i.e., from

physicians, from charge Purses, the department head, etc.

This Paper is extremely important as an attempt,to analyze

the types of social structures which are utilized in various

organizations and to trace out the impact which these social.

yst ms have on t -e values, roles and relationships of staff,

the system of author

mental health settings

role of the director. In

-ticularly many organizationalorganizational.problems

are understood in terms of psychological eplanations, such a

personalityconflicts.7 The relative lack of awareness of how
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programs are organized in re ion to their goals is startling

when contrasted with the level of psychological awareness,

hich, while valuable, ismncit necessarily applicable and often

reflects relative naivete about organizational analysis, social

structure and the nalysis of social Structures vis a vis

their implications 2cr therapy.

Approaching theties problems frcr asystems perspective,

this paper explicates the ways in which particular structures,

effect the endeavors of the actors in the systems; such an

analysis, of how the program is organized to achieve its

goals, is essential as the first step of evaluation.

In a table contrastingthe two different organizations

regard to their physical plants, task performances,

worker personalities, and directors, he summarizes the

differences in terms of the actors' expectations which are

logically related to the way the programs are organized:

The differences presented in this table are
paralleled by differences in value orientation.

A review of the analysis of the structures and their

properties show that the differences between them are

identifiable, specific and systematic, and thus

leaves no doubt that the identified properties are

inseparately related to the structure types. From

this it flows that, when ,certain properties, such

as autonomy and attachment, are desired, a specific

type of structure must be devised to produce them

as a necessary consequences; and that when certain

prooerties appear within the system, their origins

aolvjht e in the structure of the

In summary, 1.0n11 s article ilium -r a --much neglected area

of residential treatmcn, the organization of programs vis

a vis their goals and the far reaching consequences of

specific organizations for the actors. It is an excellent
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example systems analysis.

1.

Comparison of System t }fficien

Where program evaluation is concerned, comparative evaluatio:

may be difficult becauseoas Henry's article illustrates, each

program may present a unique configuration or organization of

its activities. A difficulty for comparative evaluations

arises in that there may not be systematic points of .comparison

between programs., Evaluation must consequently take into.

account the concepts of equicausality and equifinality. In brief

equicausality means that you can arrive at different ends -with

the same initial-factorsand conversely,. equifinality means that

you can arrive at the same end by different routes. In short,

residential treatment can be provided in a variety of ways

and there are many different configurations of the basic elements

r caring for anditreating children. Given the problem of

defining dearly what succes ful.trcatment is, much less

defining cleal,reliable and valid operational measures, the

possibilities for compafative outcome studies with instruments

which are relevant across programs are severely liMited.

In fact, llowever, people choose between programs and

comparative evaluations are of practical value, however

limited they may be theoreically. It is unlicly that new

_ly LhaL eustodially-

,oriented programs will be upgraded in the direction

treatment orientation. Presumably comparative evaluation

of some sort will play a role in these choices.
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An excellent example, f this is reet, et al,Oraanization for Trcht
nt (1966)

a comparative
evaltfationo1

the
effectiveness f

differenttYp. s of
institutionsa comparative

study,
particular interest

to a systems
evaluation in that,

while, it seeks to assessoutcomes in the
different

institutions, it avoids
e difficuland lack. of

applicability of outcome studies because it deals
th the issue of how

effectively
institutions are organizedto achieve their goals. The study is lso unique in that itprovided

relatively ongoing feedback
to the

institutions which
-allowed them to make

"midcourse"
corrections; this

relatively.
immediate use of data ften impossible with outcome studies.

It is also of interest in that it portrays a variety ofresources for the
treatment of

delinquents. In this
country,

0% of the
delineuents are treated in what would roughly beconsidered custodial

orientation, while
remaining delinquent

population is divided equally among the
treatment and re-educational-developmental

institutions. The data on inmateand staff
attitudes in these

institutions have important implications for our ideas about the treatment of
delinquents.Its strat uy of c

insti t
tion i s to compare

differentchon on
!- O noir Cifferent p11ilosophion

of. tme
t).o:. 1

'ures an& to relate

orcAn
these

differences to measures
relevant to

evaluation;
namely,

attitudes of staff. toward inmates s nd of
inmates toward staff

the program, themselves and peers. A
comparative evaluation

of different
organizations and of their impact on inmatesat one point in time has the advantage of avoiding a follow-

.351
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up study, and the methodological and ractical problems involvedwith it. As cri-Eeria for success it uses positive attitudesabout staff, institution and peers, instead of,.measures of
recidivism etc. The assumption is shade that.positive
evaluatio of the institution and personnel can be equated
with success and thus are the criteria for _evaluations of
comparative success.

The au hors describe their research as:

...comparative inclusive and to some e : .tentlongitudinal. c studied a non,-random sample of6 institutions/
selected to maximize differencesin goals but inclu(ling both public and private,and large and small

organizations. The studywas inclusive in embracing all major levels oforganizational activity along with relevantgroups x.eternal. to the institutions. It waslengitudinal not only in that we attempted toreconstruct the histories of these organizationsbut also in that we collected the major bodies ofour data at two points in time, although onlyone year apart. (p.:22-23).

Six institutions
chosen which emphasized one .of

these goals: 1) obed nce and conformity, re-education
and development and 3) treatn nt. The researchers had hopedto find an institution

reflecting mixed goals but this did
riot occur. Data was collected by making observations of all
aspects of the program. Interviews, both structured and un-,
structured of all. SQ , of the

f, including istr'-tors, icezto- d
oon6uct anonymous

questi nna ,sere administered to bol
A search of the records and written_

f and inmates .

vial describing the
program was made- in order-to provide demographic and other
information about staff and inmates. Two surveys were. taken

7
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approximately a year apart in order to provide data on the

impact of mere recent treatment orientations in the

institutions. Between the first and second wave of questionL

naires, executive seminars w set up se that data derived

from the first study could be fed back the organization,

both to facilitate change and to make the evaluative data

more readily available to the institutions.

One of the important hypotheses tested was whether in

stitutions' goals would have an affect on theo ganization

and on the behavior of staff and inmates; i.e., whether the

treatment ideology effected the organization and roles of

those within the organization. Briefly, the results of the

study indicate that the goals of the institutions were

fleeted to a large extent in organizational behavior and

attitudes, including staff perceptions of the institution, their

beliefs about the inmates and their techniques for handlincj

nmates. Executive strategi in dealing with the external

environment, defining staff roles and. tasks and the internal

organization were siMilarly found to be rclat d to goals.

It was found that staff-inmate authority' relations, rewards

and sanctions, and the charact ristic type? o L control !

;enerally reTai=e6 to L:In niv=kti. and to staff

perception of the more troaLno t or euc _ion-11--
_

oriented program had more positive res nses in terms of in-

mate attitudes than the obedience-conformity institutions.

Some of the other interpretations of the findings raise

questions about Goffma 's stereotype of the total institution
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(1961). The study indicated th'at the six institutions
varied considerably with regard to their internal structureand orientation to patients and that the stereotype of the
total institution was just tIat 7- a stereotype

often
in exact in particular eases. Other finding;s were that
executives were relatively ignorant of many aspects of their
organization, including the backgrounds of staff and the
daily activities of individuals. In all institutions the
executives were concerned about staff not relating properlyto the inmates. Depending upon type of institution, the
executives felt that staff were pither overly involved (inthe treatment setting) or not strict enough (in the custodial
setting). The authors suggest that there is a need for
executives to have ongoing and current information about
the functioning of their institution and staff.

In these comparative evaluations, significant data werethe responses of the inmates about the va u- of the institution,their perceptions of relationships with staff, their- self
concepts and their attitudes about peers and the inmate cults °e.Some of the ,Faf.iation in these attitudes could he explained
by backgrounc

information, such as number of arrests and convictions, social-economic bac rot nd, etc. , which was related
the selective rccrul ent ofcinmaL Des t_ is factor,

inmate attitudes about the institutions
and-themseives.were

related to the nature of the institution. Thus, while someof the variance could he accounted for by the
characteristics
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of the inmate population,,t the effects of the organization

goals and relationships were-pronounced.

Delinquent subculture and peer group resistance to

institutional change have been the concerns of b9th correctional

and treatment uograms. The study found that the leaders and

followers were more antagonistic to institutions with a

custodial-orientation and consequently sought to subvert

it. Their subversion often entailed playing it coal and a earinc

to conform while subverting the systev. In the same institutions,

staff held negative and antagonistic views of peer groups and

as a result, were likely to t in motion a self-fulfilling

prophecy which further antagonized and exacerbated the conflict,

In conclusions drawn from this study, the authors suggest

that the success of the re-education and developmental type

t of the far more Costly treatment-programs s close to tl

oriented ones, as measured by. p ception of the institution by

inmates, self - concept, etc. They caution, however, that the

differences may have been the result of the fact that the

re-education prog were smaller, the fact that they were

relatively open institutions and consequently, that their

inmates were involved in the communi ty. Should these institution:

have developed their own schools and 1:ccono closed, they might

'7out16 ' "ba

custodial pro grel-

!:o level of Lho more

finding is suggestive and provides some

empiri -1 data for the troduction of treatment concepts into

correctional facilities. However, differences in the institution

could theor I-ally be explained in terms of other variables Such
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an. size, unique history, staff commitment, etc., and it is

difficult to extrapolate because of-these uncontrolled variables.

Therauthors were concerned with the introduction of a

treatment orientation into custodial institutions. They did not

find a bifurcation between t eatment-oriented and custodial

staff but .they did suggest that the success of making such a

transition was to a large extent dependent upon the way in

which the treatment orientation was introduced into the program

and the `degree of support and flexibility staff had in im-

plementing programs. _There are many ramifications associated

th the introduction of a nt orientation based on the

model of two person therapy into an institution, and enthusiastic

pport and leadership are necessary ingredients in integrating-

the treat et orientation with a basically custodial one.

Descriptive Studies

Much of the research to date has been descriptions of

individual treatment programs written by people involved in these

progams and frequently the descriptive accounts are mixed with

efforts to explicate and justify a parLicular program's

approach and rationale. These aescriptions are per aps the

first level of evaluative rese and 3 of lc e are ii

clndeti hurl, it hisLorical canoe or

because they deal with systeils at E more descrit Live level.

Relatively few residential treatment

created de novo.

ograms have been

More typic'lly they have evolved from

orphanages, shelters, etc. on the one hand, or fr hospitals'

peeking to minimize the hospital culture because of
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inappropriateness for socializing children, on the other.

Alt's book, Residential Treatment for the-Disturbed

Child, (International Universities Press, New York, 1960)

provides an engaging account of the evolution of a residential

treatment program from its early clays as a state training

school,. when the neighbors were notified by a blast on the

powerhouse whistle that a boy had run away and that anyone

returning him would receive a reward. The book is of particula-

value as a record, documented with personal obserations and

memoranda of the transition. This transition is Of particular

relevance because it is unlikely that many new treatment

programs will be built to provide treatment for the many

disturbed; more likely, existing institutions will change,

in the direction of becoming more treatment-oriented. Other

literature which discusses such transitions and traces out

the repercussions on staff, patients, communication, etc. of

changes in administrative or formal systems can.be found in

Berman (1961), Konopka et al. (1961), and the previously cited

preliminary study of Thomas (1972).

Descriptive studies of residential treatment programs for

children which arc historically important include Reid's and Ha"gel

nidc tinl

T "ci

(1965) ,

ally Di- ' m(f) A

!';kiiller's book dad -

ild Welfare League of America's publication

o Chaos to Or Colloctive View of Residential Treatment

of Children (1972), and Martin Gula's

Homes: A Casebook (1965).
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While not evaluatiVe in nature, Reid and Hagan's study

developed comparable descriptions which provide baseline

information about 12 different residentialstreatment programs.

With regard to determining the comparative efficacy of the

treatment programs, the authors state:

DeterMination of-the comparative efficacy of
treatment procedures used must await a much
greater refinement of research method than is
available at the present. Longitudinal, clinical
studies may 'be necessary to resolve these questions.
However, at this stage of knowledge these different
approaches to the treatment of children are a
positive manifestation. Torl were only one method
followed, discovery of new techniques in this area
.would be seriously jeopardised.. (p. viii).

This statement, written in 1952, continues to be applicable to

the determination of the comparative efficacies of treatment

procedures and of residential treatment itself.

A similar casebook, edited by Gula, describes 15 group

!
homes and is significant in that the use of group homes in the

treatment of disturbdd children is increasing. While descriptive

in a nuts-and-bolts fashion, Llency Qperated Group Homes: A Case

bcd4,111a, 1965) does prcvide some basic data on how a variety

of group homes is sponsored, organized and used for treatment.

This approach is relevant given the trend away from large

total institutions and the attempt to develop community-based

facilities avoid the prOblems of prolonged institutionalizatic

as well as to pare cl 1. dre. Eat orrximli living.

to Order: Collective view of ial

Treatmen (1972), written by a variety of task

forces drawn from members of the American Association of

Child:2n's Residential Centers, provides an overview of problems

in residential treatment. Among other topics, it deals with

the administrative problems of.interrelating residential
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treatment and individual psychotherapy in the residential

setting, the elements and structure of a therapeu'. -c

milieu and the roles of child care workers and teachers in

the residential' setting. In the introduction, the current

state of affairs is residential treatment is described as follows:

Residential treatment is-today trembling on the

brink of becoming a scienceUntil 'recently, it
was about at the same level of sophistication 4s
say, motherhood; it was humane, intimate, cOmpli-

cated and important, but rather undescribable and
unqualifiable - some people did it well, some
poorly and it was hard to tell anyone "how to".

In the hands of many current practitioners it has
gradually. come to assume the dimensions of a skill

and a practice; in the hands of a .few it is be-
coming almost a science.. We might say that we are

in the alchemist stage of development; we have
many questions and many methods, but we are not
always sure that our answers are the right ones,

or that our methods will bring us answers to the

(p. 1) .

In a section on organization, communication and structure,

the authors summarize the book by saying that the recurrent

organizational problems ,in residential treatment, some of which

are characteristic ail organizations, must be given attention

if the organizational and professional goals of residential

treatment are to be efficiently integrated. While it would

be difficult to build a case against develOping organizations

that fit the various characteristics that are subsequently

described i.e. , of orgnizatic -al goals

and individual roles, control and mediation of structural eon-

fl-Cts, maximumally efficient programs, etc. -- the specific

means for achieving a correct and efficient integration of

the various components of the organization are not spelled out.
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Nonetheless, the authors do attempt to delineate problem

areas and to specify= criteria for effective organizAon,

communication and structure.

In contrast to other books reviewed, Loughmiller's book

Wilderness Road (1965) describes a radical alternative social

system for the residential treatment of disturbed children,

raises-questions about the usrl of the school or hospital as

the model for residential treatment programs and makes

a compelling case for the therapeutic potential of a flexible,

open-ended, child-oriented, year-round camping program.8 The

author builds a strong argument for removing children from

the pressure'cooker of school, work, and family, the

institutions in which they have experienced failures, and from

programs, such as residential treatment programs, which tend to
4

reflect the assumptiS and expectations of these institutions.

Catping is generally less threatening, is generally accepted as

.A positive experience and may allow the creation of a milieu,

more tailored to the needs, interests and abilities of each

campers While the evaluation of the program is too sketchy, the

book raises some provocative questions abut residential treat-

ment models.

ERIXELI2L12: Cc)nfl d Workii

R- idential treattaci

in terms of their three mai

elution:

s have often be - examined

spheres o activitnamely,

therapy, education and child care, For historical and other

reasons, programs have integrated, emphasized and designed these

spheres in different ways.and have arrived at unique solutions
/

geared to their own resources, orientations and philosophies.,
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The fact programs have different routes to variety of

types of tireatment makes it difficult to develop a compr

sive and coherent body of knowledg(2_ and.theory about re-

sidential treatment: Whittaker .Whittaker and TrieFchman, 1972)r

commenting,on this said

From its beginning, residential treatment has
been operating on a patchwork of theoretical
remnants borrowed from child guidance practice,
traditional psychotherapy, social group work and
special education. The actual practices and
standards of evaluation for residential treatment
have had more to-do with the needs and requirements
of the mental health professionals than with the
needs of the children such settings were designed
to serve. Most so-called therapeutic milieus
(and who would admit to having anything elsen-
pay lip service to the value of life space therapy,
while still plading primary responsibility for
treatment in the 50 minutp hour. It would seem
time that those professionals interested and in-
volved in residential treatment begin,to develop
models of intervention tii"at-laould eventuate in a
unified theory base for residentual therapy ...a
(p. 105, 106) .

Given the diversity of philosphieS and programs, the concept of

egifinality, introduced earlier, is important because it

takes into account the fact that programs can have different

organizations, rationales and strategies for providing

residential treatment. It follows, then, that one may have

to look at each in terms of its own world view,

,organizational strategies, and, unique configurations of

resources, personalities, etc. Given that organizing pro-

Tgrams in different ways does not preclude goal achievement

aneiis there is yet to be demonstrated a "correct" way of

, providing treatment, it follows that one approach to evalua-

tiom is to assess the efficiency of each organization)
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espective of its outcome and
comparisons to other programCutting across the issue of unique

configurations ofsystems is the issue of how programs attempt to both "raise"and treat in the same setting.
The potential

incompatibilityof the
socializing and 'treatment goals of these institutionsis a structural dilemma reflected throughout the literature.Redl and Robinson (1956) for example, distinguish betweenthe needs of the children as children whose development mustbe stimulated, as contrasted with their needs as patients,whose pathology must be taken into account in ward designand control. Bettleheim and Sylvester (1948) make the samepoint in discussing

"psychological
institutionalism," anemotional

syndrome.d6veloped by children
institutionalized innon-therapeutic institutions.

When an,adult comes into'a
residential facility his or her"illness" is presumably the focus of attention. The work ,of'Coffman (1961) and others

highlights the dangers of prolonged
institutionalization and has raised the question of the extentto which the chronic

schizophrenic syndrome may be an
iatrogenicillness or an adaptation to the culture of the hospital.Since .children normally undergo

enculturation in the yearswhich they are also being -.Led, the risl s of their beiin dvertently
socia.li %ed

patient role are greater. hitheoretically the goals and means of treating
children,and,"raising" them are separable, the distinctions are easilyblurred in the day-to-day routines, the activities, and thenature of the

relationships between staff and children.
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In the early development.of residential treatment, the

emphasis was on therapy, while child care and 'education assumed

less, importance:9 The purpose of the residential aspect of

the center was often to contain the children in the interim

when they were not in therapy. The therapy was often analytic.

in nature and in many ways, incompatible with'involvement in

the child's living situation. In the-psychoanalytic frame

of reference, the therapist seeks minimal reality-oriented

involvement with the patient and uses his neutrality to

highlight the p Alient's transference. For example, a

psychiatrist was on a hospital w-rd, when one of his patients

grabbed the keys and ran off with them. He turned to the

nurse, whose role is to carry out doctor's orders, and told

her to retrieve the keys. 'She/protested, saying that her.
4

should do it since be was bigger. His reply was,- "I Can't do

that, hp's my patient."

In one program the author is familiar with, the therapist-

had administrative control over the children. It was the

therapist's role to decide when 'a child was ready to go home,

to decide on foster placement, approve week-end passes, etc;

Such administrative responsibilities may conflict with

therapeutic-goals.. In this L.tting, child care.workers

expected deal wit ious ma ter but to refer

back to the therapist who would handle it, in the cbntext of

the therapy session. This left staff dealing with acting-out

behavior but with no means of- treating it a such. It also
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appeared that children were reluctant to get involved in heated

negative transference with their therapist because they were

aware that the therapist also made the decisions about their

going home, etc. As a result, they may have' hyed- away from

such therapeutic involvement.

The issue of confidentiality in residential treatment has

also been a vexing problem in the past. To what extent Can a

therapist discuss what has gone_ on in_their_therapy _sessions

with child care workers, when in the more narrow psychoanalytic

sense, this is confidential? A similar conflict arises in gtoup

therapy. In many group therapy situations, individuals have

relatively little contact with one another outside of the

therapy session and they discuss'their problems, anxieties
fi

and difficulties with pe6ple they are not involved with in

every day situations. Group.therapy with individualS who live

in the same setting, such as the cottage, has the.potential of

transforming the personal problems discussed into ammunition to

be used in the living situation. The more psychoanal'tically-

oriented therapies partidularly accentuate this conflict,

and.the literature reflects the difficulty of coordinating the

child-caring and .tY rapeutl _onsibilities of the residentia_

treatment center, which 7MCCi e every aspect of residential

treatment.

almost ubiquitous split and chronic misunderstandings

betweeh child care staff and therapists are evidence of the

disparity between the goals of treating and raising children.
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As discussed by Pilivi n (1963), case workers typically resent

child care staff apparent disregard for treatment plans and

therapeutic considerations and their preoccupation with

control-and order. Conversely, child care staff typically

resent the unrealistic expectations of therapists and their

lack of understanding of the difficulties of living with-and

controlling disruptive children. Irrespective of the amount of

communication. between these two, the different nature of their

responsibilities, functions, perspectives and relationships

with the children leads to conflicts which originate in the

conflict between the goals of child-rearing and therapy.

Perhaps only a major re- structuring and reconceptualizing of

these roles, in order to syntLasize and integrate the functions

of therapy, child care and education, will eliminate these

conflicts.

Some of the working solutions to this dilemma have

been reallocations of the therapeutic responsibilities which,

depending on the nature of. therapy, were formerly, restricted

to a therapist conducting play therapy, behavior modification,

reality therapy or interpretations of resistance and trans-

ference. Child care worker, educator and therapist roles are

currently undergoing redefinition in this regard.

What Bettleheim (1950) refers to as a marginal interview,

what Fraiberg (1956) calls residential casework and what Redi

(1959) calls life space interviewing reflect this.
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. a conversation between. the participant observer
and one or more of the participants. It Es'interpre-
tive in character but does not need to interfere with
the momentary activity of the group. or-individual,:
The purpose may be to clear upan anxiety that inter-
feres with enjoyment or participation in an.activity-,
or it may be to warn the Child of an unavoidable
outcome of his behavior that he does not seem to
foresee. The talk may simply-help him to under-
stand the reasons for his actions, or explain a piece
of behavior in another individual that he-seems to.
have misundersood, etc. One characteristic of this
type of Marginal conversation is that while it may
change the\course of events, or the child's view of
them, it do'es not replace the action;the emphasis
is rather on their continuing without unnecessary
interference. It should rather clear the blocked
channels of solitary activity or social.interactiont
but-never take their place.

In this sense it is ego supporting, because
it bolsters the ego in continuing the now more
reality-correct aCtivity. It does service for the
Child as in a better integrated child his own ego
would serve him. ( 35).

Redl and Wineman's articles (RedI'l 1959; Wineman, 1959) on

the life-space interview present it as a means of breaking down

the division of staff roles into those ,who -do therapy and those

who put the children through daily routines.' The life.. pace

interview, the goals of which have been described by Redl as

"emotional first aid on the spot" and "clinical exploitation

Of life events", may provide the missing link between analytic
%

therapy in the fifty - minute session and milieu therapy, where

everything, including the phy3ical plant, may be considered

in terms &f its therapeutic,value. The use of the life space

interview by child care workers requires training in the

technique, awareness of indications and counterindications,

.. =1
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the long and short range goals of it, etc and beCestitates

aa well communication between therapists and child care

workers. Most important of all, the inclusion of the life-

space interview among the techniques of the child Care.

worker-redefines the worker's role and has far reaching i

plications for the role structure of the residential treatment

center. -(Pittman and Kitchener, 1959).

The number of labels which. there are for residential

staff - child care workers, Cottage parental counselors, house

staff, etc. - reflects the different conceptions of the role

and different attitudes toward it. Alt (1953) has stressed the

lack of agreement about treatment philosophiets and methods and

the ramifications of these disagreeMents for /other related

issues in residential treatment, such as-.,the!qualifications and

functions of the staff. There is a corresponding wide range

of conceptions of what constitutes adequateipreparation and

appropriate training for this role. In-serVice training, mainly

efforts to utilize confdrences to integrate' the treatment and

management aspects of training to the role,- training

the staff, while integrating them with and /encouraging communi-
,

cation with other staff is described by Matiushima (1964)

Iand Weber (1957) .

Bettl h i on the 07 tre
.

performance of specific tasks but psycholOgical and social

deVelopment of staff in the hopes'that)by developing deeper

awareness of their-own emotions which are aroused by work with

disturbed children, both staff and patients will benefit.

(Bettleheim and Wright, 1955j. Similarly,

not preparation for

67
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Sdhrager (l954) focuses on role conflicts of staff and sees

supervision as role clarification, as freeing the worker to

act by helping to increase awareness of self as Well as of_

the differing individual needs of the children. All of these

labels- training approaches, role definitions, etc., reflect

the need for each .institution to develop working solutions to

the dilemma of raising and treating children-

Another working solution to ,thedilemma of combining the

child care and treatment functions of the residential center

has been to try to combine therapy and child care under the

aegis of a broadened concept of eaudationsimilar to the

European educateur model, which Bissonnier (1963)-describes as

follows:

The three basic tasks of the Educateur are that of
serving as a .capable overseer of a group Of-maladjusted
children and insuring good order while at the same
time executing-his essential life tasks; playing the
role of older brotheecir sister .or parent when the
family is not able to fulfill its social' and
educative obligation toward their children. At
'a higher level-, the Educateur is coordinator of the
daily life activities insuring a'cohesive unity in
the child's or adolescent's life and also of bringing.
about a kind Of de-conditioning of-the disturbed
behavior in a milieu that is less frustrating for

(p:., 636)

In a comprehensive and thorough paper, Linton (1971)

presents a ration le for an American Educateur approach to child!.

Care and contra :c V:u, use of. the Educateur with the

use of child care in the cd States. He argues convincinglr

for its appropria_eness and feasibility in residential treatment.

Rieger and Dev'ries, in their paper "The Child Mental Health

Specialist: A New ,Profession" (1974) also advocate the use in
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residential programs of chili mental health professionals

trained in childcare education and clinical management. TheY1

discuss the development of such a role and the training program.]:

for such specialists at the Camarillo Children's Treatment

Center in Califbrnia.

In his paper "An American Application of the European

Educateur Concept" (1973), Barnes emphasizes the conceptual

clarity, body of knowledge and skills -- the professional

identity --provided by the educateur model, in contrast to

the confusion and ambiguity of the surrogate parent role, as

variously labeled cottage parent, hOuse staff, child care worker,

etc.

The attempt to synthesize the goals of "raising and treating"'

children under one aegis is the core of the /Educatpur model.

All residential treatment programs'must grapple with the tension

between these goals and the working solutions they develop

have far reaching implications for the social system of the

program i.e., its roles, intramural organization, systems

maintenance, etc. As a result, the organization of program

provides a basis for program analysis and cross - program comparisons.

PROPOSED MODEL FOR EVALUATING RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT

PROG1U'. S FOJ TTSTURBED rqILDREN

The-problem s with outcome studies, including ) the lack of

reliable and valid outcome measures, 2) inadequate control groups,

sample size, etc. and 3) their failure to provide relatively

immediate and useful information for residential treatment pro-

grams have been discussed above. Given the limitations of th

36
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assessing changes in individuals, perhaps we should attempt

to evaluate programs qua prganizations instead of trying to

assess them in terms of, their impact on people.

The model proposed here is intended to provide an appro-

priate framvEwork for evaluating residential treatment programs

for distt.rbed hild in terms of their efficiency as

institutions while not necessarily precluding more long-range

outcome studies. The model proposes a systems type evaluation

of the treatment program qua social system in terms of the way

it is organized and allocates its re urces to achieve its

goals. This type of evaluative researbh entials two perspectives-.

It seeks to- assess: 1) the extent tc, ,1711b7h-a program achieves its

goals and 2) the efficiency of ins intramural functioning vis a

vis these goals. 'Failding (1962) describes evaluative research

as follows:

We imply objective evaluation of two kinds, in
fact, whenever we give a function. Basically, we
are makinga:judgment as to whether the expenditure-
that goes--info the creation and-maintenance of-the
arrangement is worthWhile_; but we determined this
worthwhileness by both a 11!,Ackwardand a forward look,
as it were. The backward look tries to sum up the
efficiency of the arrangementin producing its

ieffects, To the extent that it is inefficient,
wasteful, it is dysfunctional in away. The forward
look c; :amines yhother the effects themselves are
valuable :i n ..: me schedule of needs which
we postulate th,. life of man in society.
(p 16 in,Poli;k4 1970).

It is more the exception than the rule for institutions to

take the backward and forward look, to systematically examine

their goals and the particularized means for achieving them-and

"'-
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to develop a coherent and rational allocat(In of resources.The experience of many
researchers has becin that in the procesof seeking to formulate
appropriate, answerable hypotheses,they assist, or in many cases force, a progra

-aarify itsgoals and the means of achieving them.
For example, Rashkis (1960) asks the rhetorical question,"How can a hospital, a wa 0 er an

institution or community bebest organized so that 1 11 have maximum
efficienCy?"He answers: "Do research:" (le notes the tendency of patientsto improve

in settings where research is being conductedand suggests that the activities of" research
require that thegoals and stet the organization be explici.4y. defined.Staf-c-nseguently h,ve a greater degree of clarity about :thestructures roles, allocation of authority, etc. and are moreorganized and effective. ay imposing a degree of

organization,research also tends to organize the hospital
experiences forthe patients. ln

In any case, the process'of defining andanalyzing the goals of the
organization may in and of itselfincrease the efficiency of the

organization.
More typically, this

clarification has been
downgradedto the status of a by-product or fringe. benefit of the evalua-tive study. Thi- model

specifically seeks to promote theclarification of th.. fuhcLion of the program a a primarygoal of research;
to enhance the program's self- aware-ness so that it can monitor its own

functioning. The contri-bution of evaluative research may de facto be to help aprogram recognize the relationship between what it wants
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to do and what it is actually doing. Even more basic, it mAy help

a, program decide what it wants to do. Such a delineation is a

prerequisite to evaluating a program in terms of the efficiency of

its functioning, the feasibility of its goals, structural incom-!

Patibilities in the program, wasteful allocation of resources, or

dysfunctional relationships of sub-systems. The resulting

delineation of the program's intramural functioning may provide the

greatest benefit to the program, particularly in comparison to the

cost and benefits of a long-range outcome study) `N.

It would be premature to suggest that the analysis ?roposed, in

this model can, at this point, develop reliable and valid measures

of the "efficiency of the organization". This is made more

difficult in that measures of the efficiency of an organization are

yet to be developed-that are appropriate for cross program com-

parisons. The measures of efficiency are perhaps at this point

as equally crude as outcome measures. Tho type of evaluation

provided by this model is a logical analysis of programs; i.e.,

programs are analyzed in t-rns of their logical consistency.
12

This model will delineate the various components or sub-

systems of residential treatment programs and the interrelation-

ships of these .subsystems. It will address itself to the

goals of the system and the means of achieving them. It will

examine the roles ui,thin the system and other specific pre-

requi3ite processes, an viL; the functioning of the total

system. Some concepts of open system theory, as described by

Miller (1971) and Bertalanffy (1969) are employed, as are

some of the structural-functional concepts of Parsons (1951) and

Merton (1957).
13 One of the advantages of an open systems
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perspective is that it facilitates generalizations and
comparisons to other types of systems, ranging from the
.biologic cell and personalities co nation states (Ackoff 1960).The advantages of this

generalizability and its emphasis on
communalities of systems qua systems, however, is accompanied
by the limitation of not being tailored to some of the unique
characteristics of residential treatment programs for children.Thus, open systems theory terms have been modified and
supplemented to take into account the specifics of residentialtreatment programs and the model could be described as a
modified open systems model.

One reasons that an open systems perspective was deemed
appropriate is ,.the fact that residential treatment programs are
becoming increasingly involved in their communities. Therefore,a conceptual framework is necessary that can deal with the
interrelationships or linkages of the program with other
institutions, communities and families, etc. Sci 1 another
reason for choosing

this perspective As its emphasis on the
individual's interaction with the environment. 14

Probably
more is known about

changing environments and their behavio
correlates than is known about changing "core personality,which argues for an environmental or milieux approach for
therapy prograw. An open :c ms perspective

was utilized
because of its ability to address itself to this relationship
between personality and milieu, which. is of obvious

importancein milieux therapy residential programs
which-specifically seek
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to create and maintain a therapeutic
milieu.15 Finally, thisperspective is appropriate for evaluating the treatment ofchildren who are also undergoing a process of

enculturation,which is, by definition,
internalization and ass:.milatroles, values, attitudes, etc.

The foll.,wing are some of thterms and concepts `eriployedby the open systems model;
1) Inputs are the ideas, beliefs,

personalities, material,personnel, moneys, etc. that enter the program. The model propothat a census of the allocation of these
resources be made tohelp delineate the functioning of the system and its priorities.2) Goals Social systems may be

characterized in termof: their :mat and informal goals. An evaluation of a programassesse al achievement and the allocation of resources,pursuant to
goal'achievement

Etzioni,(1960) has commented on the disparity betweenformally stated goals and what people
actually do on a day-to-day basiss Informal `and de facto goals, such as maintain-i

..7ecurity, and a variety of
systems-maintenance goals)'uch

taff morale) need to be considered in pro-gram evoluati ,, particularly
as they effect the primary goals.Throll9,10t tL cOel, the

achievement of these de. facto goalsar.d o tbo pri 111,1 y
.1,c 'e lite. ion, custodial care, and

adulthood will b
sized, particularlyas they relate to.other aspects of the model such as rolessocial processes or functional

prerequisites. It;is importantthat proximal goals be defined. The elusiveness and lack of
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as oved functioning, Curing illness, successful treatment

and J.ow recidivism, etC., are confounded with the problems of

developing operational measures to determine the extent to which

these distal or long7term goals are achieved. Each program

working within its own rationale can descLibe a series of

proximal goals which are presumably coordinated into a

theoretical and practical approach to providing residential

treatment. While not addressing the issue of whether a par

cular model of treatment is effective or not, in terms of

whether it achieves, long term or distal goals such As re-

habilitation, it is possible to determ ine whether a program

is achieving its proximal goals.

17,)r example, proximal goals might include providing cora--

for_able housing with adequate, non-punitive staff. Proximal

goals might also include training staff.in life space inter-
,

viewing techniques, holding children'to commitments in terms

of reality therapy techniques, or conducting behavior modi-

fications. In the case of the latter, in order to conduct

behavior modification, individuals presumably need to know

baseline data abou the p.tient, tbe contingencies of the

behavior and in what positively or negatively rein-

forced. In short, proximal , 2S-tend to be specific and con-

crete and are consequently more ..essible to evaluation.

The degree to which a program achieves its proximal goals can

be assessed through a variety of techniques such-as participant

observation and interviewing.
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Goals to be considered in program evaluation include the

following:

a) Treatment. Presumably the primary goal of residential

treatment programs for disturbed children is to rehabilitate

them psychologically. Outcome studies have tended to

emphasize-this goal and have sought to assess its

achievement with measures of changes in mental health,

interpersonal relations, attitudes, or recidivism, etc.

b) Socialization or Enoulturation. Residential treatment

programs must provide both treatment and socialization ex-

periences necessary to prepare children for adulthood; eg.

b and academic skills, interpersonal skills and personality

elopment. An assessment of the adequacy of this

socialization, independently and in combination with the

4Tt dhich all goals are achieved - ,i.e. A goal

,ta,t type evaluation - is necessary to assess the

-...iccess of a program.

c) Custodial Caro of Children. How well children are

cared for in terms of their health, food, shelter and

living conditions.

d) In-Service Training, developing models for similar

programs, conducting research, may also need to be consid-

ored as go,,1 in1.7 r,= the nct sucocz. s of a program.

Isolating disruptive individuals to protect society until

they are eady to return to it.

Roles The model suggests thatall statuses within the

program be specified and that the roles of adr6Lnistrator, teacher,

cottage parent, ?sychotherapist, cook, janitor be delineated
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with regard to their behavior proscriptions and prescrip-

tions. These roles should then be related to'the primary

and secondary goals of the institution. In other words,

each set of role-related activites must be related to the

specific means of achieving the program's variety of goals.

4) Subsystems or Components of the Program. Subsystems

include educational programs)vocational training programs,

psychotherapy, residential care)recreation, etc. The model

requires that these subsystems or components of the program

be analyzed in terms of their relationships and relative

contributions to each of the goals of the program. These

components and their goal-specific activities mist be related

to each of the goals.

5) Supra - Systems. Thelinkages.and the nature of the

contact between variouo supra-systems such as the commurOty,

fmly, network of service agencies, etc. and the program

uld be delineated.

6) Intramural processes.. A list of functional prere-

quisites for residential treatment is proposed wilich are

similar to the functional prerequisites of society as des-

cribed by Aberio et al (1950) in their paper, "The Functional

Prerequisites of: J.r n:4 tit instances these prerequis-

ites are readily translrable into systems terms. For the

purposes of this model some processes are differentiated in

order to focus 9n and emphasize process- pecii4 behaviors

which are important to and common to residential treatment

programs.
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The following is a list of proposed functional prerequis-

more simply, processes which occur in the course ofices, C

residential treatment. The degree to which these processes

are positively related to the program's goals is, of course,

relevant to the evaluation residential treatment programs.

) Communication. All of the participants of the social

systefa must excange information with one another about

areas of the system relevant to theM. An analysis of

such communication can determine who says what, to whom,
ti

and where, relevant to achieving, goals, enacting roles,

utilizing inputs, etc. For example, wher , how-and by

whom are treatment plans for specific children developed?

Are ti developed at staff meetings, over coffeepots,

etc? With whom does the administrator communicate

directly and about what? In short, the researcher shouid

delineate the nature and content of the communication

network.

b) Accountability. The ways in which individuals are

held accountable for their behavior is part of the larger

problem of social control. All roles have prescribed

and proscribed behaviors, for the performance of which

individuals are held aceour t, le and -- can analyze

techniques, rc-2-7;2.05 nctions used to hold people

accountable. For example, does voluntary compliance

prevail, or are puniShment, intimidation and withholding

privileges, etc. used? -By -.whom and in regard to what

behaviors? An inventory of the techniques of social

control could be part of t analysis of the process
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countabjlity.

Decision Making. How are decisions made, with regard

to what and by whom? What, by whom, and how is e-

vant information gathered, and what are the priorities

in terms of the values that prevail in making decisions?

Who makes what types of decisions within the social,

system,'pursuant to what goals and roles, etc. and how

is compliance obtained? These questions would be asked

in a study of decision making.

d) Monitoring. Who collects information about the on-

go ngfunctioning ofthe program and itsrrefficiency"?

How is such information collected, processed and used?

effectiveness of this monitoring of the program is vital

for "making mid-course corrections," i.e., for on-going

self-evaluations. It is the purpose'of this mod-1 to

sensitize'individua s to the on-going functioning of the

system and to help them develop the means for monitoring

the system objectively and comprehensively. The

ability to do this would be most relevant to administrat

and could be built into their sphere of activities.

e) Coordination of Activities. Closely related to moni-

toring is °-.iie coordination Of the various activities,

subsystems and individuals pursuant to the program's

various goals. Such things need to be delineated as:

who is responsibl, for the Zverall coordination of the

program, how coordinated, and on the basis of what

information?
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f) Staff Support. The success or failure of "people

changing institutions" is most dependent on staff's

effectiveness, cooperation and ability. In the pressure

cooker of residential treatment programs, their effective-

ness is directly related to the support they receive.

Exhaust -id, demoralized and overwhelmed staff preclude

the achievement of many goals. The nature and extent

of the network of staff support should be delineated

by analyzing the way- in which staff are supported-

financially, emotion ly, supervision-wise, etc.

These then are the terms and concepts of the model. A

program or system would be'delineated with regard to its inputs,

roles, goals, and its related supra-systems and subsystems.

Finally, the functional prerequisites or processes would be

examined vis a vis the other aspects of the model. Any

aspect of the system can and should be examined both individually

and in relation to. the other aspects of the model. For example,

a specific role can be analyzed in terms of its goal - oriented

behavior, its allocation of inPuts, and its participation in

a variety of the intramural processes, such as communication,

decision making, etc.

This mo6c1 is intcr: !(1 Lo 1)oth the cornmunali-

ties --or; deitial treatment programs and the unique configura-

tions of specific programs. Hopefully, such a model can clarify

what is actually occurring in a program in comparison to what

a treatment model, similarly delineated, requires in terms of

roles, goals, processes, etc. For example, in a program
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utilizir.g behavior modification, one could identify the type

of behavior that is meant to be reinforced and compare it

with behavior that is in fact being reinforced; how this

relates to the goals of the progr=_

control would be the next logical

of treatment plans could

m and such processes as so:ial

tionz tn a

milarly be described

k. Other

in terms of

types

their implications and demands on the entire social system.

Once a model has been delineated, a variety of research tech-

niques can be used to determine the degree to which the re-

quired model is what people are actually promoting. Research

techniques such as self-report questionnaires, random time

sample observations, "provoked incidents", and interviews

can be used.

One can comment also on the efficiency of the functioning

system. Weiss (1972, p. 0) criticizes Schulberg.and Baker

(1968) when they suggest .that the rearcher should help an

inrtitution determine the optimal allocation of its resources

and argues that this would require the researcher know

more than jrztitution itself knows, a situatio which

she feels rarely occurs. However, the precision of such an

estimate of an optimal allocation does not requir. the

exactitude of a least squares fit but is more on the order of.

a common- sense, rough estimate! of the allocation of resources.

For example, if more time is spent in paper work than with

patients, then clearly given the primary goal of treatment,

it is a poor allocation of time. Once can, in terms of the pro7

posed model, conduct a census of all the resources.or inputs of
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money, staff, facilities and energies are being invested.

Given the number of nee, small residential programs and

the lack of clarity about understanding how milieu therapy

works--if i werks--it s likely that this very simple con-

ceptuali,ation of programs will require much work before more

p .rise types of evaluation can be conducted. In terms of

developing a model for treatment, a census may be taken of

its inputs, i.e., time, energy, moneys, personalities, re-

sources, material, etc. visa N, is the various components of

the program, with attention to which roles, which processes,

etc. receive what share of these resources. Conducting such

-census would help to delineate a model of programs, therapeutic

strategies and tactics.

In tracing inputs and outputs, one can also determine the

interrelatedness and nature of the various components of

the program. For example, outputs will include discharged

patients with possibly improved mental health functioning,

changed inter-personal skills, patients participating in the

community, reports, etc. Some of these outputs will return

to the system as feedback, some of which, e.g., - measures of

recidivism and rehabilitation, can sometimes be used to as-

certain goal attainment, as in an outcome study. In such a

study data rnignt be collected on recidivism, improved
fl

functioning, changes in personality twits or attitudes, etc.

Given the emphasis in the proposed model on the functioning
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of the system (i.e., the study of the organization qua social

syst these outcome variables can be related to process,

variables, such a deqr selective participation in the

program, adjustment .ithin the program, and a variety of va

abler that both characterize and are salient to the program,

including size and ethnic background of staff, size of program,

etc. In order to enhance the usefulness of the evaluation,

outcome variables can be related to institutional characteris-

tics and processes which are amenable to change, such as size

of residential unit, composition = tuff', etc., rather than

the highly personal and idiosyrw , such as the nature of

the neuroses of one house staff.

To incorporate a systems analysis in an outcome study,

hopefully with a ranOomly a- -4(1 ad control group, would be to

follow the four step process of data collection proposed by

Nelson, Singer and Johnsen (197) which was discussed earlier.

SuCh data collection would become part of the ongoing record

keeping system of the institution. Irrespective of the program's

position on the nature of the therapeutic endeavor, baseline

measures of symptomatology could be objectively assessed with

behavior ratings, descriptions, case history material, etc.

prior to admission to the program; these same measures could

be made at discharge from the program add at apprOpriate

periods of follow-up. In this way, in addition to a randomly.

assigned control group, each person could act as his own

control, otherwise, such a control group i.sy confounded by the

natural processes of maturation. Such measures, in combination
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faith outcome measures comparing experimental and control

groups, would be useful.

While in resid nce, the daily behavior ratings as

described by Gleuck and his associates (1967) would be useful.

This would provide a process type evaluation - i.e., are

ymp oms reduced in the course of treatment? - as well as

me measures of the effectiveness of the institution.

Recognizing the relative uselessness of standard nursing

notes in a psychiatric hospital, Gleuck and his associates

)ht to make the data collected in nursing notes more accessible

and-more easily collected. They developed a system of daily.

behavior ratings to comprise factor analytically derived scales

of relevant behavior such as aggression, withdrawal, somatathing

symptoms, etc.

On a daily basis nursing and ward staff fill out optically

scanned behavior ratings which can be completed within a few

minutes. These ratings are fed into an optical, scanner and a

computer where they are then available for instant retrival.

Staff can go to an online data station and by punching up a

patient's number, can get the individual's cumulative 9-day

ratings on a Variety of scales. These ratings are drawn in

comparison. to the mean-for the group on the respective behavior

rating scales. .111 this way it is possible to "keep one's

finger" on the pulse or mood of the group and on individual

patients, both individually and in relationship to the group. 16

The monitoring the group would help make possible the mid

course corrections necessary for improving residential care.
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fn addition, the automated nursing system provides the data

base process evaluations of the individual.17

While the of optical scanners, online puters, etc.

may be beyond the means of many small residential treatment

and group home programs, the idea of daily behavior ratings

holds great promise. A pool of items could be developed for

domains of behavior relevant to the residential treatment

program. The individual items should be concrete and specific

and minimize the need for inferences about behavior. Items

such as "hallucinated", "resisted routine", etc. require

relatively little inference and may be keys to the current

psychological state of the individuals and the group. It is

important that such items have a middle range of reliability;

in other words, they should measure neither the unchanging

and enduring characteristics of the individual nor the

characteristics which change in a capricious way. They should

instead be objective measures of ongoing behavior which are

1 kely ,to fluctuate from day to day and yet are indicators of

behavior relevantto'retidential treatment. Such items could

be built into behavior rating scales and scale scores kept on

a cumulative daily basis. Without the online computer backup,

such information could not be used as readily in an ongoing

way4 but with small patient populations, such records could

be kept on-a daily basis and, with some clerical help, would

provide an ongoing monitoring of the group and patient_behavior.
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A by- product such research, which in and of itself

might justify the use of such a note system, is that it requires

each staff member to have some contact with the patient during

the day and to think about the various behavior domains

tapped by the items. With some modification this appears tc

be one of the most useful possibilities for ongoing individual

and program evaluation in the small residential treatment

programs where other types of research are precluded.

In addition to such process measures and measures prior to

admission and at discharge, ratings of behavior - pre mably

paper and pencil tests of attitudes, personality traits ,etc. -

might be useful. Here it is important to realize that some

extent one must develop a workable compromise between-tests

designed to assess specific aspects of unique programs and

those that assess overall changes in personality. Wherever

possible communality of outcome measures - that is, using the

same instruments would facilitate cross program comparison

and evaluation. In any case, measures that are both reliable

and valid, to the extent that paper and pencil measures can

be, must be utilized and ones that are also appropriate to

the specific goals of the program, such as changing impulse

ridden youngsters, alienation, etc.

Given the tendency of paper pencil measures not to

correlate with behavior measures, behavior measures should

be recorded. Unobtrusive measures similar to those used

bv Goldenberg (1971) work attendance, salaries, number of arrests
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rehospitalization, etc. - need to be considered. However,

it tends to be the case that many behavioral measures, such as

recidivism, are not iv a reflection of the extent

of one's improvement but of other factors such as socioeconomic

class.

As discussed on the various papers on the Re-Ed program

(Hobbs, 1964, 1966) which view residential treatment as in

interlude in the client's life, evaluative research should

examine changes in the ecological unit; that is changes in

the acceptability of children and in the perceptions of family,

teachers, etc. Pre - placement planning and maintaining contact

with the family during and after treatment are clearly indicated

as essential elements for sustaining gains made in residential

treatment.

An evaluation of any treatment center must take into

account the relationship of the center and residential treatment

to the supra systems. As was indicated in the research of

Maluccio (1974), many individuals eventually placed in

residential treatment were known to agencies on an average

of three years before, at which time a cheaper and.

more effective alternative to residential treatment would have

been preventive programs. The residential treatment program

needs to-be seen in the larger context of the network of

social services available to children. Here the work of

.Thomas (1971 andhis experiments in making residential treatment

program more community-oriented are instructive and suggest

-that residential treatment be viewed within the larger social
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cone t. These, then, are the types of expanded eva'luations*-

that might be available.

Where such a social systems analysis is combined with an

outcome study, some obvious methodological problems arise.

Clearly the further one departs from randomly- assigned control

groups toward comparison groups or no control groups, or even

in the direction of utilizing the quasi-experimental design

and comparison groups as suggested by Campbell and Stanley 966), tl

less meaningful are the results. Certainly political,

practical and ethical considerations may limit the use of

such control groups, but until comparisons are made as close

to randomly assigned control groups as possible, evaluative

research assessing the impact of programs on people will be

severely limited. The tighter the experimental design, the

use of randomly assigned control groups, etc., the more useful

are the results both in terms of evaluating the effectiveness

of programs and in terms of developing a theory of residential

treatment.

Self Evaluation

Perhaps the quickest and most efficient type of evaluation

for small programs lacking adequate sample size, control groups

and willingness to wait for results of a long -term outcome

study, would be the participant observations of persons

familiar with residential treatment; e.g., Bower et al's study

(1969)-of the Be-Ed program. Larger programs that could afford

a permanent participant observer could develop such a role,
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as described by Caudill in The Psychiatric a

Small Community (1958).

His participant observation study of a psychiatric

hospital as a small society is evaluative in the broad sense;

i.e. , while not an outcome study of "success in treatment",

is a study of the hospital's functioning as a social system

and his detection of the collective disturbance has obvious

implications for the hospital's effectiveness as a system.
18

In the concluding chapters of his book, he suggests the

possibility of developing a clinical anthropology. Discussing

the role of a clinical anthropologist, Caudill says:

Perhaps the most important clinical job that
such a person couiddo,. ... would be to keep
tract of the entire system of the hospital
over time and to communicate his observations
and suggestions concerning the state of the
system at appropriate regular staff meetings
and conferences. In general the term "clinical
anthropology" that is introduced here denotes both
a' practical undertaking of serious responsibilities
in the work,of-the hospital or other medical- study
and an approach to research through observation
and interviewing in which emphasis is on a day-to-
day contact with,people in meaningful situations.
(p. 345).

Given hospitals' need to have relatively immediate feed back

about their functioning, which is generally not yielded up in

long-term outd'6me studies of discharged patients, this type of

evaluation might prove to be. the most practical. and useful

19.
evaluation a program could undertake.--

Monitoring the ongoing functioning of a program is most

often included among the responsibilities of administrators,
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and among administrators there is a folklore and variety

cues used to assess the functioning of the institution. In

a large institution it would be feasible for someone to

assume the sole responsibility for such monitoring and pro-

viding feedback. In a smaller institution, this function might

be officially incorporated as one aspect of the administrative

role. Following an analysis of the program in terms of some

theoretical remodel, such as the proposed open systems model,

the clinical anthropologist could check the program for the

degree to which it is accomplishing what it has set as proximal

goals. Logically derived suggestions could be made for improving

the efficiency of the program on a daily basi..

-Organizations tend to have, at least informally, built

in mechanisms for self-evaluatiu and self-correction. Such

evaluation occurs regularly in most resiz.iren.; treatment

programs; e.g., staffpairing off with fellow staff they prefer

to work with; the almost unending staff discussions over coffee

or in the neighborhood bar about other staff or administrative

and organizational problems; children seeking out children

and staff they prefer. Staff frequently make sug2stions to

one another about how to work with children or other staff.

It has been said, too, that children "vote with their feet" --

i. e., make known their preferences and responses tc., the

institution by seeking out particular staff, running away, or

avoiding particular aspects of t1e program.
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These informal evaluations such as staffs' criticisms of

one another, staff and children's sociometric choices, etc.

could be formalized, as were the staff T groups, described

previously in Golden erg's study (19711 which served to

provide feedback for ongoing evaluations of one another and

the institution's functioning. In addition, sociometric choices

could be solicited from staff and children by either a

relatively neutral member of the staff or by an outsider

whose role it is to monitor the program. The sociornetric data

would provide an evaluation of which people work together and

their different styles of relating. Where such data is

employed to allow staff and the children some freedom of choice

terms of friendships, roommates, work hours, etc. (within

the constraints imposed by the therapeutic considerations),

the soliciting of sociornetric choices would be useful in at least

three ways. It would serve, first of all, to provide systematic

information for evaluating the program and secondly, would

allow the recipients of treatment a more active role in the

governing of their own affairs. Thirdly, if such data were in-

corporated into the collection going records, it would have

a great deal of relevance for the assessment of the progress of

individual patients.

For the purposes of an ongoing evaluation, it would be

ortant to collect such data so as to'represent all members

of the institution. As in the kula ring study of Malinowski

(1922) which traced the ritual exchange of braclets and
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necklaces over hundreds of miles of open water, the individual

participant had little understanding of the workings and signi-

ficance of the overall kula ring. It was Malinowski, with an

outside and holistic perception of the kula ring, who was able

to understand. its functioning. Of the indiVidual participants

he said they:

.have no knowledge of the total outline of
any of their social structure. They know their
own motives, know the purpose of individual actions
and rules which apply to them; but how, out of these
the whole collective institution shapes, this is
beyond their mental range. Not even the most in-
telligent native has any clear idea of the Kula as a
big, organized social construction, still less of its
sociological functions and implications. If you were
to ask him what the Kula is, he would answer by giving
a few details, most likely by giving his personal
experiences and subjective views'on the Kula, but
nothing approaching the definition just given here.
Not even a partial coherent account could be obtained.
For the integtal picture does not exist in his mind;
he is in it, and cannot see the whole from the outside.
P. 23.

A comprehensive overview of the system is what is required and

in fact is most useful in program evaluation.

SUMMARY

This chapter has reviewed some of the evaluative literature

on residential treatment programs for disturbed children. EvaluatiA

studies were categorized according to whether their approach was
,

predominantly goal'attainment or process; studies which examined

programs as social systems or within thd context of larg

systems were categorized as systems type evaluations. Selected=

,studies were discussed in terms of their relative merits and

limitations, many of which were characteristic of and inherent

e type of evaluation, e.g., follow-up studies, in which the study
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Studies which attempted to evaluate programs by assessing

their impact on people were found, in the course of the review,

to be beset with variety of methodological problems. A

differ brut, hopefully more fruitful strategy was proposed;.namely

to describe and analyze

systems

evaluate, programs qua social

terms of the "efficiency" of their organization in

relation to their various goals. A generalizable model using an

open systems perspective was proposed to describe and analyze

residential treatment programs for children. While not purporting

to be a panacea to the problems of program evaluation, the model

seeks to provide a more immediate and useful type of feedback.

This model does not preclude a goal attainment type of evaluation,

given the neees-nary experimental and control groups, reliable and

valid outcome measures, etc. Finally, some specific recommendations

for program evaluation were made, such as incorporating data

relevant to evaluation into case records and formalizing and

improving the existing mechanisms for monitoring the ongoing

functioning or programs.

No matter what evaluative strategy one employs, there is

not at this time a litmus paper for testing how good or how
"

inadequate programs are. The old proverb, "When you see

bear dance-, you don't ask how' well", might summarize the current

state of eva Live research in this area. Perhaps more modest

expectations of evaluative research are in order. For example,

just as the Re-Ed program has given up the goal of effecting,

"cures" in favor of the more modest one of helping children to

become more acceptable and their families, teachers and

communities more accepting, so might evaluative-research adjust
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to th4. results seen in the most successful group .

care settings. Adherence to traditional inter-
pretations of Freudian theory predisposes him toward
familial rather than group substitutes. This also
precludes clear separation and social integration of
institutional children. He is cautious about peer
influer.ces, believing that in adolescence they are
directed away from or against adult values. Histori-
cally he has had an abhorrence of child labor, since
it evokes in him images of English spinning mills
and American sweatshops. He fears strong ideology
because in a pluralistic environment it leads to
disagreement, which our society, .operating under.
the "unity-in-diversity" motto, has yet to harness
successfully to productive purposes. Yet these
seem to be the ingredients of good group care for
some children. (M)

Residential institutions are clearly highly influential and

even with the move toward, a greater community orientation,

there will continue to be a need for programs which both raise

and treat children. Given this, it will be a responsibility

of the evaluative researcher, working within severe methodological

constraints, to help improve the quality of such programs

by assessing their impact and/or by providing them with

useful feedback about their efficiency in marshalling of

powerful social forces for raising and treating children..
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d providing use ul,feedhack to prorrars to help

improve their inctioning.

In an important book, Successful Croup C Expl

in the Pownrful E vironmcnt, Wolins (1974) and others examine

the group care provided by such programs as the Austrian Kinderdorf,

the Soviet boarding schools and the Israeli Kibbutz, etc., with

respect to their potential usefulness. In his preface, Wolins

asks the rhetorical question, "Can group care be constructive?"

and replies:

ttention an institution, a group care program, and

the image evoked is negative. Erving Goffman's
Asylum, the horror stories of Snake Pit, the
pitiful behavior of normal human beinas,under the
stress of prison life - all these and many other'

carefully documented, regrettable consequences of
group life always stand before us. This kind of
human community has. great power, and it is seen
enerally as the per to coerce, to deprive the
individual of initiative and direction, to install

in him a sense of slavery and mechanical obedience.

Are there no successful socializing experience --
the positive outcomes of such grog environments
,where the power of a small - community is turned to
the promotion of a capacity to "love and work"?
The present volume attempts to assemble descriptions
of such settings; to provide'a positive answer to the

very crucial question: Can group care be constructive?
Obviously it can -- sometimes beyond expectations.
Some of the conceptions, practices, evidence and
Conclusions are here. Hopefully they will provide
some balance to what has been such a one-sided view.

(p' ix). .

In "Group Care: Friend or Foe ", Wolins discusses six

conditions that seem to lead to positive group care and he

explores reasons why these conditions are difficult for AmericanS

to accept

If these are the requirements of apowerful
environment conduciVe to change, where does the

American child-care practitioner ,stand on them?

It seems' that for reasons of faith, history, and
political propriety he may have difficulty with
every one of the six conditions that seem to lead



F00 NOTES

1Evaluativeresearch on residential programs for juvenile
delinquents has not been included in this review, except for Street

et al. (1056), which is discussed as an example of a comparative
evaluation, and Lerman's (1963) discussion of the California
Community Treatment Project Study (Warren et al., 1966) and his
eYlluation of the Highfields Experiment (Weel:s, 1968) . For

research in this area, the reader is referred to Beker and Berman'-
(1973) detailed appraisal of the California Differential Treatment
Typology and to Ohlin et al.'s (1974) thoughtful case study of the
Massachusetts reform of its juvenile correctional system. More

general reviews of delinquency research are provided by Hirschi
and Hanon (1967) and Shyne (1973).

2--For the purposes of this chapter the practical and
methodological problems of evaluative research are not examined.
Other chapters in this volume deaa with these problems, as do
Schulberg and Baker (1968), Schulberg et al, (1969), Suchman
(1968) , Tripodi et al. (1969) and Weiss '72).

With regard to some of the methodolgical issues, such as
partcipant observation, see Baker (1951) , Beller (1959), WeicK
(1968) and Wright (1960). Interviewing is discussed by Cannell
and Kahn (1968). Cohen discusses statistical power, experimental
design and sample size (1969) and the use of multiple regression

(1968). Cronebach and Meehl (1955) discuss reliability and
validity of measures. Campbell and Stanley (1966) present a
variety of experimental and quasi-experimental designs particularly
relevant to evaluative research. McGuire (1968) has written
extensively on attitudes, attitude change which is relevant
for program evaluation. 'Finally, Webb et al. (1966) discuss

the use of unobtrusive measures which may ;prove helpful for field

and evaluative research. Beyond these selected references, the

reader is referred to other chapters in these volumes and to

the relevant literature.

3 For an excellent cast, study of an evaluation of a
residential program, see Nyman et al. (1962) and Riecken (1952),

4 Alt (1964) discusses the concept of success and the various
definitions relevant to residential treatment of children. For

a discussion, of some of the outcome criteria problems in follow-

up evaluatiOns, see 'Pollack et al. (1968).

5Instruments used in this study were included in appendices

and may be found there.

6For Beta's of this study, see Astor Home for Children
(1963) and Mora et al. (1969).

7Durkin (1967) analyzes some of the social functions of
psychological interpretations in a residential treatment program

for children.
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8
f, ghmiVlor (1965) bricflY cites a follow-up study of boys

rho participated in the program over a 12 year period and

r,'ports that 70.8% were in the upper two categories of adjust-

sment; i.e., "fairly good" and "excellent". He comments "We

have good reason-to believe that the present results are as

good as or better than the former as we are not better staffed

and'. have had more exoerience". (9.31). No details of the study

were provided in this book.

9For a thorough and practical discussion of the therapeutic`

potential of "nontherapy" time,see Trieschman et al.'s

The Other 23 Hours (1969).

10An alternative explanation is that the more organized

hospitals are more likely to undertake research.

11For a discussion of some of the limitations of outcome

studies, see Ellsworth et al.,(1968) and Schulberg and Baker (1968).

Levine (1968) has discussed the relevance of cost benefit analysis

as an approach to program evaluation.

12DurkinDurkin (1974) has utilized the model to describe and

analyze a summer carp and follow-up program for poverty-and o

disturbed adolescents. The program is analyzed in terms of its

logical consistency with theories of social influence and group

dynamics.

13I1 is beyond the cOpe of this chapter to discuss in detail

the reationale for an open systems perspective or to review relevant

literature on organizational theory. The reader is referred to

Silverman (1971), Rice (1963) and Katz and Kahn (1966).

14For an analysis of personality as an open system, see

Allport (1960). Durkin (1972), using a theory of social in-

fluence, discusses the relationship of personality and milieu.

15Essential to an understanding of milieu therapy is an

understanding of the process of internalization vis a vis the

"raising", i.e., enculturation, and treating of children.

Internalization may occur through identification, developing

a reinforceMent history, gaining insight, learning roles, etc.

The means by which attitudes, values, motivation and behavior

become internalized is central to any theory of milieu therapy.

16CaUdill (1958) and Stanton and Schwartz (1954) have pointed

out the relationship of group mood and symptomatology.

17Rosenberg et al. (1967) disUess the monitoring of

individual behavior with on line computers in terms of its

relevance in making clinical decisions.



18 K-ohler and Stotland (1964) autopsy of a hospital that

was closed as a result of a loss of hope and consequent_wave

of suicides among staff and patients is a dramatic example-of

the System-wide effect of osnital mood.

1 9Caudill (1953) and Stanton and Schwartz (1954) have discussed

the importance of monitoring the ongoing functioning of hospitals.

Feeney (1973), in discussing the limitations of outcome type

evaluations, proposes ways of Providing ongoing feedback to improve

the operation of residential treatment settings. While he does

not regard this as evaluative per se, it is evaluation as
the term is defined in this chapter.
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APPENDIX C

,Tables presenting Raw Teenager's Opinion Survey Scales

with the scales',name, number and alpha. The items defining

the scale, and the item to scale correlation with the item

included (uncorrected) and deleted (corrected).



Scale R 1 - A Adults View
Alpha = .923

Var. Item

Car-
rect

Uncor-
rested

89 Adults thinks am (stupid) (smart) 77 31

91 Adults think I am '(unfriendly) (friendly) 77 77

92 Adults think I am (selfish) (unselfish) 59 67

Adults think I am (weak) (strong) 71 76

95 Adults think I am (slow) (fast) 68 IA

97 Adults think I am (inferior) (sure 61 68,

93 AdultS think I am (square) (cool) 64 70

99 Adults think I am (mean) (kind) 68 74

-88k Adults think I am (good) (bad) 70 76

-90 Adults think I am (useful) (useless) 69. 75

-93 Adults think I am (important) (unimportant) 69 75

-96 Adults think I am (hard wo ,ing) (lazy) 65 71

- indicates the item is reversed



Scale R-1-9 I Am

Alpha = 906

Var.

Cor-
rect

Uncor-
rected

77

79

80

I am (stupid) .(smart)

I am (friendly) (unfriendly)

I am (selfish) (Unselfi::

.72

.67

58

.77

.73

.56

82 I am (weak) (strong) .69 .79

,3 I am (slow) (fast) .56 .73

85 I am (inferior) (superior) .66

86

,

I am (square) (cool) .66

47 I am (mean) (kind) .61 .69

-76k I am (good) (bad) .65 .71

-78 I am (useful) (useless) .69 .74

-81 I am (important) (unimportant) .58 .66

-84 I am (hard working) (lazy) .56 .64

* - indicates the item is reversed



Var. Item

Scale

Alpha

-11* People are just naturally frie
helpful

-13 Any good leader should be a
people under him in order
respect

-23 The future looks bright for
avers

- 713 I always do my fair share

30 I .enjoy work as much as play

-31 Even if you cant stand
still be nice to them.

to

_ohe

-33 I enjoy doing hard jobs

34 The government will see to 'it
people of this country will
better life

-36 I have given careful thought tO

-41 Successful people are most],
and good

-Tincor-
met rected

37 48

31

34

47

ould

-43 vdu should always be honest, no ma

what

37

43

43

57

51

59

.,5

43

49

-49 Negroes, Panish-Americana en, AL,
45

inusually treated the same- ti*s es
31

11.4Y

-84, I are hard-working

Adults think I am useful

L02

Adults think I am hard-working

Most work is fun

* - indicates the item is reversed

45

41

49

42 53



Var.

Scale R 3 Personal Responsibility

Alpha .875

Item

Car- Uncor-
rect rected
R

How responsible do you think a person
usually is if he gets a ticket for speeding. .75 .34

=63 How: resnonsible do you t-ink a person usually .76 -.36

is for going with a crowd that is always
getting him in trouble?

-65 now resnonsible dovo_ think a person usually
is for getting in trouble with the Law? .76 .86

=66 How-responsible do vou think a nerson usually
is for not being able to find a job? .69

-67 How resnonsible do you think a n _ erson is'for
not doing his yob well? .72 .32

- indicates the item is reversed



Scale R 4 Group Differences

Alpha .812

-68*

-6©

-70

Var. Item

Putting an end to wars

Stopping police brutality

Getting a large project done or built

-71 Having a good time together

=72 Ending racial crejudice

-73 Changing the laws so they are to all .58

peoule

=74 Helping each other when a person needs some .55

help.

=75 Impr9ving their living conditions .57

Cor-
rect

R

.54

.50

.36

0

Uncor-
rected

R

.66

,68

,6-

.5n

.73

.71

.66

indicates the item is reversed



Scale R 5 Alienation

Alpha = .790

Cora Uncor-
rect rectec

Var. ' Item R R

-4'h When a person has a problem or a worry it is best .36 .48

to try to forget about it.

37 .47Having "pull" is more important than ability in
getting ahead.

-15 Adults are always looking for things to nag
teenagers about

. 34 .46

-16 It's useless to .write to Public officials because .3,7 .47

you- Problems don't interest them.

717 It's useless to plan for tomorrow; all we can do
is liye.for the present.- .41 .53

-19 A person's future is largely matter of what fate .45 .54

has in store for him.

725 Sticcess more dependent upon luck than on real

ability.

-3'7 There are two kinds of people, in the world: The

weak and the Sttong.

.48 .58

. 43 .53.

. 38 .49

-37 Never tell anyo#e why you-did something unless it .48 .57

will help you.

-38 In getting a job done; a strict. leader is more in- AO. .51

portant than the portant than the people liking one
another.

-42- A criminal is just like other people except that he .45 .56

is stupid enough to get caught.

-45 I really don't care what kind of work I do so long 42 .53

as it pays well.

-46 It is usually best to tell people only what they .44 .54

really want to hear.

-57 It is to be- nice to important people even if .30 .40

you really don't like them.

-58 Aost people won't work unless you make thee. do it .30 .41

- indicates _he item is reversed



APPENDIX 1)

Tables presenting analySis of varience data for

A7ienation Scales for first and second time campers. Tables

include C =olorado 1967 and Vermont 1968 experimental design

(Table 1); Colorado first time campers (Table 2); Vermont

first time. campers (Table 3) ; Vermont and Colorado first

time campers combined (Table 4); and Vermont and Colorado

separately and combined for second time campers (mble 5).



SCALE R 5

Col. 67

N

EXPER NTAL

Pre Tc Post

DESIGN

Diff Diff P

Camp 13 53.5 ' 49.3 5.5 9.7 2.78

Control 12 52.8 58.3 -4.2

Vt. 68
Camp 12 62.5 60.6 .9 5.4 1.95 .066

Control 11 57.2 60.6 .4

Vt. & Col. Comb.
Camp 25 57.8 54.7 -3.1 7.6 3,43 .002

Control 23 54.9 59.4 4.5

SCALE C 5 A

Col. 67
Camp 12 42.1 43.9 1.9 -6.5 2.6 .02

Control 12 40.5 49 8.5

Vt.. 68
Camp 12 56.2 52.7 -3.5 6.7 2.73 .013

Control 11 48.6 51.8 -3.2

Vt. & Col. Comb.
Camp 24 49.2 48..2 -1 6.9 2.18 .035

Control 23 44.41 50.3 5..9

SCALE C-5-B

Col. 67
Camp 13 26 27.5 1.5 9 .48

Control 12 27.9 30.3 2.4

Vt. 69
Camp 12 32.3 33.9 1.6 .52 2

Control 11 27.7 30.5 2.8

Vt. & Col. Comb.
Camp 24 29 7 30.6 1.5 -1.1 .72 .2

Control 23 28 30.4 2.6

SCALE C75C

Col. 67
Camp 13 52.4 53.7 1.3 --9.2 2.13 .04

Control 12 48.5 59 10.5

Vt. 67
Camp 12 60.7 57.2 -3.5 -5.9 2.00 .06

Control 11 '13.3 55.7. 2.4



SC- C-5-

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
(continued)

Pre x Post X x Diff Diff

Vt. & Col. Comb.
Camp 25 56.4 55.4 -1.0 -7.7 2.76 .009

Control 23 50.8 57.5 6.7

Table #1 presenting the analysis of variance data for the experimental
design in Colorado, 1967 and Vermont, 1968 and the groups combined
for the Alienation Scales R-5, C-5-A, C-5-8 and C-5-C. For both the
experimental (camp) and control_groups separately their-sample
size, (N); pre-test mean, (pre x);-post-rest mean, (post fi); and the
difference between their pre and post means, ( diff) are presented.
In order to compare the two groups the differences (diff) between
the x diff's are presented with its corresponding T value (T) and
the probability of that value (P).



Scale & Session N

COLORADO CAMPS

First Time Campers

Pre Post Post
Cont Cant Cars

Change Scores

Cont clER

X

Mean
Diff

XALIENATION R5 X X X X
Co:. 67 7 53.9 58.1 59.0 4.3 .9 -3.4 4
Col, 68 5 50.0 63.6 56.8 13.6** -6.8 -20.4 2.37t
All Col, 12 52.2 60.4 58.1 8.2* -2.4 -10.5 2,07`

ALIENATION C5A
C61.--67 7 39.6- 47.3 42.7 7.6 -4.6 12.2 2.0.4-Y"

Col. 68 5 40.2 56.8 48.7 16.6* -8.1 .24.7 3.45*,
All Col, 12 39.9 51.2 45.2 11.4** -6.0 17.4 3.66**

ALIENATION C5B
Col. 67 7 27.9 30.1 31.0

, 2.3 a., -1.4 , 1

Col. 68 5' 21.8 32.6 26.9 10.8** -5.7 -16.5 5.15**
All Col.- '12 25.3 31.2 29.3 5.8* -1.7 -7.5 2.37*-

ALIENATION CSC
Cal. 67 7 48.1 55,4 47.6 7.4 -7.9* -15.3 2.224--

Cal. 68 5 47.2 68.4 57.9 21.2*** -10.515 -31.7 6.56**
All Col. 12 47.7 60.8 51.9 13.1** -9.0*** -22.1 4.47**

Probabilities 10; (.05; ** 01; ***<".001

Table # 2 presenting:analysis of variance data, for trend analysis for

Colorado camps for first time campers. The.means.for,the Alienation .

Scales R-5,,C-5-A, C-5-8 and C-5-C are presented for the pre control group.
_(pre cont 1); the post control - pre camp (post cont it); and the post
camp (post camp R). The differences'. between control group means (cone R)

and the camp group means (camp R) are given with their probabilities. The
-differences between the cont k,and the camp R(mean diff) is given with its
T value and probability. The probabilities of cont. Ye and camp x are
computed as Significantly different from O.,



VERMONT CAMPS

First Time Campers

Chan eiScores
Pre Post Post Mean

Scale & Session N Cont Cant Camp Cont Camp Diff

ALIENATION R5 X K X X X i

Vt. 68 9 54.0 58.4 57.0 4.4 -1.4 5.8 1.914

Vt. 69 8 57.5 58.4 58.8 .9 .4 -.5 41
All Vt. 17 55.6 58.4 57.8 2.8 -.6 -3.3 1.10

ALIENATION CIA

Vt. 68 8 46.4 51.2 '51.9 4.8 t .6 -4.2 1.10

Vt. 69 ° 8 48.6 49.9 51.5 1.3 1.6 .3 4 1

All Vt. 16 47.5 50.6 51.7 3.1 1.1 -2.0 < 1

ALIENATION C5B

Vt. 68 8 25.7 29.1 29.6 3.5. .5 -3.0 4'1

Vt. 69 9 25.3 30.9 27.7 5.6 -3.2 -8.8 1.914

All Vt. 17 25.5 30.1 28.6 4.6* -1.5' -6.1 1.774

ALIENATION C5C

Vt. 68 8 52.3 54.8 56.7 2.5 1.9 -6 4 1

Vt. 69 9 57.0 52.8 58.2 -4.1 5.4 9.5 1.73

All Vt. 17 54.7 53.7 57.5 -1.0 3.8 4.9 1.31

Probabilities +-4.10; * <.05; **COI; and *71rle 001

Table #3 presenting analysis of varience data for trend analysis for Vermot

camps for first time campers. The means for the alienation scales R-5,

C-5-A, C-5-8, and C-5-C are presented for the pre control group (pre

cont. i); the post control-pre camp (post cont. a); and the post camp

(post camp R). The differences between the control group means (post

cont. x); and the post cami, group means (camp R) are given with their

probabilities. The differences between cont. R and camp i (mean cliff)

is given with its T value and probability. The probabilities of cont. x

and camp R are computed as significantly different from 0.



VERMONT AND COLORADO COMBINED

First Time Campers

Scale

ALIENATION

N
Pre
Cant

Post
Cont

Post
Camp

Change cores
Mean
DiffCont Camp

R-5 29 54.2 59.2 57.9 5.0* -1.3 -6.3 2.23*

ALIENATION
C-5-A 28 44.3 50.9 48.9 6.6** -2.0 -8.6 2.784d

ALIENATION
C-5-8 29 25.4 30.5 28.9 5.1** 1.6 -6.7 2.94

ALIENATION
C-5-C 29 51.8 56.7 55.2 4.8* -1.5 -6.3 1.6

Probabilities .10; * x .05; <.01; and ***.e.00

Table #4 presenting analysis of variance data for trend analysis of
Vermont and Colorado camps combined for first time campers. The means
for the alienation scales R -5 C-5-A; C-5-8; and C -S -C are presented
for the pre control group (pre cont. RN the post control-pre camp
(post cont R); and the post camp (poSt camp O. The differences the
control group means (cont. R) and the camp group means (camp R) ate
given with their probabilities., The differences between cont. R.
and camp x (Mean diff) is given with its T value and probability. The
probabilities of cont. R and camp R` are computed as significantly
different from 0.



VERMONT AND COLORADO SEPARATELY AND COMBINED

Second Time Campers

Change Scores
Pre Post Post Mean

Seale & Cam N Cont Cont Camp Cont Camp :Diff

X R R )1 : 1

ALIENATION R 5
Col
Vt
Col & Vt

ALIENATION C5A
Col
Vt
Col & Vt

ALIENATION C5B
Col
Vt
Col & Vt

ALIENATION C5C
Col
Vt
Col & Vt

7 46.9 52.9
15 52.5 54.1
22 50.7 53.8

7 42.9 44.1
15 49.3 49.1
22

7 25.1 28,6
15 29.4 30.0
22 28.0 29.5

7 52.8 54.2
15 56.3 55.9
22 55.2 55.4

1

53.4 6.1* .5

54.1 1.6 0

53.9 3.0* 0.2

44.9 1.2 0.7
50.3 -0.2 1.3

28.4 3.4i- -0.1
29.1 0.6 -0.9
28.9 1.54- -0.7

53.4 1.4 -0.7
56.2 -0.4 0.2
55.2 0.2 -0.1

-5.6
-1.6
-2.8

1.02
4:1
1.26

-0.5 1 1

1.5 4; 1

-3.5 1.73
-1.5 1.36
-2.2 2.17*

-2.1 4'1
0.6 4 1

.-0.3 41

Probabilities +-4.10, * .05; ** <.01; and ***<.001

Table # 5 presenting the analysis of variances data for trend analydes of
Vermont and Colorado camp separately and combined for second time campers.
The means for the Alienation Scales R-5; C-5-A; C-5-8, and C-5-C are
presented for the pre control group (pre cont. i; thepost control -
pre camp (post cont R); and the post camp (post camp i). The differences
between the control group means (cont. R) and the camp means (camp i) are

given with their probabilities.
,

The differences between cont. R and

camp R (mean Jiff) is given with its T value and probability. The
probabilities of cont. R and camp. R are computed assignificantly different

from 0.



APPENDIX

Matrix showing correlation coefficients for combined
Vermont 1968 and Colorado 1967 samples between subjects
score and 6 raw Teenagers' Opinion Scales and 14 High School
Personality Questionnaire Factors with (1) returning to camp
(N = 69)% (2) Psychiatric Impairment (N=64); (3) Rating
of having benefited from camp (N=64)-; and (4) a .dichotomi
zation_of those who benefited most and those who benefited
least from camp(N=26). Variables are presented,. as either
pre camp (to predict) or post camp (to postdict) variables.



WORK

P. RESP.

ADULT'S

GROUP E

ALIENATION

AM

A

B

C

F.

G

ii

I

,0

Q2

Q3

Q4

R

T

R

I

B

E E

N N

E

F F

M I I

E T T

N E

T D D

PRE CAMP

.11V* -.03 .18 .17

C.10 .18 .12 .11

.12 -.06 15 .25

C.45 -.05 C.25 .35V

C.30V -.03 -.12 -.13

C.47 -.09 C.14 .32

.07 -.04 .07 .05

-.05 -.12 .13 , .26

.16 -.13 .16 .17

.19 .01 C.26 .28

-.01 .03 -.02 -.04

.20 -.04 C.19 .20

-.12 -.25 C.22 -.20

.07 -.22 .18 .36

C-.09 .26V -.01 .02V

.00 .15 .00 -.03

17V -.10 -.14V -.17V

-.08 -.26 -.13 r.10

-.13 -.28V .06 .16V

.06 -.27 .02 ..07V

I

P

A

I

E

T M

E

R N

N T

B B

E E

N N

E E

F F

I

T r T

E

D D

POST CAMP

-.00 C.23

.07 C.31

-.05 .20

.10 -.00

.14V -.12

-.08V C.28

,01 -.04

.17V -.03

.05 -.20

-.05 -.07

-.16 -.04

-.03 -.17

.00 -.23

.04 -.21

.270 .32

.23V .13

.01 .05

.05V .07

.31V -.02

-.11 .19

.02 -.06

-.05 -.06

.04 .09

-.07 -.03

.20V .47

-.23V -.20V

-.01 .03

.25V .45V

-.07 .11V

.06 .17

-.10 .11

-.18 -.06

-.10 .04V

.02 .17

.12 .21

.09 .07

.04 -.18

-.01V .07V

.28V .45V

-.04 -.07

* A "V" Following the correlation coefficient indicates a significant at the 4.05 level

two tailed test from the Vermont sample and a "C" preceeding the correlation coefficient

indicates significance for the Colorado sample.



-1,2 day 3

STAFF REACTION TO CAPER

5. reprimanded
6. pushed to work

7. got mad at
8. reaffirmed commitment
9. went unnoticed

10. argued with
11. ingratiated to you
12. sot limits for
13. talked to camper
14. camper sought help
15. rave help to cLnner
16 rthiness
17. talked of personal

problem
18. protected camper
19. complained of staff
20. complained of campers
21. did obey
22. friendly,'

AT tR RK WAS THE CAnPER

23. show initiative
24. talkative-
25. easily distracted
26. complain*
27. work alone
28. require supervision
29. take care of tools

RATE AT WORK ONLY

30. cooperative
31. hard-working
32. leader
33. serious
34. productive
35. competent
36. enjoys work

WITH PEERS

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

37. ranks others
38. bullies
39. protective
40. isolated
41. gregarious
42. teases
43. boasts (talks)
44. shows off (act

camper

1 2
1 2 3

2 3
2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
1 2

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2

1 2

1 2 3

1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3
2 3

1 2

1 2

1 2

1
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2

uncooperative
lazy

follower
fooled around
unproductive
incompetent
dislikes work

1 2

1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

45.

46.

;7,

urfaithfoi

ds

-1w, pushy,

vt

to opt

OM
114 1.01311111 THE CAPP -w-:R

fl.,_
do49,bnta0 tIgullti 4

010d4

51,
(A;Oh

52' elmable

53, _bensk, phobia
540 geosoahoutself

55. 46
56. (.:AESfOr

48,
49.
50.

58..59,

60,
61,
62.
63,
64,
65,
66,

4

e2ms

eoprik affect

:wets others
eic, cutting

weadsl;
`.irod,vorn out

Vic, Ihostrical

f city
eof this

c:zf folly

goez)dday 12 3 4

1234
alio 12 3 4

12 3 4V

1).11 1234
Nu.

1234
d 1234
asp 12 3 4

73,
74,

75'
.12 3 4

76.
77.
78'
79.

ma.11)140* with

1e..tethoi

Esc hack)

5
5
5

5

5
5
5

1 2

1 2

1

1 2

1 2 3

1 2 3

.1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2

1 2
1 2
1 2

1 2
1 2
1 2

2 3
2 3

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

had bad day
unfriendly
bad example
passive
complaining
accepts rou-

tine
uninvolved
dislikes

camp
doesn't get

along. well

1 2 3 4 5 6
(more)



APPENDIX G

Personality and Milieu: a Theory of Social influence

Roderick Durkin

There is a curious and revealing inconsistency in

"folk psychology" of social influence held by many

ddle and upper class Americans. Despite the exposure

to Freudian (1927) and other ontogenetic theories of

personality, many regard the individual in general

and their children in particular a ibeing continually

and importantly influenced by the environment.

With regard to deleterious influences, individuals

at all ages are considered vulnerable and great effort

is expended to provide a positive social milieu and

to avoid, or at least mitigate, harmful sociaI,influ-

ences. Some even-believe that a second-grade teacher,

inapprcp;_iately embroiled In an ego battle with a

child, can affect his educational career and possibly

lessen hiechances for acceptance at a good college.

A child's friends are similarly regarded as potent

forces for good or evil, and are thus an object

-f great parental concern and manipulation. Si ilaly,

fashionable clothes, straight teeth, and training in

the social graces, etc. are considered prerequitites

for gaining'the social acceptance necessary for the

development of'a healthy personality, adequate self-

esteem* etc. In the case of one's daughter, no amount

4 ')hr a_



of happy family life, including a relativley smooth

transition through the stages of psychosexual de-

velopment are sufficient 'to inoculate the girl who

comes home from an-evening0 on the back of a Hell's

Angel motorcycle,- Such pica-pipers of Hamlin ad the
,

fast Village, drinking, drugs, promiscuity,hiPpydomo

etc. are regarded as overwhelming influences from

/which children must be protected.

Adults are also considered vulnerable to such

deleterious influences as work pressures which can

lead t'7, alcohplisil and tha 6terlltSr f suburban..

life which can lead good people into a "La dolce vita"

existence. In short, the individual is seen as

continually adapting to his 'Social- milieu, and as

highly responsive to its variety of social influences,

particularly the pernicious ones.

The inconsistencies in such felkpsychology be

come apparent in the etiological' explanations of poverty.

If one has scientific theory of social influence,

it should be applicable to all, inalUding the poor.-

While this theory of social influence may be valid,

its selective application to the non-poor suggests

that it is 'a folk?-psychology which fundtions to make

theworld more comprehensibld-and intelligible, and



to provide a "scientific" raison d'etre for many _

the endeavors of the non-poor. The Oentradiation

in this folk psychology...is its relative disregard of

the potenc f social influence in the creation and

perpetuation of poverty. The poverty milieu with

its woefully inadequate educational facilities, lack

of medical care, prevalence of drugs, high crime rates,

wad the economic assault on family life, is relatively

disregarded as a primary etiological factor. Instead,

morendividual explanations -of the poor are offered,

such as laziness, immorality, irresponsibility, lack

f !_nitiativet.Rte. the failure of the individual

is explained in mOral and individualistic terms,

rather than being understood.as an expected and quite

edictable response to what is one of the harshes

environments psychiatrically, the poverty milieu.

The contradiction is that the vulnerability and can-

tinual adapting the .individual to social, influence

is accepted by, themiddloclasfor the middle class-

but is rejected in explaining the 'ration and the

perpetuation of poverty and its related problems.

J-heory of social influence it deserves in-

vestigation because if Such a theory of an on-going



adaptation of personality to social milieru can be

developed, testedi and utilized,, itis of vast sig-

nificance for social planning and community psychiatry.

A more depth and individualistic psychology may be

more appropriate and valuable to indiVidual patients,

but it is less relevant and useful in social planning

to eliminate pOVerty and similar social problems.

Less is known about changing personality structures

and characteristics such as oral optriism, compulsion,

and psycho'ses0 etc. than is known about changing

environments in apublic-health type approach. A

theory of social inflUence is-both applicable and

relevant for the changing of social environments,

anendeavor for which the technology and resources

are available. When specific aspects of the poverty

milieu can be identified as causal to the creation,

and perpetuation of poverty,,With its correlatives

of mental illness, criMe, etc. , then these aspects

can be changed, technologically at least.

-The 'state of our understanding of the etiology

of delinquency, mental illness, and the poverty cycle,

etc., is comparable to that of.the understanding of

the etiology of physical disease in the leth Century.



Without a knowledge of viruses, bacteria, antigens,

etc., it was i%oognized that cities were less healthy

plates than rural areas. Assuming a cause -and- effect

relation, the urban environments were sanitized with

regard to food handling, sewage, water, etc. and in

this way, the prevalence and incidence of physical

diseases were reduced. Social psychiatry, Vith its

similar state .of incomplete knowledge, recognizes

that the poverty environment is causal in a broad

-range of psychiatric disorders and social problems

(Langner, 1971). Without a knowledge of the specific

etiological factors,- it is feasible to sanitize these

environments with regard to- stress (Selye, 1956),

and to thus reduce prevalence and incidence of anti-

social behavior, psychiatic disorder, and poverty,

etc. Such an environmental approach entails reorder--

ing,prierities and changing environments, which is

within-our grasp technologically. Given this feasi-

bility, relevant theories of social influence need

to be explored, developed and evaluated.

Evidence relevant to and supporting such a- theory

of on-going adaptation of, personality to the environ-

ment can be found in such behavioral sciences as



) social psychology; (2) studies of stimulus de-

privation; (3) social psychiatry studies of psycho-,

pathology; and (4) studies of total institutions.

This evidence suggests that many aspects of personal--

ity, if not personality itself, are -continually a-

dapting to the environment stimuli, reinforcements,

expectations, opportunites, etc. This evidence will

be reviewed briefly for its relevance to-a theory

of on-going adaptation, This review is intended to

be neither exhaustive nor critical, but seeks only

to reorganize existing knowledge, making it relevant

to the proposed theory of social influence and the

on-going adaptation of personality to the social

milieu.

Central to the numerous and varied definitions

of personality is the notion that personality is an

enduring constellations of traits. The various de-

finitions could be arranged on a continuum ranging,

from those which regard personality as being essentially

coterminous with behavior to those whcih describe

.personality in terms of (such core concepts as anal

and oral personality, etc. In the case of the latter,

current behavior is considered more as epiphenomena,

or expressions of a basic personality structure which



is both the loc:,-J personality and central' to causal

explanations of behavior, For example, miserliness

is-often assumed to be caused by anal fixations. Such

theories are frequently ontogenetic,"as the twig is

bent so grows the tree.; andthe fact that personality

is consistent over time is cited as evidence of the

enduring impact of early experience (Freud, 1927).

An alterhative explanation to be examined here

is that personality is enduring not solely because of
, .

rm effect of-childhood experiences but be-

cause personality throughout the life cycle is contin-

pally adapting to relatively similar social milieu.

Given enculturation in one social milieu the individual,

then, is best adapted to such a milieu. This earlier

preparation will-lead him to seek out friends, jobs,

organizations, spouses, etc. that are congruent with

his earlier experiences. In numerous and varied ways,

the individual seeks out and is led to social milieu

that are psychologically congruent with the former

social milieu. These early stylecif persbnality adaptation

then act as causal prototypes which perpetuate patterns

of adaptation.

A theory of personality that emphasizes the im-

por ance of the on-going adaptation of personality to



the:social milieu is relevant for culture and per-

sonality studies. Culture and personality theorists,

such as Spiro (1964) Fromm (1944) Benedict '(1944

etc. have pointed out the functional fit between

personality and social systems; that is, the individual's

personality is suited to ant adapted, tO his unici&

culture. Wallace ( 1970 )has characterized culture

and personality studies as being studies of either

the replication of uniformity or the organization of

diversity. Many culture and personality studies em-

phasize-the importance of early childhood:experiences,_

and employ an ontogenetic theory of personality to

explain the functional fit of personality and culture.

The proposed theory of an on-going adaptation suggests

that, while childhood experiences are important, the

individual is continually and Agnificantly being

influenced by his social experiences, arid that part

of the stability of his personlity over time is be-
e.

cause he adapts to Similar social milieu throughout

his life.

Before examining selected social-psychological

studies relevant to such a theory of on-going adapta-

tion, it will be useful to organize these studies

around the demands and expectations the social system
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makes on its actors vis a vis their pe onalities.

Aberle, et al. (1950) delineates rine functional pre-,

requisites necessary for the maintenance of a social-

systet. While the paper is ostensibly sociological,

its relevance 'for personality is ovious because each

of the sociological prerequisites concomitantly re-

quires that the personalities of the actors be shaped

to meet the demands inherent in these prerequisites.

In other words, each sociological prerequisite has a

psychological counterpart for the individual.

Ideally the psychological studies ought to be

collated with the sociological prerequisites,-but

fOrtunatoly the fields developed independently and

this is not possible. This attemptseeks to emphasize

the relevance of an on-going adaptation theory of per-

sonality for those culture and personality studies.

In examining the various functional prerequisites and

their psychological counterparts of shaping the actor

motivation, cognitive roles, etc., the eaSibility of

ontogenetic versus an on-going adaptatipn theory of

personality should be considered.' How !necessary-a114

adequate are ontogenetic explanations for explaining

the shaping of-the actors personality to Meet:the-

psychological deMands inherent in these prerequisites
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and would an on-going social influence theory of per-

sonality be more adequate? The following is a brief

description of those functional prerequisites, followed

where possible, b some relevant psychological studies.

Other studies will be presented to delineate the

nature and scope of on-going social influence in the

shaping of personality:

(1) "Provision for adequate relationship to

the environment and for sexual recruitment." Psycho -

logically, this require- that individuals be trained

in the skills necessary to manipulate, the environment

so as to provide for himself and the other members

of the Society those things which are necessary for

biological life. In a technological Society, this

requires that individuals loarh the kills necessary

to earn a living. It further requires that individuals'

.participate in sexual reproduction and child rearing.

lr this instance, the shaping of personality ap&o--

priate tb vocation, reproduction, and child-rearing

goeS on in relatively adult years. While few psy-

chological experiments could be conducted releVant

to.this prerequisite, it clearly entails relatively

adult socialization, which suggests the appropriate-

ness of an on-going theory of social influence.



"Role differentiation and role ap gnm nt--

this signifies the systematic and stable division of

activitos." The psychological counterpart is that

individuals are motivated and learn the behaviors r

quired to enact numerous roles, many of which are

learned as adults. Studies in the social psychology

of roles reviewed by Sarbin i 1 9 5 & ) , suggest that role

behaviors can be and ar le._

Janis and King (1954) had

opinions contrary to

r-,(1 idults. For example,

ects enact roles espou-

As a result

of this role-taking, the subjects opinions shifted in

the direction of the opinions they espaused. As with

attitudes, many other aspects of role behavior such

as styles in interpersonal relations, language, etc.,

are prescribed for specific roles. These role related

behaviors, most of which are amenable to on-going

social influences, account for a large percentage of

the variability of human behavior.

(3) "Communication--no society, however simple,

can exist Without shared, learned symbolic modes of

communication, because without them one cannot main-

tain the common value structure or the protective

sanctions whiCh hold back the war of each against all."

Psychologically, individuals are required to learn and
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use language if the social ystem is to function.

This learning takes place primarily beyond the early

years of life. A psychological experiment relevant

to this social function of language was that of

Schacter (1951), in which he found that in experi-

tall -created groups ficant amounts of co

munication were directed at individuals who held

opinions divergent from those of the- group. This

inordinant flow of communication continued until the

group rejected the deviant individuals. This demon-

strates the function of communication for maintaining

the _n value structure." Numerous ocher studies

in communication demonstrate that-the learning and

utilization of language occurs thorughout life, and

that language is important for both the individual

and the maintenance of the social system.

(4 ) Shared cognitive orientations - -in any

society, the members must share a body of cogniti =ve

orientation which (a) makes possible the adaptation

and manipulation of the situation; makes stable,

meaningful and predictable the social situations in

which they are engagai and, accounts for those

significant aspects of the situation which they do

not have adequate prediction and control over."
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Psychologically, this requires that individual's

cognition be sufficiently congruent with those

around him, and suggests a life long process of con-

sensual validation. The responsiveness of the in-

dividual's cognitionS to immediate social influence

was dramatically demonstrated by Asch (1951), who

found that group pressure caused individuals to al-

ter their perceptions and judgments about the length

f a line. One third of the subjects whose perceptions

of the lengths of lines were not congruent with the

group's incorrect perceptions, altered their per-

-ptions or judgments to conform to the group's

.stated perception. Only about one fourth of thesub-

jects did not yield to the group pressure. This

preSsure tc conformity was greatly mitfgated when

the subjects had allies to support their correct but

unpopular perceptions. Scherif (1937), found that.

pre-existing norms influenced the direction and ex-

tent of the apparent movement of a light. in an ex-,

periment using the autokine-',ic phenomenon. In these

instances, adult subjects' cognitive orientations

were affected by current social influences or group

-pressure.

(5) "A shared, articulated set of goals" requires
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that individuals be motivated to achieve prescribed

goals or, in the words of Fromm (1944) that the

in ividual. be made "to want to do what he has to

d " psychologically ,peaking, goal-oriented'be-

havior occurs throughout life, vis vie goals

that change frequently and dramatically. This, in

turn, requires that individuals change their be-

havior relevant to these newly cathected goals.

This changing of goals and their goal-oriented be-

havior again suggests that individuals are responsive

to the changing expectations of the environment.

In an experiment, Douvan(1956) used the promise of

reward or non-reward as an independent variable

in her study of need-achievement in poverty and

non-poverty boys. In the reward. condition, the

ripedachievement motivation of both groups increased,

but when the subjects were told that no rewards would

be forthcoming, only the non-poverty boys' need-

achievement increased. It may be that the non-

poverty brought to the situations a high need-

achievement which is aroused by the opportunity to

demonstrate their ability to achieve or personal

excellence. This was not so of the poverty group,

whose arousal of need-achievement appeared to have



been more contingent upon the promise of specific

rewards. This group may have been less inclined to

e to the bait' having been disappointed by many

previously fruitless endeavors. An implication of

this study is that a "core" motive, need-achievement,

seems to wax and wane in relationship to the 'rewards

and opportunities in the life space of the individual.

Such a functional relationship may well occur be-

tween other motivations and the reinforcements avail-

ab:121 the environment, which is important for a

social influence theory of personali-Ly.

(6) "The normati-

that. the prescribed means

lation of means re ;wires

the attaining of goals

be utilized." PsychOlogi.call this requir that

individuals be motivated to accept the meam3 and to

have the necessary skills, etc. to use them. As

with goals, the means for obtaining goals change

throughout life and individuals util±zo a variety

of means and their concomitant beha-

) "The regulat3 of affectic. expression re-

qui e that affci: states of the members be mutually

communicable and comprehensible, and furthermore not

every affect can be expressed in every situation.

Some must be suppressed or repressed. Lastly, there
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are affects that must be produced in members if the

social system is to survive." Psychologically, this

requires that the individual be. trained regarding

the expression, channeling, and comprehension of his

and others affect states. A relevant psychological

experiment was conducted by Schacter (1962) in which

he found that subjects who had been physiologically

aroused by injections of epinephrine felt and ex-

pressed emotions appropriate to the cognitive struct-

uring of the situation In one situation they felt

anger, and in another, they felt elation in response

to the antics of- an experimental confederate. Given

a state of physiological arousal, the subjects cog-

nitive interpretation of the situation determined
which of the emotions would:be-felt and expressed,

indicating that the -arousal and expression, of emotions

are related to the immediate situation..

8) "Socialization--to'each individual must be

transmitted as much of the method Of dealing With

the total situation as will render him capable of a-

dequato performance in his several roles throughout

his life." The individual requires a working kno

ledge of behavior and attitudes relevant to his

various roles and ,to identify to some degree with



such Ialues as are shared by the who society.

esychologically, socialization begins at birth, and

perhaps even sooner, but it continues throughout the

life of the individual. Levinson's (1965) studies

of the socialization of physicians are a case in point.

It may be argued that the amenability of adults to

be socialized is built in at an early age, but none-

theless individuals' personalities are continually

,being shaped to be "effective" in different situations.

More of adult socialization will be discussed in the

studies of total institutions.

(9) "Control of disruptive behavior." Psychologically,

the conk-01 of disruptive behavior must be built into

individuals so that they are motivated to want to

do what in fact society requires them to do. This

requires that individuals internalize mechanisms of

self-contol and that society be able to exert pressure

on individuals to conform. Milgram (1963) found that

individuals could -be coerced into Punishing subjects

when they were told that they must punish their sub-

jects. When the subjects were enmeshed in the system
A

of authority in this experiment, many conformed des-

pi'x personal abhorrence of the task. Milgram (1965)

found, further, that when the individuals had a con-'
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federate who supported him in his resistance, the

effectiveness of the coercion was mitigated. Thi-

Bests that an important supplement to internalized

and functionally-autonomous self-contrl, "super -eg

is the on-going and ext,,rnal social control.

It is clear that each of these sociological

prerequisites has a psychological counterpart with

Tr implications for the shaping of', personality

so that it is functionally adapted to its social

system. Current social influence exerted on an

adult can explain much of his; (1Y earning a'living

and reproducing; (2) enacting different roles; (3)

communicating with his fellows; (4) sharing a set

of cognitive oreientations with those he has con-

tact with; (5) cathecting culturally accepted goals;

and. (6) the prescribed means of achieving them; (7)

expressing and recognizing certain affect states;

8) being socialized to enact his various goals; and,

(9)contrdaing his disruptive behavior.

Such on-going psychological demandr, inherent in

these prerequisites would seem to strain the ex-

planatory powers of the more ontogenetic theories.

of personality.. While some of the prerequisite

motivating of people to conform is undoubtedly
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partially internalized in the early years, it seems

that socialization i, more than has been recognized,

an-on-going phenomenon. These early eXpe_iences may

provide prototypes for later patterns of adaptation

but they are not, however, sufficient to explain

much of adult behavior. 'A theory which regards the

individual as constantly adapting to the demands of

the force field, or life space, makes an important

contribution to the understanding of current behavior.

In addition-to these studies others might be in-

cluded to delineate the nature and scope of social

influence on personality.

Behavior. To the extent that behavior itself

is-an aspect of personality, social psychology has

adequately demonstrated that behavior is highly

responsive to current social influence. Lewin (1958)

found that decision - making was affected by the con-

text in whieh, subjects received information. More

decisions leading to greaterdchanges of behavior

occurred as a result of group discussion rather than

as a result of receiving a lecture. Lewin, et al.

(1939) found that, in experimentally-created groups

aggression, scuegoating, and irritability was more

common in authoritarian groups than in democratic



groups. Cock and French (1948) found that bringing

factory workers into discussions concerning chang-

ing production methods significantly lessened their

resistance to change.

Attitude. Numerous studies have demonstrated

the importance of social influence on the formation

and changing of attitudes. Deutsch and Collins (1951)

found that racial prejudice decreased when individuals

lived together as peers in an integrated housing

development. Newcomb-(194 )0 in a study of the effects

of college life on student attitudes, found that

the greater the jnvolvement in college life, the

greater was the acceptance of the'liberal opinions

which characterized the college. Hyman and Sheatsley

(1947) discussed some of the ,reasons for.the dis-

crepancies between the radical changes in attitudes

that can be induced in the laboratory and the rel.,

atively minor. changes inducEd.by information campaigns

They suggest that, when individuals are forced to con-

sider incongruent opinions they are more Vulnerable

to change, as in the laboratory situation. However,

the individual in a free situation tends to expose

himself selectively to information which is congruent



with his prior beliefs. An example of such selective

exposure occured in the 1960 Kennedy-Nixon debates

(Maccoby, et al., 19621 p. 235). Even when "forced"

to consider opposing views, as in these debates, in-

dividuals were able to filter out the opposing views-

by talking, drinking beer, and other distracting

behavior. A crucial variable in the stability of

attitudes appears to'be the effectiveness of the se-

lective exposure mechanism.

Self - Esteem. Few studies have been or can be

conducted to demonstrate the relationship between

the social milieu and self-esteem. Guthrie (1938)

describes a quasi experiment in which a group. of men

improved self-esteem and popularity of an unattractive

and shy girl by showing her attention. After the

semester was over, the popularity and new-found con,.

fidence remained. Griffin.(1961), in his book,

Black Like Ie, provides a narrative account of the

impact of a new and unaccustomed environment on a

white man who was temporarily black. With the mere

changing-of skin color, the man was exposed to a vast-

ly new set of social encounters and experiences

which affected his personality, particularly his

self-concept.
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Numerous other studies from'tlic literature of

group dynamics (McGrath and Altman, 1966) and the

theory of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957)

could be cited as evidence that much of the stability

of personality is contingent upon the similarity

over time o forces in the life space of the indivi-

dual. Personality can be regarded as in dynamic'

equilibrium with the environment. It is involved

in a process of continually influencing and being

influenced by the on-going social forces.

The entire field of social psychology coutld be

regarded as the study of social influence in which the

social milieu in influences the individual's per-

ceptions, motiv Voris interpersonal relations,

self-concepts--that is, his personality. Such a

broad vi.?.w of personality has its locus in-the

individuals' interpersonal relations (Sullivan, 1963

and Mead, 1934).

Lewin (1935: p.41) summarizes such a view as

follows:

"Thus in the psychological fields, most
fundamental to the whole behavior of living
things, the transition seems inevitable to'a
Galillean view of dynamics, which derives all
its.vectors not from a single isolated object
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but from the mutual relations- of factors in
the concrete whole situation, but it is essential.
froth the momentary conditions of the individual and
the structure of the psychological situation.
The.dynamics of the process is always to be de-
rived from the relation of concrete individuals
to concrete situations, and so far as internal
forces are concerned, from the mutual relation-
ship of the various functional systems that make
up the individual."

However, such experimental evidence must

considered with Many reservations. Rosenthal (1968),

in examining the nature of the experimental situation

itself, has showed that subjects can, in subtle ways,

be tipped off to the hypotheses being tested, and

as a result are more likely to yield results which

corroborate experimental hypotheses. Clearly, the

force field of the experimental-situation itself

needs to be investigated. While these experiments

might suggest that people, or at least subjects, are

infinitely mal]Pable, it should bp recalled that they

have dealt singly with isolated .aspects of personality,

i.e., specific Attitudes, motivations, etc., and

have not sought to influence total perSonalities

permanently.

Another fundamental question is in regard to

the salience of experimental situations. In studies

of attitude change, the domain of attitudes'to be



changed was often such trivial issues as whether

or not movies would be replaced by television, etc.

It may 1-, that given the trivial nature of the topic,

the impact of experimental inductions are exaggeratpd.

The validity and generalizability of social-psychological

experiments are also questionable because of their

reliance on biased samples of subjects, i.e., of so-

phomore college students in psychology course subject

pools. Acqniescent7 prone college students, amenable

Co the randomization of typical analysis, variance-

design type of experiments, may have erroneously

given undo credence to the notion that people in

general are infinitely ma:Beable, i.e., "funny putty."

The thousands of experiments in social psychology

have not been organized into a uniform theory of

social infnence and personality. The experiments

are often unrelated, isolated, and often defy cam-

paritiveevaluation0 mdch less replication. If

social psychology is to have, greater theoretical and

applied relevance for the study- of personality,

greater use of field experiments may be necessary,

because the experimental laboratory is clearly sus-

pect as a source of elusive experimental artifacts

and ungeneralizable results. For example, how often



do real life situations create the unbroken uni-

formity utilized by Asch (1951).and Milgram (1963)'

The next type of eidence to be examined for its

relevance to a theory of social influence is de-

rived frome studies of stimulus deprivation. Heron

(1953, 1956), discusses both the effects of a pro-

longed perceptual isolation on visual processes and

the effects of a decreased variation in sensory en-

vironment. When inputs of stimuli were drastically

reduced, subjects showed marked disturbances in their

cognitive, auditory, and visual processes. In ex-

peri ents where individuals were deprived of stim-

ulus inputs by putting them in dark, soundproof

rooms, wrapped in cotton or floating in water, they

experienced disturbances that bordered on psychotic-

like hallucinations. After some experiences of pro-

longed stimulus depri*:-,' on, it was found that some

individuals appeared to have lost their ability to

judge the third dimension. One right assume that

this ability is fixed early in life. Even individuals

who do _not have binocular vision continue to acc-

urately judge the third dimension by using other

visual cues. However, the individual is always re-

ceiving immediate feedback an reinforcement by his
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reaching, touching, and making estimates of distances,

it may be that,this continuous feedback is critical

for maintaining this perceptual-acuity.

In systems theory terms, the personality can be

viewed as requiring inputs or "stimulus nutriment"

in order to maintain the system, and when deprived of

these inputs and the resultant "exorcising" of these

perceptual and cognitive processes, the system breaks

down. If personality requires such inputs to main-

tain the system,. then perhapS perSonality is not as

-fixed an entity as assumed. This would indicate the

importance of on-going social influence, i.e., in-

puts for maintaining perceptual and cognitive pro-

cesses, and perhaps even personality. The similarity

of inputs over time could explain some of the stabil-

ity of personality.

An important criticism of social psychology ex-

periments is the superficial and non-salient nature

of its experimenting with attitudes, motivation,

behavlor; le., personality. "Evidence which meets

such a criticism of superficiality or non-salience

,_:an be derive' from the studies of psychopathology

and psychotherapy. Many of the more clinically-
.

oriented or psychoanlytic theories of personality
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tend to be ontogenetic, and tend to explain personal-

ity: in terms of more "core" constructs. They often

regard 'current behavior as epephenomena, reflecting

basic neurotic conflicts, schizophrenic processes,

and sociopathic defective super-ego development, etc.

It can be argued that the superficial nature of the

behaviors manipulated in experim6nts tend to be irrel-

evant to basic personality. However, this criticism

f superficiality would be inapplicable to psychopa-

'thological behavior such as anxiety attacks, phobias,

speech impediments, thought disorders, impotence, etc.

They are accepted as being intimately and functionally

related to "core"personality. If such salient-be-

haviors are amenable to current social influence,the

case for the amenability of personality to on-going

social influence IS greatley enhanced.

Ontogenetically-oriented theorlats would argue

that symptorrq can Only be "cured" with a more depth

psychotherapy which addr'esses itself to underlying

neurotic conflicts and seeks to reorganize basic

personality structures. Behavior and family thera-

pists have evidence that questions such an assump-

tion. They right argue that there is simply current
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adaptive and that, furthermore, it Is more feasi-

ble to change behavior than to re-structure basic

lJersonality and alter psychodynamics. The results

of wolpe (196r'9) and others provide evidence that

behavldr therapy techniques have succeeded n

changing (cur _g) such salient behavior as phobias,

impotency, self-defeating behaviors, etc. through a

process of progressive .desensitizatid. Similarly,

Simmons and 'Levaas (1969) have demonstrated the

effectiveness of behavior modification techniques

in the treatment of childhood schizophrenia. In

this case, an indisputably meaningful instance of

"Core" psychopathology was demonstrated to be a en-

able to on-going social influence, i.e.' therapeutic

!behavior modification. Such sympAms were not ar-

ginally functional but were the crux of the indi-

vidual's psychodynamics. Contrary to-some ex-

pectations, such symptoms or their functional

equivalents do not reappear. A conclusion relevant

to a theory of on-going adaptation is that if psy-

chopathology can be affected by changes in current

reinforcement contingencies, the case for the salience

of current social influence is strengthened.

Similarly, the studies of family interaction and



family therapy suggest that the maintenance of an

individual°s psychopathology is to a considerable

extent created and maintained by the on going family

support for that. pathology. Many clinicians have

observed that individuals, isolated from their fam-

ilies, often make progreds only to regress when they

again become enmeshed in pathogenic family interaction
patterns. It has also been observed that as one

individual changes, others are likely to develop

symptoms. Ackerman (1996) suggests that .them are "sick"
families one member of whidl hasthacresenting symptoms.
He argues that the entire family requires treatment

because the family interaction requires .and has a

ested4interest in maintaining_ such pathology of

adaptation of one of its members. For example' a

depressed, passive alcoholic may be sincerely be-
moaned by the -family, but when he stops drinking,

exerts himself, and standS up for his rights" he

becomes difficult and is likely to encqunter family

pressures to resume drinking and thus maintain the

old,and more "comfortable" family interaction patterns.

Similarly, many patients returning from mental hos-
pitals are often quickly responded to as a source of

aggravation and discomfort, despite the awareness of
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the dangers inherent in long-term custodial hos-

pitalization. Families may want to protect the

patient, but "end up" regarding him not as an in-

dividual in danger of an latrogenic illness such as

chronic %hi ophrenia, but as a provocato "up to

the same old things." Quickly pressure mounts to

interpret the behavior and respond to it in the cus-

tomary'way, often necessitating re-hospitalization.

ThiS may be one reason why families are so willing

to isolate members of their families in hospitals-

and to abdicate their responsibility to those "better ".

qualified to help.

found necessary to

this suggestive

influences

ogy.

With regard tc

thought disorder,

in the

For such reasons, it'has been

treat entire families. Again,

of the importance of current social

maintenance of "core" psychopathol-

the etiology of schizophrenic.

Laing (1965), in his book:

Family, Sanity_ and Madness, has shown that the

supposedly disordered thinking of schizophrenics was

in fact areasonable and comprehensible response to

the conflictual communication in the family. Mischler

(1965), in his review article on family interactions

and schizophrenia, discuste the various hypothesized

4 EE
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relationships between schizophrenic family inter-

action patterns, double-binding, etc., and the

etiology of schizophrenic disorders.1

For the purposes of the propoSed theory of

social influence'and on-going adaptations, the

evidence of behavior and family therapists strongly

suggests that current social influences are of im-

portance in the creation and maintenance of psy-

chopathology. Unlike the more superficial experi-

ments in social psychology, this provides evidence

about the importance of current social influence

for "core" personality. While this evidenpe is

necessarily incomplete and does not lend itself to

'experimental verification, it does support the

contention of the salience and relevance of on-

going social influence.

The final source of evidence relevant to the

proposed thEory,of on-going adaptation is derived

from the study of total institutions. Goffman (1961r

describes total institutions as providing the neces-

sities of life, activities, and social contact through-

out the 24-hour day of the inmates in the context

of a highly regulated and standardized daily routine

which does not cater to the idiosyncratic needs of



the inmates. It is further characterized by a

caste system separating inmates and the custodians,

with clearly defined expectations regarding their.

social interaction and status, etc. In these con-

ditions, Coffman describes the mortification of the

inmates as a process of depersonalization which in-

cludes the stripping of his rights and obligations

in the outside life, such as choices about

dress, and social relations,- etc. The effettsof

this are so dramatic so as-to suggest that the chronic

schizophrenia qyndrome may be, partially at least,

an iatrogenic illness, ori.daptation to the hospital.

milieu of the "backwards." If normal individuals

were subjected to custo6ial care for even a few

years, their personalities might well become function-

ally adapted to the total institl that,is be-

come depressed, withdrawn, apatheti day-dream or

hallucinate, show flattened affect, etc., i.e.,

most likely indistinguishable from a true chronic

schizophrenic, by current diagnostic procedures at

least.

Sett` leheim (1753) describes the dramatic effect

of.inmats-life on those in the German prison camps.

He hypothesizes that the final stage of adjustment
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was to identify with the aggressor, the German guards,

by Adopting their mannerisms, attitudes, and even

wearing cast off pieces of their uniform. Consider

g the antagonism of this captor-prisoner relation

ship, it would'seem a remarkable response, but when

one takes into account the social forces impinging

on the survivors, it becomes more comprehensible.

In the prison camps of North Kor=?.a as described by

Schein (1956), the Communists "brainwashed" prisoners

and in many cases were able to obtain their coopera-

tion and a greater acceptance of Communist ideology.

One of their important techniques was the undermining

of group resistence which was found to be crucial

for resisting social pressure A ch (1958) and Milgram

(1963). Self-criticism talks and reciting Communist

ideology, i.e. the prisoner taking the role of the

cormiunist (Janis and King, 1954) were effective in

changing soldier's opinions. Other studies of the

deleterious effects of total institutions on person-

ality are descibed by Sykes (1958) for a prison, and

by Dornbush (1955) for a military academy.

While some of the more dramatic changes in per-

sonality come from institutions that mortify person-



alities there are instances of the use of the total

institution for rehabilitative programs, such as for

disturbed children, Redl and Weinmen (1951) Bettie-

helm (1954), for the treatment of delinquents, Empi

and Rabow, (1964: pp.5O9-539) and pert (19641 pp.481-

4). summary, this evidence suggests that total

institutions create a powerful field of social forces,

capableApf dramatically influancihg the personali-

ties of their inmates. The effectiveness of rehabil-

itative programs depends on their ability to marshal

effectively the field of social forces for thera-

peutic purposes.

The evidence derived from the four areas of study

delineate the importance and salience of ongoing

social influence. Personality is defined, in terms

of a relatively stable constellation of trait_ and

the ontogenetic theorists have emphasized the endur-

ing impact,of early experiences in shaping and main-

taining personality. Early experiences, including

genetic and biological factors, account for some of

this stability, but a relatively neglected component

of that stability which has been tettialled out"nei

then theoretically nor empirically is the result of

individuals adapting to similar milieuxthroughout
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their lives. That such a component of this stabil

ity exists is suggested by the evidence derived from

social psychology, studies in social psychiatry-,

stimulus deprivation studies, rand the studies of

total institutions. The review of these studiesi

was necessarily-brief, and was intehded 31) be nei-
i

ther exhaustive nor critical. Like all studies,/

these have inherent weaknesses with regard to their

scope, methodology, comparability, and generalizability

to real-life situatidns, etc. This evidence was

taken out of context, and reinterpreted to support

a proposed theory of on-going adaptation. It Was

suggested that field. experiments, utilizing

life and thus, salient situations,would be val-

ue in delineating and assessing the impact of on-:

going social influences on personality. Lest.the'
i

pendulum .of our thinking be encouraged to swing too

far in the supra - environmentalist direction,! it

should be recalled that this preposed..theorYsought

only to redirect attention-to that relatively ne-

glected component of the stability of personality

which is the result of an on-going adaptation to

Tar eo milieuxthroughout the life of "the..

individual. It would be, however, inaccurate and
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overly zealous to suggest that. individuals were

merely "funny putty," always adapting to the de-

mands and forces of the social milieu. It would

be more accurate, and more productive to regard the

oersonality as natively autonomous. Rapaport

(1951) proposes that the individual's ego is neither

solopsistic, i.e., determined by inter-psychic forces

as in the case of autism, nor totally stimulus-

bound, i.e., responding completely passively,

state which is approximated in hypnotic trances.

If such an on-going theory of adaptation is to

be useful, it must go beyond simply bolstering the

super-lrganist views of Kroeber ( pm) White ( 190)0-,

and Durkheim (1951), etc. These writers emphasize

that most human behavior, cognitions, social organ-

ilation, language, etc. is determined by the. cul-

ture. This says more than that personality

is primarily derived from what is available in the

culture. Ultimately, this is true of course, but

does not direct itself toward the range of problems

which are truly psychological, i.e., understanding

individuals.' Such problems would include: (1) Why

are individuals irfluenced by different aspects of

their -culture? (2) What is the relative contribution
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of family, community, and peer group, etc.

limiting for the individual the repertoire of things

to be learned? (3) What idiosyncracies of the in-

dividual lead him to integrate different aspects of

nis culture so a in some ways "to be like no other

man"? These are some of the issues posed for a theory

of social influence if it is to go beyond the super-

organist position which subsumes psychology under.

a study of culture, vie a' vis culture.

If this theory is to contribute to an under-

standing of personality, many psychologicalquestions

are raised, such as (14 What are the psychological

traits that lead some individuals to be relatively

solopsistic vs. being stimulus -bound er .Reismarfs

( 1964) terms of being "inner-directed" and "outer-

directed"? What is the etiology and nature of this

amenability to social influence? (2) What re the

psychological mechanisms which mediAte existing social

influences which may lead the individual to deny

the existence of these influences, reinterpret them

cognitively, or to selectively expose him to dif-

ferent social influences? (3) How do external social

influences such as values becothe internalized? (4)

What is the relationship between developmental stages
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of the individual and his arrinability to social

influence? Do the mechanisms for internalizing

social influences change over time, and what are

the mechanisms by which internalized char-fl he

come irreversible? (5) Are there differences in

the relationship between developmental :_t:Lges and

social influence vis a vis such specific aspects

f personality as motivation,'eattitudes, interper

sonal -kills etc? (6) In what areas and at what

depths of personality is the individual amenable

to those that are ephemeral and highly responsive

to slight changes in the-force field? Is there a

middle rangearea of personality that is amenable

to change which is also relevant to the treatment

of mental health, delinquency, drug addiction, etc?

These, then, are just some of the psychologlcal,

problems posed by this theory of social influence.

They must be explored if a theoretically fruitful

and a socially applicable theory of on-going-Adap-

tations is to be developed and utilized.
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APPENDIX H

atrix showing correlation coefficients for combined
Vermont 1968 and Colorado 1967 of subjects own score on
the 6 Raw Teenagers' Opinion Survey Scales and 14 High
School Personallty fluestionnaire with his (1)First;
(?) Second; and last choice of who he would like to

:lc ;ith at the beginning and end of camp.
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APPENDIX

S
E

I C I C L
R
S
T

,C1
/--

D

A
S
T

S
T

0
N
D

A
S
T

T.O.S. PRE Cd POST CAMP

Work .12 .08 .30* .10 .21 .06

P. Reap. .22 .07 .14 .23 .14 .02

Adult's .23 -.22 .21 .13 .20 .13

Group E .09 -.01 -.15 -.03 -.07 -.11

Alienation .13 .04 -.12 -.01 .18 -.35*

I Am .08 .08 -.15 .12 .04 -.11

H.S.P.

A .43* .24 .32* .21 -.05 .23=

.16 .11 _31* .11 .07 .28

C -.14 .20 .21 .27* .26

D -.35* -.10 .08 -.26 .14 .02

E -.04 .05 .53* .16 -.20 -.18

.39* .12 .44* .18 -.12 -.11

G .09 .07 .29* -.07 .15 -.29

H .28* -.17 .30* .13 -.13 .05

.11 -.21 .15 .21 .03 .00

J .17 -.35* -.06 .06 .00 -.09

0 -.10 .21 -.05 '.28* .00 .39*

22
Q3
Q4

.09

.32*
-.18

-.19
02

-.10

.31

.24

.21

.13
-.07

::

-.1.0

.27*

.00

.09

.41*

.05

.16

indicates a i ant correlation 05 for a two tailed test

o significance.


